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ABSTRACT 

A survey of attitudes towards the Estuarine crocodile ( Crocodylus porosus) was 

conducted in Northern Queensland (Australia) ir, communities chos~n for their 

distinct cultural background (Aboriginal / non Aboriginal), community structure 

(mining town, farming community, tourist destination nnd urban centre), residence 

status (local resident/visitor), proximity to croc()dile r.2bitau~, and remoteness. 

Attitudes were a mix of emotional responsp-- ( empathy ~nd/or fear of crocodiles 

primarily) and crocodile management expectaUons (vark>us leveis of crocodile 

population control), with a dominance of risk. management expectations in resident 

communities as opposed to the visitors in thos,a communities. Empathy towards 

crocodiles and risk perception were investig1ated in relation to knowledge, 

experience, communication networks, social background and gender. The 

distribution of knowledge and experience was closely related to residence near 

croc.~ile habitats, predominantly vicarious and h1cking in ecolog!cal understanding. 

Risk perception was primarily affected by' residence near crocodile habitats and the 

cultural background or residents (Aborigin1al / non Aboriginal) while the 

distribution of empathy was indicative of bmader cu!tural values. They were 

interpreted in relation to attitudes towards thEt non-human world ( discriminating 

betwe~n .Aboriginal and non Aboriginal attitudEts} and the regionai historical and 

cultural ccmtext of the Frontier and its importance in the construction of the 

national identity (discrim,nating between northern Queensland residents and 

visitors). A brief discussion of management implic:ations is presented focusing on 

th~ importance of equitable distribution of social! benefits and o ,{its of management 

po,;cies, the relevance of public participation and management issues a1rising from a 

diverse social and cuitural Emvironment. 



INTRODUCTION 

The importance of managing people's uses of resources as welt ,as resources 

themselves in order to fulfil social goals of economic and cultural weli being and 10 

maintain resource availability for future use has been presented by various 

advocates of Ecol,ogically Sustainable Development. The f a.ilure of managemt:mt 

policies based prim,arily on scientific expertise and a centralised decision making 

process have lead to a reconsideration of the importance of the cultural, soc~al and 

political context of resource management. 

The approach taken by the 9resent study is based upon related but sepan.lte 

management contexts - that of biophysical resources management and of 

management of risks. Although there is no intrinsic difference between the tw\'l in 

terms of the social processes involved (economic, social, poHtical c:1nd cultural), th6' 

former has concentrated on positive impacts and the promotion ~">f environmental 

awareness while the latter has been primarily concerned with managing the 

negative impacts of technology and the promotion of socially acceptabk1 risk. 

The choice of the management of crocodilians as an object of study combin~ this 

double perspective. On the one hand a number of crocodilians are endangered and 

vulnerable species and their management is often fact.,d with conflicts br::t.ween 

conservation and development. On the other hand, crocodilians are pen~eived as a 

risk and a personal threat, a situation which may be in ,conflict with protective 

legislation. The cultural importance of this group of animals also makes it very 

attractive for a study of cross cultural aspects of resource management. 

Most management programmes of crocodilians worldwide acknowtedge the necessity 

of ur.deratanding social and cultural factors - as conflict situations arose - but too 

often the trust in xpert biolog~cal assessment and implicit cultun.,I values h,tve 

been dominant f actom in the decis~on making process and social aspects have be,en 

overlooked or poorly addressed, resulting in the alienation of sections of the 

community and a lack of support for conservation policies. 

The study of community attitudes towards th.:t Estuarine crocodile ( Crocodylus 

porosus) in northern Queensland (Australia) provides a case study whereby the 

socio-cultural !::lctors become predominant and overshadow biological 

conaiderationa. The manag~ment of crocodiles \and of protected species) in northern 
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Australia provides an interesting situation by which contrasting world view~ and 

belief systems coexist. Historical factors such as colonialism and frontier 

expansion into tha tropics have left a situation by which a economically dominant 

European based culture coexists with a contrasting indigenous Aboriginal culture. 

The management response to the range of soci;,:: c.,oncerns and attitudes towards 

crocodiles taken in each $late of northern Australia accounts for differences in the 

status of the crocodile resource and the political, social '.tnd economic context of 

decision making processes. As a result of changes in land tenure, the understanding 

of Aboriginal views is essential as they become incre~"'ingly involved in joint 

management of natural areas such as national parks (Kakadu National Park and 

Uluru National Park, Northern Territow"y). In Queensland, recently passed 

legislation. the Nature Conservation (Old) Act (1992) and the Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander Land (QJd) Acts {1991) include provision for the joint 

management of National Parks owned by Aborigines as well as provisions for 

hunting and fishing rights. 

The lack of systematic investigation of human perception of animals is surprising, 

given its theoretical and practical significance for wildlife management. Few studies 

have investigated attitudes towards animals and/or wildlife related issues in the 

applied context of wildlife management. Moat studies have looked at public 

perception, knowledge of animals and animal preferences (KeHert 1980c, 1983, 

1984b, 1988, 1989; Fenton & Hills 1988: Paterson 1990}, in an attempt to 

identify user groups and describe wibJlife experiences in order to assess the 

desirability of specific management options among user ~roups of a particular 

wildlife resource (Hines & Schaeffer 1977; Shaw & Zube 1980; Delany, Hines J!t 

Abercrombie 1986). The study of environmental awareness and ittl determinants 

for instance proposed a number of hypotheses which identify demographic 

parameters such as age, sex, social status, income and background as social 

indicators of support fo".' environmental awareness. Few studies have looked 

specifically at the perception c.,t dangerous animal,: alligators (A II i gator 

mississipi6nsis)in Florida (Hines & Scheaffer 1977), the woH and the coyote in the 

United States (Kellert 1985b), and the grizzly bear in the USA (Schullery 1980). 

The information on attitudes toward~, wildlife and wildlife issues have been 

primarily used to determine wildlife values and have provided the support for 

environmental decision making and planning ( Kellert 1980b, 1983, Shaw & Zube 

1980; Caughley 1985). Wildlife managers recognise the need to expand from the 

basic benefit coat analysis approach to decia~tm making and promote research in the 
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social and political processes at play (Caughley 1985; Witter & Sheriff 1988; 

Kellert 1988). Few !ltudies have addressed the socio-cultural basis of endangered 

species legislation (Shep~.mi 1978; Kellert 1985c). The current challenr..1e of the 

management of endangered wildlife in particular dangerous wildlife reside in the 

understanding of the factors affecting policy acceptability and its connections with 

social systemu. 

The area of risk studies provide a useful conceptual framework and methodology for 

an investigation of attitudes towards dangerous wildlife. The study of risk is a fairly 

new field of research which arose from the controversy about the desirability of 

naw technok>gies, in the wake the ecological crisis in the 1970'a (White 1973). The 

need to question the dominant view of nature and to appraise the impact of technology 

on the quality of the environment emerged as the most significant social phenomenon 

for the next two decades. Although the study of environmental threats have been 

mainly concerned with natural disasters and technological risks, the validity of the 

approach for personal physical dangers may be relevant, as recreation and tourism 

create opportunities for wildlife encounters; such er.counters are out of the range of 

daily experience and as such are rare events, but in the case of fatal accidents, the 

concerns expressed in the community are similar in may ways to those expressed 

during salient. events as.sociated with technological risks; similar ,ocia: factors and 

processes may affect the level of acceptability of such risks. While the interest and 

smpathy towards crocodile:tl and the perception of crocodiles as a threat both are 

dependent on socio-cultura~ factors, the balance between t~e two will be affected by 

the geography of interactions between humans and crocodiles, the social cultural 

context and distribution of liabilities and benefits of conservation policies. In many 

ways, the crocodile is a symbol of the conflicts affecfa1g the development of wetlands 

areas in northern Au!itratia. 

This study can be seen as a form of social impact assessment of the current 

protective ;egislation and is concerned with the collection of information on public 

attitudes. It conoists off three parts: 

( 1 ) A critical account of the cultural aspects and socio-historical factors in which 

attitudes towards crocodiles are imbedded and the devek)pment of a conceptual 

framework based on a review of existing studies on the perception of animals 

and animal related issues, risk studies and commur11cations studies (Chapter 

1 ) . 
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( 2) A cross cultural survey of attit,1des towards crocodiles in northern Queensland 

and Cape York Peninsula which ;nvestigates the knowledge of crocodiles, 

cr0<-'0diles as an threat, the empath, towards crocodiles within the context of 

existing crocodile management regime. The collection of a range of qualitative 

information combined with the results of the attitude survey provide a social 

profile of the communities affected by crocodile management ( chapters 2 to 

6). 

( 3 ) A conclusion which summarises the major features of the study, its 

:tchiev~r.ients and shortcominga, presents options for future research and 

provides a set of recommendations for management. 
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CHAPTER 1 

HUMAN NATURE INTERACTIONS AND THE MANAGEMENT OF WILDLIFE: 

TOWARDS A CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This c;hapter aims at placing the present study in the broader conte1', of the existing 

literature, bringing together a number of disciplines and areas of studies. It is 

divided into thre£ parts: the first part r:,resents an overview of the management of 

crocodilians and other dangerous wildlife and identifies relevant management issues; 

the second part is an account of historical and cultural themes necessary to the 

understanding of the pattern of attitudes towards nature and wildlife in northern 

Australia; the third part develops a theoretical framework using the existing 

literature on social research in wildlife mar.~gament and risk studies. The 

importance of social and cultural factors in the understanding of individual 

responses is presented and ex.amined in the broader framework of decision making 

processes in environmental management. 

PART ONE: THE MANAGEMENT OF CROCODILIANS IN NORTHERN 

AUSTRALIA 

1.1 • Introduction 

Crocodiles occur tn waterways and coastal wetlands of Northam Australia. Two 

spocies an, found, Crocodylus porosus and Crocodylus johnstoni. The latter is 

endemic to northern Australia, the former ranges from South-East Asia and Papua 

New Guinea to northern Australia. The distribution of these two species overlap, 

although C. john$toni is mostly confined to upper rivers and fresh water swamps, 

whilst C. poros:.1s is found in Estuarine waters, freshwater lagoons and billabongs 

and even at sea (Appendix 1). 

The extensive network of waterways whk:h provides a habitat to crocodiles covers a 

range of laod tenure and land use and is administered by of a number of institutions 

with different manGates. The domain of the management of crocodiles does not just 

include protected areas such as national parks where recreational use is 

predominant and actively managed. The once remoteness of northern Australia is no 

longer a guarantee of low level of interaction with crocodiles. The influx of visitors 
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to northern Queensland (1 H63000 domestic visits and 368 000 international 

visits to the Cairns region oniy. Domestic Monitor Bureau 1991) and associated 

regional expansion h~ve changed this situation. Visitors, often unfamiliar with 

tropical hazards and residents commun!ties are affected by management policies 

aimed at the conservation of species responsible for fatal attacks on humans. 

The management regime of crocodilian popuiations in the different states follows 

international conventions, federal and state legislation. C. porosus is classified as an 

endangered species and C. johnstoni as vulnerable by the International Union for 

Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN). Both species are listed in 

Appendix II of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild 

Fauna and Flora (CITES). Those conventions ensure a hqgh degree of protection and 

restricts the use of crocodiles as a commercial resource. Crocodiles are also the 

object of Australian federal legislation, (Schedule 2 of the Wildlife Protection 

(regulation of Exports and Imports) Act 1982, and stat.a legislation Naturs 

conservation Act 1992 in Queensland and Territory Parks and Wildlife Canse,vation 

Act 1988 in the Northern Territory. 

1.2 • The ,~ortherr ,-enltory cf Auatralla 

The Management of crocodilians is the responsibility of the Northern Territory 

Conservation Commission (management programme for C. porosus & C. johnstoni :n 

the Northern Territory of Australia 1989). The long term objective of the 

management is to estabtish the commercial value of crocodiles as a dijrect incentive 

for crocodile consen,ation, in that following the American model of value added 

conservation {Hines & Abercrombie 1987; Hines & Percival 1987; Joanen & 

McNease 1987). Current objectives include maintaining viable wild populations and 

conserve their wetland habitats, enhance safety by maintaining an active awareness 

campaign and by removing problem crocodUes, develop strategies for the 

sustainable utilisation of crocodiles and expand the farming industry to 

commensurate with the capacity of the wild populations to sustain harvest. 

A unique feature of the Northern Territory is the large area of protected wetlands 

under National Parks legislation, sanctuaries and Aboriginal land tenure which 

provide a secure habitat for crocodiles. Sixty per c~nt of C. porosus habitat is under 

Aboriginal land tenure (Northern Territory Conservation Commission 1989), 

following land rights legislation (Aboriginal Land Righta Act 1976, NT). Aboriginal 

lanos are equated with Categor/ VU of the IUCN List of National Parks and Protected 
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Areas (Webb, Manolis, Whitehead & Letts 1984). Some of those areas are being 

leased bc1ck to the Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service (ANPWS) and 

jointly man.~ged (Kakadu National Park, Uluru National Park). Managemant on 

private land involves the harvest of wild crocodiles in harvest areas chosen on the 

basis of the interest and commitment of individual iand owners by providing them 

with financial incentives, in order to gain their support for long term conservation 

of the species. 

The management of problem crocodiles focuses on individual animals found near 

settled areas, areas subject to high inttmsity recreation and areas where their 

presence may threaten a desirable land use. The Darwin harbour and Gove 

recreateonal beaches are •crocodiles free areas· ie the removal of aH individual 

animals is systematic and well publicised. Those animals are relocated to crocodile 

farms and used in tha determination of the neY.t year harvest. Associated with the 

removal programme is an public awareness and educational campaign outlining the 

potential hazard of crocodiles and the promoting crocodil3s as an •asset. not a 

liability• (Webb & Manolis 1989). 

1.3 - Th• management of crocodUea In Queensland 

The goals of the current management are to ensure adequate protection of crocodiles 

and crocodile h~bitats in Queensland, to develop a farming industry as appropriate, 

and to promote positive attitudes towarda crocodiles and crocodile management 

through public education (Queensland NaUonal Pa:k and Wildlife Service 

Management Plan 1989). 

Management has been concerned with the determination of baseline information on 

population dynamics and the establishment of areas of priorities for conservat!on 

baaed on the status of the populations, habitat quality and the constraints of human 

settlements (Q.NPWS 1989). Unlike other states in northern Australia, ranching is 

not permitted and the stocking of crocodile farms is of captive origin (Edw·ard River 

Crocodile Farm) or from removed •problern" crocodiles. The cotiservative ar,)proach 

to management in Queensland was justified on tha basis of the relaUvely low 

crocodile population densities foilowing the extensive expansion of agricu!ture and 

urbanisation into coastal lowlands reducing significantly areas of prime crocodile 

habitats and the ecological marginality of the remaining habitat (Taplin 1987}. 
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The recovery of crocodile populations associated with the increase in human 

populations in northern Queensland have resulted in a greater awareiless of their 

presence in tropical watorways. The perceived impacts of large(r) crocodile 

populations near urban areas on recreation and regional industries such as tourism, 

cattle farming and commercial fishing are currently debated anci are affecting 

crocodile management in the region, particularly in the populatec: areas of the east 

coast of far northern Queensland. 

The management response regarding the issue of public safety has been initially 

reactive under public pressure, following a fatal accident where a woman was taken 

in Daintree (December 1985). It has had the unfortunate effect of putting 

crocodiles in the public eye and the accident was followed by major kiUings of C. 

porosus in retaliation. The management of "problem• crocodile in northern 

Queensland has consequently focussed on the populated east coast between Ingham and 

Cooktown. A programme aimed at the removal of •problem• crocodiles (a majority 

being C. porosus) was organised foliowing a zonation scheme according to river 

system, human population pressure and size class of individual crocodiles; animals 

were to be removed by licensed crocodile farmers (QNPWS 1989). After 

appropriate consideration, the animals caught were relocated to farms as breeding 

stock, or as zoo display animals. This strategy has had the effect of decreasing 

significantly the number of reported sightings {see Appendix 4). 

An educational programme based on the ecology of crocodiies and public safety is 

actively promoted; signs have been placed at major rivers and water bodies to warn 

people of the dangers of swimming. Pamphlets are also available which reinforce 

graphecaliy the importance of safety and inform the public of the basic facts of the 

conservation and biology of both the Estuarine and the Johnstone crocodiles and of 

their international significance ( see Appendix 7). 

The current situatilln in Queensland regarding habitat protection is quite unlike ihe 

Northern Territory. Wetlands are under a number of legislation and 

administrations, each providing n different degree of protection (national parks, 

sanctuaries, refuges and reserves, environmental parks, State forests, fisheries 

habitats reserves, wetland rese,ves, fish sanctuaries and marine parks), with most 

of the inland and ephemeral wetlands totally unprotected and vulnerable to a range of 

land use practices or ecologically inadequately delineated (e.g. Edmund National 

park). A notable exception is the Wet tropical Rainforest of north-eastern 

Queensland which includes 37 wetlands reserves (Arthington & Hagert 1989). The 

multiplicity of legislation and administrative arrangemsnts complicates the 
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management of wetlands and diffuse the responsibility between departments all to 

the detriment of appropriate wetland management. Furthermore, procedures for 

environmental impact assessment (EIA) of proposed developments in wetlands is 

given moderate emphasis(Loca/ Government (Planning and Environment) Act 199<1J 

and the provision for public participation in EIA is lim,ted. Only general provisions 

are provided in the Impact Assessment in Queensland: Policies and Administrative 

Arrangements (Jan 1987) (Martyn, Morris & Downing 1990). Given this context 

of habitat protection, the management of crocodiles habitats in Queensland by 

QNPWS was in effect limited to national parks. 

Recent legislation has changed this situation. Aboriginal land tenure in Queensland is 

undergoing changes as a number of existing reserves (Deed Of Grant In Trust) are 

being transferred to Aboriginal control under the Aboriginal Land Act 1991 (OLD). 

The newly enacted Nature Conservation (OLD) Act {1992) which combines a 

number of statutes under the same umbrella(National Parks and Wildlife Act 1975, 

the Fauna Conservation Act (1974,) the Native plants Protection Act {1930) and 

the land Act (1962) acknowledges the ecological concept of a direct link between the 

maintenance of habitat and the survival of species; it provides a regional framework 

for environmental planning by establishing legal and administrative structures and 

procedures for the prevention or management of th~eatening processes, following 

existing procedures of EIA of the Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act 

(1990) and the State Developments and Public Works Organisation 1971, 

procedures for the management of national parks and other reserves, provision for 

Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders to be involved in the protection and 

management of land and public participation in nature conservation planning by the 

wider community (advisory committees and boards of management). The legislation 

allows for the protection of wildlife on declared lands, reserves other than cMwn 

lands and private lands. The impact ~f this legislation, despite its shortcomings is an 

important char, , for wildlife management in Queensland. 

1.4- Management of crocodlll3n&: major laauea 

The most recent international publication on the management of crocodiles and 

alligators (Webb, Manolis & Whitehead 1987) shows that agencies responsible for 

the management of crocodilians worldwide acknowledge the importance of social and 

cultural factors in the successful imp!ementation of management; few actually show 

that thsy have investigated the matter further than through descriptive studies on 

the desirability of certain management options when a threshold of tolerable 
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crocodilians numbers is reached and public safety is perceived to be at stake. 

Management responses to the issue of public safety vary with the legislation in force 

in each country where crocodilians occur. It is a combination of the status of K>Cal 

crocodilian populations and historical, political, economical, social factors (see 

Appendix 3 for a review of existing management regimes). 

The negative perception of crocodilians and the issue of pubiic safety is a common 

management problem with local populations. It is compounded by the acceptability of 

conservation as an appropriate land use. Conflicts usually arise from different 

perceptions of desirable land uses and values of both wildlife and wildlife habitats. 

This is particularly well mustrated by the experience of developing countries 

where the management of crocodilians (and other threatening wildlife) is a long 

story of conflicts of interest between local residents values and lifestyle and 

internationally set conservation policies. The justification of those programmes is 

made even more difficult in the light of the North South socio-economic inequity, as 

the development of effective programmes is greatly impaired by the depressed 

economic situation of those countries, and often by the lack of adequate 

administrative and financial arrangements. Traditional lsnd practices and regional 

economic development are rarely congruent with conservation policies implemented 

with little community pat1icipation in decision making processes. The intensity of 

conflicts is increasingly encouraging management solutions based on a close 

involvement of local populations (Child 1987). 

Most programmes are associated with public education campaigns to obtain support 

for management decisions. They are based on the assumption that knowing more 

about wildlife will promote positive attitudes towards conservation and risk 

acceptability, although there is no evidence that public education alone will suffice. 

Programmes often ignore the value of local knowledge (both customary and 

indigenous) and local networks in their implementation and effectiveness (Graham 

& Payne 1990). The scientific base of educational programmes also tends to isolate 

the animal from the wider context of interaction of people with wildlife and to focus 

on ecology and biology which may limit the relevance and value of the information 

conveyed (Watson & Chambers 1989). 

The provision of economic incentives has proven so far the best way to ensure the 

acceptability of crocodile conservation management policies. The concept of value 

added conservation has been successful in promoting a suetainabie industry by 

providing local economic incentives while ensuring international conservation goals. 
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Commercial exploitation (farming, ranching, hunting) must be within limits set by 

the constant monitoring ot wild populations. Such an approach has been made 

necessary given the multiple tenure of wetlands (mostly private) and ownership of 

crocodiles as a resource. Put,lic ownership of crocodiles is the norm in developed 

countries (as in Australia) regard!ess of the tenure of wetlands (public or private) 

and management of crocodiles rest with government agencies at all levels; crocodiles 

are often traditionally owned in developed countries (Papua New Guinea for 

example), unless reserves are set aside for their protection. Management then 

concentrates on the regulation of commercial outputs and therefore non comfflfilrcial 

use of the resource is left to the owners (HoUands 1987). 

This brief review of the management of crocodilians both worldwide and in Australia 

suggests that cultural values as much as local economic interests strongly influence 

the acceptability of management policies. Given the cultural context of northern 

Australia, it is important to understand the social and cultural processes involved in 

attitudes towards crocodiles. 

PART 2: CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

1.1 - Definitions 

Central to the management of natural resources is the relationship between humans 

and nature. Throughout history, the concept of nature has been invested with a rich 

layer of meanings, symbolic elaborations and transformations (Wolhwill 1983). 

The way in which people see their environment is constructed and maintained 

through cultural systems. 

A us.eful definition of culture can be the beliefs, values systems, art and technology 

shared by a group of people (Young 1990). Culture can be seen as the mediating 

re,ationship between a society and its environment: 

•wortds of individua,s and cultures are perceived elements of nature, and 

man in all his cultural forms symbolises natural phenomena so to cope with 

his world and come to terms with it • ( Tuan 1971, p 4). 

Coping includes coping with environmental constraints but also social constraints, 

so that environmental disruption may be seen as the inadvertent outcome of 
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imperfect collective institutions which fail to counteract the harmful side effects of 

human 1s inconsistent behaviour (O' Riordan 1976). 

Cultural selection of particular parts of the environment operates to select and 

classify a set of resources and ways to use them. Classifications are culture specific 

and therefore the same environment may be provide a different set of resources 

according to different modes of cultur-=11 selection. Culture shapes a society' s 

conception of the natural world and provides the means to solve problems of 

resource management. Culture itself can be seen as a resource as it is a mean of 

identifying, managing and passing on the knowledge of resources. The resources 

which a group of people live on may be perceived as uncertain, unpredictable and 

problematic by outsiders but not by that group whose environmental knowledge has 

accumulated through generations (Nietschmann 1984). 

A conceptual framework for relating the cultural, socio-economic and political 

aspects of wildlife resources into management and development programmes is 

provided by Firey's resource paradigm (1980). Resources are the product of social 

processes that initially define potentially useful things to convert for social 

purposes. Resource systems are then a hierarchy of interactions comprising a set of 

resource processes, structured to achieve a particular objective. Different social 

groups will have a different perception of the rescun: i system within their own 

frame of references, not necessarily connected to the assumptions of others. The 

preservation of wildlife habitats is a major area of conflict with different resource 

systems. Most rural societies particularly tribal people~ living in the vicinity of 

those habitats have a resource system based on subsistence economy. The impact of 

conservation policies is only accepted if there is as part of the management strategy 

allocation for a alternative or modified resource system which is suitable to people 

expeciations (Saharia 1984). 

In this study, an Aborigina~ and non Aboriginal cultural traditions coexist; it is 

therefore important to present the distinctive cultural features of those two 

traditions in order to identify the cultural bias of this investigation since it has 

been shown that implicit cultural assumptions are common place in resource 

management (Caughley 1985; Kellert & Berry 1987). 
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1.2 • Aborlglnal perspective 

1.2.1 - The basis of Aborlglnal worldvlew 

In Aboriginal thought~ there is ·a oneness of thought, belief and expression through 

time and space• (Yengoyan 1987). The isomorphic fit between the natural and the 

supernatural means that nature is coded and charG''\" by the sacred, while the sacred 

is everywhere within the physical landscape. All behaviour is an expression of a 

well developed sense of moral conduct which provides the basis for all human 

obligations and is inherited by Qach individual. (Berndt 1982; Rose 1984, 1987, 

1988; Stanner 1966; Yengoyan 1987). 

Aboriginal land is a humanised landscape. For example, a crocodile story explains 

the !andscape of the Breakfast Creek/Mookan area of the Wik region (Cape York 

Peninsula): a set of topographic features, named anabranches (Kugu-Nganychara) 

are supposed to have been formed by a Saltwater Crocodile (Minha pinchy~ who was 

injured while travelling down stream; by thrashing his tail. he created these 

particular features (Von Sturmer 1978). Another example, recorded by Thomson 

(1933), tells the story of the mythical canoe trip of Liway the Crocodile and Yawa 

the Diamond Stingray from the Pascoe river to the Torres strait Islands leaving on 

their path a number of sites such as White Point sand dune in Shelburne Bay (Cape 

York peninsula) (Chase in Benzaken 1988). 

In Aboriginal land management system, the environment is managed physically, 

spiritually and politically and these operate instructively. Culturally appropriate 

land management will ensure a continuous supply of food for the custodians of the 

land (Department of Ab.,,.iginal and Torres Strait Islanders Affairs 1989). Rose 

( 1988) describes the principles of Aboriginal Law for the Yarralin community of 

the Northern Territory as follows: the •dreaming law• was established during the 

•creaming time•, the heroic time when the Ancestral Beings (Oreamings) travelled 

along particular tracks of land creating the landscape and setting specific laws by 

which all life forms should live. Yarralin people believe th~~ human life exists 

within a wider context o1 a living and conscious cosmos and that: 

"Human responsibUity lies in actions that nurture and enhance human Ute, 

the life of other species (plants and animals) and the relationship between 

humans and others" (Rose 1988, p .. 19). 
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Moral rules concern the relationship between parts of the system and are based 

upon the four principles of balancec response. symmetry and autonomy (Rose 

1987). These rules apply to any part of the system including plants and animals. 

The social system and the natural system are matched and have their legitimacy in 

the Dreaming. The totemic association of humans and non humar~s through common 

ancestry maintains the social structure and rt:tgulates the use oi the land both tor 

spiritual and physical needs in time and space. 

Failing to comply to human responsibility of enhancing life processes result in the 

deterioration of the environmdntal status quo, as it is believed that other species 

depend on humans for their survival. This is in contrast with western thinking 

which advocates non intervention to ensure the preservation and survival of other 

species (F,ose 1988) .. This cultural difference is well illustrated in the notion of 

wilderness. Wilderness, defined as an area of minimal human intervention in a 

Western sense, is in contradiction with Aboriginal moral duty of management. 

unspoiled and pristine iendscapes in western terms are in fact degraded lands in 

Abor~ginal terms. 

1.2.2 • Abcrlglnal resource management: a contemporary perspective 

There is an extensive literature on Aboriginal resource management of Northern 

Australia where Aborigines are presented as active resource man3ger,; (Thomson 

1939; Von Sturmer 1978; Jones 1980; Gould 1982; Hynes & Chase 1982; Meehan 

1982; Sutton & Rigsby 1982; Williams 1982; Davies 1984; Chase 1984; Haynes 

1985; Stevenson 1985; Peterson & Long 1986; Chase & Sutton 1987; Myers 

1987). 

An intimate knowledge of the environment and extensive resource manipulation 

were important aspects of a subsistence Hfestyle. Resource manipulation included 

the use of a range strategies such as fishing techniques (Thomson 19!39), 

dorniculture (Hynes & Chase 1984), fire management (Stevenson 1985) and the 

knowledge of seasonal c~,cles of resource availability. For example, the Wik

Ngathan of Cape Keerweer (Cape York Peninsula), when the migratory Magpie geese 

first come, do not consume the first batt:h of eggs but bury them because II the geese 

will fail to lay more eggs if they are consumed by people• indicating the importance 

of cultural factors as determinants of harvest (Sutton te. Chaae 1987). The aeasonal 

cycle o1 resource US8 9 first described by Thomson (1939) at Cape Keerweer rests 

on a detailed knowledge of interactions between biophysical features of the 
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environment and plants and animals as well as on changes affecting plant and animal 

distributions. Yo;gnu calendar (Arnhem land, Northern Territory) has 6 seasons 

and uses a number of environmental features {climate, ~ail::.o,,ai movemants of 

animals and growth of plants) to determine the right time (or 11degree of fatness•) 

to harvest a particular resource {Davies 1984}. Rituals are performed which 

ensure the continuity of Aboriginal lifestyle both material and spiritual. For 

example, mortuary songs of the Virritja (Northern Territory) emphasising the 

cycle of songs and dances and resource availabmty include the crocodile. 

"The crocodile sings lightning when it comes in the east and that's when the 

crocodile lay his eggs and that's wh&n the sting ray gets fat and good to eat. 

When the lightning comes and the rain comes that makes the sting ray fat, that 

makes the crocodiles lay his eggs. Before that time, the sting ray has no fat and 

he is not worth eating," 

12th song of the eastern cycle of songs sung by members oi the group of the 

deceased (Warner 1964, p. 409). 

The system of land tenure and access to material and spiritual resources is based on 

tha concept of 11country" and "one countryman" (My&rs 1987). Ownership of 

"country" is based on the ownership of specific tracks of land and inherited rituals 

associated with it. The concept of "One countryman•, based on t;19 sharing of physical 

resources does not imply ,lpiritual ownership of land, but a right of access to 

resources that has to be negotiated with spiritual owners. A system of ritual 

obligations regulates the size and composition of social groupings and their access to 

resources (Hiatt 1984). 

Most Aboriginal people in no,1hem Australia today have maintained their cultural 

identity within contemporary Australia despite their loss of control of tribal lands, 

social marginalisation, institutionalisation, and economic dependence, primarily 

because of the remoteness of that region from mainstream Australia. Indigenous 

management systems ·worldwide have suffered from a number of factors operating 

simultaneously: the loss of land leading to intensification o·f use and land degradation 

of the remaining, cultural disruption as the repository of primary environmental 

controls (sacred knowledge, traditional land ownership and population control), 

market integration creating external dependency, changes in aocial relations and 

dekx:alisation of factors of production, introduced technolag/ and energy subsidised 

activities instead of self sustained activities baaed on solar and human energy (Ancm 

1992 United Nat,on Con1erence oo Environment and Development). However, not all 
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the above factors have affected Aboriginal management systems. Land diaposaesgion 

was widespread following European invasion. As a result. the economic base and 

social life of Aborigines were dramatically affected by successive religious and 

governmental administratii>ns which craated marginalised and institutionalised 

communities. The knowledge of their environment once appropriate to a subsistence 

lifestyle has become for most part inadequate in contemporary economy, however, 

the spiritunl relationship to the land remains the most important feature of 

Aboriginal identity and social structure and is the basis of their political struggle 

for autonomy and self determination. The outstation movement whteh originated in 

the Northern T erritmy in the 1970's, showed the adaptability of Aboriginal SOCi,11 

systems to new circumstances. It was instrumental in the granting of land rights in 

the northern Territory (1976) and recently in Queensland (1991). A number of 

studies have looked at social change and how market economy, welfare and 

subsistence have been inte9r ated in contemporary Aboriginal life including the 

outstation movement (Meehan & Jones 1980; Meehan 1982; Altman 1987; Law 

Reform Commission 1986). Altman (1987) has shown how the introduction of 

European food stuffs, cash economy and technology has been integrated to the 

seasonal cycle of subsistence activities of outstations, while the ownership of the 

land and the acquisition of ritual knowledge has remained unchanged and are still at 

the basis of the system of resource allocation for the Gunwinggu (Arnhem Land, 

Northern territory). Changes have occurred in the focus of resource getting and 

division of labour and have been associated with a shift of emphasis of ritual 

patterns. The involvement of Aborigines in joint ventures with National Parks 

(Altman 1988) and industry following land rights legislation outline the political 

nature of conflicts and the general issue of the desirability of particular land uses 

(Anderson 1986). 

1.2.3 • Aborlglnal view on conservation 

The false choice presented in western thought between disrespectful use of non 

human world and respectful non use of resources is linked to concept of 

instrumental value of non humans as essentially anthropocentric {Routley & 

Routley in Bennett 1983, p.19). Instrumental and intrinsic categories are made 

mutually exclusive because the ability to destroy makes mandatory the desire to 

protect. This false choice actually leaves out _the a.lternative of limited and 

respectful use as it has been practiced in Indigenous traditions. 
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in Aboriginal tradition, concern for other species is ensured through the essentially 

common ancestry of non humans and humans, Newsome ( 1980) showed that in 

Arunta mythology. the major totemic sites coincide with the most favourable habitat 

for animal species. The conservation principle is built into the moral system. The 

recognition of unity and mutual interdependence which bond humans and non humans 

is not however equality and the extension of moral r,ghts to non human do not 

necessarily mean that non humans have intrinsic values in the western sense nor 

that they must be treated identically to humans. Extending moral rights do no 

preclude the use of other species as a resource (Bennett 1983). With the Wik

Mungkan of Cape Kerweer (Cape York Peninsula), the Crocodile Man can send his 

son (the crocodile) to carry away women, to drive fish into his net and to take 

vengeance on his enemies (Bennett 1983, 1991). While it is accepted that non 

humans and humans share equal rights to resources and are necessary to the weU 

being of Country, non humans are also the foundation of human subsistence, hence 

their valuable place in the moral system, although without intrinsic value per se, 

but instrumental values (Bennett 1983, 1991). 

It has been argued that limited technology determined the rate of utilisation of 

resources rather than social choices. Palmer (1991) argues that the relationship 

between Aborigines and the environment involving intrinsic values of conservation 

may be erroneous. Instead he advocates environmental constraints as the major 

aspect of the development of the strong association with the land as it is expressed in 

the cultural system. He further argues that because traditional Aboriginal economy 

did not generate surplus production. an elaborate system of spiritual values 

developed instead, which was used as a commodity in social exchanges. The 

perpetuation of those values in vastly changed circumstances is then seen as a mean 

whereby cultural integrity may be maintained and land ownership asserted. 

In a numuer of instances, conservation and Aboriginal interests have clashed over 

the desirability of a proposed development, leading to an reevaluation by 

environmentalists of the notion that Aboriginets lived •in harmony" with nature 

(Anderson 1989). in 1983, the Kulu-Yalanji of Wuju! .. Wujul south of Cooktown 

(Far North Queensland) supported the construction of a road through their 

community and land, an ecologicalty important area of lowland rainforest near Cape 

Tribulation (Appendix 1 ). This conflict of interests illustrated the misconception 

that Abo,iginals were "natural" conservationists and emphasised the local 

Aboriginal political economy and the realisation that consultation with Aborigtnal 

owners was mandatory (Anderson 1989). 
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In conclusion, are Aboriginal skilled management strategies the result of moral and 

ontological systems or are their envhonmental ethics developed from their 

econorr.ic activities? It may be said that both may operate simultaneously. Pre

contact lifest1ies atK:! knowl~ embodied in Aboriginal law in fact may form today 

the legitimate basis for political action towards achieving Aboriginal goais in 

contemporary Australian society. As a result, the social construction of 

Aboriginality by the wider Australian community through its anthropologists cannot 

bo sustained any longer in the light of contemporary environmental politics. 

Aboriginal culture is not "traditionar as fixed in time and space but may be seen as 

an ongoing dynamic process of changing expectations in the face of changing 

circumstances. 

As Cowlishaw ( 1986) wrote: 

"If cuiture is a creation and expression of a human group's responses to their 

social existence. then the changing conditions of that existence aoes not mean a 

loss of culture" ... " Aboriginal responses to change is cultural by definition. 

While Aborigines have not chosen the weapons or the arena on which the 

struggle is played out, nonetheless they have, consciously or unconsciously, 

continually responded to and resisted the hegemony of white society" 

(Cowlishaw 1986 p. 10). 

1.2.4 - Aborigine• and crocodl§es 

CrocodUes are a conspicuous species of Northern Australia. They are a source of 

food, a major hazard and also an important totem. Crocodiles were used for their 

eggs (Puxley 1923; Taylor MS; Webb & Manolis 1989), or their meat (Flood 

1983). Hunting techniques included spearing, harpooning and the use of a slip noose 

or screens {Roth 1984; Warner 1964). Freshwater crocodiles were caught by 

hand. At Cape Bedford (Hopevale), oid men were known to dive and tackle salt water 

crocodiles (Field notes 1990). There has been stories of old men whose totem is ihe 

crocodile using them to drive fish into their nets (Bennett 1983: Roth 1984). 

Crocodiles are conside,ed a thre~t and are feared even though people may be skilled 

at recognising crocodiles signs and have techniques to defend themselves: for 

example. the poking of the eyes which is still used to this day: a recent attack on an 

Aboriginal man ( 1990) in the North em Territory was unsuccessful thanks to that 

method (see code book Appendix 2). Northern Territory Aborigines make a 
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dfstinction between those billabongs where Saltwater crocodiles are unhkely to 

attack, where they collect water lilles, file snakes and turtles, and others where 

they balieve crocodiles may attack (Webb & Manolis 1989). Crocodiles were a 

major hazard in Aboriginal life. James Morrill while he lived with the Aborigines of 

Cape Cleveland for seventeen years said that many were taken by crocodiles 

(1898). Thomson (1983) also mentioned fatalities. Sorcery has traditionally 

explained accidental death in Aboriginal society and continue to do so (see an early 

account of the importance of sorcery for Queensland Aborigines in Roth 1984). The 

use of crocodiles as agent of death by their totemites is still common (Bennett 

1983). Sorcery is instrumental in the attribution of blame as deaths are always 

attributed to an identified cause. In the past, diseases and accidents were thought to 

be produced by an enemy dooming the victim using supernatural powers and/or a 

number of objects or they could be the result of the victim failing to follow social 

rules (Re/ 1984). 

Crocodiles featured prominently in Aboriginal mythology and ritual life of Northern 

Australia. For example, the Wutati of Shelburne Bay (eastern Cape Yol'k 

Peninsula), as part of a hero cult of Papuan origin, performed dances wher· .cars 

wore painted masks and crocodile headdresses. The cult of masked dancers played an 

important part in initiation and the crocodile was a chief figure arr. the culture 

heroes (Thomson 1933). The MaHampara of Pennifeather River (western Cape 

York Peninsula) also performed crocodile dances as part of initiation rituals (Roth 

1984). In today's Arnhem land region, nineteen clans have the crocodile as a totem. 

The initiation of boys int" manhood requires learning from the elders about 

crocodiles and developing a respsct for thern ( Lanhupuy 1987). 

Crocodiles stories are numerous (A selection of Abotiginal crocodi!e myths and 

stories are presented in ~pendix 6). They ofte~ portray the crocodiles as a stealer 

women ar.d a unpleasant character e:tcept for their totemites as explained by 

Gularrrwuy Yununpinu of the Gumatj people: 

"I see a crocodile as an animal that is part of me and I belong to him. he belon~ 

to me. !t's commonness of and ownership" .... We consider ourselves, even name 

ourselves, as crocodile and we come back as crocodiles" (Living with 

crocodiles. ABC video transcript, Cross & Atkinson 1988) 
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1.3 - The western perspective 

Frcm his exhaustive rev~ew of attitudes of ,civilised Man• { italics my emphasia)~ 

Glacken ( 1967) concludes that three contradictory beliefs have dominated in the 

desire of Man to design his surroundings with so much symbolism, a recognition 

that Man's actions are determined to some extent by his phy~ical surroundings. a 

knowledge that Man is capable of caL.sing ecological damage, a feeling that the earth 

was designed for Him to use so to improve His mind as well as His economic and 

social conditions. The symbolic and conceptual as well technological mastery of 

nature are a driving force of environmental cons~ruing as it is ~he essence of 

civilisation (Glacken in O'Riordan 1976. p.,J1}. 

1.3.1 .. The dominion of Man: the basis for the utlhtarlan view 

The anthropocentric basis of Christianity may be seen as a fusion of Hebrew thought 

· and Greek stoics' argument of design which emphasises the view of Man·s ability to 

subdue nature as evidence of His creation for that purpose. 

"And God said, let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let him 

have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the fowl of the air and ov~r 

the cattle and over all the earth and over every creeping thing that crsepeth 

upon tha earth. So God created man !n his own image, in the image of God he 

~reated him: male and female created he them. And God blessed them and God 

said unto them, be fruitful and multiply, and replenish thti earth and subdue 

it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over tht! fowl of the air and 

over every thing that movath upon the earth•. Genesis Chapter 1 (in 

O'Riordan 1976, p. 203), 

Christianity accentuated the dichotomy between the human and the non human world 

by presenting contrasting modes of thoughts: spiritual/ material, human/nature, 

sacred/pro1ane. The duality inherent to western thought has allowed secularism and 

individualism to deve,lop, as nature no lunger was invested of moral status. The early 

development of Eun:>pe under Christian ideology is one of technolog,k:al changes 

stimulated by scienti1fic enquiry, economic growth, intense use and manipulation of 

natural resources. and social reorganisation. By the 18th century, the concept of 

progress of the human minJ was the decisive condition for material and social 

progress and involved the mastery and possession of nature (Fitzgerald 1986). The 

apptication of this concept to past numan histor)' "demonstrated" that paopl.t from 
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the past were inferiors to their descendants. The representation of economies and 

societies as a step ladder from hunting through pastoral and agricultural societies to 

market oriented societies lead to the belief of superior.ty of western culture and 

technology. This ideolc,gy was instrumental in co1onial expansion and allowed the 

rise of modem capitalist economies. 

1.3.2 - Envlronmentallsm 

Environmental global concern as a social issue arose in the last decades as the 

welfare of the planet and of the human race were perceived as intimately linked, 

following the realisation of the interconnections between human actions and 

environmental quality. The Christian view of nature as the dominion of Man was 

claimed to be the source of the environmental crisis (White 1973). However 

tracing the origin of the ecological crisis to Judeo - Christian beliefs has been 

widely challenged. Western tradition which advocated the domestication of nature 

and ultimately the alienation of the natural ~nvironment also advocat&d human 

stewardship (Attfield 1983). The myth of Genesis Chapter 1 did not only command 

to subdue but to replenish. The concept of stewardship also arose from bibticaJ 

texts: 

•and the lord God took the man and put him into the garden to dres..q it and to 

keep it• (Genesis 2;5: in Young 1990, p. 64). 

Stewardship meant that while managing the estate, long term viability had to be 

ensured. The desire to maximise '\hort term profits had to be tempered by the drive 

to ensure permanency of tenure. It also meant moral responsibility in the care of 

the garden (Black in O' Riordan 1976, p. 204). The notion of human stewardship is 

at the basis of the early conservation movement (Glacken 1967). The construction 

of nature as a refuge and the concept of wilderness have their origin in bioethics as 

profef>Hd by the transcendentalists in the USA 150 years ago (O'Aiordan & Turner 

1983). However, attempts to carve. out a domain of nature set apart from human 

activity and influence is to reinforce tha dichotomy between natur& and culture, 

natural and artificial (Wohwm 1983). The concept of natural reserves in fact 

separates in space different uses, nature as place to protect or , c1 a resource to 

exploit. Lowenthal (in O'Rk1rdan 1976) has show91 how the concept of landscape 

evoked different images in the minds of Americans and Europeans at different 

periods of th'9ir cultural history. To the American, the landscape i.s wild aod non 

human, while to the European, it is gentle and secure, ref!ecting the ionger period of 
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integration between cultural and biophysical environments. In early America, the 

wilderness was feared and hence had to be overcome and destroyed, but today the 

vc2nishing wilderness is cherish'i!d and protected partly for its scientific and 

recreational value, but equally ior its role in American heritage (O'Riordan 1976). 

This is also very much tha case of Australian wilderness. In both cases however, 

wilderness was in fact managed indigenous lands existing prior to invasion. 

Environmental concern originated in the humanist movement which stated that 

cruelty to animals and non human slaves may be followed by cruelty to people. The 

concept of moral rights of non human slaves and animals cam4 with the realisation 

that Man had lost the right to do as He pleased with the rest of th& creation (Young 

1990). The historical evolution of ethics and the concept of expanding moral rights 

to include the rights of the environment are at the basis of &eocentrism (Nash 

1990). 

The question of moral right$ '>f non humans involves the discussion of instrumental 

and intrinsic values of non humans. While the first proposition may be seen as 

anthropocentric, tne second proposition may be seen as ecocentric. A new 

environmental ethic may require an ecccentric approach, however, the difficulty of 

ascertaining the interests of non humans may be problematic and irrelevant. It may 

be more appropriate to talk in terms of identification by humans with the natural 

environment rather than in tt:mns of thft recognition of inherent values (Boer 

1984). Furthermore, gxtending moral rights to non humans does not necessary 

imply that non humans be also moral agents. Bookchin (in Boer 1984, p. 245) 

argues that the domination of nature wiU go on as long as the domination of humans 

by other humans continues. The incorporation of an ecological ethic into 

environmental policies the ref ore will require major changes in the current system 

of distribution and exercise of power int:luding a change towards a more 

participatory modal of democracy as well ~s changes in citizens' attitudes towards a 

co-existence conception of nature (Boer 1984). 

1.4 • The Australian tropics: the last frontier 

The dominant Australian culture is ori~inally a displaced fragment of Europ~an 

culture, as are American and Canadian cultures. The confrontation of idealised 

visions with the reality of the tropics in the course of colonisation of tropical 

Australia is very interestil'lg from a cultural view point. The centrality of the 

taming of those new and alien lands and their inhabitants, the sense of cultural 
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superiority and the belief in socia, progress provided a basis for the construction of 

a national identity. quite disUnct from their country of origin, for the European 

residents of colonial lands. The construction of thg Australian identity rests on the 

concept of the frontier, the frontier being both the geographic margin of European 

expansion and a set of beliefs hold by the settlers of those areas (Frawley 1991a). 

Politically rival colonies developed independent color.ial identities in which 

Queensland was the new front!er (White 1981). 

Up until the 19th century, Australians defined themselves with wider loyalties, 

considering themselves as British. The coming man arising from colonial frontiers 

of the British empire had a number of characteristics: "independence, manliness, 

fondliness of sport, egalitarianism, a dislike of mental effortt self confidence and a 

certain disrespect for authority• (White, 1981 p. 77). This image of the typical 

Australian was shaped out of a background of racism and sexism and was presented 

in the context of impgrial England. It emphasised the value of the common man at the 

margin of the empire, the settler civilising its fringe (White 1981). The 

Australian nomadic bush workers (shearers, drovers) of the outback came to 

personify the vanguard of white settlement of new frontiers by turning an alien 

landscape into a profitable venture (White 1981}. Tha •noble frontierman•, came 

to be a symbol of escape from urban industrial civilisation, a romanticising of 

imperial expansion, a focus for patriotic and nationalistic sentimsnts, typical of 

new socitaties (Ward 1979). While the fro1,tier fostered nationalism and 

individualism in the United States of America (Turner in Ward 1978), it produced 

a strong focus for nationalism and an egalitarian sentiment in Australia (Ward 

1978). The harshness of the Ali'ltralian landscape coukt never support the dream c: 

the family on the small plot of land as it happened for American settlers, thus 

fostering a class of unskilled nomadic male workers in the Australian outback. The 

influence of the frontierman as a national symbol though may in fact ignore the most 

important aspect of Australian society, that is the urban development of Australia 

(Roe in Allington 1988). 

The reality of the frontier in Queensland is a succession of European expansions 

(pastoralism, mining and agriculture) into the wilderness (Aboriginal lands), 

closely follow;ng exploration, strong with the conviction that progress was 

inevitable and could only be beneficial. The misreadin~ of the country and the 

annihilation of its indigenous inhabitlmts (and the;,, knowledge of the land) 

associated with land resource based policies, reliance on external capital and 

political marginality, yet regionalism, resulted in an overall slow development of 
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the region. both from an economic and social point of view (Fitzgerald 1986; 

Frawley 1991a, 1991b). The reliance on primary industries is stm today a major 

part of Queensland economy and the values of the frontier of development and 

progress are still very much as·..,ociated with the exploitation of the land. Numerous 

examples of mismanagement are presented in Fitzgerald's history of Queensland 

( i 986). The great drought of 1894 to 1901 demonstrated "how little the 

Europeans, as distinct from the Aboriginals, had so far learned about the erratic 

climate (Blainey 1980). Throughout the drought, the land was stripped of 

vegetation in order to feed the sheep1 and the Mulga was near extinction. Economic 

hardship of the small farmers bred in turn a ruthless attitude to nature. Native 

fauna was exterminated as rural pests so were trees because they were obstacle to 

agriculture. The timber boom of the 1880's made possible the destruction of forests 

by large !imber companies. The famous episode of the floating of several mitl!Ofl 

cubic feet of r&d cedar by the North Queensland Timber Company in 1883 over the 

flooded Barron Fans resulted in an incredible waste as the logs were smashed to 

pulp, while the rest was left to rot, contributing to the extinction of the specie£ in 

northern Queensland. Hard lessons were learnt by new immigrants; quantity of 

pasture did not mean quality. The lush coastal marshes proved unsuited to sheep 

r9aring; sheep died of poison grass, thirst, drowning during the wet season or of 

predation by dingoes. Once the Aborigines were driven away from there landsr their 

practices of burning the land stopped and hunting decreased, dingoes were 

systematically destroyed by pastoralists and as a result, native fauna increased 

dramatically to plague proportions (kangaroos, wallabies and posaums) leading to a 

mass slaughter between 1876-1878. The ruthless attitude towards the land also 

applied to its original inhabitants, as Aborigines were perceived as an obstacle to 

progress and syst~matically elirr,~nated as •rural pest• (Woolming'ton in Bolton 

1982). The centrality of land ownership, r2ctc1I ideology and conflict shaped the 

race relations of the frontier despite the role of Aborigines from the earnest years 

of settlement as guides, trackers, police troopers and stockmen (R•!'ftOlds 1987), 

Assimilation and segregat.ion were the policies which incorporated Aborigines ir•o 

the European economy. 

European land use practic9s applied to an unfamiliar environment, in an effort to 

recreate a familiar landscape suitable "' their concept of an designed nature failed to 

fulfil settlers' expectations. The divorce batweEm the image of the tropics and their 

reality was and stm is a obstacle to a sustainable development in northern 

Queensland. Current land uses practices in agriculture, cattle grazing and forestry 

by and large stiil ignore the fundamental aspects of the ecoiogy of Australian 
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tropical landscapes. The recent dev&.lopment of tourism follows the tradition of myth 

about the tropics (Valentine 1984, 198S). Tropical environments and their 

wildlife once meant to be tamed and subdued now are considered worth saving for 

their unique conservation values and are a tourist asset sines they evoke powerful 

images of exotism in the mind of visitors (Valentine 1982). 

Although European expansion is now over, the frontier of today is associated with 

mining and tourism. Frontier images are still strongly hold by those people living 

in the n ,ost recently "developed• regions such as northern Queensland. Frontier 

images are charac!erised II by the belief on the part of people that they are still 

pioneers, by a faith in individual action, resentment of government. bureaucracy 

and red tape, a scope for willingness to experiment in empirical testing. especially 

with the environment; an emphasis on subduing nature, believing in and making the 

most of limit!ess opportunities• (Frawley 1991a, p. 222). The impact of frontier 

attitudes in the conservation of the Saltwater crocodile has been highlighted by Tighe 

(1986) following a fatal crocodile attack in northern Queensland whereby the myth 

of large population of Saltwater crocodiles in the region prompted a National Party 

state minister to advocate the eradication of the species. 

For many Australians, northern Australia remains a frontier, a land of adventure 

and new opportunities. Here the landscape is used to construe images of 

Australianness. The Australian landscape and particularly the tropics have attracted 

a wealth of images well represented in the art and literature (Ritchie 1989; Searle 

1991). From •~, strangeness came the fascination and the fear of exotic places. 

While most Australians today live in surburhia, the use of the landscape and wildlife 

in Australian representations is remarkable if one considers the plethora of 

Australians available. Interestingly enough Aboriginal motifs are used to package 

Australia for the tourist industry yet the typical Australian occupies a landscape 

devoid of Aboriginal cultural evidence (Hodge & Mishra 1990). In many ways, Paul 

Hogan's Crocodile Dundee reconciles this two kinds of representations, possibly by 

appropriation of Aboriginal attributes as sugge~ted by Clark (M.S.) and Morton 

(1991). This contradiction may function as to fegitimate the illegitimata 

(Aboriginal dispossession) by knowing and loving the landscape. For contemporary 

Australians, tourism and leisure provide many opportunities to recreate a national 

identity (Hodge & Mishra 1990, p. 144). 
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1.5 • Settlement and crocodiles 

During the course of exploration and settlement, encounters with Saltwater 

crocodiles often occurred with dramatic outcomes. It is however interesting to 

notice how little mention they got in explorers• accounts (Shield pers. comm, Webb 

& Manolis 1989). It may be because early expeditions always involved Aboriginal 

trackers who were more able to take adequate precautions. Early surveyors in the 

Northern Territory rivers occasionally made mention of them and gave the 

impression of local variations in crocodile abundance (Webb & Manolis 1989). 

Early accounts of crocodile encounters showed how much of a hazard they were to 

new settlers; crocodiles were treated as vermin and shot on sight. Recorded attacks 

since European expansion into northern Queensland alone are about one hundred 

{Shield pers. comm.). The Barron River system (near Cairns, Far North 

Queensland) alone claimed eight reported attacks batween 1 an and 1906 (Shields 

& Wilke~ 1988). Early records of attacks on Europeans to the 1900's occurred in 

the Darwin harbour (1873), the Roper River (1870) and the Katherine River 

(1886) in the Northern Territory. Attacks were on both Aborigines and settlers 

alike although those on Aborigines were less likely to be reponed (Webb & Manofis 

1989). 

Caution had to be exercised as recalled British visitor Lavallin Puxley while 

travelling in northern Queensland (1923): 

• In wading or walking beside rivers in the North one has to keep a sharp look 

out for crocodiles, for these lie in the ooze ready to snap up any unwary 

walkar, and so closely do they resemble the logs which lie about everywhere 

on the banks of rivers in Queensland that they are easily mistaken for one.• 

• Though the crocodiles is supposed to b6 a slow mover, one was seen to tum a 

complete somersault in order to catch a native who was standing behind him. 

These natives are said to make for the eyes of a crocodiles which has caught 

them and to try to poke them out. .. • 

Thomson in his expedition to Arnhem land do~n the Roper river (Northern 

Territory) frequently mentioned crocodiles and acknowledged the long experience of 

Aborigines and their vigilance: however the crossing of rivers and cruks was 

inevitable and caution had to be exercise i (Thomson 1983, p. 29). Artist Ems 
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Rowan on her expedition to northern Queensland to paint wild tropical flowers 

( 1898) was nearly taken by a crocodile in the Bloomfield river area, while 

crossing a creek. She paintad the incident. Artist and explorer Thomas Baines 

pictured himself with an alligator of extraordinary sizd and improbable appearance 

during a visit to northern Australia in 1856 (Trompf 1989). The fasc~nation for 

crocodiles even then attracted southern journalists (Ashton 1941 ). Crocodiles also 

provided scope for sport hunting in the tradition of trophy hunting and adventure 

travels of British colonials. Adventure travelling and early anthropological 

expeditions in fact provide apart from a record of crocodi!e encounters, an 

estimation of abundance of crocodiles at the time in the rivers of Northern Australia 

(Webb & Manolis 1989). James Morrill who was shipwrecked in 1846 and then 

lived with the Aborigines of Cape Cleveland (Mount Elliot) near Townsvi!le for 

seventeen years said: 

11There [near Mount Elliot] are a graat many alligators in both the fresh and 

salt water creeks. and particularly in one large fresh water lagoon. I have seen 

dozens of natives dragged down and killed by them.• 

Similarly, J.H. Black (1896) described the new port of Townsville as: 

"situated a hundred miles to the north west on an alligator infested creek in a 

mangrove swamp shut in by heated granite rock.s." (in Fitzgerald 1986, p. 

144). 

A Dani;sh emigrant travelling through Queensland noted lots of --alligators• in the 

Ross creek while ha was in T ownsvilie and the Herbert river • was swarming with 

the reptiles" while he went through in Cardwell (Dreyer 1892, pp. 102 & 133). 

It was not until after the second World War that commercial hunting of Saltwater 

crocodiles developed in northern Australia. The crocodile hunters of 1945-1950 

period in fact were some of the first people to explore cousta; creeks and inland 

swamps. Those areas were difficult to access and the cooperation with local 

Aboriginal groups was mandatory since they provided the specialist knowledge of 

crocodiles and their habitats and the labour necessary to the success of hunting 

expeditions. It may also have been a way for Aborigines to controf the white man 

access consistent with their beliefs about the land. Many of those hunters are still 

alive and the accounts of those days are of hardship, adventure and learning of 

Aboriginal ways for some (Mulner por. comm). 
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The importance of that industry can be estimated from the trade in skins at the time. 

It is estimated et 113 000 skins in in the Northern Territory alone between 1945 

and 1971. Most of the harvest took place between 1945 and 1958 with 87 ooo 
skins traded which may have indicated a decline in crocodile populations and the 

shift of Freshwater crocodile. About 270 000 Saltwater crocodile skins and 200 

000 to 300 000 freshwater crocodile skins were exported from Australia in total. 

As the populations started to decline and returns to the hunters decreased, the 

decision was made to protect the crocodiles in 1969 in Western "ustralia, 1971 in 

Northern Territory and 1974 in Queensland (Webb, Whitehead & Manolis 1987). 

From being a vermin to destroy, then a resource to exploit to a threatened species 

showed an evolution in attitudes towards crocodiles as it was :realised that 

populations were declining. It was followed by international, federal and state 

protective legislation, the start of intensive research irto the status of remaining 

populations and the establishment of management programmes based on scientific 

information. The days of unco/ltroUed exploitation had come to an end. 

PART 3! TOWARDS A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR WILDLIFE 

MANAGEMENT 

1 » 1 - Definitions 

Attitudes towards an ijssue or an object can be seen as having three major 

components: the knowledge and beliefs of, the evaluation of and the behaviour 

towards such object or issue. Attitudes provide mental representations used to 

 explain and organise the world. They develop through experience both direct 

(personai) and indirect (information, m:Adia, educction) with the object or issue. 

They are connected to other attitudes in complex relationships. Attitudes and 

behaviour towards an issue or an object also express the values of an individual. 

Attitudes to familiar issues or objects are more resistant to change than those to 

new, unexpected and unfarriliar ones. (Pearce & Moscardo 1988). Socially 

acceptable behaviour is guided by three determinants, the knowledge component (a 

function of experience, education and cognitive process), the culpability component 

(attribution of blame for one's actions and least socially detrimental option) and the 

normative component (SO<;ial compliance) (Heberlein in O1Riordan 1976, p. 213)" 

The Reasoned Action or Expectancy model provides a theoretical support for 

understanding the reiat~nship betw~~n attitudes and behaviour (Figure 1.1 ). 
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Figure 1.1 - Reasoned Action Models. (Source: Pearce & Moscardo 1988). 

It emphasises that attitudes are the product r;! two sorm of beliefs, belil:ifs about the 

consaquences of a certain behaviour t and their evaluation, and the belief about the 

social acceptability of the consequences and concern about their social desirabi!ity. 

How attitude change translates into behaviour change depends on the mindful 

procesaing of new information as well as a change in the knowledge and de~rabifity 

of appropriate behaviour (Pearce & Moscaroo 1988). Environmental construing is 

as much a social process as it is a product of individual psychology. A matrix of 

behaviour, personal values and perceived social norms provides a convenient 

categorisation for the interpretation of individual behaviour {Figure 1.2) . 
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Figure 1.2 • Individual and Social Sanctions on Environmental Behaviour. 

(Source: Eckardt & Hendeshot in O'Riordan 1976, p. 214 ). 



1 ~2 • The scope of attitude studies In wlldllfe management 

Systematic investigation of human perception of animals is surprisingly lacking, 

given the theoretica~ and practical significance of the topic to wildlife management. 

The importance of understanding the percoption of animals has been stressed many 

times, as the real issue is not just how to manage animal species and their habitat, 

but also managing humans (Leopold in Kellert 1983. p. 242). Norris (in Kellert 

1983, p. 242) argues that: 

11how we behave in relation to natural populations is largely a human affair 

tightly interwoven with the needs, competitions and frivolities of humans and 

the social institutions they build.• 

Available studies provide quantitative measurements of attitudes which allow 

comparative assessments between socio--c:lemographic groups of a representaliv• 

sample of population (for a review of measurements of wildlife values, see 

Steinhoff 1980). Those measurements provide a basis for the valuatfon of wildlife 

in Benefit Cost Analysis (CBA) of conservation policies (Shaw & Zube 1980). 

Heberlein (19&9, p.37) argues that: 

"Attitude studies are useful for environmental managers because they provide 

information about public support and beliefs, information about goals 

necessary to set standards and information about the current and future 

behaviour of relevant parties., 

The ditriculty experienced t y wildtife managers is to account for the range of values 

attributed to wildlife. Depending on authors, the values considered are economic 

psychologicaVsocial and ecological {Figure 1.3). The relationship between those 

different approaches shows areas of overiap, yet leaving out unmeasured values 

(Shaw & Zube 1980). 

Figure 1.3 .. The measurement of wildlife vt~lues {SoufC9: Shaw & ZUN 1980, p.6). 
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1.3 • Attitudes towal'da anlmala 

Research on attitudes towards animals have !ocussed on animal preferences and 

symbolic perception. knowledge of animals, fear of animals, attitude typologies and 

attitudes to critical wildlife issues among relevant target groups. 

1.3.1 - A typology of attitudes toward• animals 

A major piece of research on attitudes towards animals in the context of wildlife 

management was conducted in the USA by the Schoo! of Forestry and Environmental 

Studies (Yale university, USA) under the leadership of Professor KeHert (Kellert 

1978, 1980a. 1980b, 1980c, 1983, 1984a, 1984b, 1985a, 1985bt 

1985c, 1987, 1988). The study, conducted over several years, generated a basic 

typology of attitudes towards animals. In considering attitudes, three components 

were described, affective, evaluative and cognitiv&. The relationship between the 

perception of animals and those components of human perception is shown on Tabkt 

1.2. 

_ Primay. secondary and tertiary companents of human pt;rc!ptioo 
Perception of Evaluative Affective Cognitive 

animals 
Attitudes 1 3 2 

l Knowledge 2 3 
Symbolic 2 1 

Table 1.1 - Relalion of perception of animals lo compone11ts of /uuna,: peraption 
(Source: Kellert 1983, Tabk ], p.243). 

Ten attitudes types were identified: naturalistic, ecological, humanistic, moralistic. 

scientific, aesthetic, utilitarian, dominionistic, negativistic, and neutralistic 

(Table 1 .2). 

Attitude towards animlll 

Naturalistic 
Ecologislic 
Humanistic 

Moralistic 
Scientific 
Aesthetir. 
Utilitarian 

Oominionistic 

Negativistic 

Primary interest io affection for wilJlife and the outdoor1' .. 
Primary concern for the environment u a 1yste..-n .. 
Primary interest and strong affection for individual anima.l1 
(peb) and opposition to cruelty co animab. 
Primary concern for the right and wmn1 treatment of animals. 
Primar,t interest in tbe physical attributes and biology of .munw .. 
Primary interat in ~ symbolic cb1rllderi1tic1 of Ch, animal1. 
Primuy concern for the oractica! and material value of animab and 
their habitats. 
Primary satisfaction derived from mutery ;nd control over 
aoimall. 
Primary orientation in pamvc avo~ of anim&b due to 
indifference. dilute. and fear. 

Table t.2 • Wildiif, values (Source: Kellert l'JIU, p .. 149J. 
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The distribution of those attitudes in a national survey of the Amertean public 

(3107 randomly selected respond£~ s)r among selected animal activity groups and 

various demographic groups was conducted in 1977. Attitudes towards critical 

wildlife and habitat issues, knowledge of animals and species preferences, historical 

trends in uses and perception of anima!s in the 20th century, and chHdren'a 

knowledge of attitudes and benaviour towards animals were investigated (Keltert 

1980c). Attitudes were roughly distinguishable into twc broad •nd relatively 

antagonistic pairs suggesting some reason tor the considerable tension and conflict 

in attitudes towards animals in contemporary American society. The humanistic and 

negativistic diverged in their affective response to animals, the moralistic and 

utilitarian in their perspectives on the exploitation of animals (Kellen 1983)~ 

There was a distinct difference of affective, cognitive and evaluative responses with 

age, sex, education, socio•eoonomic status and ethnicity. It was found that age 

affected the utilitarian scale (it was high among older respondents), the naturalistic 

and ecological scales {they were higher amcrag respondent& under 30 years old). 

High negativistic, low naturalistic. ecologistic and moralistic scales were found 

among Black Americans, expressing an overall lack of interest in animals and 

wildlife particularly; however those results may have been a combination ot socio

economic and cultural factors rather ta1an strictly ethnic differences (Dwyar & 

Hutchison 1990; Taylor 1989). Education affected the negativistic scale (it was 

high arnong poorly educated respondents) and the ecological scalti (it woo high \\ith 

college educated ri,spondents). The degree of utilisation, concern and negative 

feelings towards animals varied with occupational groups. While professkmal& and 

college graduates had high naturalistic scale, '/armers had the highest negativistic 

and utilitarian scales. However, it was associated with high ecological scale (KeUert 

1983, 1988). 

It wu found thillt gender affected attitudes significantly. Females had a high score for 

the h1Jmaniaitic seal~, indicatmg attraction for pets and aesthetically appealing 

species, and a high score for moralistic scale indicating opposition to cruelty to 

animals. Male~ in contrast had high scores for the utilitarian and dominionistic 

scales, indit~ating that gender may be the most important demographic variable to 

ac:count for h1·Huenc6s on attitudes towards animals. MaJes were morfl knowledgeable 

about r.:.~emata that females. They were more involved in consumptive.use activmea 

such as hunting. fishing and trapping thi',n iq non conaumptive activities such u 
bird watching nature photography and zorJ visits. The difference in participation in 

non consumptive activities were far less divergent (Kellert & Barry 1987). 
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1.3.2 .. Animal preferences 

The factors affecting the perception of animals have oeen identified u size. 

intelligence, aesthetics. dangerousness. damage to property, phylogenetic 

relatedness, domestic or wUd, social a!ructure, texture. cultural a:,d historical 

relationshs£J {Kellert 1985b). The most disliked animal category according to 

Kellert {1985b) were biting and stinging invertebrates (cockroach. mosquito, 

wasp) followed by unattractive animals and animals associated with human injury 

(snake, bat, vultura, shark).The most liked animals were the dog and the horse 

followed by familiar and aesthetically appealing species (robir,, swa~. butterfly 

trout eagle)~ Fenton and Hills (1988) investigated the perception of animals among 

animal liberationists and hunters using multidimensional scaliwd techniques. Five 

dimensions were identified: domestic versus wild, mammals l,ersus non mammals. 

relatedness to humans, useful versus fHtst, buik:lerslgatherers versus hunters. it 

was found that animal liberationists attached rw.Jre importance to the domestic1ty 

dimension, while hul"lters attached more importtnce to the mammals and the builder 

dimensions. A similar technique was use to invtit&tigate animal narnes (Henley 1969; 

Howard & Howard 1977). Three dir.iensions were identifi•ed which coincided w1t:1 

tha ,,revious study : wild/dcmestic, relatedness to human, builders, gatherel'$/ 

hunters. 

A review of 2mimal preferences among children by Peterson ( 1990) incorporating 

three studies., two in England (Patwscn 1981-86 and a BBC sufVey 1988)t and one 

in the United States {United S!ates Fish and Wildlife Service 1982 onwards), 

showed th,at the dog and the horse were the most popular c1nimals in two of the 

surveys, and the ck>lphin and the dog in the third ooe. rrable 1.3). 

Moat popular 

Least popular 

Paterson 
193 l-t986 
Dog/Horse 
Cat 
Paoca/Cbunpanzee 
Crocodile 
Rat 
Spider 

Arumal pref~ 
ur fish :\fid Wildlife 
Service 1912-
0o, 
Hone 
Cat 
Rat 
W UP,JMcs,qvico 
Cockroach 

BBC survey 1911 

Dolphin 
l>Gg 
CaVRabbit 
Wolf 
Spider 
Rat 

Tabw l.3 -Animal preferences among children ,souce: P•rwn l'JWJ, ,. ~J9J 

The Crocodile was mentioned as one the least popular animal (Pater8Qn 1990}. 

Kellert ( 1985a) t.,howad that there was oo emotional identification with animala in 

young children and that their attitude was mostty expfoitathtd. As the chHdrer1 

developed, the ethical cone•, n for the wetf&r.- of animals and th• ecok>gicat 
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appreciation of animals increased drac.aaticaUy. as weH as the knowiedge of animals. 

The amount of anthropomorphic characteristics of animals affected attitudes quite 

significantly. Most children would prefer pets to wild animals, although older age 

groups were not so sentimental about animals (Paterson 1990). The leut popular 

animals lacked anthropomorphic features and were dangerous (crocodile), 

unattractive or associated with disease (rat). The amount of exposure to wildlife 

documentaries and books was found to be correlated to knowledge of animals ard 

positive attitudes towards animals (Paterson 1990). Finally. the background of the 

 respondents showed that rural children were more likely to to be better disposed 

towards wild animals than urban children. and that males were more knowledgeable 

while females were more sensitive about animals. It was also shown that knowledge 

was higher in white children than black children (KeHert 1985a). The study of fear 

of animals during middle childhood conducted by Bowd ( 1983, 1984) showed that 

there was a decline in th0 number of species feared with age, and an increase in the 

realism of fears with age. Fear of animals were considered learned, dependent on 

intellectual and maturational levels, and a consequence of experience or instruction, 

but empirical evidence on the role of specific environmental variables is lacking. 

Positive attitudes towards animals in middle childhood was found to relate to pet 

ownership with reduced reported fears. Fears were more readily reported by female 

than males children. Reported fears correlated with expressed dislike of several 

species including some perceived as non threatening: highest correlation were found 

with snake, rat, lion cow and sheep. A study conducted among biology 3nd non biology 

college students (Bowd & Boylan 1984) showed that the most frequently cited feared 

species to be the snake, the spider and the dog in both groups with no significant 

difference as previously t1'xpected. 

The unpopularity and fear of crocodiles is very deeply rooted may be seen as a 

combination of poor a•sthetic characteristics (scales, rough skin, large jaws), 

~ntial predation on humans and reptilian attributes such as cold bloodedness, 

immobility and amphibious habits. Those very attributes have been invested with 

anthropomorphic meaning of evilness. Feared predators or phylogenetically distant 

animals such a snakes, insects, fish and crocodUes have provided the visual and 

symbolic material for the representation of the demon, in fact ind!cating the 

symbolic connection between 3Vil baut and human irrationality (Midgley in Benson 

1983, p. 87). The slaying of the dragon. found i~ the Judeo ... Chriatian myth of 

creation symboUsea the emergence of humanity out of a primeval char.JS (Hogarht & 

Clery 1979). Crocodiles may be seen as the sentinels of evH and ttv, let)itimate fear 

of crocodile attack ma~~ an fact be seen as an expreuion of th,, powerlut taboo of 
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cannibalism, where bein1~ eaten by a crocodile carries evilness to its victim 

(Graham & Beard 1990). 

Animals preferences howevtu, are culture specific and the above ct~s~ification may 

not be readily applicable to other cultural contexts. Caughley (1t85) classified 

animals as nasties (pests and fearful animals), lovelies (aesthetically attractive 

animals), commodities (domesticated and harvested animals) and irrelsvencies 

(non impacting animals). He found that different species occupied the same category 

according to the cultural background, economies and social environments of 

respondents (Tabie 1.4). 

Australians 

Indians 

Nasties 

Wild pig 

Lizard 

Lovelies 

Dog 

Cattle 

Commodities 

Cattle 

Wild pig 

Irrelevencies 

Lizard 

Dog 

Table 1.4 - Cross cultural/actors in the perception of animals (Source: Caughley 1985, table 13. J, p 129). 

1.3.3 - Knowledge of animals and an!mal related Issues 

Factual knowledge and awareness of management issues (Kellert & Berry 1980) 

showed that Americans were more knowledgeable about animals known to inflict 

injury and disease and about domestic animals. Little was known of endangered 

wildlife, invertebrates and animals commonly associated with superstition and myth 

(Table 1.5). 

Mean correct score for tyFes of knowledge questions (score from Oto 100) 

Human injury 
Biological characteristics 
Domestic animals 
Predators 
Wildlife management/hi.story 
Taxonomic characteristics 
Invertebrates 
Superstition/myths 
Endangered species 

63.4 
55.3 
53.4 
47.1 
43.6 
38.5 
34.7 
33.2 
27.4 

Table l..S ~ Knowledgr of animal., (Source: Kellen 1983, table 4, p.254). 

The knowledge of animalf.i was found high among college educated, high socio

economic groups and among animal activity groups compared to the general public 

(Keliert 1983). The knowledge of animals has mostly been studied with children. It 

was found the highest kno)Nledge scores were found among white children w t~' 

secondary education as opposed to blacks children (Giles in Kellert 1985a) and 

among rural students especially those envolved in recreational fishing and hunting 
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(Por1erantz in Kellert 1985a). It was also found that ~nowledge was higher among 

males than females and differences concerned endangered species, invertebrates and 

awareness of wildlife issues (Kellert & Berry 1987). 

The knowledge of animals related issues showed that issues of great familiarity were 

either highly emotional (the baby seal controversy) or associated with a human 

health hazard. The issue of impacts on wildlife, such as habitat loss were not well 

recognised. Attitudes towards animal related issues and problems h ::Ne for most part 

been descriptive and unrelated to any theoretical perspective of human animal 

relations. Kellert (1983) identifiect four types of issues: 

• human socio economic development versus animal and habitat protection; 

• animals rights and welfare issues; 

• consumptive and extractive use of animals; 

• wildlife practices and procedures. 

The •willingness to pay• for the protection of wildlife has often been overlooked by 

policy makers. However, the modification of human activities in order to protect 

wildlife is influenced by the aesthetic value of the species, the degree of socio

economic impact involved in protecting the species, the phylogenetic rela.tion of the 

species to humans, the presumed threat of th8 species to human health and 

productivity, the cultural and historical importance of the species and the potential 

and actual economic value of the species. Kellert (1985c) showed how influential 

animals values are in the evaluation of the costs of protection in energy development 

programmes in the American public. The costs of protecting certain species rather 

than others were more readHy accepted for large, aesthetic and human related 

animala such as the Eastern Mountain lion, the Bald eagle, the Agassii trout and the 

American crocodile and even the Silverspot butterfly than the Eastern Indigo snake, 

the Kaui wolf Spider and a plant the Furbish lousewort. The reasons for 

conservation may not be economical, ethical nor eoological, but related to human 

development. Important animals to humans are not necessarily important to 

ecosystems but may see them as desirsble (Shepard 1978). 

1.3.4 • WIidiife/human confllcta 

Investigations of wildlife practices and procedures have been a descriptive 

determination of support for or against a particular management procedure, often in 

response to situations of open or potential conflicts. Examples of such research have 
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been wildlife law enforcement, controlling bear-people conflicts in National parks, 

habitat manipulation, perceptions of wildlife management agencies, predator 

reintroduction programmes and funding for public wildlife management. 

The valuation of wildlife become crucial for dangerous wildlife (bears, crocodiles, 

alligators, elephants, rhinoceros, wolves and coyotes). The control Qf dangerous 

wildlife may raise important issues of public safety but also protection of property. 

This is made even more difficult if the species is being protected. Attitudes to 

predator::; are shrouded with myths (see the factors affecting animals preferences ) 

which afftJCt the acceptability of management policies. For example, the negative 

perception of the Timber wolf in Minnesota (USA) has historical and cultural roots. 

To the pioneer American, the wolf symbolised the wilderness and was an obstruction 

to progress and civilisation and as such was considered as vermin (Lopez in KeUert 

1985b, p. 175). The closeness of the Indian and the wolf in the settler's perception 

on!y reinforced the desire to push into the unknown wilderness, lznd of the wolf and 

the Indian. A similar attitude to wilderness, crocodiles and to Aborigines also 

prevailed in the Australian frontier. There has been contradictory evidence 

regarding regional differences in attitudes to the timber wolf among demographic 

groups. While early studies showed negative perception with persons living in 

closest proximity to the animal (Llewellyn in Kellert 1985b), the reverse was 

found in Kellert's study. He found that livestock producers expressed negative 

attitudes towards the wolf despite the low incidence of livestock predation. The 

ecological value of predator species (Grizzly bear, coyote) was found low but high 

for other wildlife such as the Pronghorn antelope and White tailed deer (both being 

herbivores) among those respondents. However, knowledge of predators was greater 

among livestock producers. Anti-hunters and zoo enthusiasts had low knowledge 

scores despite their strong affection and support for protecting wolves and coyotes. 

The greatest knowledge was found among nature hunters, birdwatchers and 

environmental protection groups. It was found that positive attitudes towards 

predators were associated with appreciative attitude towards wildlife and the 

outdoor (hi;,h naturalistic scale), a disposition towards wildlife and habitat 

prctecUon (high ecological scale), opposition to the cruel treatment (high 

moralistic scale) and exploitation of animals (low utilitarian scale). Negative 

attitudes were primarily associated with fear and lack of intarest in animal& 

(negativistic scale). 

Wildlife related conflicts in outdoor recreation have been documented in the United 

States with Grizzly bears at Yellowstone, Glaci&r and Banff National Parks 
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(Schullery 1980). A history of the management of Grizzly bear populations at 

Yellowstone National Park showed the changes in attitudes towards Grizziy bears and 

the management direction over the last decades: as a result of public demand, bears 

were first used as a tourist attraction, and to that effect, were encouraged to 

scavenge on the parks' waste, despite the danger they represenied. A few dramatic 

encounters changed that attitude and today, the emphasis is on the minimisation of 

interaction between bears and people. The public is not to interfere with bear 

habitats and bear shows have long gone; a strong emphasis is placed on safety in bear 

territory by the management. In many ways, the situation with crocodiles in 

northern Queensland is similar (Valentine 1985}. The crocodile though never got 

the popular image of the bear, despite the fact that its exotic nature attracts the 

curiosity and fascination of many. 

Three published studies. of attitudes towards crocodilians were found, and I suspect 

that the remainder of avaUable material would be in grey literature. The first two 

are studies of public opinion of ailigators (Alligator mississipiensis) in Florida 

(Hines & Scheaffer 1977; Delany, Hines & Abercrombie 1986), following the 

development of conflicts between increasing populations of both human and 

alligators. ·rhe Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission was requested by public 

demand to remove problem animals in such numbers (5000 in 1976) that an 

investigation of public support for certain management options regarding alligator 

populations became imperative. Danger, values and management options were 

surveyed in both rural and urban areas. The results showed that the residents of 

Florida regarded the alligator as an important part of the Florida scene and that the 

species was of value. People with contact with alligators were less likely to perceive 

them as dangerous (particularly males). There was a range of responses to 

management options: the option with greater support was for regulated commercial 

harveat, mostly in rural areas compared to urban areas. Further research on the 

acceptability of harvest among fishermen showed general approval of harvest 

programmesf how•ver with some confusion between harvest and nuisance alligator 

programmes (Delany, I-tines & Abercrombie 1986). 

The third is a study of anxiety associated with the Estuarine crocodile in a resident 

community of far northern Queensland (Ross 1989). The study showed that high 

levels of knowledge were associated with high level of anxiety. Anxiety was more 

readily admitted by females than by males and knowledge was higher among males 

than females. The level of anxiety did not seem to affect the recreational activities of 

respondents. 
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1.3.6 • Limitations of the study of attitudes 

The above studies have focus on the individual cognitive maps of attitudes and values 

in relation to nature and animals. The determinants of environmental concern and 

amtudes towards antmals have focussed on socio-demographic variables. 

Unfortunately, it has been fairly difficult to establish strong links between any 

factor (or group of factors) which could explain satisfactorily observed i:,attems of 

environmental concern. Factors such as age, sex, income, ethnicity, occupation, 

political ideology, religion, and background were the major variables investigated 

in the extensive review of existing studies of the determinants o·f environmental 

concern (Van Liere & Dunlap 1980; 1981). 

A common myth has been that environmental concern was a middle class fssue. The 

bas;s for this early argument was the theory of needs which stated that only once 

basic needs are provided, one can be concerned about other needs such as 

environmental quality (Maslow in Van Liere & Dunlap 1980, p. 183). Research has 

shown that there was co.,fusion between environmental concern and environmental 

activism. The former being widely spread in the community, while the latter being 

related to a midd!e class background. A model was derived which showed how attitude 

strength, personal efficacy and resource availability actually differentially 

interacted in participation and non participation of low and middle class groups in 

environmental activism (Mohai 1985). Likewise, it was found that urban residents 

were overall more concerned about the natural environment than rural residents, 

but the more utilitarian concept of nature and the degree of association with 

extractive actNities of rurai residents we,e found more significant than residence 

per se (Van Liere & Dunlap 1980). 

The overall poor level of environmental concern among Black Americans has been 

associated both with low socio-economic and cultural variables (Kellert & 

Wasterfelt 1982; KeHert 1984a). Those groups ware found to have low knowledge 

scores and a primarily negative attitude towards animals, a gena,-.:dly lower interest 

in environmental issues as well as being unlikely to engage in environmental action 

(Taylor 1982)0 Taylor (1989) identified three streams of interpretation to 

account for racial differences presented in a number of studies, the first one is 

economic constraints and marginalisation, hierarchy of ntteds, the second one is 

cultural and relates to mythology Q history and ethnicity, both are explanations of 

the concern gap, the third being political efficacy and subcultural socialisation and 

ia an explanation of the action gap. Taylor (1989) explained the non participation of 
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Blacks American in environmental groups, chiefly by low social match~ng and social 

marginalisation rather than lack of environmental concern, despite their high level 

of affiliation to voluntary groups. Dwyer and Hutchison ( 1990) have shown that 

recreation behaviour and preferences among Black American households had an 

urban orientation. One problem with the ethnicity approach is the assumption of 

homogeneity within the black community and its assertion that Blacks represent a 

distinct ethnic group. 

Gender has not been extensively used as a determinant of environmental concern and 

the few studies available provided conflicting evidence (Van Liere & Dunlap 1980). 

Gender differences in attitudes may develop from social and cultural contexts where 

the socialisation process and the "factors of social status and power combine with 

reproductive biology to shape the experience of males and females and the relation 

between the sexes" (Chodorow 1987; Gilligan in Blocker & Eckberg 1989, p. 2). In 

Western society, female socialisation develops around motherhood and nurturing and 

a worldview based upon concern for the maintaining of life and relationships, while 

male socialisation develops around rationality, competition, accumulation, 

assertiveness and a worldview of nature as a commodity (McStay & Dunlap 1983). 

In their study of attitudes towards animals, Kelle rt & Berry ( 1987) found that 

gender was a major variable to account for differences in knowledge, attitudes and 

behaviour towards animals. Local environmental issues also seemed to be greatly 

affected by gender, females being more concerned about local issues than males 

whils there was no difference for broader environmental issues (Blocker & Eckberg 

1989). A change in management agencies' culture may be required to address those 

issues, since existing policies may in fact reflect white, middle class, male 

dominated cultural values (Kellert & Berry 1987). 

In conclusion, the failure of socio-demographic variables to account for variations 

in environmental concern points to the widespread distribution of such concern in 

society and argues that a more relevant approach to policy making would be to focus 

attention on specific environmental issues and policies since it is unlikely that 

concern would be similar for a wide range of issues. Furthermore, the trade offs 

between environmental quality and other widely valued ends such as low taxes, 

economic growth, free enterprise and private property rights suggest the 

fruittulness of examining differential commitments as determinants of support for 

environmenta,, protection (Van Liere & Dunlap 1980). From a methodological point 

of view, it means that the Llse of the range of dimensions in the measurement of 

environmental concern should be more focussed on single issues rather than 
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encompassing a range of substantive issues in order to avoid the lllmasking eff8{:r of 

the true relationship between the dimensions used in scales and selected independent 

variables (demographic variables for example, Van Liere & Dunlap 1981). Samdhal 

and Robertson (1989) further argue that the interaction between dimensions among 

socio-demographic variables may render correlational analysis inconclusive and 

difficult to interpret. They demonstrate that socio-demographic variables are 

ineffective in explaining differE1nces in the perception of environmental problems 

or ecological behaviour. The "dominant social paradigm• (support for laissez faire 

government. support for private property rights, and a belief in economic growth 

and material abundance) has been found to be strongly (negatively) correlated to 

~n'lironmental concern indicating liberalism as a broader ideological system from 

which environmental attitudes are drawn. 

1.4 - The contribution of risk studies to the management of dangerous 

wlldllfe 

1.4.1 - Definitions 

An alternative approach to the study environmental attitudes can be found in risk 

studies. The justification of such an approach with regards to crocodile management 

is that crocodiles are a potential threat to humans and as such risk studJes may be 

relevant. The study of risk has been mainly concerned with technological risks, as 

threats frorn the physical world have largely been eliminated through science and 

technology; indeed, very few natural threats remain, diseases are for the most part 

controlled, wildlife is unfamiliar to most people as modified environments dominate 

the humanscape, natural disasters are infrequent. Th'J social intensity of conflict 

situations associated with technological risks has triggered a largP volume of 

research and management applications not matched in other ~•tuations such as 

wildlife hazards. 

Hazard can be defined a& a potential harmful event. What constitute a natural hazard 

is problematic because natural hazards only exist in relation to a vulnerable 

community (Hewitt 1983). Risk c~n be defined as the probability of an harmful 

event multiplied by the severity of the harm (Campbell in Douglas 1986, p. 20). 

The definition of hazard as "the inability to cope with physical causes and physical 

consequences is perhaps the best, because expectations about coping create the 

quality of hazardousness, and a theory of perception is necessary for thinking about 

risk acceptability• (Douglas 1986, p 27). 
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1.4.2 - Conceptual approach 

The approach to the study of environmental threats was originally developed in 

anthropological studies (Douglas 1966; Douglas & WHdavsky 1982). Correepts such 

as cultural bias, risk selection, social accountability and risk acceptability were 

introduced. Culture is presented as a coding principle by which hazards ar& 

recognised; cultural beas, which states that individuals structure their world in 

ways consistent with their shared daily experience. is the basis of the social 

construction of risk. Risk encompasses societal concerns about. equity as welt as 

concerns about the probability and magnitude of adverse consequences. The 

community sets up the individual's model of the world and the scale of values by 

which different consequences are identified as grave ,:,r trivial. Risk acceptability is 

presented in social terms as a function of the procedur1es of consent and allocation of 

responsibility according to social norms of fairness (Rayner 1985; Thompson & 

James 1989). Environmental problems are so~ially constructed and as such their 

perception may change in time and space (Thompson 1982). For instance, the 

threat to the environment is perceived when certain social indicators of social 

climate are at play such as an erosion of trust in institutions, intense media 

attention and politisation of environmental issues (Brown 1989). Social analysis 

used in the study of technological threats stresses the importance of understanding 

of social meanings of risk as a necessary dimension to establish a useful dialogue 

between risk creators and risk bearers. 

There is no unified social theory of risk, rather a number of approaches and 

methodological tools used to identify the social processes underpining definitions, 

responses to, and ways of managing risks. Those studies can be considerQd in terms 

of their level of analysis (institutions, communitiest groups and individuals) and 

methodologies. Early methodologies W'3re concerned with physical safety then 

extending to environmental concerns and now including social and political 

consequences (Brown 1989). The institutional approach considers the 

institutionalisation of matters of safety to regulatory and policy making bodies, and 

assesses the political nature of risk management (O'Riordan in Brown 1989 p. 9). 

The study of community responses to environmental threats considers the social 

networks and interface with institutions at local level. Risk perception considers 

individual judgments about threats and the attr;butes of risk perception. 

The Grid and Group model, based on the assumption that &ndividuai behaviour and 

thoughts are shaped by primarily social influences rather than by individual 
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volition (Douglas & Wildavsky 1982), provides r. conceptual framework for the 

social analysis of attitudes towards nature. It identifies four rationalities (or social 

organisations and worldviews), •atomised individualism*, 11hierarchy", "network 

individualism", and •egalitarism· (Jamos & Thompson 1989) (Figure 1.4). 

•Group" is defined as the range of social intaractions and 11grid11 as the amount of 

conatraints imposed on individual interactions. 

ATOMISED INDIVIDUALISM 

Fatalistic Rationality 
Passive Consent 

Trust lO Luck 

GRID 

HIERARCHY 

Bureaucratic Rationality 
Hypothelticai Consent 
~ntraUy Distributed Liability 
Trust Established OrganisatiQns 

-----------1-----------...GROUP 

NETWORK INDIWXJALISM 

Subslantive Rationaiit)· 
Negotiated Consent 
Lial>mty Spreading through Markets 
Trust Successful Individuals 

EGALliARIAN GROUP 

Critical Rationality 
Equal Consent 
Striet Fautt Liability 
Trust Locat Partic,patory lnstttutions 

Figure 1.4 - The grid and group model of cultural diversity 
(Source: James & Thompson 1989, p. 88). 

These four ideal categories are dynamic and individuals have the ability to move 

from one to another. They are also modified by other forms of social classification 

such at class, gender and ethnicity for instance. 

1.4.3 • Risk 1elect1on and accountablllty 

Why are certain risk are chosen for social attention is a complex issue. Different 

types of societies develop different types of accountability and are concerned with 

different dangers (Douglas 1986; Douglas & Wildavsky 1982). For instance, in 

holistic sncieties, there is no concept of death by natural causes; death is attributed 

to a mernoer of the community or blamed on the victim and has moral and social 

implications. The Lele ranking of risks, for example, does not include the numerous 

tropical diseases that affect ~hem but lightning, barrenness and bronchitis. These 

troubles are related to immorality and blamed on village elrlers (Douglas & 
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Wildavsky 198~,. In other groups the victim is to blame and guilty of wrong moral 

conduct For instance, The T~Jrkana of lake Rudolf in East Africa believe that a man 

with a clear conscience has rl\'lthing to fear from crocodiles. If an individual is taken, 

then it means that the person in fact may have done something wrong, and it is only 

legitimate that the crocodile took the person. This can be extended to the point of 

giving the animal the decision of morality (Graham & Beard 1990). Those who 

respect crocodiles enjoy a spec,al immunity from their attacks. in the Island of 

Ceram in the Indonesian Moluccas, the feeling of veneration and awe towards 

crocodiles are expressed through ritual sacrifice of virgins to secure protection 

from attacks. In other part of lndon,1sia, ~uman predation by croco1iles is made 

unlawful and skilled hunters in magi,c and crocodile knowledge will destroy the 

offender crocodile (McNeely & Watchal 1990). In Nuer tradition, crocodiles are 

seen as ferocious and savage by individuals outside the totemic association (Willis 

1974, p. 19). Crocodiles as a risk in thot,e cultures has been included into belief 

systems and they are considered moral agents, therefore crocodile predation, 

although frequent and feared is accounted for through social mechanisms based on 

totemic association and extension of mora, rights. This is also ~he case with 

Australian Aborigines (see Section 1 ~2). 

With the advent of science and the ability to explain previously inexplicable 

phenomena, western societies cculd discriminate between natural causes of death 

and were freed of the tyranny of moral behaviour in all aspect of social interactions. 

However, the tendency to blame fate rather than society or the victim is not 

r,owadays so clear because more and more, the responsibility is transferred to the 

society. With the complexity of industrial societies, the centralisation of decision 

making rests on the procedures of consent by individuals and the management of t'isk 

and distribution of liabilities is increasingly attributed tr, institutions rather than 

to individuals themselves (Douglas & Wildavsky 1982). In the case of personal 

threats, which include wildlife threats, the management of risk is still left to the 

individual as the blame for accident most often rest on the individual. H:>wever, 

increasingly the balance between personal control and social control becomes fuzzy 

and the locus of control is not so clearly defined with regards to personal dangers. 

1.4.4 • Risk perception and public concern 

The focus of this approach is in the individual coping with alternative situations and 

making judgement based on perceptions and values. People are asked to make 

judgaments about the existing and the desired riskiness ot different hazards and the 
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desirable level of regulation for each. These judgements are related to attributes of 

the hazard (unpredictability, dread and knowledge), benefits accompanying the 

hazard, number of deaths caused by the hazard and the seriousness of each death 

from ct particular haz:ard relative to death from other cause ( Slovic, Fischhoff & 

Utchenstein 1986). 

A number of factors have been seen to affect risk perception and public concern. 

Natural unpredictable hazards are more readily accepted t.han human induced 

predictable risks 'lnd can be explained in the context of the attribution of blame. 

People also tend to overestimate the dangers of rare and memorable events and 

underestimate those of common events. At the scame time, most individuals have a 

strong but unjustified sense of subjective immunity with regards to iow probability 

dangers: people underestimate the risks that are under their controt and the risk of 

events which are rarely expected to happen (Douglas 1986). Finally. risks that are 

dreaded seem less ac:ceptable than those which carry less dread (Sandman 1987; 

Wynne in Brown p. 118). 

It has been shown th.at dread and familiarity ware the two ~ignificant independ&nt 

orthogonal d,mensions of risk perception to which all attributes could be reduced, 

dread representing the emotional and familiarity th,a cognitive dimensions (Slovic et 

a/. in Wynne 1989, p .. 124). Those dimensions are considered as attributes of risk 

and ara associated with objective physical properties of the technology or threat 

concerned. However there are two problems with this approach; first the symbolic 

(cultural) factor has been ignored and second there is an understanding of an 

objective assessment of the risk (Wynne 1983). 

It ia important to acknowledge the biases inherent to public perception. Not oniy lay 

people use qualitative criteria to judge hazards but are also influenced by 

memorable instance3 leading to erroneous beliefs about the likelihood of accidents. 

Judgements about risk are different depending on the perception of the risk affecting 

the individual or society as a whole. In the case of personal risk (under individual 

control), sAlf interest is more prevalent, while in the latter, moral values are 

more important. Follt:>wing theories of attitudes deve,oped by Fishbein and Ajzen 

( 1975), it was found that people made judgments about risks using a number of 

factors including econ,omic factors, environmental consequences, socio-political 

implications, psychological risk and local impacts (Brown 1989). 
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Peter 5£.ndman ( 1987) defines the perception of ri~k by the lay person as 11outrage" 

{publi~; concern) and the expert risk assessment as "hazard". Factors that 

contribute to public •outrage" can furc!ion independe~tly from tha severity of the 

haza.rd because thay are social in origin. For instance, environmental lobbying, 

media attention. polit~cal pressures can affect "outrage• ab, ut low ~h~zard"l 

situations. Conversely. !ow •"utrage• can occur for high •hazard• sitLa,itions. 

1.4~5 - Rlf»k commurdcatlon proc••••• 

The management of risk involves people, as thsy h~ve to be warned, or protected 

against adverse consequences and also pE:tff'.:w~rJ:2:-:i ,A the efficacy of exper,: risk 

assessment and solutions to minim:~e risks. ihe relationship between the public and 

risk managers is based on trust and confidence. Appropriate risk communication is 

based on approprime risk assessment, trust in the institution delivering the 

message, quality of the message, and relevance to the target groups. The 

communication process includes the source, the message and the receivers. The 

source's main attribute is credibility; message's attributes include emotional 

versus logical presentaUon, fear appeals, message style (implicit versus explicit 

conclusions). Receivers are the risk bearer, the risk manager, the general public 

{r<asperson & Palmlund 1987). Receivers' attributes are prk,r experience of the 

risk, group membership, education, and ptlrsonality. The understanding of the 

importance of risk communication in order to reduce risk taking behaviour is 

paramount. 

1.5 • Risk asaeaamant and probablllstlc thinking 

The difficulty of making quant2tative judgments under uncertainties has been the 

aubject of extensive literature in decision analysis and management sciences (Hattis 

1987). Certain cognitive heuristic processes resu!ting in biases in the perception 

of probabilities have been identified and methods to reduce those biases proposed. 

Two specific biases are common: overconfidence ;n the reliability of subjective 

predictions, assignments of too narrow confidence limits to uncertain quantitie~, 

and neglect of distributional information on the •prior• probabilities of various 

outcomes in favour of weak information with little bearing on the likelihood of those 

outcomes (Hattis 1987). 

The problem of the diacrepancy between the public and the expert perspectives is a 

common problem of public education programmes in environmental and risk 
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management management alike. Public and expert r:sk assessments are usually 

different and the amount of difference is a reflection of the level of public concern 

(Sandman 1987). The faith in education is a logical step towards the reduction of 

public concern and is based on the notion that the problem lays with the public's 

misconceptions about the risk. However~ as early as 1974, Slovic. Lichen&tein and 

Fischhoff (in Douglas 1986, p.31) stated that: 

• our own view is that educational attempts to reduce the perception gap are 

probably doomed to failure" . 

Fischhoff (in Covello, McCallum & Pavlova 1987, p. 149) describes 

characteristics of the information on r&sk as perceived by the public: 

"pPOple simplify informationT 

people remember what they see or hear in the media aw,. what they observe 

firsUy hand, 

people cannot detect omissions in the information they get, therefore they can 

be manipulated, 

people worry about w.hat risk, rather than how large (difference between lay 

people and expert, definitions of risks) 

people have difficulty evaluating expertise, 

people have problems detecting inconsistencies and must be provided with 

alternatives•. 

1.5.1 • The soclal basis of the credlblllty of sources 

Reducing the perception gap to public misconception ignores both the sociaJ and 

cu!tural dimensions of risk perception (Douglas & Wildavsky 1982; Ostrander 

1982, Thompson 198~; Rayner 1985; James & Thompson 1989). Effective risk 

communication can be seen as a joint product of knowledge and consent about most 

desired outcomes (Figure 1.5). 

Uncertain knowledge and consent contest are the problems faced by risk 

management. Risk communication is about increasing personal control as weH as 

providing information. The public evaluation of a message will largely depend oo the 

past performance of institutions delivering the message, the amount of infNmation 

disclosure and opportunities for public invo!vement. and the availability of 

educational programmes (Renn & Levine 1990). 
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Knowledge 

Cenain Uncertain 

Problem: Pt0b!em: I 
I 

Technical Information I 

I Solution: Solution: 
Calculation Research 

I 
Probl~m: Problem: 

I ( du )Agreem ,nt Knowledge and 
Conse-rit 

Solution: 
C oerc·ion or Soiution: 
Disew5ion ? 

Figure 1.5 - The Relationship Between Knowledge and Consent 
{Source: Douglas & Wildavsky 1982, p. 5). 

1.5.2 - The role of the media In the communication process. 

Do the m&dia reflect er initiate public concern is a contentious issue. Studies have 

shown that media coverage have been followed by changes in attitude towards hazards 

(Lee in Brown 1989 p. 5). It is more likely that the media consolidate th~ oubHl.!'s 

views rather than changin9 them (Tichenor, Donohue & Olien 1980). Furthermore, 

the media cannot be seen as monolithic in their coverage of news. They should be 

seen as biased in their reporting because of the necessity to come up with good 

stories which will attract public attention. The media give salience to certain events 

for certain qualities which happen to coincide with attributes of risk such as 

catastrophic potential, unfamiliarity and dread (Peltu 1991). This only reflects the 

ambiguous role of the media as biased source of information, a place for public 

debate and a mean of setting social and political agendas (O'Riordan 1985). 

Graumann and Kruse { 1990) argue that the most important impact or the media is 

in the interaction between the players involved in environmental controversies 

where the •tacts• are publicly debated and in .11any ways take prec:.Jence over di,ect 

individual experience, contributing to the social construction of environmental 

issues. In such situations, experts become increasingly exposed: reported 

incompetence, negligence, error and misdeeds are the subject of attention which 

have led to public loss of faith in inatit.utions (Brown 1989; Magill 1989). The 

media coverage of a risk controversy for mstance, has been found to increase public 

opposition, regardless of the content of news coverage and exposure to expert 

disagruement contributing to the perception that a technology may be more 
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dangerous (Mazur in Lichtenberg & McLean 1990, p. 162). The media in fact 

present a certain political reality and must be seen as part of the social and political 

process as much as the risk issues they cover; as such, it would be unreasonable to 

expect a social consensus on those issues (Lichtenberg & McLean 1990). 

Deaths which make their way·s into the news are those ot particular, bizarre, 

surprining and or rare events. The type of death least likeiy to occur will make the 

news. Disaster stories, air crashes, and earthquakes have more priority than 

famine in a developing country. Stories about monsters killing people ar1.~ the most 

prized. Any attack from those animals (funnel web spider, sharks) fatal or 

otherwise will make the news. For example, every year, at the start of summer, the 

same two shark attacks stories are reproduced indicating that experts warned thdt 

tha beaches are swarming with sharks (Windschuttle 1984). However, the 

probability of a shark attack was estimated as as low as ooe in ten million (Owen 

Ingles, Sydney Morning Herald 15 Feb 1979). An explanation for the unusual 

traatment of death in the news may be related to a death denying society. Death in the 

media is the one unlikely to happen to the majority of people. 

A study of the role of the media in a community response to earthquake threat in 

California, using the monitoring of local media coverage in 1976, 1977, 1978 

(Turner & Paz 1986), showed that the sources of information about the threat were 

primarily television news, newspapers and radio followed by fiction, documentaries 

and magazines. ?ersonal networks had a minimal impact. However, in term of their 

importance to respondents, it was found that the primary sources were attributed 

quite different value: televisio,' was considered the most important compared to the 

other two me:tia sources and a significant importance was attributed to other people. 

In terms of their credibility, it was found that books and magazines were by far tha 

most credible, while people were the least credible source. As the warning went on, 

respondents would switch sources and many would complement the initial media 

exposure by interpersonal discussion of media messages. The disproportionate 

reiiance on interpersonal discussion was negatively related to the amount of prior 

experience of earthquakes suggesting suaceptibility to rumour. Rumour seemed to 

flourish when there was a need to fill a void in more authoritative source of 

information. However, the effect of personal rather than vicarious experience of 

earthquake damage supplemented media information. and decreased sole re' , ' on 

media sources. Personal experience was associated wit.h greater social awareness of 

hazard and greater fear and concern about the prospect of an earthquake than in the 

case of vicarious expr.:r~Rnce. Personal experience could override expert advice. It 
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indicated that people judge risk in the context of their whole environment ( Peltu 

1991). A sludy of community perception of health hazard as a result of groundwater 

contamination by Fichen Heath and Fessenden-Raden ( 1987) found thc:t risk 

perception was a dynamic and interactive process and was influenced by the way in 

which the risk was being addre~sed by institutions, the prior experience of people, 

the visibility of adverse effect of ths risk. the or~gin of the risk in the community 

or outside the community, and the trust in tocal authorities. Community responses 

to r~dK have s,,own that people use their own St)Ci ~i networks and then tum to 

institutional networks whose rr.andate it is to deal with the situation. In the case of 

failure, new networks are formed to counteract adverse consequences. There is often 

a sense of uncertainty, loss of controt and powerlessness in the affected community 

(Edelstein & Wan Oarsman in Brown 1989, p. 10). 

1.6 - The relevance of risk studies to the management of dangerous 

wlldllfe 

The range of approaches and metho<i."lcgies presented in risk studies illustrate the 

complexity of risk management. Many of processes and concepts discussed are 

directly relevant to contemporary wildlife management. The current threats to 

wildlife conservation require a wildlife policy paradigm to correctly make the 

societal decisions affqcting the well being of wildlife. Natural resourc& managers 

must consider the full range of resource values in formulating management policies. 

Typical~:\ the focus of evaluation has been on the m,easurement of one or moz-e 

attributes, usua~ly biological a"J ecological assessment, (as a res~lt of the training 

of wildlife managers) and economic assessments. The use of attitude surveys has 

been the most common approach to the study of social factors: categories of 

responses based on demographic variables and their relati<.,nships were used with 

limited :ystematic investigation of the social processes. Studi1~s of attitudes towards 

animals and related issues were aimed at establishing quantit!,tive measurements of 

wildlife values to be used in Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) in support for altemative 

management options. However, in BCA (Banefit Coat Analysis) and MAUA 

(Multiatt,ibute Utility analysis), decisions are treated as discrete occasions with a 

given decision problem (Wynne 1989). Collective values are considered as an 

aggregate of separate individual values and ignore the social cc>ntext they originate 

from and the broad influences which in fact are affecting public perception. Public 

perceptions are socially defined; the boundary of problems ve ambiguous reflecting 

in that the social relationthip and time-space context in which assessment is 

framed. Those social influences have a historical dimension which is not necessarily 
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recognised by the holders of certain perception but nonetheless affect their 

judgment. There is a need to recognise those larger influences and incorporate them 

into enlarged institutional processes which encourage their coostructive express;,on 

and mature negotiation (Wynne 1989). Simple user attitude surveys are not enough 

to influence deci$iOn making processes, as poliUcai interference often overrides 

those decisions (Heberlein 1989). 

The pojitical dimension of wild!ife management decisions is recognised by managers 

(Clark & Kellert 1988; Witter & Sheriff in Clark & Kellert 1988) including the 

effect of managers' values on the decision making process (Caughley 1985; Kellert 

& Berry 1987). The role of a wildlife policy paradigm would be to allow socially 

and politically desired outcomes to emerge, and in a sense would determine what 

values and goals are important in defining the nature of public good. Policy 

formulation can assist the democratic process of identification of basic values and 

outcomes through the dynamic interactions of societal constituencies. The unfolding 

policy process provides ideally sufficient opportunities for all interests to express 

themselves fairly and equitably. It should be recognised that the process itself 

includes a considerable degree of political lobbying and its outcomes are often a 

consequence of competition and conflict (Clark & Kellert 1988). "The incorporation 

of public values into wildlife policies is a never ending process of monitoring public 

participation and expectations and then blending them with biological data, fiscal 

constraints, legislative climate, legal limits of agency's governing board" (Witter & 

Sheriff in Clark & Kellert 1988). The acceptability of a policy or management 

strategy is eventually a political decision, a choice between alternatives, values, and 

beliefs, each alternative representing particular interests and recommending 

particular solutions. Using this approach, The critical factor in acceptance is the 

extent to which the procedures of consent (trust in institutions and experts) and the 

distributions of liabilities conform to community norms of fairness (James & 

Thompson 1989). Acceptancet is rooted in the political culture, in views about 

fairness and justice, and in feelings about exploitation (O'Aiordan 1976). Public 

participation is a process by which equitable management decisions can be made. 

Cassells and Valentine (1980) present a framework of decision making in the 

context of wildland management which separates the administrative process from 

the political process of decision making by leaving the weighting of vacues to be 

located in the political rather than administrative area, as an institutional solution 

to the resolution of conflict situations. 
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CONCLUSION 

The wide sweep of this review indicates the range and complexity of issues relating 

to wildlife management. The underlying thread though rG,mains that the management 

of wildlife as the management of risk {as negative utility) is firmly anchored in the 

management oi people and in broader sense a reflection of social goals. The study of 

attitudes can be seen as way of documenting the issues management should be 

considering. In the following chapters, the study of attitudes towards crocodiles in 

northern Queensland is presented as a case study to illustrate the essential role of 

social and cultural factors in enviror,mantal management. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

In chapter one, the relevance of historical, social and cultural factors to resource 

management was inboduced; a number of -~eoreticai approaches and methodologiesf 

which investigated the relationship between humans and nature, were used to 

examine the social impacts of the existing management of crocodiles in northern 

Queensland. The main body of this study consists of a survey of attitudes towards the 

Estuarine crocodile conducted in northern Queensland; communities were chosen for 

their proximity to crocodile habitats, remoteness, their distinct social structure, 

cultural background, residence status and economic base. Visitors as well as 

residents to the regkm were interviewed. The survey was conducted in Weipa, 

Napranum (Weipa South), Hopevale, the Daintree - Cape Tribulation area, and 

Townsville (see locational map, Appendix 1). The survey area provided a double 

tr~nsect of increased remoteness and increased crocodile populations, combined with 

a cross cultural element, as both A~~~tfinal ah~ ncn Aboriginal respondents were 

interviewed at each location; unfortunately a sample of urban Aborigines could not 

be included in the survey for comparison purposes. The visitors to the region 

provided the nationa! perspective to the study although it was admittedly a biased 

group. 

2.1 • Choice and relevance of study sit•• to the management of 

crocodiles 

The mining town of Weipa, the largest settlement in Cape York Peninsula, is next to 

a major nesting area of the Estuarine Crocodile (see location map, Appendix 1). 

Baseline re.earch in community attitudes towards crocodiles is needed to understand 

pubUc opinion for future management planning, given the conservation significance 

of the area (Q. NPWS 1989). 

Major wetlands of Cape York Peninsula are under Aboriginal land tenure and provide 

some level of protection for those wetlands otherwise poorly represented in the 

National Park estate (see Chapter 1); given Aborigines' distinct cultural 

background and control of coastal lands, it is important to document their views on 

crocodiles and crocodile management. The communities surveyed were Napranum 

(Weipa South) and Hopevale on Cape York Peninsula. 
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Conflicts in land use between agriculture, urbanisation, tourist development and 

crocodile conservation policies have occurred in the heavily settled eastern coast of 

Far North Queensland. This situation has focused community attention on crocodiles 

as a potential threat to individuals and to local economies. The survey was conducted 

in the Daintree/Cape Tribulation area. 

Townsville, the largest regional centre of northern Ot.:eensland, although well within 

the range of the Estuarine crocodile, has not faced any conflict situation. 

There is an increasing number of visitors to northern Queen~\.:', nd · .. :vL D have little 

knowledge of the tropics and its hazards. Visitors were surveyed both in Weipa and 

in the Daintree-Cape Tribulation area. 

2.2 - Alma and objectives of the study 

The primary goal of this research was to develop an understanding of attitudes 

towards crocc.'diles within different communities and to provide an interpretation of 

those attitudes within a socio-cultural framework. 

The objectives of the survey were: 

( 1 ) To evaluate the knowledge of and beliefs about crocodiles, as well &s the 

existing communication channels and their perceived value. 

( 2 ) To investigate the perception of crocodilt1s as environmental threat relative to 

patterns of activities in wetlands and experience of crocodiles and to describe 

the perceived nature of the threat 

( 3) To assess the importance of social and cultural factors in risk perception and 

risk acceptability and to identify cu!tural themes in which they are embedded. 

( 4 ) To identify the level of environmental awareness and its social and cultural 

basis and to assess avenues for the promotion of positive attitudes towards 

crocodiles and crocodile conservation. 

( 5 ) To present a brief outline of implications for management, including risk 

communication and interpretation, risk assessment and management of natural 

resources in cross cultural situation. 
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2.3 • Methodology 

The project was conducted in two phases: 

( 1 ) A preliminary phase when initial investigations and methodological issues 

were defined. It included a review of social and cultural aspects of resources 

management (presented in Chapter 1) and the practical aspects of survey 

design and planning, including choice of sites. questionna·,re development and 

pilot. 

( 2 ) The second part of the project consisted of the collection, analysis and 

interpreta~ion of the data. A report was prepared for Queensland National 

Parks and Wildlife Service which included guidelines for an interpretive 

programme; the present thesis provides a comprehensive account of the study. 

2.3.1 - Prellmlnary Investigation• 

The aims of the preliminary investigations, conducted in Weipa and Napranum (July 

1989) and Oaintree (January 1990), were ~rimarily to assess those localities for 

subsequent survey. Informal interview techniques and participant observation 

(Spradley 1979) were used to collect information on general attitudes towards 

crocodiles, community networks, and any information of relevance on these 

communities. Local authorities were contacted when appropriate. Aboriginal 

Community Councils in Hopevale and Napranurn, Comalco management in Weipa, to 

secure approval for the research. All visits were advertised in the local 

newspapers, and leaflets were available to residents (Appendix 7). They provided 

background information on the study and emphasised the importance of community 

participation for the its success. Tho information collected and the time spent there 

proved invaluable in several ways: 

( 1 ) The confidence of the residents and their support of the project were secured 

and subsequently, the survey team was welcomed. Thia was particularly 

important in Aboriginal communities~ for the fishing community in Weipa and 

the farming community of Daintree. 

( 2 ) Relevant information could be incorporated into the design of the 

questionnaire. 
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( 3 ) Th& interpretation of the results was facilitated by these early field notes on 

the communmes. 

In return for their cooperation, preliminary results were provided ,o the 

communities using the local press (Weipa) and community notice boards. A copy of 

the final thesis wm be made available at the local libraries when completed. 

2.3.2 .. Questionnaire design and pilot study 

Ques:lonnslr• development 

The questionnaire was developed using existing literature on attitudes towards 

animals, ecology and biology of crocodiles (Webb, Manolis & Whitehead 1987) and 

r~sk (see Chapter 1 ), existing questionnaire designs (Kellert pers. comm.; Ross 

pers. comm.), expert advice from wildlife professiona10 (Q. NPWS) and fiekt notes. 

The questionnaire consisted of a 31 item knowledge scale (see Chapter- 4 for details) 

and nine sections ( see Questionnaire, Appendix 2): 

( 1 ) Section one investigated attitudes towards crocodilt.:s as an environmental 

thregt; it included its salience and its attributes; the respond~nts' personal 

experience of crocodiles as a threat including circumstances (with wild or 

captive animals), the type of responses to ar .1 its influence on their attitudes 

towards crocodiles as well as the appraisal of the att,.ibutes of fear. The 

recollection of crocodile attacks was also investigated in order to get an idea of 

the imp~t of the media on attitudes (Cuestions 1 to 23). 

( 2) Section two inveatigated the pattern of activities in wetlands (recreation and 

working activities) and the safety behaviour of respondents (Questions 24 to 

32). 

( 3) Section three investigated the respondents• percept;on of change in risk in the 

last five years and the reasons attributed to that change (Questions 33 to 41). 

( 4 ) Section four investigated the channels of communication and social networks of 

respondents and their respective value as a source of information (Questions 

42 to 50). 
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( 5 ) Section five investigated the empathy towards and the perceived values of 

crocodiles including an appraisal of their ecological, recreational and 

utilitari, n values aod rebipondents' commitment to change in support for their 

answers. 

( S) Section six investigated the symbolic value of crocodiles including an appraisa! 

of the fascination they generated in respondents as wen as the perception of 

crocodile representations in popular culture. 

( 7 ) Sections seven and eight investigated respondents' perception of management 

L ~ ·Jes, inc!uding respor.dentsi perception of their agreement with current 

management and their perception of a desired level of management. 

( 8 ) Section nine investigated the socio-demographic characteristics of the 

respondents, including age, sex, social background (educ-ation, occupation, 

rural/ urban) and cultural background (Aboriginal/non Aboriginal). 

Questlonnalr• design 

The questionnaire consisted of a combination of several types of measurements: 

Likert scales, categories, open ended questions and rank ordering t1uestions 

f()llowiug experimental field techniques (Bernard 1988; Whyte 1977), which 

provided a combination of ordinal, nominal and interval data (see questionnaire, 

Appendix 2). 

{ 1 ) Types of Likert scales used: 

[Statement] 

□ □ □ □ □ not at all a little moderately a lot don't know 

□ 
[Statement] 

□ □ □ □ □ 
never rarely sometimes most times all the time don't know 

□ 
[Statement] 

D □ □ □ □ 
agree moderately undecid&d moderately disagree don't know 

agree disagree 
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Low 1 2 

[Statement] 

3 4 5 high, don't know 

Not at all 1 

[Adj&ctive] 

2 3 5 

(2) Rank ordering questions used: 

very, don 1t know 

Respondents were asked to rank a set of cards in two instances, (rank;ng of threats 

and animal ,,references); the rank order was then entered into the questionnaire by 

the ,nterviewer. 

( 3 ) Categori6s 

Knowledge scale items: 

[statement], 

D untrue D unsure 

Multiple choice questions: 

[Q_uestion] 

LJ Alternative 1 

D Alternative 2 

D Alternative 3 

( 4) Open ended questioos 

Otrue 

femi structured open ended questions were uaed. Prompts were available to 

interviewers. 

The Jae of •don't know• opt:on provided more reliable answers by reducing the 

,'lumlJer of guess answers. 

PIiot •tudy 

The questionnaire was piloted in April 1990; twenty questionnaires were 

administered between Cairns and Townsville to a range of respondents, both 

reskhmts and tnuriata. The data were analysed for validity and appropriate 

modification was done. The modified version was used in the final survey. 
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2.4 .. Survey design 

The survey was conducted in Woipa and Napranum (Waipa South) in Jum, .. Jul',· 

1990, in Townsville in July-August 1990 and in Daintree and Hopevale in 

September-October 1990. 

2.4.1 - Weipa 

Weipa consisted of three major social groups, the Comak:o employees, the residents 

associated with the wharf and the harbour and the visitors. 

The survey of the Comalco employees was designed using information provided by 

the Comalco Town clerk; a stratified random sample w~s drawn based on the lay out 

of the town which reflected the social structure of the community (based on marital 

status and length of residence). The town was divided into sections and random 

numbers were used to designate in each s9ction the households where questionnaires 

would be administered. 

The survey of the •wharf community• was designed using informaticn on the number 

of resident and visiting fishing boats provided by the British Petroleum depot 

manager. Interviews were cor.ducted as fishermen came into pon; other residents 

associated with the harbour were interviewed in relation to their availability. 

An estimate of the number of visitors at the only caravan park was obtained from 

the Comalco Town Clerk and was used to determine the sample size. The survey of 

visitors was conducted over several days to increase the representativeness of the 

sample. 

2.4.2 • Hopevale and Napranum 

Population censuses (Hopevale, 1988; Napranum, 1989) were obtained from Dr J. 

Taylor (Division of Anthropology, James Cook University) and used to draw a 

random sample. A research assistant (Mrs !na Hall) was hired from ccmmunity to 

help with the survey in Napranum. Community rangers provided casual assistance 

in Hopevale. 
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2.4.3 • Tha Dalntree/Cape Trlbulatlon area 

No data, which discriminated betwsen Daintree and Cape Tribulation populations and 

the whole Douglas shire population were available (ABS 1986). The Douglas Shire 

Council was approached but could not give further information. I estimated 100 

residents in the Daintree village, b1.1t it was impossible to do so for the residents in 

Cape Tribulation. Stratified random sampling was conducted using the road network 

for the Daintree farming community and Cape Tribulation residents, the Daintree 

township street map tor other Damtree residents; tourist opara•ors were surveyed 

at their work place. 

The absence of visitor statistics again was a constraint, and stratified sampling was 

used which emphasised the type of tourist coming to the region, (domestic tourists 

versus international tourists) and by accommodation type (camping, resort, units 

or caravans and backpacking). Visitors were interviewed at the Daintre• Caravan 

Park (Daintree), Wonga Beach Caravan Park (Wonga Beach) Pilgrim Sands 

camping grounds (Cape Tribulation), Port Douglas Marina and township, Daintree 

Cafes, the Jungle Lodge and the Village backpackers• accommodation (Cape 

Tribulation). 

2.4.4 - Townsvllle 

The North Queensland Electricity Board list of houcgholds was used to draw a random 

sample of 156 households. This sample unfortunately did not account for the army 

population, a factor overlooked at the time. 

2.5 • Response rate, refusals and sample size 

There was generally a good response to the survey (Table 2.1) despite the length of 

the questionnaire itself, a reflection of the amount of interest crocodiles cou!d 

generate. Sample size could not be estimated when total populations were not known 

or open ended as it was the case for visitors. The representativeness of the sample 

was affected by the sample size at each location and the sampling procedure (random 

sampling or convenient sampling). 
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Communities Sample size Populations estimate& (no) Refuoals 
no(%) 

Hope vale 19 (2.5%) 817 (Taylor 1988) 2 

Napranwn W (3.1%) 72:3 {Taylor 1989) 3 

Weipa residents 80 (3.2%) 3102(Comalco 1990) 25 

Weipa visitors 18 (---) 580/month/Juiy 
(Comalco 1990) 

Daintree* residents 31(--~) 7385 (Douglas shire, ABS 2 
1988) 

Daintree* • 63 (---) 9628 (visitors to Cairns, 30 
visitors ABS 1986) 
Townsville 125 112 013 (ABS 1986) 31 

Total sample 356 (100%) 94 

Table 2.1- Sample ducription. 
• Dainlree= Daintree/Wonga/Cap,: Tribulation area, 

•• Dainiree= Dai.nlree/Po11 Douglas/Cape Tribulation. 

Response rate 
(%} 

90.4% 

76.1% 

94.4 % 

93.9% 

67.7% 

80.1% 

73.6% 

The number of refusals and resulting response rate depended on time availability, 

particularly for women with young children, on language barriers and/or tight 

schedules for visitors. Lack of interest or not knowing about crocodiles were also 

mentioned. The majority of refusals came from women. 

2.6 • Interviewing procedures and biases 

Interviews were individually administered by volunteers, all female undergraduate 

and post graduate students in the School of Behavioural Sciences at James Cook 

University (Townsville). The number of interviewers varied from 2 to 5 depending 

on the sample size at a particular location (see Table 2.2). 

Weipa Daintree Hopevale/Napranu.m TownsviUe 

No. of interviewen 3 4 2/2 5 

Table 2.2 - Number of interviewers per location. 

It was not possible to test interviewers' bias because they could not be all checked 

on the same group of respor.dents, due to logistics constraints. The female bias was 

kept constant throughout. l::ach interview took about 30mn to 1 hour to be completed 

depending on the respondents and the interviewers. In the case of Aboriginal 

respondents, interviewing procedures had to be adapted to individuals and usually 

took longer and required careful double checking of the responses given. As a result, 

those were conducted only by experienced interviewers and myself. 
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Because of logistic constraints, a strictly random sample was not always feasible. 

When random sampling was possible, if there was no one in one household, the 

interviewer would go to the adjacent household; ,n the case of a refusal, the 

interviewer would go the next household on the random list. Whan convenient 

sampling was conducted, attention was given to maintain the optimum possible 

representativeness with regards to age, sex ratio and categories of respondents; 

using a range of places of interview and different time of the day (work hours/after 

hours), the spreading of interviewing over several days and keeping the number of 

respondents low at any one place were employed to optimise representativeness. 

2.6.1 • Cultural bias 

The format and content of the questionnaire posed a number of problems in a cross

cultural context. In the case of overseas visitors, fluency with the English language 

was an assumption of the survey and a section of overseas visitors were excluded 

from the survey (Japanese tourists in particular). If this group was to be 

specifically studied in future, a translation of the questionnaire should be prepared. 

In Aboriginal communities, where English literacy varied considerably with age 

groups and where the social proto~ol was different, the questionnaire did not 

perform as well as in non Aboriginal communities: the sequencing, wording and 

content of questions were not always suited to Aboriginal people and did not always 

present Aboriginal concerns adequately. Furthermore, interviewers would be 

directed to the elders, the traditional recipient of collective knowledge and it was 

difficult to get the cooperation of young respondents. This affected the 

representativeness of the sample in those communities. The most valuable 

information was in feet recorded during the prei~minary stages of the research, as 

welt as in the opeo ended questions and in the interviewers' notes on the margin of 

the questionnaire. This information was used for the interpretation of the results in 

conjunction with the supporting literature on Aboriginal worldview and 

environmental management. These considerations outlined the methodological 

difficulties encountered in cross-cultural comparisons and SU!)P0f1S the notion of 

using an alternative methodology, such as cuiturally appropriate informal 

interviews over a longer period of time and the use of qualitative analysis, if 

further investigations were to be conducted. 
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2. 7 - Complementary Information 

A diary was kept during field work. It included a range of anecdotal information 

relevant to the communities visited ( social, cultural and environmental) as weH as 

informal knowledge of crocodiles. At each location, participant observation was used 

to assess a number of tourists attractions based on crocodiles, tourist cruises on the 

Daintree River and in the Mission River delta in Weipa, zoos and parks between 

Townsville and Cairns. Attention was given to the type of experience offere<1 and the 

information conveyed, as well as to visitors' reactions. It was by no mean a 

systematic process, but more a qualitative approach to assess the range of available 

interpretive possibilities. Interpretive materia, was also collected .. 

During the whole period of the project, newspaper clippings, articles, television 

documentaries, books, comics, advertisements and any item relevant to popular 

representations of crocodiles were collected. It provided useful material for the 

understanding of cultural issues in which the perception of crocodiles is embedded. 

2.8 • Data coding and entry 

The coding was done by two coders (including the author), checked and entered by 

myself to ensure coding consistency. The coding of open ended questions was done by 

one coder using a set schedule of categories developed using content analysis 

techniques. Coding procedures, code books and questionnaire are presented in de1c1,i 

in Appendix 2. 

2.9 .. Analytlcal procedures 

The sample was divided into subgroups which took into account the cultural 

difference between Aboriginal and non Aboriginal respondents, the residential status 

of respondents (residents and visitors), the distribution of crocodile populations in 

each area: Weipa, the Oaintree area and Townsville and the remoteness and isolation 

of Cape York communities. 



6 community groups were identified: 

- Hopevale/Napranum residents•: 

- Residents 

- The Daintree residimts .. 

- Visitors 

- Townsville residents 

Note: 
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Hopevale residents 
Napranum residents 

lbe Weipa residents 

Visitors to Weipa • • • 
Visitors to the Daintree area 

2 

4 
5 

6 

•Respondents from those two Aboriginal c.ommunities were grouped because there was enough similarity of 

response and also because the combined samvle of respondents was larger. 

•• the Daintree area sample included residents and visitors of Daintree, Wonga. Beach. Cape Ttibulation. and 

Port Douglas (see Appendix 1). 

*** Although the number of Weipa visitors was low, it was felt that they still represented a distinct group in 

relation to location and characteristics. 

lnitiaUy, descriptive statistics (frequency distributions) were applied to the data 

and inc,uded missing values (•don't know•, •no answer•). Major trends in the 

results were then identified from which a number of broad hypotheses could be 

explored: 

( 1) The term •crocodile• was interpreted by respondents as being the Estuarine 

crocodile. 

( 2 ) Crocodile as a safety issue dominated attitudes towards the species and Bts 

management in the region while the interest in crocodiles as a unique wildlife 

species may have been more important to respondents outside the region. 

Crocodiles were seen as a low probability but high salience risk. 

( 3 ) The salience of crocodiles as a threat depended on locationf residence status, 

and cultural background of respondents. The present level of concern about 

safety should be a function of respondents' familiarity, exposure, personal 

experience and safe behaviour in wetlands; social factors such as media 

attention (impact of past attacks), sooial a~ountability and perception of 

benefits associated with the risk may affect risk acceptability. 
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The perception of crocodiles as a valuable wildlife species (environmental 

awareness) should be affected by cultural background and social factors rather 

than strictly geographic location and residence status and a function of general 

atUtudes towards animals and wildlife: utilitarian ( crocodile as a resource 

or/and a threat to human property), aesthetic (fascination for crocodiles, 

crocodile symbolism), negativistic (fear of crocodiles, danger), naturalistic 

(interest in the outdoors) and ecological (interest on the preservation of 

natural processes). Attitudes towards crocodiles and animal preferences can 

be interpreted in the light of the cultural themes identified in the region. 

Knowledge of crocodiles was the resu!t of vicarious sources rather than 

personal experience a,1d subject to fallacies. Knowledge was not necessarily 

accompanied with positive attitudes toward crocodiles ne;ther lef', fear nor 

safety behaviour. 

The scope of the research was exploratory and as such, much of the analysis was 

based on descriptive statistics. Relationships between dependents variables (single 

and composite variables) and independent variables (location, residence status, 

length of residence and cultural background as well as demographic variables (i.e. 

age, sex, education, background, occupation) were investigated using Chi-square 

test, and analysis of variance when appropriate. These results could not account for 

missing values as the initial descriptive statistics did; the sample size is therefore 

always indicated; however, given the high response rate, it did not affect the results 

to a great extent. In the case of open ended questions, it was not possible to apply a 

Chi-square test because categories w9re not mutually exclusive. Those results 

include missing values and are presented graphically rather than as tables. Open 

ended questions were analysed using content analysis techniques (Weber 1990). 

Spearman rank correlation was used to test the relationship between dependent 

variables. The statistical analysis was done using StatView SE + Graphics TM 

version 1.03 and Cricket Graph version 1.3.1. 

2.9.1 • lnve1tlgator sul:Jectlvlty 

An important consideration in tt.e design, analysis and interpretation of this survey 

was the subjectivity of the investigator which acted as a major socio-cultural 

filter. This intrijnsic bias was acknowledged and stressed as appropriate in the 

interpretation and discussion of the results. 
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In the next chapters, results of tha survey are presented and discussed. Chapter 

three presents an overview of attitudes towards crocodiles and crocodile 

management. Chapter four presents an assessment of respondents' knowledge, 

channels of communication and trust in sources of information. Chapter five 

presents respondents' perception of crocodiles as an environmental threat Chapter 

six presents an evaluation of respondents' awareness of crocodiles as wildlife and a 

cultural artefact. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ATTITUDES TOWARDS CROCODILES AND CROCODILE MANAGEMENT: 

AN OVERVIEW 

The increased interaction between crocodiles and people in the last few years and the 

greater awareness of their presence near populated areas have lead to public 

concern for safety and the notion of a "crocodile issue•, as more Estuarine crocodiles 

ware sighted by residents and referred to the management authority for attention 

and removal (Q.NPWS 1989). How did respondents perceived crocodiles and 

crocodile management including their perception of the local aspects of management 

are presented below. 

3.1 - Attitudes towards crocodiles 

The first C.fJ&stion respondents were asked was about their feelings towards 

crocodiles generally and what they thought ought to be done about them (Question 1 

see questionnaire, Appendix 2). This was a deliberate attempt to avoid respondents 

be;ng influenced by the questionnaire itself and to get a spontaneous answer. The 

semi-structured open ended format of the question left the respondent with some 

liberty as to what to say. Respondents' answers came under two broad items, 

feelings towards the animal itself and the management options they favoured, either 

in conjunction or separately. 

Management oriented responses were coded under three categories: •No managemenr 

{M1) i.e. ·,eave them alone" ,"Managemenr of various levels (M2) i.e. "they 

should be controlled•, meaning any mention of human control including removal 

from populated areas, culling, farming; and •Public education• (M3) ie •the pubiic 

should be educated•, which included mention of •tiving with crocodiles• (see code 

book, Appendix 2). 

Emotional responses were coded under four categories: •Positive f.,elings• (E1), 

including feelings such as interest, fascination, respect, awareness of a unique wild 

animal with a place in nature, anci opposition to cruelty to crocodiles; •Negative 

feelings• (E2), including every mention of fear and dislike of crocodiles as a result 

of their threatening aspects: Danger, 1-:ruelty, unpredictability and their unpleasant 

nature; "Neutral feelings• (E3), including absence of concern about them, "they 

don't worry me, they're OK•, and indifference to them; "Cautious feelings• (E4) 
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including wariness and respect because of the danger. There were major differences 

between community groups regarding the, type and magnitude of responses (Figure 

3.1). 

3.1.1 • Residents of Hopevale and Napranum 

Aboriginal responses presented quite cl distinct pattern, with one very high single 

emotional response •Negative feelings• (E2), associated with an almost equal level 

of • No management option• (M 1 ), and •Management option• (M2). The "Negative 

feelings• response (E2) was the highest of all groups and reflected the high 

awareness of the danger crocodiles present to humans (Figure 3.1 ). These feelings 

however may not have been be associated with a negative perception of crocodiles 

per se, but rather an ethnocentric classification of fear and awareness of danger as a 

negative emotional response. 

3.1.2 - Residents of Welpa and the Dalntree area 

Management oriented responses were more important than emotional responses in 

residents of Weipa and the Daintree area. There was some consensus am qg Weipa. 

residents about the •need for management• (M2), whereas the residents of the 

Oaintree area were quite divided about the issue of •managemeni■ (M 1 , M2) 

(Figure 3.1). It was a reflection, in my view, of the socio-demographic changes in 

the Oaintree area following the expansion of the tourism industry and the influx of 

new residents in a well established farming community (Figure 3.1). Emotional 

responses among residents of Weipa showed higher "Cautious feelings • (E4) and 

"Negative feelings• (E2) than among the residents of the Oaintree area; 11 Public 

education• (M3) was mentioned by a few respondents in both communities. 

3.1.3 • Visitors to Wefpa and the DalntrH area 

By contrast, emotional responses were higher than management responses among 

visitors to both Weipa and the Daintree area, showing high level of •Positive 

feelings• towards crocodiles (E1), with a high level of tt,.e •No management• option 

(M1). An interesting feature of the visitors to We~pa was a higher level of 

•Management"' (M2) and high levGI of •cautious feelings 11 (E4), com~~red to the 

visitors of the Daintree area (Figure 3.1). 
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3.1.4 • Townsvlll• residents 

Overall, the Townsville residents displayed a lower level of response, both for 

management and emotional responses, with a trend towards "Positive feelings• (E1) 

and "No management" option (M1). Crocodiles were obviously not perceived as an 

issue in the area (Figure 3.1 ). 

3.2 • Perception of crocodll• management 

3.2~ 1 - The resident perspe!'}tlve 

Residents1 expectations of management in areas near crocodiie habitats were distinct 

from those of visitors and Townsville residents (Figure 3.1). The percep1tion of the 

management of crocodiles among residents was measured by how local the issue of 

crocodiles was, how important it was to raise public awareness of local implications 

of management decisions, and by the perceived leve~ of congruence between the 

residents' and management view (Questions 89, 90 & 91 see questionnaire, 

Appendix 2). 

Perceived locus of crocodile management 

Most residents thought that crocodile management was more than just a local issue 

(49.61%). However, there was a significant distinction between the residents of 

Cape York Peninsula and other rasidents (p=0.0001, n=254) (Table 3.1). 

Are crocodiles a local issue only? 
Community Not at aJl A little Moderately Greatly N vaJUf'.s 
1roul?! 
Hopevale/ 43 25% 2.7% 21.62% 32.43% 37 
Napanum 
Weipa 26.32% 23.68% 26.32% 23.68% 76 
residents 
Oaintmo p2,07% 6.9% 20.69% 10.34% 29 
residents 
Townsville 64 29% 12.5% 16.96% 6.25% 112 
residents 
Total 49 61% 13.78% 20.87% 15.75% 254 

Table 3.l - Perception of crocodile management as a local. issue among resident community groups 
(p=V.()f)()J, n= 2~4). 

While Daintree residents (62.07%) and Townsville residents (64.29%) did see 

crocodile management as a. wider issue, only a few Weipa residents (26.32%) did. 

Aboriginal respondents were divided however, more inclined to consider the 

crocodile issue as a wider issue (43.24%) than just a local issue (32.43o/o) . The 
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tendency to value the !ocal perspective may have been the reflection of the isolation 

of those latter communities fron, the wider community and the iocue of decision 

maldng. 

Residents were '"moderatety• (36.47%) to "'greatly• concerned (53.33%) about the 

necessity of focussing public attention on the ,ocal implications of crocodile 

management (Tabl3 3.2). This was particularly true of Aboriginal respondents 

(67.57%) and Daintree residents (62.07%). Howover, there was no significance 

difference regarding this question between community groups {p= 0.2401, 

n=25S}. This pattern was ,:onsistent with in the pattern of attitudes of residents 

near crocodile habitats, where there was a dominance of management expectations 

~Figure 3.1 ). 

Perceived no~d for increued publit: concer.n of local implications of management _ 

Hopevale/ 
Napranum 
W lipa residents 
Damtree 
residents 
Townsville 
residents 

Totals 

Not at all A little Moderately Greatly N values 
0% 2.7% 29.73% 67 57% 3 7 

1.32% 9.21% 3S.53% S3 95'1 76 

3.45% 0% 34.48% 62.07% 29 

5.31% UIS% 39.82% 46.02% 113 

3.14% 7.06% 36.47% ll.)3!, 255 

Table 3.2 - Perceived need for i,,creased public concern for tM local implications of crocodil~ w.aN;,gemem 
decisions among resident community groups (p= 0.2401, n= 255). 

Perceived repr•••ntat/01, of re•ldent• view• In management decl•lon•. 

Most residents felt their views were •very poorly" (28%) to "moderately" 

(32.4%) represented by the current management regime and represented the 

dominant view in Weipa and Townsville (Table 3.3). 

Perceived reeresentation of residents ' views in management's decisi,ons . 
No wish to Very poor Poor Moderate good Very good N values 
£articieate 

Hopevale/ 17.95., 21.ll!z 5.13% 15.38~ 2l g11: 10.26% 39 
Napnnum 
Weipa 0% Jla~l2i 20% ~ 7.14~ 1.43% 70 
residents 
Daintree ~ 28 SZ2i ll .• ~,3% 21.43% 17.86% 10 71% 28 
residents 
TownsviUe 0% 25.66" 30.09% lti.21S 7.08% 0.88% 113 
residents 
Totals 2.8 .. 1 28,& 22.4% l·: ... '.!:\ 10.8~ 3.6% 250 

Table 3.3 • Perceived representation of residents' vtew in mant:Jlement's decisions amtmg re.,ident 
comnucnity groups (p• 0.0001, n•250). 

.. 
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Only 14.4% of residents thought the!r views were •wen■ to ·very weir 

represented. It included Hopevale/N11pranum residents (10.26% ·very gooct•) and 

Daintree residents (10.71% •very good 11
) primarily. 

There was a pattern of contradictory views in both Hopevale/ Napranum and the 

Daintree area. Although there was 28.57% of Daintree residents who felt their 

views were 11very poorly• represented, following in that the trend with others 

residents. there was a significant amount of respondents agreeing with the current 

management (28.57% of •good• to •very good• representation of their views) 

(Table 3.3). It may be that the conservation of crocodiles generally appealed to 

more residents in the Daintree area because of the value of crocodile& as an tourist 

attraction. There was, however, distinct demographic differences between that 

community and the other two resident communities investigated (see demographic 

profile, Appendix 5), which were also reflected in their greater empathy towards 

crocodiles (see Chapter 6). 

A numbitr of respondents in Hopevale and Napranum (Weipa South) expressed •very 

poor• representation of their view (28.21%); some in Napranum even expressed 

dissatisfaction with the fact that they were not consulted at all, when they felt they 

had a lot to contribute (Mrs Joyce Hall, pers. comm.}. However, 33.34% felt thewr 

views were •wen• to •very well• represented in the decisions made about 

crocodiles, quite a high proportion compared to non Aboriginal respondents who 

basically expressed dissatisfaction and tittle congruence between their view and the 

management view (Table 3.3). 

It was found that respondents with status in the community and knowlodge of 

crocodiles, such as older people, were more likely to see their views well 

representfJd. The demographic profile of the sample actually showed a bias towards 

older respondents (see demogrsphic profile, Appendix 5). ~urthermore, the 

appointment of trainee rangers in both communities may have raised the perceived 

level of participation in the management of cr-:,codilea, perhaps contributing to the 

perception r>f adequate representation in management decisions. 

Other Aboriginal respondents (younger respondents particularly) would either not 

express their views or would feel their views were •\;·ery poortt' representedf 

because of their ignorance of crocodiles and/or their marginality in decision making 

at community level and/or in the wider context. This may have explained why 



17.95<%, of Aboriginal respondent~ would not want to have their view representAd in 

that expressing some rebellion against existing social controls (Table 3.3). 

l.2.2 - Th• visitors' perspective 

It was found that visitors did not partk~ularly emphasise management issues in their 

attitudes towards crocodiles but rather had more emotional responses (Figure 3.1). 

Visitors' concern about crocodiles as a local issue, and the importance of their views 

as opposed to ressdents' views were investigated {Questions 84 ! 86, see 

questionnaire, Appendix 2). 

Visitors overall felt •moderately• concerned (35.06%), which was quite expected, 

as crocodHes were not part of their everyday life and therefore not a priority 

(Tab~e 3.4). However, 25% of Daintree visitors expressed high concern about the 

local aspect of the crr.codile management. It may be seen in the light of the 

importance given to crocodiles in this area by management. given the high resident 

population density and the number of visitors, compared to the sparsely populated 

Cape York Peninsula. It may e.lso have reflected differences en the interest in 

crocodiles between these two groups (see Chapter 6). 

Visitors' concern about local issues such as crocodiles 
Not a.t all A little Moderately A lot N values 

Weipa visitors 23.53% 1 L76% SB 82'1: 5.88% 17 
Daintree visitors 16.67% 30% 28.33% 25% 60 

....;T::.:o.::t•:.;:ls_ .. ____ 1:.,;8:.;.,.l:.;:8;.:,;%:;._. __ 2:.;S;,;..9;.:7;_;%;.._ __ _::J:::S,=06::5:... __ _:,20:.:·~78;_%:.:,_ ____ 7,_7 __ 

Table 3.4 - Visitors' concern .:,bo,a local issues (p=0.0485, n=77). 

When asked if they agreed that visitors' views were as important as those of the 

local residents, it was found that 33. 78% of visitors •moderately disagreed• and 

28.38% •moderately agreecr which was quite i:tconclusive, perhaps the result of 

unclear wording but also because of their lack of association with the region and 

genuine concern about the issue (Not In My BackYard, NJIMBY syndrome) (Table 

3.5). 

"'w°~pa/ Daintree 
\·,,itors 

Visitors' opinions on crocodile issues are equally important u ~idents · 
Strongly Moderately Undecided Moderately Strongly N values 

agree agree a5ree agree 

18.92% 33.78% 28.38% 18.925 74 

Tahle 3.~ • Visitors' evaluation of the:r opiniom on crocodile management compared to re.ridcnt.r'. 
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3.3 • Summary and discussion 

From those initial results, attitudes towards crocodiles can be seen as a mix of 

emotional responses (positive and negative feelings) and crocodile management 

expectations (various level of crocodile population control) with a dominance of 

management expectations in residents communities near crocodile habitats (as 

opposed to the visitors to those communities and Townsville residents. 

The overall pattern of response to the above questions indicated a certain amount of 

dissatisfaction with crocodile management decisions and a need for !ncreasing public 

awareness of local problems associated with living near crocodile habitats. In 

remote areas such as Weipa, where the locus of decision making may have been 

perceived as fairly distant, the perception of crocodile management as a local issue 

was greater. However. Townsviile respondents gave similar answers. These two 

groups were found demographically similar (see demographic profile, Appendix 5). 

Those results may be interpreted as the expression of the historical regionalism of 

northern Queensland and frontier attitudes which emphasised among other things, an 

opposition to central Authority and a sense of individualism (Frawley 1991 a, 

1991b). Daintree residenta and Hopevale/Napranum were more pos,tive towards 

current management decisions perhaps because both communities have attracted 

more management consideration than remote areas but also because of a different 

attitudes towards conservation in the case Daintree residents (see Chapter 6) and 

cultural fat:tors in the case of Aboriginal respondents. Visitors were not that 

concerned about crocodile issues as one would expect, however, visitors to the 

Daintree area were more interested in those issues. 

Qb,,ious questions in the light of this analysis of initial responses included what 

factors prJmote positive { or negative. feelings towards crocodiles and the choice of 

particular options for crocodile management. Four major areas were investigated to 

address these: the knowledge of crocodiles and crocodile management issues and 

communication channels; the perception of crocodiles as environmental threat and 

the issue of public safety ~•Negative feelings•), and the empathy for crocodiles 

("Positive feelings•) includ;ng a consideration o·f their perceived value. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE KNOWLEDGE OF CROCODILES AND 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

In chapter 3, it was shown that attitudes towards crocodiles inv\Aved references to 

personal beliefs as well as statements about crocodile management. In this chapter, 

the knowledge of crocodiles and crocodile issues as weH as sources of information 

are investigate(t The aims are to evaluate the level of knowledge of crocodiles, to 

determine its main attributes and to ascertain the relative importance of sources of 

information in the acquisition of that knowledge. 

A knowledge scale of 31 items was constructed which investigated the knowledge of 

crocodile conservation, status, ecology, biology and safety behaviour. Items included 

were species range (Items 1 & 2), conservation status (Items 3 & 4), habit~t 

{Items 5, 6 & 8), movements (Items 7 & 28), safety (Items 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, & 

14}, hunting (Items 15, 17, 22, 24, 25, & 26)~ crocodile, attacks (Items 16, 18, 

20 & 21), other behaviour (Items 19, 23, 29 & 31) and ecology (Items 27 & 30) 

(see questionnaire, Appendix 2). The questions and their correct answers were 

based oo factual evidence (source: Wildlife management of Crocodiles and Alligators, 

Webb, Manolis & Whitehead 1987), expert advice, reports, publications, 

Queensland National Parks and Wildlife Service, personal knowledge and field notes 

gathered during preliminary investigations. 

Most of the questions related to the knowledge of safety behaviour followed 

Oue9nsland National Parks and Wildlife Service current information available to the 

general public (see Appendix 7). Generaily, a conservative approach was taken in 

the determination of "correct answers•. For example, when asked whether 

crocodiles were slow on land (Item 21), the expected response was •untrue• 

because crocodiles can be very fast during attacks. even though it is not true at all 

times (see code book, Appendix 2). 

4.1 • Mean knowledge score and analyala of variance 

Mean knowledge score was found highest among residents n-,ar crocodile habitats, 

Weipa (21.612) and the Oaintree area (21.813). which was expected, and lowest 

among Townsvilla reeidents (16.615), indicating the few awareneu of crocodiles in 
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that area despite the fact that T ownsville was well within the range of both species 

of crocodiles. The mean knowledge score for Hopevale and Napranum residents was 

lower than other residents near crocodile habitats (18.795); it was sxplained in 

the itemised knowledge scale which identified a much lower score for safety 

behaviour and ecofogy (Figure 4.1; Table 4.7a). The knowledge of visitors seemed to 

increase as they travelled north (Daintree visitors, 17.694 and Weipa visitors, 

21.612), the result of the relevance of the information and the exposure to tourism 

promotion of northern Australia as •crocodile country•. Crocodiles featured 

prominently as an icon of wild and unfamiliar experiences (see Chapters 1 & 6 on 

crocodile symbolism). 

Community groups N values Mean knowledge Standard deviation Standard error 
score 

Hopevale/ 39 18.795 3.238 0.518 
Napranum 
Weipa residents 80 21.612 3.071 0.343 
W cipa visitors 18 20.389 2.789 0.657 
Daintree residents 31 21.613 4.072 0.731 
Daintree visitors 62 17.694 4.26 0.541 
Townsville 125 Hi.616 S.659 0.506 
residents 

Table 4.1 - Mean knowledge scores. standard deviation and standard error for community groups. 

The analysis of variance conducted on the knowledge scale was found significant 

between groups (Table 4.2). Post-hoc Scheffe F-test showed significant differences 

between 5 pairs (p<0.05). The most significant difference was between Weipa 

residents and Townsville residents (Scheffe F =12.406), followed by Daintree 

residents and Townsville (Scheffe F test=6.318), Weipa residents and Daintree 

visitors (Scheff& F=S.465), Oaintree residents and Daintree visitors (Scheffe F 

test=3.234). The least significant result was between Weipa visitors and 

Townsville residents (Scheffe F test=2.282). 

Source 
Betweeagroups 
Witbill groups 
Total 

Df 
s 

349 
354 

Sum Squares 
159.5.673 
68.51.725 
8447.397 

Mean squares 
319.135 
19.632 

F-Test 
l 6.2.5S 

p=0.0001 

Table 4.2 • Knowl~dge of crocodilel: analysis of variance of knowledge scores ('n:a:~354. F=/6.255). 

4.2 • Recoded knowledge scores 

The knowledge scores were recoded into a lower and a higher score categories, using 

the median score value of 20. Chi-square test and level of significance for recoded 

knowledge scores between groups was found signif!cant (p=0.0001, n=356) as 

indicated in Table 4.3. 



Communities 
Hopevale/Napr11num 
Weipa nmdents 
Weipa visitors 
Daintree residents 
Daintree visitors 
Townsville residents 

Lower score (1-19) 

!r....la 
21.25% 
38.89 % 
22.51"' 
64,Z't 
~ 

77 

Higher score (20-31) 

51 28'& 
78 ZS!& 
6l,l1S: 
1L.il 

35.489' 
34.4~ 

No of respondents 
39 
80 
18 
31 
62 
125 

Table 4.3 - Rcoded knowledge ,-.cores among comm1mi:y grr:n,ps,expressed as% of respondenu 
( p=O.()(X)J, n:.:355). 

Most residents were well above the median value, whMe visitors to Oaintree and 

Townsville residents were well below. Weipa visitors appeared to be a 

knowledgeable group despite their relatively short stay in the area (up to a month at 

the most, see demographic profile, Appendix 5) which indicated other factors for 

this interest in crocodiles such as the search for adventure into the wild Australian 

frontier of Cape York Peninsula. The surprising lower score of Aborigines shown by 

the ana~tsis of variance and the Chi-square test on recoded knowledge scores have to 

be explained in relation to the cultural bias of the survey which assumed certain 

responses and behaviour patterns from a dominant cultural perspective. This was 

particularly relevant in the "safety• items because of differences in risk 

assessment (see Section 4.4.3). Aboriginal respondents had a low, ... t:,"'-ore for the 

"ecology• primarily becal.:se they were unsure about the answers, mdicating the 

difficulty with the format and logic of the questionnaire rather than its content (see 

Figure 4.1 & Table 4.7a). It was also the case for the questions on the role of 

crocodiles in nature (see Section 4.5). It should also be noted that good knowledge of 

crocodiles was not shared by all members of Aboriginal communities. The younger 

generation was not particularly knowledgeable about crocodiles and crocodile 

habitats compared to the older generation (Field notes 1990). It may be a 

combination of changed circumstances { settled life of the community and limited 

interaction with crocodile habitats), different expectations on the part of younger 

generation cornbined with limited participation in community life, but also reliance 

on elders' expert knowledge for emergency. 

4.3 - Demographic varlab,ea and knowledge acor•• 

What were the demographic factors which may have influenced those results? A 

Chi•sQuare test between independent demographic variables and recoded knowledge 

scores showed no significant difference fo, age (p~0.5875, n=355), and length of 

residence near crocodile habitats (pz0.7559, n=156) but significant difference 

for sex (p=0.0001, n=355) ba,1kground (p=0.0001, n=354), education 
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(p=0.0353. n=348), and occupation (p=0.0112, n=323) as shown on Tables 4.4, 

4.5, 4.6, 4. 7 and 4.8. 

female 
Male 

Sex 
Know ledse score 

Lower score Higher score 
(1-19) (20-312 

61.35% 38.65% 
37.5% 62.5 'A. 

N values 

163 
192 

Table 4.4 - Knowledge sccres and gender, expressed as% of respondents (n:i:355. p=0.0001. phi=0.238). 

The higher scores of males may be explained both by the activity IJ&ttern of male 

respondents (see section 5.10) and by the different feelings crocodiles may arise in 

male and fsmale respondents. The •wik:.■ attribute attached to crocodiles was popular 

with males particularly in northern Queensland and was considered an ctttraction to 

northern Australia (Field notes 1990). Studies elsewhere have sho·11n that thJ 

knowledge of animals was higher among males than females and the greatest 

difference concerned questions about rare and endangered species with males having 

greater knowledge than female (Kellert & Berry 1987; Paterson 1990). 

4.3.1 - Gender and cultural background 

The effect of sex on recoded knowledge scores was investigated for Aboriginal and non 

Aboriginal respondents to assess possible cultural differences. 

Aboriginal Non Aboriginal 
respondents (nz39) respondents (n=316) 

Knowledge srore Knowledge score 
Sex Low Higb Low High 

11-19! !%) (20-31) (%) (l-19J~) (20-31)(%) 
Female SS.56 44.44 62.07 37.93 
Male 42.86 57.28 34.84 61.16 
p values 0.429 0.0001 

Table 4.5 • Knowledge scf1res, cultural background and gender (p<0.005 shows sixnificant difference.r). 

There was no significant difference between the knowledge of males and females 

among Aborigittal respondents, as there was for the rest of the sample (Table 4.5). 

The effect of gender on knowledge in non Aboriginal respondents was therefore 

culturally constructed, and reflected both the historical and social context on which 

the Australian identity developed (see Chapter 1). Because of the cultural nature of 

the effect of sex, it is referred as gender in the study, a social category rather than 

sex which is a biological category. 
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4.3.2 - Background 

"Rural" background included rural areas and small country towns, "urban" 

background included urban centres (Townsville and Cairns were coded aa •urban"), 

·ruraVurban" background both of the above (see code book, Appendix 2). The effect 

of background on the recoded knowledge score showed that respondents with a 

"rural" background were likely to be more knowledgeable about crocodi19s than 

respondE:.rnts with an •urban• background (Table 4.6). 

Background 

Rural 
Urban 
Rural/Urban 
Other 

Knowledge score 
Lower score Higher score No of respondents 

(l-19) ~20-31) 
35.5.% 64,41 'ff, 118 
6;;\ 76% 36.24% 149 
39.1% 60.61!& 66 
38.1% ~ 21 

Table 4 6- Knowledge s:cores and background, expressed as a '11 of respondents 
(n=354, p=0.0001_). 

This result showed the importance of local experience of crocodiles and crocodile 

habitats in the knowledge of crocodiles rather that general knowledge which was 

only useful as long as there was an immediate interest in - as it was the case for the 

visitors to the Daintree area - or concern about the species - as it may have been 

the case for Weipa or Daintree residents. It also may be explained by the fact that 

respondents with that type of background were more likely to have interest in 

animals. 

4.3.3 • Education 

Respondents with primary (70%) and technical (60.66%) education had the 

highest knowledge scores. Those respondents were also mostly found in rural areas 

and near crocodile habitats (Hopevale, Napranum, Weipa, see demographic profile 

Appendix 5). Respondents with tertiary education had comparatively lower 

knowledge scores, indicating that residence nee r crocodile habitats and experience of 

c~ocodiles may have been more relevant t.han formal education in the knowledge of 

crocodiles (Table 4.7). 
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Knowledge score 
Education Lower score Higher score N va!:Jes 

Primary 
Secondary 
Tertiary 
T~cbn.l 
Total 

(1-19) ( 20-31) 
30% M2 

53 85'f, 46.1S% 

a1.>. 48% 
39.34% 60 66% 
48.85% s 1 .'1s<1> 

'fable 4. 7 - Knowledge tcores and education. expressed as % of sample 
(p=0.0353, n= 348). 

4.3.4 • Occupation 

30 
182 
75 
61 
348 

Pnmary producers had significantly higher knowledge scores (83.33%). while 

home keepers had significantly k>wer knowledge scores (65.85%) (Table 4.8). The 

former group consisted of the respondents of rural background (Table 4.6), 

fisherman of Weipa and graziers of Daintree primarily (Field notes 1990) and had 

personal experience of crocodiles (see chapter 5). Home keepers were mostly 

females (Field notes 1990) and response pattern was consistent with that of gender 

and knowledge S<",01'8 (Table 4.4). 

Knowledge score 
Occupation Lower score Higher score 

Labour 42.86% 57.14% 
Tradeff ecbn./ 47.9% 52.1% 
Paraprofess ./clerical 
Professional 46.67% 53.33% 
Home keepers 65 85% 34.15% 
Primary producen 16.67% ll.l3!l 
Totals 47.06% 52.94% 

Table 4.8 • Knowledge scores and occupation, expressed as% of sample 
(p=0.0112, n=323). 

4.4• Detallad study of the knowledge scale 

N ,·alues 
10 
119 

7~ 
41 
ll 

323 

A detailed study of the knowledge scale shed some light on the above results. Each 

topic (including a group of rela.ted items) was studied separately. For each 

community group, the mean topic score, expressed as the percentage of -correct 

answer• and the mean •unsure• answers were recorded (Table 4.7a & Figure 4.1). 



RanE Status Habitat Movements Safet1: Huntins Attacks Behaviour Eool!?JII 
Hopevale/Napranmn 51.2% 92.3% 59.8% 89.7% 68.6% 40.6% 58.5% 67.8% 33.3% 

residents (n=39) (11.2%)* (38%) (6.8%) (5.1%) (3.8%) (11.9%) (8.9%) (19.8%) (37.2%) 

W eipa/Daintree residents 56.7% 98.1% 71.4% 92.6% 82.1% 46.8% 75% 64% 65.9% 
00 -(n=ll l) (15.6%) (1.3%) (7.5%) (3.6%) (4.2%) (14.5%) (8.7%) (24.9%) (23.5%) 

Wdpa/Daintree visitors 46.7% 83.3% 54.7% 68.4% 77.9% 40.2% 69.5% 51.1% 64% 

(o:81) (15%) ~- :,.4%) (19.7%) (17.6%) (8.6%) (18.l%) (13.9%) (38.4%) (28.1%) 

Townsvilie residents 50.8% 74.4% 46.4% 60.4% 69.3% 36.7% 61.6% 58.2% 57.2% 

(n=125! !20,8%2 (18%1 {23.2%2 !30%2 !14%2 {29.5%2 !21.4%! {49%} (30.8'1>) 

Table 4. 7a • Knowledge of crocodiles by items among respondents in relation to residence status, locstion near crocodile habitats and cultural 

background (* % of nunsure "answers). 
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4.4.1 .. The • unsure" answers 

Topics with the highest proportior. of "u,~~ure·· answers were •other behaviour• and 

·ecoiogy0 across all groups. These topics referred to mating behaviour (Item 19) 

and parental care (Item 29), energetics mems 23 & 31), locomotion (Item 21), 

mortality rates (Item 30) and ecologicat role (Item 27). Topics with the lowest 

proportion of •unsure• answers were "safety· (Items 9 to 14), •movements .. 

(Items 7 & 27), •habitat" (Items 5, 6 & 8) and •status• (Items 1 & 2) 

There was a high proportion of •unsure• answers for Townsville residents ~ross 

all topics. The pattern was verJ similar for the visitors to Weipa and the Oaintree 

area. There was no major difference for all topics in the proportion of "unsure" 

answers between Aboriginal and non Aboriginal residents, except for "ecology", 

where Aboriginal respondents showed a high proportion of "unsure• answers 

(37.2% compared to 23.5%) (Figure 4.1 & Table 4.7a). 

4.4.2 • The "correct answers" 

There was agaijn similarities in the responses of , esidents of Hopevale/Napranum, 

Weipa and the Daintree area for •correct answers• (Figure 4.1 & Table 4.7a). 

Noticeable differences concerned "ecology", where tha percentage of "correct 

answer" for Aborigines was much lower than for other residents near crocodile 

habitats (33.3% versus 65.9%), "safety" (68.8% versus 82.1 %) and •nabitat• 

(59.8% versus 71.4%). 

Visitors in Weipa and the Daintree area generally displayed a slightly higher mean 

percentage of •correct answer• than the Townsville residents (Figure 4.1 & Table 

4.7a), particularly in relation to "safety" (77.9% versus 69.3%), •movements 11 

(68.4% versus 60.4%), •habitat" (54.7% versus 46.4%), •status• (83.3% 

versus 74.4%). It was. in my view, the result of an increased exposure to crocodile 

information and their temporary presence in the vicinity of crocodile habitats 

(Field notes 1990). 
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4.4.3 - Knowledge of safety behaviour 

Safety 

Safety was investigated through a series of items which looked at the behaviour of 

respondents and their awareness of dangerous situations. Most of those items were 

in fact based on the pamphlet put out by Queen&land National Parks and Wildlife 

Service (see Appendix 7). 

Most items relative to safe swimming were overall answered correctly by a high 

percentege of respondents. S·.vimming in shallow rapk:ls was considered safe by 

residents only, but was uncertain for visitors to the Oaintree area (31 % of 

"unsure• answers) and the residents of Townsville (34% of respondents only gave a 

•correct answer.,). o,-· · 53.4% of visitors to the Daintree area would not swim in 

waters where crocodiles were never seen before, a sign that it was important to 

inform them about the possibility cf an encounter. Specific behaviours such as 

camping away from the water. not fishing with the feet in the water, and not leaving 

food scraps (including fish frame,) were well known by a high percentage of 

respondents in an the groups. 

Aboriginal knowlooge of safety was lower than other respondents. They were more 

likely to engage in •nsky• behaviour from the conservative point of view of the 

questionnaire - for example swimming, (or rather fishing and hunting) in 

circumatances not recommended by Queensland National Parks and Wildlife Service 

- because from an Aboriginal perspective, there may not have been any risk 

involved. Aboriginal risk assessment was based on the practical knowledge of 

crocodile habits, as demonstrated by the amount of safety precautions in crocodile 

habitats (Section 5.12) and on an intimate knowledge of whflre and when crocodiles 

were likely to be found (Webb & MAnolis 1989). However, Aborigines would take 

risks as other respondents would for practical reasons but also out of the belief that 

there is no accident.et death so that if someone was taken or attacked by a crocodile, 

the responsibility laid within the social network of the victim or with the victim's 

s.xial misconduct, not necessarily in the victim's actual action at the time (Douglas 

& Wildavsky 1982; Graham & Resrd 1990). Aborigin"I respondents may have had 

an unwarranted sense of personal immunity not reflecting the reality of fatal 

encounters (see Section 5.13.3) .. 
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Attacks 

Most people aeemed to think that crocodiles avoided people (Item 16. an average of 

60% to 70% of reaidents ar.<j visitors). It was not so clear for Townsville residents, 

as expected. Most respond-ants also realised that the reason for attacks was threat 

(Item 18, 63% in Hopevale/Napranum, 65.5% in TownsviUe, 72% to 76% in 

visitors to Weipa and Daintree and Daintree residents). A number of respondents 

also mentioned hunger (Field notes 1990). The outcome of attacks was an 

interesting point because people were confused about the chance of escape (Item 

20). The question was coded conservatively as "no escape• (see code book, Appendix 

2). •unsure• answers were high among the residents of Townsville (25%), 

Hopevale and Napranum (20.5%), the visitors to the Daintree area (25.3%). The 

"no escape" answers were higher, as expected, in residents of Weipa (70%) and the 

Daintree area (61%). Aboriginal respondents showed an even spread of answer of 

"no escap&• (41%) and •escape• (38.4%), which showed that they may have known 

ways to escape successfully. This was supported by successful escapes in the last 

two attacks on Aborigines in the Daly River (Northern Territory} in 1989 and 

1990 (see section 5.13). The high level of •unsure• answers could be attributed, in 

my view, to younger responder~ts who did not have the confidence and the knowledge 

of the older generation. A study of paot attacks might provide useful evidence on 

when and why people are able to escape (see Section 5.13). 

4.4.4 • Knowledge of the conservation biology and ecology cf 

crocodlles 

Status 

It was well known to all responr.tmis that crocodiles are a protected species although 

there were many comments particularly in Weipa which questioned whether they 

were actually endangered (Field notes). 

Range 

How far inland crocodiles were ft>Und was net all that clear, the result of both the 

wording of the question (it did not say what type of Cf'Of}odile or how far inland 

precisely) and confusion about crocodile habitats generally (aea questionnaire, 

Appendix 2). 
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Habitat 

There was a higher level of awareness of the presence of Estuarine crocodiles in 

fresh water among all residents near crocodile habitats (74.3%, 87%, 91.2%). 

than among visitors and Townaville residents (around 50%). It showed the 

importance of local knowledge and/or personal experience (see Sections 4.5 & 4.9) 

in the acquisition of specific information. In contrasti there was much less 

awareness of the occurrence of the Johnstone crocc ~!!:; in salt water as well as fresh 

water (le~s than 30% for all groups). It was known that crocodiles could be found 

on the beach, except to the Townsville residents (28% of •unsuro•, 50% of •oorrect 

answer•) and the Daintree visitors (25.3% of •unsure•, 71.4% of •correct 

answer•). It was quite likely, however, that the proportion ot •unsure• answers 

reflected the responses of the visitors interviewed in Port Douglas, a group less 

likely to be exposed to local information because of the type of holiday they chose. 

However, once they reached the north9rn beaches, most visitors would learn about 

crocodiles, as the percentage of •correct answer• showed. The visitors to Weipa 

displayed an even higher percentage of •correct answer• for that question (94.4%), 

possibly an artefact of the small sample size (n=18), but perhaps the result of the 

"trip to the top• mystique of which 11crocs• are a major topM: of conversation around 

the camp sites (Field notes). One should also be aware of the fact that all 

respondents were interviewed at the only caravan park in Weipa; at the office, 

ample information on crocodiles wae available for interested visitors (Field notes 

1990). 

Movements, territoriality and dispersal 

These were quite well known particularly among residents near crocodile habitats, 

not so much among Townsville residents (24% of •unsure• answers) and visitors to 

the Daintree area (31.7% of •unsure• answers). It would be appropriate to relate 

these two aspects of crocodile ecology (Habitat and movements) to stages 1n the life 

cycle of crocodiles and to seasonal factors such as Hooding. Where are crocodiles, at 

what time c,f the year? The flooding of major waterways during the wet season and 

the need to establish new territories expends the area in which crocodiles would be 

found and this should be avaUabla information. 
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4.4.5 .. Knowledge of the hunting and feeding behaviour of crocodUea 

Re&idents were well aware that crocodiles were hunting at night as well as during 

the da~, while the visitors to the Oaintree area (30.1 % of •unsure• answers), and 

the residents of Townsville (36.6% of •unsure• answers) were unsure. There was 

some confusion about the fact that crocodiles may not necessarily hunt from the 

water, with a 50/50 response pattern in most cases, except for the residents of 

Townsvme (28% of •unsure• answers). There was no major difference between 

residents and visitors for this question, which may be an indication thst there was 

ar. ur.c£rtainty about this aspect of crocodile behaviour despite the information 

available to respondents. 

Hunting techniques and energetics 

The question of whether crocodiles stalked their prey or not was interesting. The 

"correct answer• for that question was 11no•, mainly because of the comments people 

made reflected more anthropomorphism than a real assessment of crocodiles' 

largely opportunist hunting behaviour (see discussion this chapter). 

The majority of residents in Weipa and Napranum agreed (80%, 92% 

respectively), while residents in the Daintree area were unsure (22% of •unsure• 

and 58% of "correct answer•). Visitors to the Daintree area and Weipa and 

residents of Townsville either agreed (55.5%, 77.7%, 48.2% respectively) or 

were unsure (34.9%, 16~6%, 38.4% respectively). 

Diet 

The range of crocodiles' prey items (not just fish but also mammals) was known to 

an average of 50 to 60 % of respondents of all groups, and to 82% of Aboriginal 

respondents cf Hopevale and Napranum. The storage of food for future feeds by 

crocodiles was still wrongiy believed, with less than 20%, of respondents giving the 

correct response. The comment that crocodiles left their food to rot before eating it 

(Field notes 1990) is in contradic~ior~ with an opportunist feeding behaviour 

(Taplin, pers comm.). It would be useful to inform people on the relationship 

between prey size and predator si2e and energy requirements of reptmans to dispel 

the myth that all crocodiles have formidabl9 appetites and are all potential "man 

eaters". 
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Other behaviour 

Aspects of crocodile behaviour relevant to safety such as speed on land (item 21), 

aggressive behaviour during the mating season (item 19), the ability to stay under 

water (item 23), parental care (item 29) and energetics (item 31) were not well 

understood. The •unsure• answers represented around 30% of respondents across 

all groups, except for item 21 on crocodile speed on land for which most 

respondents gave the expected response. This spectacular aspect of crocodiles' 

behavi<.'ur usually attracm a lot of media attention. Aboriginal respondents knew 

about parental care (76.9%), and about crocodiles' ability to stay submerged for 

long periods of time (74.3%). This was, in my view, the reflection of a tradition of 

living with crocodiles and of a long history of collective obser,ation of the 

behaviour of the animal. 

Ecology 

There were only two items in that topic, the role of crocodiles in the environment 

(item 27) and the mortality rate of crocodiles (item 30). These aspects of the 

knowledge of crocodiles were definitively poorly understood for all groups. 

4.5 - The role of crocodlles In nature 

The role of crocodiles in wetland ecosystems was further investigated in the 

questionnaire in a separate section (Questions 55, 56, 57 & 58 questionnaire 

Appendix 2) which assessed the understanding of the links between habitat, species 

ecology and biology and human imp&cts. Respondents thought crocodiles were •very 

important9 (31.15%) or "eosentiar (21.81%), particularly residents in the 

Daintree area (31.03% said •essential") whiie a number of residents in Weipa 

thought there were only •moderately important" (29.17%). However, there was no 

significant difference between groups (p=0.062, n=321). 

There was a spread of answers about the ro!e of crocodiles: •don't know•, 

"ecological" (i.e. predator), •not defined" (i.e. have a place in nature) were the 

most mentioned (see code book, Appendix 2). Many responder.ts were unsure about 

what the role of crocodiles (if any) actually was, particularly Townsville residents, 

Daintree visitors and Aboriginal respondents. The •predator• role of crocodiles was 

mentioned by a majority of visitors and ,-esidents in Weipa, while their "place in 

nature" was mentioned equally by Daintree residents, visitors and Towasvme 
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Figure 4.3 · Perceived human impact on crocodiles, expressed as % of sample. 
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residents; Aboriginal residents dkl not define the role of crocodiles in ecological 

terms at all but rather as part of nature • juBt living their crocodile lite• (Figure 

4.2). 

Human impacts on crocodiles and crocodile habitats were considered •moderate" 

(38.89%) to •high• (41.36%) by most respondents. The highest percentage of 

"high• was found among Daintree residents (60.71%), ""d lowest among Aboriginal 

respondents ( 34.29%) (Table 4.9). 

Perceived bum an ime,cts on crocodiles 
Not at all A litt!e Moderately A lot N values 

Hopevale/ 28.S7% 8.57% 28.57% 3:1225 35 
Nap-anum 
Weipa 6.58% 17.11% 35.53% 4Q.79% 76 
residents 
Weipa 0% 17.65% 4,1. 18% 41. 181, 17 
visitors 

Daintree 10.71% 0% 28.57% 60 71'!, 28 
residents 
Daintree 3.39% 20.34% 30.51% 4S.76% 59 
visitors 

Townsville 3.67% 8.26% 51 38% 36.7% 109 
residents 
Totals 7.41% 12.3~% s 1.38'!, 36.7% 324 

Table 4.9 - Perceived hlllnQn impacts on crocodiles among community group.r (p=0.0001, n=324). 

This impact was perceived as •negative•, through the loss of habitat or through 

direct effects on crocodiles themselves by most respondents (Figure 4-.3). The 

"positive• effect of management such as conservation policies or habitat 

rehabilitation, was the least perceived human impact in all groups. These results 

showed the impact of the current environmental discourse on public opinion where 

humans are perceived as the destroyers of a fragile nature not as potential managers 

(see Chapter 1 ). 

4.6 • Respondents' perception of their own knowledge 

Respondents· perception of their own knowledge and availability of information were 

investigated (Questions 42 & 43, see questionnaire Appendix 2). Overall, 

respondents' percaption of their own knowledge showed that most respondents 

thought it was re.asonable (58.75%). There was significant differences between 

community groups regarding the evaluation of their knowledge (p=0.0005, n=337) 

(Table 4.10). 
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Rcal)Ondents' p.-cepuon of their own knowledge 
CommUDity Nil Poor Reasonable Good/ N valu. 

5rou~ V!rfaood 
Ho1_>evalel K 25'li il.1St 12.S~ 32 
Napranum 
W-,ipa residents 1.28% 14.1% S5,13't 29.49'1i 78 
Weipa visitors K 33.33% 66,67..11 0% 18 
Daintree ()Cl, 7.69% §S 315 26.92% 26 
residents 
Daintrk visitor£ t.61~ 40.32~ St 6tt, 6.459' 62 
Townsville 1!6S% 28.93% 61.16% 8.25% 121 
residenis 
Totals l.19~ l5.12'.'f> SS.15% 14.24~ 337 

Table 4.10 • Respondents' perception of their knowledge (pcO.WOS, n•J37). 

Re$idents in Townsville (28.93%), Aboriginal respondents (25%) and quite a 

nt,mber of respondents among visitors (30 to 40%) admitted to •poor• knowledge. 

•oooct• to •very good • kr#owledge evaluation was found in a small percentage of 

respondents among residents of Weipa and Daintree (25% to 30%). Knowledge 

scores and respondents' evaluation of their knowledge were positively correlated 

(Spearman Rho=0.38, p=0.0001, n=:337). A Chi•square test was applied to lower 

and higher knowledge :.,00re categories ( see Section 4.2) u independent variables 

and the knowledge perception as the dependent variable. in order to evaluate the 

correctness of respondents' evaluation for both these groups (Table 4.11). 

K.no.!:!!~e erception 
Knowledse score - Nil Poor Reasonable good/very good 

low 0·19) 1.2% 40.36% li.22'& 4.22% 

high (20-31) 1.17% 11.7% 63,16% 23.98'.'f> 
Totals 1.19% 25.8,;~ ~..!J. 14.24% 

Table 4.11 - Relatic>nship between knowledge perception aM' lcnowledg~ scores (p•O.OfXJJ, n=337). 

While 40.36% of respendents with a lower knowlndge score acknowledged rightly 

their ignorance, 54.22% thought it was "reasonable• and probably overestimated 

their knowledge. A Chi-square test was conducted <>n the lower knowledge ~ategory 

showed that there was no difference in communay groups with regards to their 

knowledge evaluation (p= 0.704, n=166). fn contrast, 63.16% of respo,idents with 

a higher knowledge score thought of their knowledge as 11reaaonable" and perhaps 

underestimated theirs. Respondents with higher score (23.98%) thought their 

knowledge was •gooct to very gooct• which might have been overestimated. Using the 

high score respondents ~s a single group, a Chi-square test was used to identify the 

differences between groups. it was only significant at 90% confidence intervals 

(p=0.0586, n=171) but showed that residents in Weipa (36.07%) and Daintree 

(30~'-) estimated their knowledge as •gooct to very good" which was confirmed by 
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their knowledge scores while Aboriginal respondents estimated their knowtedgE, as 

•reasonable• (62.5%) (Table 4.12). This information may in fact have reflected 

the confidence people placed on thetr judgment rather than the evaluation of their 

knowledge. 

Knowled&e evaluation {bi,Sb knowled1e score group only) 
_ Community 1roups Reasonable Good/yerv g~ 

Hopevalo/Napranum 
Weipa residents 
Weipa visitors 
Daintree residents 
Daintree visitors 
Townsville residents 
Totals 

62.5% 12.S'lb 
SS.74% ~6 07',i 
81.82% 8% 

65% JD!1. 
54.55% 13.64., 
74.17% 19 . .Sl~ 
§3 16% 23.91'1, 

Table 4.12 • Higher knowledge score group, perceptfon a/ their own knowledge (p=0.0585, n=l11). 

4. 7 • Sources of Information 

4. 7 .1 - Information avallablllty 

Generally, access to information was considered 11moderate1y• (54.25%) to •very 

easy• (31.37%) by all respondents (Table 4 .13). However there was a significant 

difference between community groups (p=0.0226, n=306). Overall, the 

information on crocodiles was perceived as •moderately easy" to obtain (54.25%), 

particularly for the Daintree visitors (68.85%), Weipa residents (62.86%) and 

visitors {58.82%). A perceived "easy" access to information was only found in 

31.37% of respondents, most of those being Aboriginal respondents (54.05%) and 

Daintree residents (42.86%). The differences observed may be a function both of 

the type of knowledge (practical or general) and the source of knowledge 

(experience, local networks or vicarious sources). 

Access to information 
Community Very difficult Moderately Moderately easy Very easy N values 

sroups difficult 
HopevaJe/ 2.7% 16.22% 27.03% s~.ni!! 37 
Nap-anum 
Weipa 5.71% 8.57% 62 86% 22.86% 70 
residents 
Weipa S.88% 17.65% ~8,82% 17.65% 17 
visitors 
Dilintree 7.14% 10.71% 39 29% ~,.Hf?!· 28 
residents 
Daintree 1.64% 9.84% 68,85% 19.67% 61 
visitors 
Townsville 3.23% 8.6% 52.69% 35.48% 93 
residents 
Totals 3.92% 10.46% li.2~21? ~1.37% ~06 

Table 4-.13 • Perceived access u, information on crocodile.,; among community groups (p:::0.0226, n=.106). 
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4. 7 .2 .. Sourcea of Information 

Respondents were asked to name out of thirteen possible sources of information the 

ones they used and to assign them with a index of credibility ( 1 atS lowest to 5 as 

highest score) (Questions 44 & 47 see questionnaire Appendix 2). The range of 

sources and % of sample of community groups is given in Figure 4.4. The first five 

sources (representing more than 9% of total sample) given by respondents in each 

community group are presented in Table 4.14. Thc1se results showed that residents 

relied on personal experience and local networks primarily. This was particularly 

obvious for Aboriginal communities and Weipa residents because of their 

geographical isolation but also, in the case of Aboriginal communities because of the 

valuation of their own culture as a source oi information. This was in contrast with 

Daintree residents who used a greater range of sources. Visitors and Townsville 

residents relied on tourfst and wildlife personnel and natural history accounts as 

well as national media. Crocodile signs were acknowledged by all respondents as 

useful information. 

Community 1st source 
groups {%) 

Hopevale Locals,f amily 
Residents fri~nds 
(n=l9) 

(17.31) 
Daintree Personal 
Residents experience 
(n=3 l) 

(12.43) 
Daintree Tourism 
Visitors personnel 
(n=63) 

(14.14) 
Napranum Locals, family, 
Residents friends 
(n=20} (20.21) 
Weipa Locals, family, 
Residents frieoos 
(n=80) (12.91) 
Weipa Nat. bi&tory 
Visitors Books/TV 
(n=l8) (12.59) 
Tc,wnsviUc Local news 
Residents 
(n=l25) 04.72) 

Sources of information 
2nd source 3rd source 

(%) (%) 
Personal Crocodile signs 

experience 
(15.39) (15.39) 

Local, family. Nat. history 
friends booksffV 
(11.45) (11.45) 

Crocodile Nat. history 
signs booksnv 

(12.08) 
(12.08} 
Personal Crocodile signs 

experience 
(20.21) (12.77) 
Personal Crocodile signs 

experience 
(12.77) (13.30) 

Crocodile National news 
signs 

(11.11) (11.11) 
National news Nat. bi~tory 

books rrv 
(11.96) (11.91) 

4th source 
(%} 

Loca1 news 

(12.~) 

Crocodile 
signs 

(9.95) 
Wildlife 

~rsonnel 
(1 i.82) 

Local news 

(9.57) 
Local news 

(11.72) 
Tourism 

personnel 
(10.38) 

Crocodile 
signs 

( 11.59) 

5th source 
{%) 

National news 

( 10.58) 

Tourist 
brochures 

(9.25) 

Nat. history 
hooksrr'! 
(11.20) 
Wildlife 

personnel 
(9.63) 

Table 4.14 • Five major sources of informalitm used by community groups ,e.xpre:ssed as % of sample 
(note: only sources represenling more than 9% of total sample are used). 
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tl?b'll. 

Residents ot Hopevale (n:19). Residents of Napranum (n=20). 

1.4ft. 4.~% •--~ 
5.77'1'. 

4.4-6% 

-4.Cft 2.Qfi. 

Residents of Weipa (n:::80). V~sitors to Weipa. (n=18). 

Residents of the Oaintree area (n=31). Visitors to the Daintree area (n:63) 

Residents of Townsville (n=125). 

■ Personal experience 
■ Locals/family/friends 
■ Tourism per;Wnnel ea Wildlife personnel 
0 Local news 
■ National news 
ii Nat. history doc Jbooks 
t3 Weekly magazines 
tJ Specialist magazines 
0 Scientific: publications 
■ Tourist. brochures 
[] On site crocodile signs 

Figure 4.4 - Information sources used by respondents (n=354). 
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4.9 - Credlblllty of sources of Information 

4.9.1 • Credlbillty of all aources 

Each of the above sources, when mentioned by respondents, was assigned a 

credibilit-/ value. A Chi-square test was applied to each source (dependent variable) 

in reiation to community groups (independent variable) (Table 4.15). 

Credibilitl: scale 
Sources l Qow} 2 3 4 5 ibi1bl 2 values Nvducs 

Personal 2.33% 10.23% 19.5JlJ< 26.Sl% il.J.!l !lJlQfll 215 
experience 
Locals/friends/ 2.86% 6.19% 18.i% 25.24% il,ilCJ, !lJlQfll 210 
Family 
Tourism 3.37% 7.3% 20.79% ~ 25.84% 0.1963 178 
personnel 
Wildlife 2.42% 1.21% 6.67% 23.03% i6..il% 0.6392 165 
personnel 
Local news 9.78% 16.89% 32.44% 28% 12.89% Q.Jlill 225 

National news 9.22% 16.02% ltil.% 24.76% 15.53% iLO.WU 206 

Natural history 1.74% 2.61% 11.74% 38.7% ~% 0.5815 230 
Tourist 
brochures 9.62% 23.08% lt..{i2.% 21.15% 11.54% 0.4469 104 
Crocodile 
signs 1.62% 4.45% 8.91% 14.98% 22J!i% 0.1754 247 

Table 4.15 • Credibility of sources mosl mentioMd by all resporuknis. (p<0.005 indicales significant 
dif/erer.ces betw€.m community grr~,ps for each source and N w;lues indicate the number oj respondents 

using a given source (Total samp!."' tize=356). 

Overall, respondents agreed on the high credibility of Ylildlife personnel (66.67%) 

and crocodile signs (70.04%), ahead of natural history books and documentaries 

(45.22%) local networks {47.62%) and personal exper,ence (41.4%). There was 

a spread of opinions regarding the crecfhility of news. generally with no difference 

between local and national news, li~'-wise for the credibility of the information 

from tourism (personnel and brochures). It showed ihat the status of sources is 

major factor in the credibility of the information provi~ed. It was interesting to 

note though that natural history br>oks and documentaries were considered CMdible 

by most respondents despite the fact that they belonged to the media (as the news 

did) and therefore were subject to vested interests. In the case of personat 

experience, the majority of respondents valued their own experience despite the 

fact they may have been inexperienced or m informed as it WIAS the case for 

visitors. This only reflected the importn.nce of processing information through 

personal experience as a mean of acquiring knowledge and formulating judgments. 

Chi-square tests showed significant difference between community groups for 
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"personal experience• {p-O.'l001, n=215), •1ocals/frienda/family" (p=0.000~, 

n=210) and "national news• (p=0.0003, n=206) . 

4.1.2 - Credlblllty of personal experience 

The credibility of personal experience was, as expected, mostly prevalent among 

resident communities near crocodile habitats and was found highest with Aboriginal 

communities (86.21% •s•) and should be seen in conjunction with local networks 

(Table 4.16). 

Credibility of personal experience 
Communit~~s 1 (not &t all) 2 3 4 S(highly} 

Hopevale/ Napi-anum 0% 3.45% 3.45% 6.9% 1!2 2lii 
Weipa Residents 1-52% 4.SS% 24.24% l~.l~i! lj B~iz 
Weipa visitors 0% 11.11% 11.11% 3~ 332? !ljU2z 
Daintree residents 0% 4.17% 16.57% 29.17% ~ 
Daint~ visitors 5.71% ~1.~~~ 22.86% 5.71% 7'~122~ 
Townsville 3.85% 9.62% 25.08% J8 46% 25% 

Table 4.16 - Credibility of personal experience among community groups (p= 0.0001, n= 215). 

It was important to note the differences between Aboriginal communities and Weipa 

residents whose geographical isolation was similar. While the former relied largely 

on personal experience and local networks, the latter did to a lesser extent. Cultural 

identity rather than geographical isolation explained Aboriginal networks and 

processes of transmission of information and their intrinsic value. Geographical 

isolation and displacement, loose community ident!ty may have explained the lesser 

level of trust in local networks and personal experience in the case of Weipa 

residents. Weipa is a mining town with a suburb:: .. Jesign Q:vi lifestyle; unless 

people used wetlands for recreational purposes, there was little chance to have 

personal experienca of crocodiles (see Sections 5.9 &5.10). It was interesting to 

note that visitors to Weipa were confident about their personal experience which 

was primarily based on vicarious knowledge (Figure 4.4) and not on their actual 

personal exp2rience of crocodiles (sea Section 5.10). It was not the case of Daintree 

visitors who were quite hi.ppy to acknowledge their limited personal experience and 

its unreliability. It was important because visitors to Cape York Peninsula may 

have mistaken fictkm for reality and overestimate their own understanding of the 

region and certainly of its hazards. 
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4.9.3 - Credlblllty of local network• 

Local networks were !ound most important with residents generally, particularly 

with Aboriginal reapond&~ts (94.12% 11high•), compared with Weipa residents 

(37.68% 11high•) (Table 4.17). As for personai experience, the same distinction 

between Aboriginal communities and Weipa residents e:itisted for the credibility of 

local networ!{s. 

Communities 
Hopeval~/ Napranum 
Weipa residents 
Weipa tourists 
Daintree residents 
Daintri;C visitors 
Town.ville 

0% 
l.4S% 

0% 
0% 

3.7% 
8.51% 

2 
2.94% 
5.7% 
0% 

4.35% 
14.81% 
6.38% 

CredihiHty of local networks 
3 4 

2.94% 0% 
24.64% 30.43% 

10% 30% 
26.09% 17.39% 
25.93% ~0,74% 
12.77% 29.7~% 

5 (High) 
24,12'& 
~, 61'1 
~ 
n~ 
14.81% 

42 '"' 
Table 4.17 - Credibility of J.,cals, famUy and friends among community groups, expressed as '.fl of ~ample 

(p=0.0001, n=210). 

Although local networks were a predominant source of information in Weipa, their 

reliability was appreciated differently by residents, an indication of the level of 

community cohesion. Many residents were transients (1 to 5 years residence), 

therefore there was not enough time to develop a community spirit despite the 

isolation (!tee demographic profile Appendix 5). It was in contrast with Daintree 

residents where local networks were overall more important. There was however a 

section of that community which was uncertain abou? local information and it may 

have been a reflection of recont social changes in the area: in the last 15 years there 

has been an influx of new residents quite unlike the original farming community 

(Field notes 1990}. Visitors to Weipa were more likely to trust local information 

than visitors to the Daintree, perhaps because of the geographic isolation but also 

because of the social similarity between those respondents with residents of those 

areas (see demographic profile, Appendix 5). 

4.9.4 - Credlblllty of national newa and c1.•rrent affair programmes 

The credibility of National media and current affairs programmes was average 

(32% "3") to high (25.33% •4•, 22.67% •high•) (Table 4.18). The low 

credibility score among Daintree residents could be attributed to their poor 

&xperience with the national media coverage of the death of Beryl Wruck in 19tl5 in 

Jaws the sequel, a "60 Minutes" TV segment (Penlington 1986) (Field notes 

1990). Daintree visitors also expressed some reserve about the credibility of 

national media compared to Queensland residents which may be related to the middle 
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class backgrou'ld of those respondents (see demographic profile Appendix 5), but 

also to their greater exposure to media generat!y. 

Credibility of nationill medi& 
Cownunities 1 (kn.-) 2 3 4 S (High) 

HopnaW 12.5% 6.2541-> 25% 25:::ii ll,2S~ 
Nap-anum 
Weipa residents 12.5% 6.25% 25% 25% 31 i11: 
Weipa visitors (ff, 11.29% 14.29% ~ 21.43% 
Daintree 1esidcmts ~ 31.25% 18.75% 11,.5% 0% 
Daintree visitors 8.57% 28.57% l.4.29% 22.86% s:;1% 
Townsvme S.33% 14.67% 3Z& 25.33% 22.67% 

Table 4.18- Credibility of nmional news alllf cu"enl affairs TV programmes among cOifUIIIUtity iroups 
expressed a.r % of sample (n= 206). 

4.1 O - Information priorities 

Respondents were asked to name and rank a number of inforn ,ation items ("safety", 

•ecology and biology", "farming•, "managament practices• and •crocodile attacks•) . 

Only first and second ranks were considered in this analysis as tha most indicative 

of respondents• interast (Question 46. see questionnaire Appendix 2). •safety• by 

far was the most mentioned in!ormation wanted by respondents ( 41.2% "1st rank·, 

13.2% "2nd rank'"} foUowed by •ecology and biology" (22.8% •1st rank8, 18.4% 

"2nd rank .. ), •crocodil& attacks" (13.9% •1st rank•, 17% "2nd rank"), •farming• 

(10.8% •1st rank", 9.4% •2nd rank") and #management practices" (10.2% "1st 

rank", 17.1% ·2nd rank11
) (Table 4.19). 

ht !'ank 21,d rank 
Observed Correcled Observed Corrected Correction factor 
values ~%l values~%> valuei 1%l v~ues ~%~ for sarnEle size 

Ecology/biology 3&.14 lU lQ.11 18.4 0.60 
Management 21.26 10.2 ll,.il 17 .1 0.48 
Crocodile att4Cks 24.88 13.9 lil...lS. 17 0.56 
Farming 30 10.8 26.1 9.4 0.36 
Safety 59.76 ~ 19.11 l 3.2 0.69 

Table 4.19 - Respondt:ntJ:' informat~tm priorities expressed a.t corrected% of sampl.e. 

It was interesting to note that although people were wanting information on safety, 

they did not however want it in the form of information on crocodile attacks (a 

reflection of low credibility of the media) but more as information on ecology and 

biology which re!" acted both a concem about safety and an interest in crocodiles; 

this was not matched, however, by wanting to know more about the mana~~!'!'4\nt cf 

the species. 
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Th,ne were no significant differences between community groups for 
11Ecology/biology• (p=0.1268, n:215); however, there was significant d:fferences 

in ranking among groups for ·crocodile attacks• {p=0.0001, n=201, •management 

practices• (p=0.0011, n= 174) "farming• (p=0.0127, n=130) and "safety0 

(p=0.0434, n=246) (Tables 4.20 & 4.21). 

4.10.1 - Management practice• and crocodile attacks 

Mar.agement Crocodile attacks 
Communities 1st raDk (CJI>} 2ndrw(~>) tst rant <~l 2nd rant(%) 

Hopevale/Napranum 11.11% 27.78% 11.76 % jl Ufa!· 
(nzl8. 17) 
Weipa resident.._ 42.86% 37,14$, 33X~'i lg 1D!i 
(n=35. 33) 
Weipa visitors 44.44% 33.33% ~ 10% 
(n=9,10) 
Daintree residents 22 22 !Ii i4,44% S.88% 29.41% 
(n=18, 17) 
Daintree visitors 8.li% 29.73% 22.5% 20% 
(n=37. 40) 
Townsville 15.79% 38.6% 28.57% 32.14% 
(n= 57, 84) 
Total(n=l74, 2011 21.26% 35.1t3% 24.88% 30.:;5% 

Titble 4.20 - Ran.tint of mana&enu'nf practices and crocodile attacks among community grou:p.f, expre,ued 
as % of respm~nts (p= 0.0011, n=l74, p=0.0001, n=201 respecti-.-·ely). 

Management practices 

The effect of location was significant for management practices and probably due to 

remoteness, as 42.86% of Weipa residents felt they wanted to have more 

information on management practices compared to 22.22°/o of Daintree residents. 

This may be explained by both the low level of management presence in the Weipa 

area but also by the fact of a large proportion of transient respondents ~eing 

uncertain about the information they had about crocodilt?s {primarily from loca! 

networks) as well as a feeling of being away from •civUisation" and right in t.he 

middle of crocodile country. The need for manager·; . ·t was expressed by those 

respondents early in the qusstionnaire as a major aspect of their attitudl'as towards 

crocodiles (Figure 3.1). Dain tree residents d-d not wish to know more abo~t 

management practices, perhaps the fact that they were better catered for by wildlife 

agencies and politicians, but also because the community was divided about the 

necessity of management (see Figure 3.1). 

Visitors generally did not care to know about management which was in agreement 

with their pattern of responses in the opening question and reflected the fact that 
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they did not live in the region, so such knowledge was not seen as relevant (see 

Figure 3.1 ). 

Crocodile attack• 

The need for information on crocodile attacks was also significantly different 

between community groups. Daintree residents did not wish to know more about 

crocodile attacks (5.88% •1st rank•). It may be the consequence of the death of 

Beryl Wruck in 1985 (see Section 5.13.); that same attack has changed the focus of 

attraction from the rainforest to crocodiles and crocodile cruises are now the main 

tourist attraction and source of income for a significant proportion of the Oaintree 

residents (see demographic profile, Appendix 5). In contrast, Weipa residents 

wanted to know more about crocodiles attacks (33.33% •1st rank•). It was in my 

view the result of the isolation of that community and the amount of rumour and 

crocodile stories that went around; every resident had a crocodile story to ten 

(Field notes 1990). It has been shown that rumour usually occur when trustworthy 

sources of information are missing (Chapter 1). 

4.10.2 - Safety and farming 

Farming 

The need for information on farming, although of interest to a small number of 

respondents (n=130i356), provided an insight into an import~nt aspect of 

crocodile management as well as into respondf 1nts' perception of employment 

opportunities. It was also indicative of the utilitarian value respondents placed on 

wildlife generally. 

Safety Fanning 
Communities 1st rank(%) 2nd rank(%) tst rank(%) 2nd nmk{%) 

Hopevale/Na1Jtanum 85 71% 1.76% 10!! 31.25% 
(n=21, 16) 

Weipa residents 71.11% 17.78% 361~6% '.H.82% 
(n=4S.22) 
Weipa visitors :46 67% 26.67% H,86% 0% 
(n=15,7) 
Daintree residents ~ 25% 0% 1U1% 
(n=16,9) 
Daintree visitors 38.78% 22.45% 26.09% 21.74% 
(n=49, 23) 
Townsville residents ~ 19% 26.42% 30.19% 
{n=lOO. S3) 
Total (n=246, 130l 59.76% 19.ll~ 30% 26. 15% 

Table 4.21 - Ranking of safety and/arming amor,g community groups, expr,:sscd a.-; CJ. of respondents 
(p-::.0,0434, n=246; p=0.0127. n= 130). 

- --------
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Information on fuming interested residents in Hopevale/Napranum (50% 11 1 st 

rank 11
• 31.25% •2nd rank•, and Weipa (36.36°/o •1 ct rank•, 31.82% •2nd rank•) 

visitors to Weipa (42.86% •1st rank•) primarily followed by Townsvme residents 

(26.42 % •1st rank•, 30.19% •2nd rank 11
) and visitors to the Oaintree 

(26.09% 1st rank, 21.74% •2nd rank•); it was of no interest to the Daintree 

residents. (0% •1st rank•, n:9/31) (Table 4.21). The need for employment 

opportunities associated with a rather utilitarian view of crocodiles explained those 

results. Those are discussed in Chapter 6. 

S•fety 

Safety was a major concern of all residents (59.76% •1st rank11
), particularly of 

Aboriginal respondents (85.71% •1st rank•) and Weipa residents (71.11% !!1st 

rank•) despite their high knowledge scores (Section 4.3). Visitors to the Daintree 

area in contrast were not so interested in more informatiai, on safety despite their 

low knowledge score (see Section 4.3) and absence of o~rsonal experience. Those 

results were reflected in the distribution of expressed concern about safety in those 

locations (see Chapter 5). 

4.11 - Summary and dlscuaalon. 

Studies on the knowledge of animals and animal related issues in the American 

public have shown that knowledge was highest for domestic species and species that 

could inflict harm to humans and that animal related issues were ~•ther highly 

emotional or associated with human health hazards. Little was known of endangered 

species, invertebrates and animals associated with superstiUon and myths (Kellert 

1985b). In this study the knowledge of crocodiles was overall high and respondents 

were weU aware of the conservation status of the spedes. It is argued here that the 

knowledge of crocodiles was closely linked to its relevance to respondents and to 

cultural factors. 

The com.~~ assumption that environmental awareness is highest among educated 

people has been questioned (Van Liere & Dunlap 1980,1981) and was found to be 

the result of a confusion between environmental awareness and activism which is 

class related (Mohai 1985). In this study, Daintree residents who had a high 

proportion of tertiary educated respondents and the only grour with respondents 

belonging to environmental groups (see demographic profile, Appendix 5), did not 

di1fer trom Weipa residents in their knowledge scores. Daintree visitors, who had 
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the highest proportion of tertiary educated respondents had a poor knowledge of 

crocodiles. Relevance rather than education was most important in the knowledge of 

respondents. Knowledge scores were highest among residents near crocodile habitats 

and lowest among respon-. :•nts not living in those areas but as visitors came into 

those regions their knowledge would increase as a result oxpoaure to on site 

information. The amount of retenUon of such information however was not 

investigated. 

The knowledge of crocodiles was significantly affected by gender and bac,;kground. It 

was found more prevalent among people of rural background and among males 

respondents. Why it was important to know about crocodiles in rural areas studiad 

may be easy to understand in terms of the relevance of such information in northern 

Australia, but why more so for male respondents? The distinction between 

Aboriginal and non Aboriginal male respondents clearly indicated the cultural basis 

of that relationship and pointed out to historical and cultural construction of the 

Australian identity (White 1981; Hodge & Mishra 1990). Examples of the 

association of crocodiles and masculinity can be seen in popular culture artefacts. 

Recently produced documentary Crocodile Man (Ireland 1991) and &n television 

advertisement for Queensland beer "Power" (1992) are examples of this 

phenomenon. The symbolic association of crocodiles with wild nature and the desire 

to control and tame may be seen as an explanation for the interest of non Aboriginal 

male respondents in crocodiles. Male respondents were found to be more likely to 

engage in outdoors activities and used wetland significantly more than females (see 

Section 5.10), both through work and recreation, in that continuing a tradition 

originated in the colonial expansion of the last century (Hodge & Mishra 1990). 

The knowledge of crocodiles was overall high, but patchy, sometimes mis&eading, 

with a predominance of knowledge relating to safety and and a poor urderstanding of 

ecological relationships and crocodile related issues. The knowledge of crocodiles 

was associated with anthropomorphism as reflected in the misconceptions about 

their behaviour and ecology. They originated, in my view, from the fact that people 

did not understand the implications of reptilian energetics. T'he ectothermy and low 

metabolism of crocodiles are reflected in a;1 aspects of their behaviour: active and 

rest;ng behaviour, feeding and hunting patterns and amphibious behaviour. The 

energy requirements of crocodiles for maintenance, growth and reproduction are 

low and energy only needs to be expanded at irregular intervals (Lang 1987). The 

unpredictability of their behaviour and their cryptic habits have called for a range 

of comments from respondents such as "they watch you• when they are at rest either 
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on the banks or in the water, •they are cunning and sneaky11 or •you can 1t trust 

them" when they hunt their prey. These are human motives attributed to the 

crocodile behaviour and represent a basic human trait of coping with the 

uncertainty and the unpredictability of unfamiliar situations and surroundings. 

Although not investigated formally, anecdotal evidence from informal interviews 

suggested that the connection between habitat and population size were not always 

understood. Most people failed to realise that crocodile population size depended upon 

the avaitability of suitable habitat. As a result, it was assumed that human control, 

not environmental constraints, was the most amportant way to regulate pop· dation 

numbers. The present crocodile population in Weipa was perceived by residents as 

large and as constituting a threat, because crocodiles 11had been protected for too 

long• (Field notes 1990). The protective legislation was not well understood by the 

general public, and the concept of the crocodile as an endangered species was often 

challenged by respondents. It would be desirable to give an overall picture of the 

status of Estuarine crocodiles at different scales (international, nationals regional) 

and to emphasise the conservation value of northern Australia within that context. It 

is important, in my view, to raise people's awareness of basic ecological principles 

and relate those principles to regional wildlife issues such as crocodilesf and to 

demonstrate that management practices can have a positive influ~l'lce on the 

environment (conservation policies, r6habilitation of degraded habitats for 

example), in that being a benefit to peop:e. 

Relevance was most important to understand the type of information people wanted 

to acquire and how much that information was needed. Safety was the overwhelming 

area of interest for all respondents followed by ecology and biology. It reflected 

respondents' perception of their poor understanding of crocodile ecology and biology 

but also their concern that what they knew of safety was not adequate or sufficient. 

It may also nave reflected a failure of current risk management. For instance, risk 

information in the form of crocodile signs were perceived as a major source of 

practical on site safety information by most respondents, suggesting that it would be 

desirable for management to provide a greater range of safety information aimed at 

identified user groups, specific locations and activities informing on practical 

aspects of crocodile behaviour and appropriate behaviours. In Chapter 5, safe 

behaviour and its relationship to knowledge of safety is further investigated. It 

should also be pointed out that society today aims at reducing rit;ks by widely 

informing about risks. This socia: trend may in fact have influenced respondents' 

interest in more information on safety. 
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The need for more information on management practices, and crocodile attacks 

discriminated between residents in the West coast of Cape York Peninsula and the 

populated east coast of Far North Queensland. The need for better risk management 

expressed by Weipa residents may be seen as an expression of their potitical and 

geographical remoteness from decision mak~ng processes combined with an acute 

sense of urgency for visible management actions reg,uding public safety and a 

perceived large crocodile population (see Chapter 5 for a discussion of risk 

assessment). 

The knowledge of crocodiles was found to be experiential and/or vicarious and 

closely related to respondents social and communication networks. Knowledge of 

crocodiles was acquired through personal experience, local networks as well as 

through vicarious sources and wildlife personnel. It was important to note that 

personal experience and local networks were important channels used by residents 

and could be associated with poor f&ctual knowledge with serious implicat.ons with 

regards to safety management particularly public education (Benzaken 1991), 

Vicarious information came mostly through the media (print media, current affairs 

programmes, television documentaries and books) and was widely used although not 

always considered a good source of information (print media particularly). The 

media are important in the attitudes towards crocodiles because they shape people'$ 

expectations where no first hand experien,ce is available. The type of medium used to 

convey information carries preconceptions about its content. For example, the style 

(entertainment and/or educational) and content (scientific information) presented 

by documentaries may be seen as factual, •reat• and authentic, (it is well known 

though that wildlife sequences are highly staged, see Attenborough nature 

documentaries). They may present however a highly subjective and 

anthropomorphic or distant and scientific view of animals; in the case of crocodiles, 

emphasis on physical features (open mouth, jaws, teeth), the ferocity of their 

predatory behaviour, using sound track effect (suspense musk:), low camera angles 

have been reinforced the symbolic status of crocodiles. The intimacy and closeness 

with wildlife in those programmes establish a sense of n•herness because it is 

unlikely that those c"nditions will occur in real life experience of wild animals 

reinforcing the boundary between humans and non humans. The narrative also 

brings together events unrelated in time and space for the purpose of the argument 

(Medhurst 1989). The effect of the news, no matter how sensational it may be. is 

after all short "ved and as a re,ult may not have such a profound and lasting effect 

on attitudes towards crocodiles. The worse crocodile attack report will be quickly 

displaced by other equally disastrous news. The major impact of sensational 
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crocodiles attacks reports is to focus the imagination of readers on the horror and 

bestiality of attacks and to reinforce the moral differentiation between humans and 

non humans. 

The cultural differences between Aboriginal and non Aboriginal respondents affected 

knowledge in a number of ways. Although the knowledge of crocodile behaviour was 

in fact higher with Aboriginal respondents, the knowledge of safety was lower and 

may be seen as a reflection of differences in risk assessment (see Chapter 5); the 

apparent low level of understanding of ecological relationships compared to other 

groups is in contrast with Aboriginal worldview of interrelationships between 

human and non humans (Rose 1987, 1988; Yengoyan 1987; Stanner 1966) and 

may be explained by the short coming of the instrument with tho• respondents. It 

has been argued that it would be wrong to assume that Aborigines are naturai 

conservationists (Bennett 1983, 1991). One could argue that empirically 

(cuiturally) developed sustainable management practices have been disrupted and 

may need reappraisal given the new circumstances of a limited and fragmented 

original landscape. This may be a test of cultural strength for contemporary 

Aborigines in a period of recognition of traditional rights and land rights 

acquisition. The overwhelming use of personal experience and local networ~s 

comparad to other groups were evidence of cultural isolation from the wider 

community but primarily an ex~'.ression of the cultural importance of intrinsic 

communication networks and knowledge transmission. It was a common comment 

among Aboriginal respondents to say that if you wanted to know, you just have to ask 

the elders, they have the knowledge (Field notes 1990). It is likely that this type of 

beliefs still prevails. The interest Aboriginal respondents had in farming and 

crocodiles attacks requires some contextual information. Farming was seen as 

employment opportur.ity for those remote communities which was consistent with 

life on tribal lands (as was crocodile shooting in the old days). The existing Edward 

River Crocodile Farm (Pormpuraaw, Cape York Peninsula) may have provided a 

focus for that interest. The interest in crocodile attacks may be explained by the fact 

that the more exposed to such incidents the more one should be aware of its 

eventuality in a given location. It was not the fact of morbid attraction but rather 

useful information on a particular animal (Field notes 1990). 

The implications for crocodile management of the current status of knowledge and 

the existing channels of communication in relation to the design of a public education 

strategy have been discussed elsewhere (Benzaken 1991). The importance cf risk 

communication is emphasised and tha strategies proposed use the findings of this 
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research to identify of target groups, design message content and style ar.d to choose 

the appropriate channel. Recommendations regarding the implementation of an 

educational programme proposed training of specialist staff and community groups. 

specialists workshops, and the provision of integrated interpretive facilities 

focused on the tropical ecosystems and wildlife in the Daintrse area for visitors, 

including an upgrading (and accreditaUon) of existing river cruises as a mean of 

providing visitors with the required level of personal experience necessary for 

mindful processing of information about crocodiles and safety in crocodile habitats 

( see Chapter 5 for a discussion of the value of personal experience in promoting 

safety behaviour). 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE PERCEPTION OF CROCODILES 

AS DANGEROUS WILDLIFE 

In the previous chapter, it became apparent that safety was a major aspect of the 

knowledge of crocodiles respondents wanted more information about. It was also 

obvious that most people were not aware of important information on crocodile 

biology and ecology that could help them make a better evaluation of the risk 

involved. Hew respondents saw the danger crocodiles represented and what may have 

affected their perception are presented in this chapter. It followed the framework 

presented in risk studies and included the relevance of crocodiles to respondents' 

daily life (risk selection), the evaluaUon of risk perception (in this study 

expressed concern about safety), the understanding of the nature of the danger (fatal 

outcome, unpredictability of attacks, helplessness and amount of harm), the 

assessment and relevance of personal experience (as different from factual 

knowledge) and perceived exposure, the documentation of safety behaviour and 

pattern of activities of respondents in crocodUe habitats, and finally the assessment 

and relevance of social factors (medwa attention and sociaVpersonal responsibility). 

5.1- Perceived environmental threats 

Why certain risks are selected for social attention is a cultural process and 

different societies are concerned with different dangers (Douglas & Wildavsky 

1982; Douglas 1986). Because risk combines both a probability of an event and the 

severity of harm associated with that event (Campbell 1980), it is unrealistic to 

compare different risks (C'J•.:·o:k,, Mccallum & Pavlova 1987). However, it was 

possible to ask re&P4jndents to rank a number of concerns of relevance to them, in 

that reflecting more social attention than an objective comparative scale of risks. 

ThA level of concern about crocodiles as a threat for all respondents was explored 

relative to specific aspects of lfving in the tropics and to more gendral conc,,rns 

about health and technology (Question 8, see questionnaire, Appendix 2). 
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Figure 5.1- Ferceived threats among all respondents 
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The order of perceiv&J threats showed that car accidents. Aids, akin cancer, cyclones 

a, .d heart attacks were the moat perceivqd threats, far ahead of any wildlife related 

threats. Snakes, jellyfish, tropi~al diseases and crocodiles were the most commonly 

mentioned wildlife threats (Figure 5.1 & Table 5.1). 

Tbrcats 
Car accidents: 
Skin cancer 
Aids 
Cyclor.es 
HArt attacks 
Jellyfish 
Snakes 
Trop~al diseues 
Crocodiles 
Sharks 
Floods 
Wild pigs 

1st rank Obh' (CJI,) 
28.6S 
tS.45 
18.26 
9.27 
7.87 
S.34 
S.90 
1.12 
7.02 
1.12 
0.56 
2.53 

2st to 5th rant ( ·~) 
44.33 
53.93 
34.27 
39.61 
40.45 
36.80 
35.96 
32.58 
23.03 
35.96 
14.89 
7 .:58 

6th to 12th rank ('Ii) 
12.92 
13.20 
23.88 
23.60 
28.37 
32.58 
34.33 
34.55 
42.92 
34.83 
47.19 
51.97 

Table 5.1 - Rankinx of perceived environnumtal threats for all respontknts (n·=d56). 

Following the assumption that risk was cultura!~ selected for social attention, a 

study of environmental threats with Aboreginal respondents was conducted 

separately (Figure 5.2 & Table 5.2). 

The ranking of perceived threats by Aboriginal respondents was strikingly different 

in several ways; first, the range of threats perceived as important was less and 

second the salience of threats was different. Aids came overwhelmingly first. 

followed by crocodiles and snakes. and then cyclones and heart attacks. It indicated a 

pattern of inclusion of post-contact health hazards (Aids and heart attacks), 

associated with a change in lifestyle, with pre-contact hazards (sna~es, crocodiles, 

cyc~ones). It could be said that Aids was an exogenous hazard for which there was no 

standard coping strategy unlike wildlife threats. Recent Aboriginai health 

programmes have alerted communities of the dangers of Aids, as indicated by a 

number of health workers (Napranum, Field notes 1990) and it may have 

influenced respondents' ranking. 

6.2 • The sailenect of crocodllea •• a threat 

The ranking position of crocodiles was examined at the different locations and was 

found to be affected by residence near crocodile habitats and cultural background 

(AboriginaVnon Aboriginal) quite significantly (Tab,e 5.2 & Figure 5.3). 
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Grouns 1st rank 2nd to 5th rank 6th to 12 b N niues 
Hopevale/Napranum 28.57~ &11~ 10.71% 28 (39)* 
Weipa residents 17.46% ll,lQ:i 44.44% 63 (80) 
Weipa viiitors 0.00~ 18.75% &1,2S'I 16 (18) 
Daintree residents 13.33'li 11,.33% 33.33% 15 (31) 
DaintrN visitors 8.70'1> 82 61% 8.70~ 23 (63) 
Townsville 1.74'JJ 9.57% l,l,7Q'i 115 (125) 
Totals 9.62~ 31.54% SR 6S'2 260 (356) 

Table 5.2 - Ranking of crocodiies as a personal, hrear. expre.ued as% of sample, among communi,y groups. 
'fvote: • Total sample size. 

Crocodiles were perceived as an important threat by all residents, particularly by 

Aboriginal respondents (•1st rank•, 28.57%; •2nd .. 5th rank• 60.71%) followed 

by Daintree residents c•1st rank• 13.33%; •2nd-5th rank■, 53.33%) and Weipa 

residents (•1st rank", 17.46%; •2nd-5th rank", 38.10%'- They were not so for 

Townsville residents c•&th to 12th rank\ 88.7%) despite the fact that they could 

occur, admittedly en small numbers, in that regioni nor for the visitors to Weipa 

(•6th to 12th rank\ 81.25%), which was surprisin~ since the~· were in the middle 

of •crocodile country• when interviewed. Only 23 out of 63 of the Daintree visitors 

ranked crocodiies at ali, an indication that the threat was largely ignored; however, 

those who included crocodiies were more aware of them as a threat (82nd to 5th 

rank•, 82.61 %) . This may be due to their presence in an area where r:rocodites 

were known to occur and could readi'Y be seen on tourists cruises and in zoos, 

compared to the visitors to L~,:.e Y or-k Peninsula where crocodiles would have been 

more difficult to see. 

Residence f n the vicinity of crocodile habitats certainly ·Nas an impo,tant factor in 

the high ranking of crocodiles as a threat, and permanent res,dents were more 

likely to give a high rank to crocodiles. However, temporary residence near 

crocodile habitats could also incn~ase the ranking of crocodiles (Daintree visitors). 

The low ranking of crocodiles by Townsville residents couid be att:-ibuted to the 

predominantly urban lifestyle of its residents and to the fact that crc--codiles were 

not perceived as an issue. Teie particularly high ranking of crocodiles with 

Aboriginal respondents compared to other groups may have indicated that more then 

reside,,ce may have been responsible for this concern and could be culturally based 

(Table 5.3 & 5.4). 

5.3 • The concern about safety 

The way in which tha threat was perceived (risk perception) by respondents was 

expressed by their concern about safety at the place where th1ey were interviewed 
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(Questions 5 & 6, t>ee questionna••":"';, Appendix 2). It was presented as affecting 

personal ssfet,/ and safety :n general. 

It was found thct the cone.em about safety was variable. A ,ignificant number of 

respondents were not very concerned for both personal (40.79%) and public 

(32.37%) safety (Table 5.3). Personal safety was an even lower area of conCGm. 

perhaps the reflection of the primarily vicarious experience of crocodiles aud 

subsequent underestimation of crocodiles as a potential danger. The discrepancy 

between both measures of concern was interesting as it fJiscriminated between social 

concerr.s and personal concerns. 

Concern Hopevale! Weipa Weip2 Daintree Daintree Townsville 
&bout Napranwn residents vu:r· .• 1~-~ residents visitors residents 
safeti 

~.• .. ;,,.-..,--...,,~..-.:11,. 

G_.nera.l 
safety Not at all 7.69% 21.25% 4A,~~~ !2100% l21~li! ~!Ll2~ 

A little 10.26% 15.00% 22.22% 20.00%, 25.40% 29.31% 
Moderately 15.38% 26.25% 33.33% 10.00% 31.75% 19.83% 
A lot 66,67% 37 50% 0.00% 30.00% 31.70% I0.34% 

Personal 
safety Not at all 17.95% 17.50% 211n~ SB Qfiiz ~6 Q1!1 SB 201, 

A little 10.26% 12.50% 2L2B!? 16.13% 22.22% 18.03% 
Mcxkrately 10.26% 37.50% 21181? 3.23% 19.05% 9.84% 
A lot 56.41% l3 so,;;, !6,67% 22.58% 12.70% 13.93% 

Table S.3 - Concern about safety (persornd. and gzMral), expressed as % of sample, among all respondents 
(p=0.0001, n=353, p= 0.0001, n= 346 reipectively). 

There was a significant difference for both measures of concern between community 

groups (Personal safety, p=0.0001, n=346; public safety, p=0.0001, n=353). 

5A3.1 .. Non Aborlglnal respondents 

For non Aboriginal reapondents, a low level of concern for both measures was found 

in all groups except among Weipa residents e1nd some Oaintree residents. There was 

a •moderate" to •high·l concern about public safety (63.75%) and personal safety 

(70%) among Weipa residents which reflected a gonuine concern about the risk of 

crocodile attack in i'h•i area. Most of the residents in Dai~tree were "not at all" 

concerned about their own safety (58.06%), but a significant number of 

respondents were concerned about public safety (40% •moderately" to "a lot9
), 

which probably related to the safety of the visitors to the area (Field notes 1 J90). 

Visitors to Oaintree were far more concerned about public safeey· (63.45% 

"moderately" to a "lot") than about their own safety (46.03°/o •not at all•), perhaps 

because of their ignorancn about the risk incurred and their little experience of 
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crocodiles. In contrast, 44.44% of the visitors to Weipa were "not at air c':ncemed 

about public safety and 111itt1e• concerned about personal safety (the percentages 

were evenly distributed towards more concern) which was quite interesting despite 

the small sample size (n=18). It may have reflected the fact that although those 

visitors had been travelling in Cape York Peninsula, an area with the reputation of 

hosting a large number of crocodiles, they did not feel at risk. The low level of 

concern for public safety may also have reflected an individualistic attitude to risk. 

5.-3.2 - Aborlglnal reapondenttt 

The most significant difference was cross cultural, as Aboriginal respondents 

departed significantly from the above trends (T~~>le 5.3). While the wider 

community did not worry very much about safety overall, Aboriginal respondents 

did so to a much greater extent both for public safety (66.67%, •a lot") and 

persona, safety (56.41 %, •a lot"). This difference may be an indication of the 

differences in risk assessment and/or social concerns and accountability combined 

with greater exposure and use of wetlands. Anecdota! evidimce also suggested that 

many Aboriginal respondents were quite concerned about the safety of visitors in 

their region (specifically in Napranum) and their lack of understanding and 

knowledge of crocodiles and crocodile habitats (Field notes). 

5.4 • The effect of realdence status, location and cultural background 

on ex~reaaed concern 

The two measures of concern for safety, general and personal. were significantly 

correlated (Spearman Rho=0.561, p=0.0001). They were combined and recoded 

using percentiles values (25th. 50th, 75th). The concern about safety (redefined 

as expressed concern) was investigated in relation to residenc.e status, location and 

cultural background as well as demographic variables. 

The highest ievei of expressed concern about safety was found with Aboriginal 

respondents (71.79%, •a lor), followed by residents in Weipa (57.5%, "a lot"). 

The level of expressad concern of Daintree residents was bimodal, either non 

ex-stent (35.48%, "not at all•) or high (29.03%, •a lot"). Residents in Townsville 

also displayed a bimodal response with no concern (35.89%, "not at P.U") or 

moderate concern (31.91 o/op •modaretaly"). Visitors to Weipa (44.44°/o, 

"moderately·) @nd Daintree (36.51%, •moderately") were moderately concerned 

(Table 5.4). 
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EXJ!elsed concern 
Community groue Nol at all A little Moderately A lot N Valuei 

Hopev ale/Naprauum 5.13% 2.56% 20.51~ 2112i! 39 
Weipa residents 11.25% 3.7:5% 27.S0% ~2J~ 80 
Weipa visiton 22.22% lLl 1% 44 44% 22.22% 18 
Daintree residents 35 48% 19.35% 16.13% 2U~32il 31 
Daintree visitor• 25.4% 17.46% 36.51!1! 20.63% 63 
Townsville residents li.J.2.li 13.93% 3191!l 17.21% 122 
Totals 24.65% 11.33% 29.75% 3f,21'2 353 

Table 5.4 - Location, residence stat:.i.s and cultural backgrowul and expressed cor,cern abolll safety, expnsud 
m 'Ii of :romple (p=0.0001, n=353) 

5.5 - Effect of demographic variables on ,~xpressed concern 

The effect of demographic variables on the level of expressed ooncern was not 

significant for age (?=0.06059, n=353), having children under 15 years old 

(p=0.566, n=352), occupation (p=0.3197, n::320) and employment (p=0.6085, 

n=303, for respondents in the labour force and p=O .253, n=64 for respondents not 

in the labour force) but was significant for education (p=0.0264, n=346), 

background (p=0.0004, n=352), length of residence near crocodile habitats 

(p=0.0107, n=156) and gender (p=0"0163, n=353). 

5.5.1 .. Background 

Respondents from rural background (33.24% of all respondents) were very 

concerned about safety (50.85%, •a lot•). Those respondents included 82.05% of 

Aboriginal respondents, 61.29% of Daintree residents and 48.75% of Weipa 

residents (see demographic profile, Appendix 5); However, a number of 

respondents of non rural background also expressed moderate to high concern (Table 

5.5). It may indicate that background per se may not be the relevant factor, bu! 

rather the locations where highest concern was expressed, that is near crocodile 

habitats (see Table 5.4). 

f!:xpres~ed concern 
_Background Not at all A little Moderately A lot N values 

Rural 19.49% 6.78% 22.88% ~"' 118 
Urban 28.38% 14.19% 3~itU!? 21.62% 148 
RuraVurhan 24.62% 15.38% 23.08% lU2!i 65 
Other 28.~7% 4.76% 42.86% 23.81% 21 
Totals 24.72% 11.36% 29.55% 34.38% J.52 

Tat,Je 5.5 - Background and expressed concem (p=0.0004, n:35'l). 
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5.5.2 - Length of residence near crocodll• habitats 

L..:>ng term residence and short stays near crocodile habitats were associated with the 

highest expressed concern (Table 5.6). 

Residence 
up to l year 
l to S years 
6 to 10 years 
over 10 years 

Totals 

Expres~cem 
~ at ~IJ A littJ.e Moderately A lot 

14.29% 14.29% 14.29% ll,14% 
28.57% 7.14% 30.95% 33.33% 
28.57% 0.00% 21 . .:3% 50.00% 
SJH% 5.81., 22.09% 6UI~ 

_!i.?4'1> 6.41 ,_, 23. 72'l> 55.13% 

Table 5.6 • Length of resuknce near crocodile habitats and expressed concern, 
excluding Townsville residents (p=0.0107, n=l56). 

N values 
14 
42 
14 
86 

156 

These results however were not associated with greater factual knowledge, as 

knowledge scores were not significantly affected by length of residence near 

crocodile habitats, nor higher education but background (see Chapter 4). Rural 

background as in current residence rather than length of residence were most 

important in affecting expressed concern. 

Although there was no significant relationship between expressed concern and 

occupation (p=0.3197, n::320), it should be noted that the highest concf:trn ("a 

lot") was expressed by primary producers (41.18%), labourers (40.58%) and 

home keepers (39.02%), and the lowest by professionals (24%). This can be seen 

as an expression of both differences in background (ruraVurban), residence near 

crocodile habitats and possibly gender as home keepers were usually women. 

5.5.3 - Education 

The effect of education showed that expressed concern was highest among 

respondents with primary education (60%, "a lot") (Table 5.7). However, those 

respondents were mostly found among Aboriginal communities and Weipa residents 

(see demographic profile, Appendix 5), so that education per se may not have been 

the significant variable but cultural background and location as shown in the 

distribution of expressed concern and community groups (Table 5.3). 



Education Not at all 
Primary 20.00% 
Secondary 28.73% 
Tertiary 24.00% 
Tafeltecbn 16.67fli 
Totals 24.86% 

1 1 r 
I A .J 

Ex2ressed concern 
A little Mooerately 
3.33% 16.67% 

11.05% J.7.62% 
l 7.33% 34.67% 
10.00% 31.70% 
11.56% 28.9% 

A lot 
&QC% 
32.6% 
24.00% 
41.67% 
34.68* 

Table 5.7 - Education and apressed cnncem (p=0.0264, n=346). 

6.5.4 • Gender and cultural backgrC'und 

N values 
30 

Hd 
75 
60 

346 

The Effect of gender was investigated to outline possible culturally based gende1· 

difference, as it was the case for knowledge (see Chapter 4). Expressed concern was 

significantly higher, although overall not very high {36.69% •moderate,y" 

concerned, 30.77% •very• concerned) for non Aboriginal male respondents 

compared to female respondents (p=0.0098, n=314). It was likely to reflect the 

greater exposure to crocodiles of non Abo1riginal male respondents as well as gender 

based difference in interest in crocodtl,es, alrPady found ~n the know!edge of 

crocodiles. There was no significant relationship between gender and expressed 

concern for Aborigina! respondents (p=0.3296, n=39) and expressed concern was 

overall much higher (71. 79% 11very" concerned). It again pointed to cultural 

background (gender based) ao a major determinant of concern about safety (Table 

5.8). 

Expressed concern 
Gender Not at all A little A lot N values Moderately -------------------------Female 
Non Abor. 
Abor. 

Male 
non Abor. 
Abor. 

Totals 
Non Abor 
Abor. 

29 66% 
0.00% 

24 85% 
9.52% 

27.07% 
5.13% 

ll 2'.\% 
0.00% 

7.69% 
4.76% 

12.42% 
2.56% 

24.14% 28 28'& 145 
16.67% U3'.\% 18 

36.65!'4? ~0.77% 169 
23.81 % ~ 

21 

30 82% 22,62% 314 
20.51% 71 79% 39 

Table 5.8 - Gender and expressed concern (p=0.0098 n=314)for non Aboriginal re.fpondents, 
(p=0.329fJ, n= 39) for Abo.-iginal respondents. 

5.6 • Expressed concern and knowledge 

There was no significant relationship between knowledge and expressed concern 

about safety (Spearman Rho=0.137, p=0.102, n=352; Rho=0, 194, p=0.232, 

n=36 for Aboriginal respondents). However, respondents with most concern (Weipa 

residents) had also a high knowledge score by the reverse statement was not true: 
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not all respondents with high knowledge score had high concern (Dair.tree 

residents), which expla,ned the weak correlation. Moreover, Aboriginal knowledg& 

scor-:t was probably underestimated (see knowledge scores, Chapter 4). Greater 

knowtedge was found among residents near crocodile habitats, which pointed to 

personal experience as a kay factor in expr~ssed concern (see Sections 5.9 & 5.10). 

5.7 - Crocodll•• •• potential hazard 

Respondents were asked to evaluate the hazard crocodiles represented {Question 2, 

see questionnaire, Appendix 2). The relationship between hazard percef'tion and 

expressed concern indicated that as the awareness of crocodiles as dangerous animals 

increased, expressed concern increased, although only 39.5 % of the increase could 

be accounted by increase awareness of the danger (Spearman Rho=0.395, 

p=0.0001, n=347). In fact, crocodiles were not considered dangerous evenly by all 

respondents. They were considered verr dangerous by residents of Hopevaie and 

Napranum (76.92% •a loi■), which was congruent with their high expressed 

concern, compared to other groups for whom danger was not perceived so strongly. 

Weipa residents saw crocodiles as moderately (43.59%, •moderately•) to very 

dangerous (47.44%, (1a lot•); Da:;-,iree residents also saw crocodiles as very 

dangerous (54.85%, •a lot"). Again, it may be that the difference in expressed 

concern between Aboriginal residents and non Aboriginal residents was cultural. 

Oaintree visitors were moderately aware of the danger of crocodiles and this was in 

agreement with their weaker conce•.·n. Weipa visitors in contrast thought crocodiles 

were very dangerous but not a concern for safety (see Table 5.9). 

Community 
groups 
Hopevale/ 
Napranum 
Weipa 
residents 
Weipa 
visitor£ 
Daintree 
residents 
Daintree 
visitors 
Townsville 
residents 
Totals 

Percciv~ r,otential hazard 
Not at all A little Moderately A lot N values 

2.56% 7.69% 12.82% 76 92% :49 

5.13% ~.85% ~~ 59% 41.44% 78 

5.56% 5.56% 33.33% ~5.S§'& 18 

J.23% 25.81 % 16.13% 54.84% 31 

6.35% 20.63% l2.6Bi1 33.33% 63 

6.67% 19. 17% 4000% 34.17% 120 

5.44% 14.61 % 35.24% ~ 349 

Table :S.9 - Perception of crocodiles as dangerous animals, expresud as% nf .tampl.::·. 
among community groups (p==0.()0()2, n=356). 
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&.I • The nature of crocodile as a h~zard 

Respondents were as.ked to evaluate aspects of the risk of crocodile attacks likely to 

affect their concern. These were unpredictability, the lack of personal controt, fatal 

outcome of crocodile attacks and the knowledge of past victims (Question 21, see 

questionnaire, Appendix 2). A majority of respondents saw fatal outcome (56.01%, 

•a lot•), unpredictability Qf attacks (51% , •a Jot8) and inability to prevent attacks 

(38.58%, •a lot9) as major aspects of their concern. The knowledge of past vict.ms 

was not important (38.32%, •not at air). There were no signifacant difference 

between community groups regarding fatal outcome (p=0.297, n=341), as one 

would expect. There were, however, significant differences between community 

groups for unpredictability (p=0.0142, n=337), inability to prevent attacks and 

knowledge of past victims (p=0.0001, n=334), which gave an indication of 

perceived vulnerability of those respondents regarding attacks (Table 5.10). 

Factors affecting personal concern 
Not at all A little Moderately A lot p values N values 

Unpredictability 12.03% 12.89% 24.07% Sl.QQ'1! !2.JliWZ 349 
of attacks 
Inability to 16.62% 17.80% 27.00% 38S8~ 0.0141 337 
prevent att-'Cks 
Knowledge of 38 32211 13.47% 22.46% 25.75% iLlllWl 334 
past victims 
fatal outcome 9.38% 11.44% 23.17% 56,0l~ 0.2979 341 

Table 5.10 -Factors affecting respondents' personal concern 
(p<OJJ05 indicates significant differences between community groups). 

5.8.1 • The unpredlctablllty of crocodile attacks 

Unpredictability of crocodile attack, an important aspect of crocodile as a potential 

hazard (see Tables 5.10) was significantly different between community groups 

(Table 5.11 ). 

_ Community groups 
Hopevale/Napranum 
Weipa residents 
W eipa visitors 
Daintree residents 
Daintree visirors 
TownsvUle residents 
Totals 

Effect of unpredictability on level of conum 
Not at all A little ___ m_od_e_ra_te_lY..._ __ A_l_ot ___ N_v_al_ue_s_ 

17.9S% 2.56% 12.82% 6§.67% 39 
6.33% 8.86% §~ 04% 41.77% 79 

29.41% 0.00% 29.41% 11,18% 17 
10.00% 23.33% 16.67% 50 00% 30 

8.06% 11.29% 19.35% ~L29!.z 62 
13.03% 12.89% 18.85% 48 36'!, 122 
12.03% 12.89% 24.07% 11.JMl!i, 349 

Table 5.11 - The effect of the unpredictability of crocodile attth~k.f t>n concern aboul crocodile altacb 
r.xpressed as % of samplse among community groups(p•0.0002, n=349). 
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Visitors and residents alike saw the unpredictability of attacks a& a major reason 

for concern, however residents near crocodile habitats, particularly Aboriginal 

respondents (66.67%, \;;a lot") and Daintree visitors {61.29%, •a tot•) were more 

concerned, indicating the importance of vulnerability (referred as voluntariness of 

exposure in the risk literature, e.g. Fischhoff 1it5; Sandman 1987). 

Vulnerability here was expressed in their perceived exµosure to crocodile hazard 

and reflected that living near or visiting crocodile habitats obviN•sly created the 

circumstances for interaction and risk. Aboriginal I r)Spondents expressed the 

highest concern about safety (see Table 5.3). At the same time, they saw the 

unpredictability of crocodile attacks a.s a major aspect of their concern (66.67%, 

•a lot9). This was not consistent with the belief in no accidental dea!:l (Douglas 

1986). It may be that the question was not clear enough or that the attribution of 

responsibility to a death by crocodiles {crocodiles have been known to 06 used as 

agents of death, Taylor pers. comm.) did not preclude the fact tha~ r.rocodiles• 

behaviour may be unpredictable for the non initiated. 

5.0 - Risk ••••••m•nt 
No real attempt to define an objective risk was presented in this thesis, as it was 

assumed that risk was by definition a perceived phenomenon and not a objective 

measure of probability. However a graphic representation of human uemograp, .'y, 

crocodiles populations, reported sightings and location and dates of past attacks 

(interactions) as well as documented studies on attacks are presented in Appendix 4. 

An overview of the relevant factors of those known attacks was also prt,vided: time of 

the year, day, circumstances at the water sdge in the water, on the bank (see Section 

5.13.3 and code book Appendix 2). 

The way in which respondents assessed the risk of crocodiles attacks was 

investigated using a number of questions which included their perception of the 

number of crocodile attacks per year. their perception of change in the risk in 

recent years and what they thought it could be attributed to (increase in crocodile 

population size and behaviour, increase in human population and people's behaviour 

and experience. and increased media attention). 

5.9.1 - Percelvad number of attaeka per year 

Most respondents (51.03%. •don't know•) could not provide an answer. However, 

Weipa residents (25.32% "don 1t know") seemed to be significantly more informed 
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or more aware of past crocodile attacks than othar respondents (p=0.0002, n= 

339) {see Section 5.13.3), as 31.aS% of Weipa residents wou!d estimate the 

number of attacks per year as •1eas than 1 per year· which was reasonably accurate 

(Table 5.12). 

Perceived number of attacb 2!! fear 
<= 112!!:l!• 1-S (!f yar >SI!! 1:car Don't know N values 

Hopevale/ 18.92% Ht9Z"l 2.7% 59 46% 37 
Nap-llllum 
Weipa 3165% 26.58% 16.46% 25.32% 79 
residents 
Weipa 5.88% 3~.29'A> 17.65% 41 181/ 17 
visitors 
Daintree 2069'1, 17.24% 3.45% SB 62'1 29 
residents 
Daintree 14.52% 19.35% 4.84% ~ 62 
visitors 
Townsville 19.14% 17.39% 3.48% 6000$ 115 
residents 
Totals 20.65% 20.94% 7.34% 51.03% -· ·~c:---

Table 5. !2 - Perceived frequency of attacks among community groups (p=0.0002, n=339). 

5.9.2 - Perceived change In risk In recent years 

Most of the respondents who were unable to comment about any change in risk 

(17%, "don't know•) were Daintree visitors (25%) and residents of Townsvme 

(17%). There was however an even spread of answers from a little to a great change 

among other respondents. Aboriginat respondents (31.58%, •not at all") most!y 

thought that things had not changed (Table 5.13). 

Perceived change in risk 
Not at all A little Moderately A lot Don't know N values 

Hopevale/ 31.58% 10.53% 28.95% 15.79% h.16% 38 
Napranum 
Weipa 15.00% 15.00% ?.5.00% 22 . .50% 12.50% 80 
residents 
Weipa 5.56% 22.22% 38.89% 27.78% 5.56% 18 
visitors 
Daintree 20.00% 26.67% 6.67% 40.00% 6.67% 30 
residents 
Daintn~e 16.67% 13.33% 28.33% 16.67% 25.00% 60 
v,siton 
Townsville 9.09% 28.10% 27.09% 20.75% 17.00% 121 
residents 
Totals 14.99% 20.17% 27.09% 20.7.5% 17.00% 347 

Table 5.13 - Perceived change in risk ,expressed as % of samp~. among community groups 
(p=0.0016, n= 347). 
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5.9.3 - Perceived reaaona for th• change In rlak 

The change in risk was mostly perceived as an increase (40.16%) rather than a 

decrease (13.48%) (n=203). It was not possible to assess differences between 

community groups because the wording of the question in its final format was not 

presented to respondents in Weipa and Napranum who represented 14.04% of all 

respondents. 

Reasons presented to ~ ~spondents as possible explanations for change fell into threo 

categoriee, the first reason for change was attributed to increased crocodile 

population size, and/or behaviour, the second to increased human papulation size 

and/or beha,iour, ancl the third to increased in awareness of crocodiles as a safety 

issue (Questions 34b to 41, see questionnaire, Appendix 2). Proposed reasons for 

change in risk were the increase in human population near crocodile habitats 

(63.69% •strongly agree•), complacency about safety behaviour (41.92% 

"strongly agree•), the ignorance of safety (38.23% "strongly agree•), the increase 

in crocodile populations (33.89% "strongly agree•) and indirectly increase in 

media attention which reflected greater awareness of the presence of crocodiles 

(43.81% "moderately agree"). 

Significant differences between community groups were found for all reasons except 

for the decrease of wariness of crocodiles, which there was no real consensus for, 

and the increase in media attrntion, which most respondents agreed on (Table 5.14). 

Increase in 
croctw,ile 
population 
(Q34B) 
decreue wariness 
of crocodiles 
Not enough 
trapping of 
crocodiles 
More people in 
the area 
People are not 
taking safety 
seriously 
Lack of 
knowledge 
.blCJ'eUed media 
attention 

Disagree Moderately undecided Moderately agree p values 
disagree agree 

8.39% 9.06% 10.40% 38.211!!! 3:.t82~ ~ 

21.07% 23 02~ 9.43% 22 222'! i7.61% 0.067 

2816~!! 221~1!! 12.54% 16.3% 19.75% ~ 

1.79% 1.79% 2.68% 30.06% ~~.62~ !'.J.JHW.1. 

4.19% 10.48% 3.29% !tQ 12~ ii 22!· llJl<l2l 

4.59% 9.48% 1.83% jS 82!: 18 2Ji! !LQ.QOl 

2.54% 10.48% 7.94% ~3 81S2 ~5 2jil 0.5009 

Table 5.14 • Reason.t given by respondents .for changes in ri,1;k, 
(p<0.005 indiculc.-. .-.ignificant difference."1 between community group,-.). 

N v~ues 

298 

318 

319 

336 

334 

327 

315 
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rhe trapping of crocodll•• 

The trapping of crocodiles was significantly different between community groups 

(p=0.0001. n=319). It was strongly opposed by Daintree residents (55.17%, 

"strongly disagree 11
) and visitors (42.59%, •strongly disagree11

), perhaps 

reflecting the fact tha! crocodiles wera an important tourist attraction. It was not 

oppos&d by Hopevale/ Napranum resedents (38.46%, •strongly agree•) (Table 

5.15). 

There is not enough u-apping of large crocodila 
Strongly Moderately Undecided Moderately Strongly N values, 
disa5ree disngree agree •e 

Hopevale/ 15.38% 12.82% 15.3.1% 17.95% 38.~6!? 39 
Napranum 
Weipa 21.62% 20.27% 1.35% 22.1~!! 21 ill!! 74 
residents 
Weipa 25.00% 37.50% 6.25% 18.75% 12.j0% 16 
visitors 
Daintree ss 121! 13.79% 3.45% 6.90% 20.69% 29 
residents 
Daintree !12 l2i! 27.78% 9.26% 14.81 % 5.:56% 54 
visitors 
Townsville 25.23% 25.23% 24.30% 9.35% 15.89% 107 
r~sidents 
Totals 28.84% 22.S7% 12.54% 16.3% 19.75% 319 

Table 5.15 - Perception t,f trapping of larie crocodiles among community groups ;p=0.0001, n=319) 

Complacency about the risk 

Complacency about crocodiles was a major reason invoked (82.04 %, •moderately" 

to •strongly agree•) particularly among Weipa residents (58.23% •strongly 

agree•) and visitors (58.82% •strongly agree•) but not among H\..,pevale. and 

Napranum residents (21.05% •strongly disagree•; 42.11 % "moderately agree•) 

(Table 5.16). 

People are not takin.L safety seriously 
Strongly Moderately Undecided Moderately Strongly N values 

-Hopevale/ 
disagree disagree agree agree 
21.05% 7.89% 0% ilJ . .l.~ 28.9S~, :38 

Napranum 
Weipa 3.8% 1.27% 1.27% 35.44% SB.~~!i 79 
residents 
Weipa 0% 5.88% 0% 3S.29% ~B 1211 17 
v~sitors 
Oaintree 3.7% 25.93% 3.7% ~ 29.63% 27 
residents 
Daintree 3.51% 22.81% 10.53% il:li:& 19.3% 57 
visitors 
Townsville 0'7f, 10.48% 2.59% ~2 2~!: ~'21~~.!i 116 
residents 
Totals 4.19% 10.48% 3.29% 40.12% 41.92% 334 

Tab!e 5.16 - Perception of complacency among ;ommunity groups (pa0.0001. ~=.H4). 
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Increase In human population• 

The increase of human population in the vicinity of crocodiles habitats was mostly 

invoked by the Daintree residents (90%t "strongly agree•), Weipa residents 

(81.82%, .. strongly agree•) and visitors (88.89%, ,.strongly agree•), reflecting 

the population growth as the result of economic de, ·elopment (tourism and mining) 

in those regions. Increase in human populations however was not perceived as 

stron~J~Y by Hope\.•ale/Napranum residents (57.89% "strongly agree"), nor ilY 

Townsville residents (46.49% •strongly agree 11
). It would indicate that popul~tion 

growth in fact may be ooncentraied to certain locations and would affect respondents' 

perception of the change in risk at those locations (Table 5.17). 

There are more e!,21?ie 00mins into area.~ where crocodiles live 
Strongly Moderately Undecided Moderately Strongly 
disaee disagree asree aEee 

Hopevale/Napranum 5.26% 5.26% 5.26% 26.32% l~ 
Weipa residents 0.00% 1.30% 0.00% 16.88% Bl B2~ 
Weipa visitors 0.00% 1.30% 0.00% 11.11% H,821! 
Dw.ntree residents 0.00% 0.60% 0.00% 0.00% 2!H!S!i: 
Daintree visii.ors 0.00% 1.69% 1.69% 40.68% :i:i,9J~ 
Townsville residents 3.51% 1.75% 5.26% 42.98% ~~ j2!.: 
Totals 1.79% 1.79% 2.68% 30.06'1i> 63.69~ 

Table 5.17 - Perceived increase of human populalion near crocodile habi!ats, 
expressed as% of sample, among community groups (p=0.0001, n=336). 

lnt:r•••• In crocodile populations 

N values 

38 
77 
18 
30 
59 

114 

336 

The increase in crocodile population was an important reason for change in risk and 

was mostly invoked by residents in Hopevale/Napranum (52.78%, "strongly 

agree•), Weipa (54.17%, •strongly agree•) and Daintree (42.86%, "strongly 

agree•); visitors would not know or would moderately agree (Weipa visitors, 80%, 

Daintree visitors, 32.65%, "moderately agree") (Table 5.18). 

Increase in crocodile e2£l!lations 
Strongly Moder&tely Undecided Moderately Strongly 
disagree disagree agree asree 

Hopevale/Napranum 16/t>7% 1Ul% 2.78% 16.67% ~2.26~ 
Weip!:1 residents 1.39% 5.56% 2.78% 36.11% 1.4.J..a 
Weip3 visitors 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 8Q !J.Q~ 20.00% 
Daintree residents 7.14% 10.70% 3.57% 35.71% :42 86!i\ 
Daintree visitors 22.45% J.6.33% 12,245 J2 !i~I! 16.33% 
Town,,.,me residents 5.10% 8.16% 21.43% :1420% 20.41% 
Totals 8.39% 9.06% 10.4% 38.26% 33.89% 

Table S.18 - Percei\!ed increase in crocodile populalions, expres.ied as % c,f sampk, 
among community groups (p=O.()(X}J, n=298). 

N values 

36 
72 
15 
28 
49 
98 

298 
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Perceived crc;codlle population atlze 

When asked to estimate the crocodile population size though (Out1stion 22, st~e 

questionn2ire, Appendix 2), most respondents would not know (59.543%, •don't 

know•), particularly Daintre& visitors (79.37%) and Weipa visitors (61.11%); 

Aboriginal respondents did not give an estimate either which reflected more their 

difficu,e:y with the ccncept of quantification (a!so found in their different perception 

of time). Weipa residents gave estimates of a •100-soo• (30.390/o) and ot 
11>1000" (22.78%). Daintree residents (38.71%) Townsville residents (24.79°/o 

) estimated crocodile populations at •<100• (Table 5.19). 

---·----------------------------________ P_~_ivc_d ... ~nt ~ile papulation size at &be place of interview 

Hopevale/Na~anum 
Weipa residents 
Weip3 visitors 
Daintret; resi'kots 

<a:100 100~500 500-1000 >1000 Don't~., 
7 .89% 18.42% 0.00% ) 8.42'1> 5S,26CJ, 
2.53% 30 38~ 7 .59% 22. 78% 36. 71 % 
0.00% 22.22% 0.00% 16.67% 6J,U'li 

7.a.11.!i. 12.90% 3.23% 3.23% 41 94% 
Daintree visitors ! 1. 11 % 7 .94% 1.59% 0.00% 'l.2..la 
Townsville ruidents 24.79% 3.31 ~ 1.65% 0.83% 69.42% 
Totals lS.43% 13.71% 2.86! 8.;,:~7% S9.43% 

N valueJ 
38 
79 
18 
31 
63 

121 
350 

Table S.19 - Pert:eived crocodile populcition siu at lhe place of inter.view , expressed as % of sample, 
among community groups (p=0.0001, n:::350). 

When those figures were compared with existing population estimates (Q.NPWS 

1989, see Table 1 Appeudix 4), it was found that some Weipa residents had a 

reasonable grasp on population size while others were totally unrealistic. It may 

reflect the amount of interaction those respondents may have had with crocodiles. 

Some respondents in Weir:,a as in Daintree actually gave indices of densitt per km of 

river for known individual crocodiles (Field notes 1990). The 22.78% of Weipa 

residents who thought that there wouid be over a thoU&dnd crocodilet: in the area m.ciy 

have in fact expressed an overwhelming concern rather than crocodile populations 

estimates per se. It ~hould be noted that 24.79%. of Townsville respondents gave a 

population estimate (there was no available statistics to match their esUmate), 

which showed there were some respondents 2ware "f their presence in that region 

despite the fact that crocodiles v ere not perceived as a public safety issue. 

While most respondents did not actuaHy know what the populatk>n of crocodiles was 

(59 .43%), they still agreed to some increase in population size (38.26% 

-moderately", 33.89% "strongly•) particularly residents noar ct·ocodil~ habitats, 

obviously the re!lection of the salience of crocodiles at those locations (Table 5.17). 

The perceived increase in crocodile population by Daintree residents (42.86% 

"strongly agree", 35.6S% "moderately agree") was not always matched by an 
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estimation of population r,umbars (41.94% 11don't know•) while 38.71 % thought 

correctly that it was less than a hundred. The perceived increase in crocodile 

r _1ulations in Weipa (54.17%) was associated with a reasonably &ccur&te estimate 

of population size. (30.38%, •100.500•). 

It should be noted though that absolute numbers are not the best way to estimate 

population size and density should have been used for that question aa it reflects the 

importance of habitat availability. However, It seemed easier at th& time to ask 

respondents for a rough estimate to gauge their overall perception of the danger. 

Public Ignorance of crocodll•• 

The lack of knowledge about crocodiles was 11 moderately• (45.87o/~) to •strongty• 

(38.23%) invoked as responsible for change in risk (Table 5.20). However 

25.64% of i-topevale/Napranum residents and 21.31% of Daintree residents 

•moderately disagreed• as they did for complacency (Table 5.16, in that reflecting 

the amount of knowledge and personal experience those respondents had about safety 

(see knowledge scores Chapter 4). It was in contrast with Weipa residents who also 

had high knowledge scores but somehow did agree that ignorance and complacency 

were responsible for perceived increase in risk. 

Hopevale/ 
Napranum 
Weipa 
residents 
Weipa 
visitors 
Daintree 
residents 
Daintree 
visiton 
TownsviUe 
residents 

--Total 

Peoele are i&norant about crocodiles 
Strongly Moderetcly Undecided Moderately StroP.gly 
disaee disae asree a1ree 

5.13% 21.~~I? 0% 30.77% 31.~~~ 

1.27% 253% 1.27% 41.77% 5-3.162! 

0% 0% 0% ss 11!!;_ 53.16% 

:US% 6.9% 0% Sli 62!! 31.03% 

11.48% 21.n21z 1.64% !!:l.2"22! 21.31% 

3.946% 3.96% 3.96% ~ 37.62% 

4.56% 9·.48% 1.33% 4s ai't 38 2'i% 

Table 5.20 • Percl!ived lack ?/ knowledge as a reason for chtmse in risk 
among community groups (p=0.0001, n=327). 

N values 

39 

79 

18 

29 

61 

101 

3l7 
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5.9 • Perc,lved exposure to crocodll•• 

The relationship between expressed concern and perceived exposure was found the 

strongest and most significant (Spearman Rho=0.49, p=0.0001, n=344) and 

indicated tha~ &s perceived exposure increased so did expressed concern. 

As \lxpressed concern was overall low or moderate (Table 5.3), it was expected that 

a majority of respondents would not feel al risk particularly; A Chi-square test 

conducted on the different community groups showed that the majorir/ of 

respondents did not feel at risk at all or very little (Tab!e 5.21). However, a small 

fraction of respondents from Hopevale and Napranum and Daintree residents felt 

very exposed and rightly so, as their use of the wetlands showed (Section 5.10). 

~erceived expasure 
Communities Nil/ Low Moderate High/ N values 

very low Very high 
Hopevale/Nupranum 2.63% 23.'26~ ".7.84% 15 22~ 38/39 
Weipa residents S.06% 22 22~ l ?.-M!i£ 5.06% 79/80 
Weipa visitors 5.88% 2!!.~2!! t7.65% O.Of\% 17118 
Daintree residents 2!U!D~ Sf!.f!7~ 6.67% l~ !l Z!! 30/31 
Daintree visitors 14.52% 2D22!l 9.68% 4.84% 62/63 
Townsville residents 2.7,12% 57 63% 11.02% 4.24% 118/125 
Totals 15.4~% 67.15% 10.76% 6.69% 344 

Table 5.21 - Perceived exposure to crocodile hazard among community xroups (p=O.()(J(J(,, n=344). 

The lack of perceived exposure among Waipa residents (77.22%, •1ow•), despite 

the iocation near the largest crocodile population in the state, may be attributed to 

either low interaction with crocodiles or underestimation of their exposure or a 

combination of both. Weipa is a mining town designed to novide a familiar and 

secure environment to its residents in an outback location. As & result one would 

expect that the township people (Comalco employees) would feel reasonably remote 

from crocodiles unless they engaged in river based rocreational activities (see 

Figures 5.4 & 5.5), A few residents expressed moderate exposure (12.66%, 

"moderate·) and more likely represented the residents living on the outskirts of 

town and the mining community, the fishermen and residents living off the 

extensive river system c•wharf commun;ty•). 

Daintree residents did not feel exposed (20% "nil", 56.67% •1ow") except for a 

small group of respondents (16.67%, •highNery high•) in that presenting a 

similar pattern as Hopevale/ Napranum (73.68%, "low", 15. 79%, "high/very 

high"). In the case of Oaintree, the high exposure group probably included the 

graziers who, during the wet season when the River floods, have to round their 
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cattle to higher grounds (Field notes 1990). In the case of Aboriginal respondents, 

the low perceived exposure could be attributed to an essentially settled community 

life and limited opportunities for bush activities. For many, particularly for 

younger respondents, it would result in loss of knowledge and confidence, and coHid 

be seen as a contributing factor to expressed concern. The fact that only a small 

fraction of Aboriginal respondents felt exposed was interesting considering the 

amount of ~Dncem they exhibited compared to other residents (Table 5.3). The 

knowledge of the risk was there, hence the high expressed concern. but interaction 

may have become low particularly with the younger generation. Cultural (or social) 

factors may play a greater part in the expression of concern than 1he actual hazarJ 

itself (Douglas 1966). Visitors to the Oaintree area and Weipa did not feel 

specifically exposed, despite their temporary residence in the area, which indicated 

that they would not be often in exposed situations or that they may have 

underestimated their exposure out of ignorance (see Chapter 4) or contempt. 

5.1 O - Interactions with crocodllas 

An investigation of actual exposure was provided by a number of questions regarding 

the frequency of and length of visits to crocodile habitats and the pattern of use of 

wetlands by respondents (Questions 24, 25, 25b ,26, 27, see questionnaire 

Appendix 2) . 

5.10.1 - Frequency and length of vlalta 

Most respondents found themselves in crocodile habitats only •rarely• (25.95%) to 

"sometimes• (33.24% ) either because they were not permanent residents of the 

areas were crocodiles are found (visitors and Townsville residents) or their 

activities limited their interaction (Weipa residents). In contrast, most Aboriginal 

respondents and Daintree residents did find themselves in croccdilo habitats 

frequently (33.33% , 48.67% "all the time" r&spectively) (Table 5.22). 

F!!9uenc;1: of visits 
Never RarelI Sometimes Most ~s All tbe time 

Hcpevale/Napranr.., 7.69% 10.26% lL~~!i 10.26% 33.3ltl. 
Weipa residents 2.50% 16.25% ~2.sg~ 11.25% 17.50% 
W eipa visitors 11.11% 44.44% 31122£ 5.56% 0.00% 
Daintree residents 3.33% 10.00% ll.33~ )6.67% jf2 62~ 
Daintree visitors 18.03% S!l In 13.11% 4.92% 9.84~ 
Townsvillc residenti ~~.D~~ 24.35% Ji'U~!) 6.09% 6.09% 
Totals 16.62% 25.95% 33.24% 8.45~, 15.74% 

Tahle 5.22 - Frequency of vi.,iu to crocodiles habitats, expressed as % of sample. 
among community group., (p-=0.0001, n=343 ). 

N values 
39 
80 
18 
30 
61 

115 
343 
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A high number of Aboriyinal respondents (61.11%, •>28 days11
) and Daintree 

residents (68.97%. 11>28 days•) spent more than a mc)nth per year in crocodile 

habitats. Weipa residents despite t'leir proximity to extensive crocodile habitats 

only occasionally spent time in crocodile habitats but for longer period ( over a 

month) which indicated a pattern of holidays but also accounted for the small 

number of barramundi fishermen living in the area (Table 5.23). 

Time spent in crocodiles habi!,!.ts per V:!! 
l day 2-7 days 8·28 davs >28 days 

HopevaleJNapranum 8.33., 19.44% 11.11% 611)5 
Weipa residents 10.67% 2533% 16.00% 41001, 
Weipa visitors 6.67% 4000% 26,67% 26.67% 
Daintree residents 13.79% 3.45% 13.79% 68 97'1, 
Daintree visitors 38 28~ 34 69% 12.24% 14.29~ 
Townsville residents '!215~ 37.50% 15.28% 16.67% 
Totals 20.65% 27.9% 14.86% 36.59% 

Table S.23 - Time spent in crocodile habi1ats, expressed tLf % of sample, 
among community groups (p=0.0001, n=276). 

5.10.2 - Type of activities In crocodiles habitats 

N values 
36 
75 
15 
29 
49 
72 

276 

Work related and recreational activities were presented to respondents (Questions 

26 &27, see questionnaire, Appendix 2). By far recreational activities were the 

main reasons for being in crocodile habitats. A p;1ttern of traditional recreational 

activities based on hunting, fishing and camping ,Nas dominant and popular with 

Weipa residents and visitors and Townsville res,idents, while a pattern of non 

exploitative recreational activities such as nature appreciation generally and 

bushwalking were most popular with Daintree visit•:>rs and a section of the Oaintree 

residents, and to some degree with Weipa visitors (Figure 5.4). 

Aboriginal respondents did a lot of fishing, camping and nature observation, far 

more than all other groups which indicated that cultural rather than recreational 

was a more appropriate word to qualify their activities. Given the cultural context, 

what was recreational for other groups may well have been subsistence for 

Aboriginen so that the distinction with betweEm work and non work categories 

became blurred (Glass, Muth & Flewelling ·1990). It only demonstrated the cultural 

assumption made by the survey about the definition of work and recreation and its 

inadequacy to qualify Aboriginal activities in crocodile habitats (Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.4 • Outdoor recreation activities, expressed as o/o of sample. 
(n::36/39, n-=76/80, na28/31, n=17118, n=52/63, naB0/125 respectively) 
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Figure 5.5 • Work activities in crocodile habitats, expressed as o/o of sample. 
(n:4/39, n:::17/80, n:20/31, n:4/18 n::3/63, n:::14/125) 
Note: See coding appendix 2 for "Other" cat'lgory. 
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Figure 5.6- Recreational pattern in wetlands based on gender and 
cultural background (nx18, n=157, n=20 n:161 respectively). 
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Work activities in crocodile habitats represented only a small fraction of all 

activities of which the most significant were professional fishing in Weipa, farming 

and tourism in Daintree (Figure 5.6). 

5.10.3 - Gender and risk exposure 

While there was no effect of gender in perceived exposure (p=0.5096, n= 344), 

there was a significant difference due to gender in actual exposure ( expressed here 

as frequency of visit, p=0.0045, n=343) particularly for non Aboriginal 

respondents (p=0.0031, n=304) as shown on Table 5.24. 

Gender 
Female 
Male 
Totals 

Never 
iJ.~~~ 
13.10% 
17.76., 

Rarely 
ll.12~ 
23.21% 
27.96., 

fr!guency of visits 
Sometimes Most times All the time N values 
21.~lil 4.41 'I> 9.56., 136 

35 71% Jl 31'1 1667% 168 
32.57'11 8.22'1> 13.49% 304 

Table 5.24 - Frequency of visits as atfected by gender among non Aboriginal respondents 
(p= 0.00.31, n= 304). 

Tha majority of female respondents (86.03%) •never~ to •sometimes" (28.68%) 

visited wetlands, while more than half of the male respondents (62.92%) did 

(35.57%, •sometimes•; 16.67%.■to all the time• ). The pattern of use of wetlands 

showed that most of the use occurred as part of recreational activities, mostly based 

on hunting. fishing and camping, traditionally male dominated activities. Both sexfis 

expressed low exposure (Table 5.21), however the level of use of wetlands by males 

was greater than by females which may place them as a higher risk group. A gender 

based pattern of recreational activities also showed that males engaged substantially 

more in fishing and hunting than females while other activities were similar for 

both sexes (Figure 5.6). 

In summary, most Oaintree residents expressed a low concern for safety and low 

perceived exposure while some would be highly exposed mostly as a resdt of work 

activities but also recreational a.ctivities. Aboriginal respondents express a high 

level of concern associated with low exposure, except for a small number, Weipa 

had a high level of concern with variable exposure depending on the work 

(fisherman) or leisure activities. Visitors and Townsville residents had low 

concern for safety with low leve, of exposure 1 mostly recreational activities fishing 

camping in Weipa and Townsville nature based and activity based recreation in 

Daintree. There was a bias towards male (non Aboriginal) being more at risk than 

females as a result of work and recreational activities. 
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5.11 - The experience of crocodiles 

6.11.1 - Perceived Famlllarlty 

Familiarity with crocodiles and crocodile habitats can be understood as a 

combination of knowledge and experience. Perceived familiarity was $ignificantly 

correlated to expressed concern (Spearman Rho= 0.151 p=0.0045, n::353). Since 

knowledge was not significantly correlated to expressed concern (Spearman 

Rho=0.137, p=0.102, n=352) while experience (as the frequency of crocodile 

sightings ) was (Spearman Rho=0.337. p=0.0001, n=347), it could be assumed 

that experience rather than knowledge was most important. 

Respondents were asked to evaluate their familiarity with crocodiles and crocotiile 

habitats (Question 9, see questionnaire Appendix 2). Perceived familiarity was 

significantly different between community groups (p=0.001, n=356) (Table 

5.25). It was mostly expressed as high to very high by Aboriginal respondents 

(23.08% •4•, 33.33% •s•) and Daintree residents (38.71% •4•, 29.03% •s•), 

moderate to high by Weipa residents (26.25% •3•, 36.25%:4•), low for visitors 

(Weipa, 55.56%; Oaintree, 39.68%, •211
) and Townsville residents (27.2%, 

•tow•; 28.8%, "3"). This pattern was consistent with the pattern of exposure 

(Table 5.21, Figures 5.4 & 5.5), experience (Table 5.26) and knowledge of 

crocodiles (see Chapter 4). 

Expressed familiarity 
Low 1 2 3 4 S High N values 

Hopevale/Napranum 5.13% 17 .959l,, 20.51% 23,QB!? 33/-\3,% 39 
Weipa residents 6.25% 17.5% .2LIS2i1 ~6.2.S~ 13.75% 80 
Weipa visitors ss.~~% 16.67% 22.22% 5.56% 0.00% 18 
Daintru residents 6.45% 6.45% 19.35% J8 21~ 22 fl':\$ 31 
Daintree visitors 28 S7 il 32 68~ 19.05% 11.119E, 1.59% 63 
Townsviile residents 21.20,, 21.60% 28.80% 17.60% 4.80% 125 
Totals 19.94% 21.91% 24.44% 22.47% 11.24% 356 

Table S .25 - Expressed familiarity with crCJcodiles and crocodile habitats, expressed at % of sample, 
amo;,g community groups (p=0.0001, n=356). 

5.11.2 • Experi•nce of crocodllea 

Respondents were asked how often and in what circumstances they had seen 

crocodiles, and if they did, what sort of experience they had (Questions 11, 12, 13, 

see questionnaire Appendix 2). As expected, there was a significant difference in the 

experience of respondents between community groups. 
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Frequency of crocodile alghtlno• 

Most respondents (54.86%) had seen crocodiles at least once and less than 10 

times. Most residents had seen crocodiles •more than 10 times• while most visitors 

and Townsville residents had seen crocodHes between •5 to 10 times•. However, 

there was significant proportion of Townsville residents had not seen crocodiles 

before (30.25%,"never•) (Table 5.26). 

Crocodiles sightings 
Communities never <5 times S-lOtimes >lOtimes 

Hopevale/Napranum 0.00'1> 23.80% 20.51 % 56415 
Weipa residents 0.00% 8.7S'ff1 27.50% 63:lS'i 
Weipa Visitors 0.00% 11.11 'l.i 44.44% j4~~ 
Daintree residents 3.23% 12.90% 25.81% $80651 
Daintree visitors 3.17% 44.44% 41 27'!, 1l. lt'li 
Townsville residents 30.25'& 22.69% lii13% 10.92'1, 
Totals 11.40% 22.00% 32.86% 34.00% 

Table .S.26 - Experience of crocodile,,;. Frequency <>/ crocodiles sightings 
among community groups (p=0.0001, n=350). 

Circumstance• of sighting• 

N values 
39 
80 
18 
31 
63 

119 
350 

Most respondents had seen crocodiles both in the wild and in captiv11y. However, the 

sighting of crocodiles in •captivity only• was higher among Townsville residents 

(37.35%) and both Daintree (29.51%) and Weipa (22.22%) visitors (Table 

5.27). The sighting of crocodiles in the 11wild only• was higher among Aboriginal 

respondents (51.28%), residents in Daintree (29.03%) and Weipa (21.25%). 

= Circumstances of crocodile sightings 
Communities Captive only Wild only Captive/Wild N values 

Hopevale/ Napram:m 2.56% 51 28% il,15% 39 
Weipa residents 8. 75% 21.25% 70.00% 80 
Weipa visitors 22.22% S.S6% 72 22% 18 
Daintree resid~nts 3.23% 29.03% §2.74% 31 
Daintree visitors 29. 51 % 8. 20% 62 ~0% 6 I 
Townsville residents 37.35% 16.87% 4,S 78% 83 
To,;,;t.a;;;..l _______ ....:.19;.;·.;.87.;,,.;%;;_ ___ ,;;.21;;.;,·.;.;15;;..;%;.. ___ ......;5:::8=,9::::2=11:.... ___ ...;3;;..;1;.;2;__ __ 

Table 5.27 ~ Circumstances of sightinxs of crocodiles among community group.'> (n=312). 

That residents had seen crocodiles more frequently •in the wild• was to be expected, 

particularly from Aboriginal respondents (see Figures 5.4 & 5.5). The difference 

between the visitors to Weipa and Daintree was quite interesting and showed that the 

availability of crocodile attractions in the Daintree area (zoos and tourist cruises) 

was responsible for the greater freq•Jency of crocodiles sightings among those 

visitors. 
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Peraonal experience account• 

A description of the experience of crocodiles by respondents showed a number of 

interesting features. Most respondents accounts described an experience of 

crocodiles in the wild, the majority of which were by residents (Figure 5.7). 

There were a much smaller number of experience accounts with captive animals and 

those were accounts by Townsville residents and visitors primarily. Overall, the 

'1Umber of accounts by visitors and Townsville residents was much lower than for 

Weipa, Da~ntree, and Hopevale/Napranum residents. It would suggest that an 

experience in the wild had more value than an experience in a controlled situation. 

The characteristics of the experience of respondents were defined in terms of the 

following emotional responses, •scared•, •neutral", •cautious", "interested• and 

•aroused• (see code book, Appendix 2). The pattern of responses showed two 

dominant responses, terr (•ecared"), and interest (winterested•) (Figure 5.8). The 

dominant response to the experience in the wild was fear particularly among 

Aborigina! respondents (52.8%) and Weipa residents (40.7%). Fear was also 

mentioned in experiences with captive animals, but was not the dominant response 

(less than 30%). Interest in crocodiles was mostly expressed by the visitors and 

residents of the Daintrse area with experience in the wild and w;~h captive animals 

(Figure 5.8). In contrast, there was little interest in crocodiles as a result of their 

experience in the accounts of Weipa residents (18.5%) and Aboriginal respondents 

(11.1%). The amount and the nature of the interest in crocodiles were investigated 

separately in relation to the changes in attitudes towards nature in the last two 

decades (see Chapter 6). There was no obvious pattern emerging from other 

categories of responses. •Neutral" feelings, which expressed the lack of concern 

about crocodiles generally, were found particularly among Weipa visitors and may 

hava reflected an absence of interaction with the species and /or a lack of interest. 

These feelings, however, were found among al! groups and may have reflected the 

attitude "they don't worry me" already expressed by a number of respondents (see 

Chapter 3). •cautious• feelings as a result of experiences in the witd represented 

less than 10% of responses of residents and visitors, except in the case of Weipa 

visitors. Townsvme residents and Weipa visitors expressed some "Cautious 11 

feelings ae a result of experiences with captive animals. "Aroused" responses we~e 

expressed both in accounts in the wild and with captive animals only with a few 

residents in Daintree and in Townsville. These may be connected to the thrill 

associated with seeing crocodiles. 
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NapflRVffl W.R W.T ... 0.-R dlinn&T townviflt 
Figure 5.7 ~ Personai experience accounts: circumstances, expressed as% of sample 
(n=20, n=56/80, na9/18. n::18/19, n=27/31, n=37/63, n::47/125 respectively) 

■ Increase awarenM$. safety 

■ Increase fear 

■ Decre.ae fear 

~ Increase c:oncem for crocodiles 
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HopJNap W. R Dlinnt R Weipa T Dua T TOWtmile 

Figure 5.9 • Personal experience: Influence on fe1:1iings towards crocodiles. 
(n:,:30/39, n=63/80, n-=24/31, n=7/18, n:38i63, nm56/125 r•.;:"ectlvely) 
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Im pact of J:&raonal experience of crocodllea 

The impact of personal experien1· _::. on feelings and attitudes towards crocodiles 

{Question 14, see questionnaire Appendix 2} showed that Residents in Oaintree 

(54.85%, •a lot") and Hopevale/NapramJm (55~26%, •a lot•) were very affected 

by their personal experience compared with Weipa residents (33.33%, • a lo.■) 

(Table 5.28). This pattern was consistent with previous results on actual exposure 

(frequency and length of stay in wetlands) where the highest use of wetlands was 

found both in Oaintree and Hopevale/ Napranum. However, personal experience 

accounts showed a distinct pattern of response with Daintree residents expressing 

both fear and interest and Aboriginal respondent3 and Weipa residents expressing 

mostly fear and much less less interest (Figure 5.8). 

Hopevafo/Napranum 
Weipa reaidents 
Weipa visitors 
Daintree r~sidents 
Daiiltree visitors 
7ownsville residents 
Totals 

Personal experience: influence on feelings· towards crocodiles 
Not at all A little Moderately A lot N values 
18.42% 10.53% 15.79% 55,2§% 38 
25.64% 12.82% 28 21% 33 3-:\% 78 
66 6711 11.11 % 5.56% 16.67,E, 18 
m 12.90% 6.45% 54Hi& 31 
38 98% 22.03% 16.95% 22 03% .59 
~4.741! 22.37% 22.37% 10.53 76 
~~ 16.67% 19.33% 29.'B'Ji 300 

Table 5.28 - /Effect of personal experience on feelings towards crocodiles (p=0.0001, n=300). 

Visitors and Townsvilla residents were not as affected by their experience, the 

result of their limited use of wetlands (Tables 5.22 & 5.23). and circumstances of 

their experience (Figures 5. 7 & 5.8). Some of the Daintree visitors (38.98%, 

•moderatelf to •a lot) felt more affected by their experience than Weipa visitors 

(22.23%, •moderately• to •a lot•), probably the result of their temporary 

residence in the area and exposure to crocodile information, also reflected in the 

different level interest expressed in their experience accounts. 

A description of the type of effect personal experience had on respondents came 

under the following items: experience resulting in an •increase of awareness of 

crocodiles and safety"', "increased fear•, •decreased fear• and "increase empathy• 

towards crocodiles (Question 15. see questionnaire and code book, Appendix 2; 

Figure 5.9). While for non Aboriginal respondents the dominant effect was 
11 increased awaraness and safety", the dominant respoose for Aboriginal respondents 

was an •increase in empathy for crocodiles 11 with no effect on awareness and safety. 
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The fear of crocodllea 

Most r~$pondents "rarely• to •sometimes 11 expressed fear of crocodiles, except 

Aboriginal respondents who did •most times• to •au the time• (53.85%) (Table 

5.29). This reflected the fact that respondents rarely found themselves in a 

siiuatio.i of danger where fear would arise ( as their Jevel of exposure indicated). 

However, respondents with comparable level of exposure such as Aboriginal 

respondents and Daintree residents (Table 5.21) expressed a different level of fear: 

Aboriginal respondents ·were more likely to express fear than non Aboriginal 

respondents (Table 5.29 & Figure 3.1 ). It may be explained both by the long 

history of interaction and a different attitude towards fear (see Chapter 6). 

Are xou l?!rsonalll: afni<} of ~es? 
Never Rarell: Sometimes Most times All the tinae N values 

Hopevale/Napranum 17.95% 10.26% 17.95% 23.08% ~ 39 
Weipa residents 10.00% 23.75% j2 ~{ii: 12.50% 6.25% 80 
Weipa visitors 22.22% 22.22% 38.821? S.56% 11.11% 18 
Daintree residents 20.69i!ff> 20.69% 310~ 13.79% 13.79% 29 
Daintree vir;itors 15.87% 25.40% 3l 33!z 9.52% 15.8'7% 63 
Townsville residents 19.4'1% 22,ill? 2fLS~i! 7.08% 19.47% 113 -Totals 16.67% 23.32!? n.1s1i 11.11% 16.08% 342 

Table 5.29 - Occu"ence of fear of crocodiles among community groups (p=0.0172. n=342). 

Although most respondents did not expressed fear very often (as they would never or 

rarely be faced with crocodiles), they considered crocodiles as very dangerous 

(Table 5.9). The study of what made crocodiles fearsome provided a indic~tion of tne 

reasons behind their perception. This is discussed in detail in chapter 6 in 

coojunction with the study of the fascination crocodiles also generated. 

Knowledge and the fear of crocodiles 

Most respondents "moderately" (32.61%) to •strongly• (28.27%) agreed with the 

statement that more knowledge of crocodiles would r&sult in less fear. It was 

significant ~hat those who •strongly agreed" were Daintree residents and visitors 

(Table 5.30), two groups with a good access to information (Chapter 4). It may be 

seen as the expression of a belief in aod support for public education to promote 

safety awareness (see Figure 3.1). 



Hopevale/Napranum 
W1'ipa residents 
Weipa visitors 
Daintree residents 
Daintree visitors 
Townsvilie residents 
Totals 
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Strongly Moderately Undecided Moderately Strongly 
di!5!!! d:111,ree -" agree yroe 
~ 5.14% 2.7% 32.43% 24.32% 
i7.9S'I, 25.64% 1.28% 26.92% 28.21% 
22.22% 16.67% 0.00% n,S61i s.56% 
ll.ll2t 6.67% 6 .. 67,E, 13.33% Sl.Jlfd 

4.9l~ 21.31 % 3.28% 32 791? 37 70j, 
l l .76~ S.04% 8.40% 52 104 22.69% 

13.41% 4.66% 

Table ~-30 - Increase knowledge and fear of croc<Hliles 
among comnu,uty groups (p:s<J.0001, 1a=3-43). 

21.27~ 

37 
78 
18 
3() 

61 
i19 
343 

The k>w knowledge scores and limited exposure to crocodiles of Oaintree visitors 

also may have explained their responses. Despite the general agt'eement on the effect 

of knowledge in reducing fear, there was no significant positive correlation between 

k~,owledge scores and expressed concern {Spearman Rho= 0.137 p= 0.102, 

n=352). lnsteadf there was a significant positive correlation between experience 

(expressed as the numbar of crocodiles seen) and expressed concern (Spearman 

Rho=0.337, p=0.0001, n=347), indicating that knowledge per se dk not affect 

expressed concern, rather personal experience would be the key factor in expressed 

concern. This was congruent W!th the responses of a number of residents who 

disagreed who tne above statement; Aboriginal respondents (35.14%, •strongly 

disagree•), Daintree residents (23.33%, "strongly disagree•) and Weipa residents 

(25.64%, "moderately disagree•; 17.95% •strongly disagree"). It p~inted to the 

fact that those whv agreed with th& value of knowledge in decreasing fear lacked the 

personal experience those who disagreed had (see Sections 5.1 0 & 5.1 u ). 

Research elsewhere has shown that high knowledge of crocodilea was ac'COlllpanied by 

higher levei of anxiety among resident communities near crocodile habitats (Ross 

1989). In the present survey, knowledge from experience rather than just 

vicarious knowledge of crocodiles resulted in greater anxiety; this was particularly 

the case of Aboriginal respondents who consistently through the study expressed that 

anxiety. 

The role of personal experience: a summary 

There was a range of reactions to crocodile sightings, depending on the 

circumst~nces (in the wild or in captivity), and frequency of encounters (rarefy to 

very often). There were among all groups a proportion of respondents whose 

attitudes towards crocodiles were "not at all" influenced by crocodile encounters 
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(20°4 to 35%). Resi<Mnts though, were more affected {11moderately to a lot') 

compared to visitors c•not at all, a little•). Residents had seen less crocodiles than 

visitors but a greater proportion in the wild. •increase awareness and safety• was 

the dominant response to crocodite encounters for all gr~ except for Aborigines 

where •increased concern for crocodiles• was the dominant response. Personal 

experience accounts were mostly of encounters with crocodiles tn the wild. 

Experience in the wild generated a mix of emotional responses with fear in all cases 

and interest for the Oaintro~ visitors and residents, but not for the Weipa and 

Hopevale/ Napranum residents. Why should Daintree residents expressed more 

interest in crocodiles than Weipa residents or Aboriginal respondents? Residents 

had high knowledge scores, but a distinct response for expressed concern: it was 

s!gnificantly highf:r in Weipa and in Aboriginal communities reflecting a different 

use of wetlands, as well a distinct social environmentw economy and management 

presence. (see Chapter 6 for the study of empathy towards crocodiles). 

By contrast, experiences with animals in captivity did not generate strong fear 

responses but much greater interest with some degree of arousal. The va!ue of 

experience and emotional responses such as fear can be seen as an posotive 

mechanism for decision making under thr1 ,atening circumstances (Vining 198i; 

Ewert 1988). Anecdotal evidence from Aboriginal respondents suggested that fear 

should be seen positively because it maintained a level of alertness of the dangers of 

crocodiles and was the best way to avoid compiacent behaviour (Field notes 1990). 

Support for this positive evaluation of fear may be seen in Aboriginal responses oo 

how often they were afraid of crocodiles: 53.85% of •most times• to •all the time 11 

(Table 5.28), compared to 18.55 % of Weipa residents and 27.58% of Oaintree 

residents, despite the fact that the latter groups spend more tim~ in crocodile 

habitats (Soction 5.1 0). It would seem that personal experience was very important 

in generating fear (and respect) and the necessary alertness for appropriate 

behaviour. 

5.12 • Safety behaviour 

Respondents' personal control was investigated by asking how respondents felt about 

safeiy precautions and their value and what was their safety behaviour (avoidance, 

risk taking and safe behaviour) (Questions 23, 24, 29, 30, 31 & 32, see 

questionnaire Appendix 2). 
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5.12.1 • The value of aafety precautions 

Safety precautions were perceived as very import-1nt by all respondents (83.67%) 

and there waa no significant difference between community groups (p= 0.7911, n= 

349). Respondents were asked to give a description of the type of safety precautions 

they used. Responses were coded into 6 categories: •no precautions at au•, the use of 

"local knowledge• and information, •observation• (signs of crocodiles), •avoidance• 

(no swimming, stay away from water edge, no fish scraps, no pattern of activities, 

use daylight etc,), •aggressive methods• (use of weapons), •defensive methods" (go 

in groups, light a fire, take the dog, etc ... )(see code book, Appendix 2). 

By far the most common strategy was •avoidance11
, particularly with Weipa visitors 

and "observation• (Figure 5.10). •Aggressive methods• were used by Weipa 

residents and visitors, T 0wnsville residents and Aboriginal respondents. "Local 

knowtedge• was of important for residents but mostly for Aboriginal respondents 

which was congruent with their pattern of response for communication channels 

(see Chapter 4). •observation• strategies called for comment because they could 

only be useful if one knew what to look for. It was unlikely that visitors and 

T ownsville residents would, although they claimed to be observant, because of their 

low level of interaction and use of wetlands. lack of knowtedge and experience of 

crocodiles arad crocodile habitats (see Chapter 4 and Section 5.11). It was likely 

that their answers reflected more whatever information they gathered on safety 

behaviour rather than actual experience. In contrast, Aboriginal respondents gave a 

wealth of devices based on careful observation of the behaviour of crocodiles as well 

as defensive strategies, including the use of a watch person at all time while other 

members of a group engaged in activities (fishing or swimming for instance). 

However. a place had to be checked out thoroughly first for signs of crocodiles (Field 

notes 1990). Commonly cited observation strategies were the water temperature, 

the presence of barramundi, the study of the reedb and the presence of land slides 

(Field notes 1990). Anecdotal evidence also indicated that personal immunity was 

also secured through ritual identification of individuals going into crocodile 

habitats. For example, the use of a leaf from a certain tree impregnated with sweat 

was used to determine whether to cross a creek or not. if it sunk one would not 

(Ernie Hall, pers. comm., Napranum). 
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Figure 5.11 - Re,asons for taking risks iri, crocodile habitats: expressed as % of sample. 
(n:20/39, n=51/80, n::21/31, n=12/18, n=23/63, n=SS/125 respectively) 
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Figure 5.1 o • Safety preca1.1tions uHd in crocodile habUats, exp!'essed as % of sample 
(n:36/39, nz78/80, n:i:30/31, n:::17/18, n:59/63, n::88/125 respectively) 
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A number of devices were also known to Aboriginal respondents in case of an attack. 

For example, a twig from a milky pine was used in Hopevale to stick in the jaws of a 

crocodile, preventing it from closing them (Field notes 1990). Another common 

method recorded by early explorers (Huxley 1928) and still used today was the 

poking of the crocodile's eyes or swimming under it and pulling its hind legs apart 

(see Section 5.13.3). 

S.12.2 - Component• of safety behaviour 

The components of safety behaviour identified were avoidance, risk taking and 

f\lllowing safety precautions (Table 5.31) 

Behaviour 

Avoidance 
(Q24) 
Safe Behaviour 
(Q30) 
Risk taking 

31 

Come2nents of saf!!I behaviour 
Never Rarely Sometimes Most All tbe p values 

times time 
21 S~I! 7.77% 14.84% lfl 322£! 2S ji~ 0 .. 0040 

1.42% 0.71% 2.13% 2Bl2~ 61.382£! 0.0001 

j3 11!! ~1.!t 15.19% 3.18% 1.77% 0.0867 

Table 5.31 - Components of safety behaviour, txpressed as% of sample 
(p<0.005 indicaJes significant differences between community groups). 

N values 

283 

282 

283 

While most respondents said they followed safety precautions at all time, the 

pattern of avoidance and risk taking shed light on actually what people were more 

likely to do. While there was a negative correlation between the following of safety 

precautions and risk taking behaviour (Spearman Rho=-0.328, p=0.0001, n= 

279) and between avoidance behaviour and risk taking behaviour (Spearman Aho= 

0.229, p=0.0001, n=273), there was a weak positive correlation between 

Avoidance behaviour and the following of safety precautions (Spearman Rho= 

0.179, p=0.0035, n=271), indicating that the following of safety precautions was 

not necessarily associated with avoidance of areas where crocodiles had been seen. 

A number of respondents did not avoid places where crocodiles had been seen 

(21.55%). They may have been engaging in risk taking behaviour or they may havG 

been knowledgeable about what safety precautions to follow (see Figure 5.10). 

Avoiding known crocodiles places and following safety precautions in crocodile 

habitats were significantly different between community groups (p=0.004, n= 

283, P=0.0001, n=282 respectively). Risk taking was uncommon (43.11 °/o 

"never", 36.75% "rarely") and not significantly different between community 

groups (p=0.0867, n=283). 
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Expre••ed ••le behaviour 

The majority of respondents said they followed safety precautions •most times" 

(28.37%) to "all the time• (67 .38%) particularly Aboriginal respondents 

(88.57%, •an the time•} and Daintree visitors (92%, •an the time•) (Table 

5.32). 

Exl!essed safe behaviour 
Never Rarell Sometimes Most times All the time N values 

Hopevale/Napraoum 2.86Cli 0.00% 0.00% 8.57% U~llz 3S 
Weipa residents 1.32% 0.00% 1.32% 3212~ lisllt 76 
Weipa visitors 0.00% 0.00% 6.25% 18.7S'Jb 1~ 00'1, 16 
Daintree residents 0.00% 3.70% 3.70% 14.81 % 22.1111 27 
Daintree visitors 2.00% 0.00% 0.00% 6.00% 2a.1m1' so 
Townsville re~•deots 1.28% 1.28% 3.85% ~l1IS!: 39.74&1, 78 

Table 5.32 - Safe behaviour, expressed as% of sample, among community groups (pzO.O()(JJ, n::282). 

In contrast, a significant number of Townsville residents and Weipa residents only 

followed safety precautions "most times• (53.85%, 32.89% respectively). Those 

results may reflect the lack of knowledge (in the case of Townsville residents) and 

limited experience of crocodiles (in both cases) of those respondents, but also the 

likeliness of those respondents to take risks under certain circumstances. The 

importance of safety precautions for other respondents, particularly Aboriginal 

respondents was matched by the type and amount of precautions they actually took 

(Figure 5.11 ). 

Rl•k taking behaviour 

While risk taking was •never" (43.11%) or .. rarely" (36.75%) (Table 5.31), the 

circumstances in which it could occur were investigated because respondents may 

not have admitted to risk taking readily, but also because it was important to 

investigate the potential occurrence of risk taking activities. The range of reasons 

given by respondents included •carelessness", •emergency", "necessity" (part of 

work) "incidental to leisure activities" and for 1:thrill" (see code book, Appendix 

2). 

By far the dominant response was "incidental to leisure activities• except for 

Daintree residents (Figure 5.11), which indicated that recreation rather than work 

was mainly responsible for providing the circumstances of risk taking behaviour to 

the majority of respondents. In Weipa~ relevant activities were recreational fishing 

and/or hunting and camping, while in Daintree swimming, waterskiing~ horse 
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riding for example were more likely {Figures 5.4 & 5.5). Some residents in 

Daintree (most likely cattle graziers) and in Weipa (most likely fishermen) 

indicated risk taking as a •necessity• and incidental to their work (Field notes 

1990) (Figure 5.11 ). Aboriginal respondents indicated recreational activities as 

circumstances for risk taking. However, whether it was incidental to recreational 

or work activities was a matter of definition of what constituted work, subsistence 

and recreation in that cultural context (Section 5.10). Anecdotal evidr-nce suggested 

that Aborigines may have taken calculated risks based on their intimate know!adge of 

crocodile behaviour and their habitat (as other residents did for work purposes}, 

but also based on an unwarranted belief of personal immunity as mentioned 

previou~!,. 

Rl•k taking behaviour and gender, cro•• cultural differences 

Risk taking arose mostly from recreational activities except for a few residents in 

Weipa and Oaintree, where it was work related. It was found earlier that time spent 

in crocodiles habitats was significantly affected by gender and was culturally based 

since a significant gender difference was found only with non Aboriginal respondents 

(p=0.0031, n=304) (Table 5.33). Pattern of recreational activities showed that 

there was a difference in the importance of recreational fishing and/or hunting 

between non Aboriginal males and females (Figures 5.4 & 5.5). Risk taking 

behaviour responses followed the same pattern: there was a significant gender 

difference for non Aboriginal respondents (p=0.0021, n=248) not for Aboriginal 

respondents (p=0.4202, ~~~s} (Table 5.33). Non Aboriginal males were more 

likely to engage in risk takhg behaviour. 

A gender based pattern of risk taking associated with a gender based recreational use 

of the wetlands for non Aboriginal respondents (p::0.00219 n=248) may explain 

the likelihood of risk taking in Weipa (Table 5.31}. The male dominated community 

was very focussed on recreational hunting, fishing and camping (Figure 5.4). This 

was also the case for TownsvHle resident& and to a much lesser degree, for Weipa 

visitoro. Those respondents did not readily admit to risk taking, but by the same 

token did not follow safety precautions as often as other groups (Table 5.33). 
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Risk twn1 behaviour 
Cultural Gender Never Rarely Sometimes Most All the N values 

hact1round times times 
Aboriginal Female 6QQQ~ 20.00'li 20.00'li 0.00% 0.00% 15 

Male jl}QO~ 40.00% 10.00'li s.ao% S.00% 20 
Total, 48.57% 31.43% 14.29% 2.86% 2.36% 35 

Non Abori&inal Female ss 22i! 33.65% 8.65% 0.96% 0.96% 104 
Male 32 6j!i 40.28% 20.14% 4.86% 2.08% 144 
Totals 42.34',ti 37.50% 15.32% 3.23'l, 1.61% 248 

Table 5.33 - Risk laking behaviour and gD11Ur expressed as 'I, of sample - Cross cultural considerations 
{p:c0.4202, n=35 for Aboriginal roporuknts, p=0.0021. 

n=248 for non .Aboriginal respondents). 

It was found previot.isly that knowledge was similarity affected by gender as non 

Aboriginal males knew more about cracodiles than females (Chapter 4). The greater 

knowledge and int9rest in extractive outdoor recreational activities of male 

respondents may be related to an utilitarian view of nature and a symbolic meaning 

of nature (including crocodiles) as a challenge to •culture" (and masculinity). This 

symbolism can be seen in the ~ssentially masculine Australian identity shaped in the 

course of the settlement of the country. The importance of the frontier in this 

development and in today's attitudes to naturG in the region may explain gender 

based patterns (Ward 1978, Hodge & Mishra 1990; White 1981; Fitzgerald 

1986}. 

While it was possible to use frontier attitudes for the interpretation of a gender 

based pattern of recreational activities and risk taking in residsnt communities, an 

alternative explanation was needed for visitors to the region (Daintree visitors) 

where risk taking took place incidental to recreational activities similarly in both 

genders and likely a reflection of a •carefree" feeling commonly found in holiday 

makers (Figures 5.11 & 5.5). 

Avoidance behaviour 

The frequency of avoidance of crocodile places by respondents who had been tc• 

crocodile habitats was different among community groups (Table 5.34). Avoidance 

behaviour occurred "most times" (30.39%) particularly with Aboriginal 

respondents (34.29%), Weipa residents (44.87%) and Weipa visitors (31.25%) 

and "all the time" (25.44%) particularly with Daintree residents (41.38%) and 

Daintree visitors (30.61%) and was negatively correlated to risk taking behaviour 

(Spearman Rho=-0.229, p =0.0002). 
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Avoidance of 21aces where crocodiles have been seen 
Never Rarel.): Sometimes Most ti.mes All tbe time N values 

Hopevale/Napranum 22 IUi~ 11.43% 5.71% 3~ 221! 25.71% 35 
Weipa residents 11.54% 6.41% 21.79% ~~ 811: 15.38% 78 
Weipa viJit.ors 6.25'1- 12.50% Jl 2~!! ll 2~~ 18.75% 16 
Daintree r•sidents 22 ~!l_cfi 6.90% 13.79% 10.34% ~,.~~ 29 
Dai.ntree visitors 22.j~~ 4.08% 18.37% 24.49% 3g 61!! 4~ 
To\llD.sville residents l.UUJ. 9.2!% 6.58% 25.00% 27.63% 76 

Totals 2!,551? 7.77% 14.84% 30.39% 25.44% 283 

Tab)e 5.34 - i\vf.lidance behaviour exp~ssed a.t % of sample among community groups (p= O.<J04, n=283). 

A number of respondents •never" avoided those places (21.55%) and represented 

22.86% of Hope"'ale/Napranum residents, 27.59% of Daintree residents, 22.45% 

of Daintree visitors and Townsville residents (31.58%); Those respondents would 

include those exhibiting risk taking behaviour out of ignorance, and low experience 

of crocodiles and crocodiles habitats (Daintree Visitors and Townsville residents), 

and those taking calculated risk, but whose knowledge, experience of crocodile would 

be appropriate and whose primary activities were based on wetlands ( residents in 

Hopevale/Napranum and Daintree) (Chapter 4 & Section 5.11}. Work activities, 

rather than recreational activities were most likely to be associated with low 

avoidance behaviour (Figures 5.4, 5.5 &5.6) and necessity as a reason for risk 

taking (Figure 5.11 ). For instance, Oaintree residents involved in the Daintree 

river crocodile cruises would not avoid crocodile places as their job would depend on 

their ahility to locate crocodiles to show the visitors; graziers having to move cattle 

to high grounds during floods would not either (Field notes 1990). As very few 

Weipa residents spent time in wetlands as part of their work (fishermen 

primarily), there was a high level of avoidance behaviour (and low risk taking 

behaviour). 

The k:wer level of avoidance in Daintree (residents and visitors) and Townsville 

compared to Weipa (residents and visitors) was also a reflection of those 

respondents' risk pe~\:eption at those locations. Expressed concern was higher in 

Weipa than in Daintree and Townsville (Table 5.3). Townsvme residents overall 

had little interaction with crocodiles and wetlands (Figures 5.5 & 5.6), so that the 

low avoidance behaviour of certain respondents was quite surprising and perhaps 

more statement about restriction of recreational use. 

Avoidance behaviour with Aboriginal respondents may have been related to risk 

assessment as with other respondents, but to the fact that certain areas may have 

been avoided for cultural reasons. 
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The effect of crocodile •lgn• on ••f•ty behaviour 

Respondents were asked to evaluate crocodile signs' effectiveness in promoting safe 

behaviour (Question 50 see questionnaire Appendix 2). 

It was found that crocodile s;gns near rivers and swamps were a major source of 

information about crocodiles (see Chapter 4) and overall encouraged respondents to 

behave safely {53.78% •strongly agree•). However, there was significant 

differences between community groups (p=0.0001, n=344) (Table 5.35). 

Crocodile 1igns near rivers and swamps encourage respondents to bebaw aafel,,x 
Strongly Moderately Undecided Moderately Strongly N values 
diaae disasree agree agree 

Hopevale/ Napranum 2.7-% 5.41% 5.41% 27.03% $9 46'1 37 
Weipa residents 5.19% 15.58% 2.60% 56 44% 18.18'J> 77 
Weipa visitors 556.00% 0.00% 0.00% 66 61S 27. 78% 18 
Daintree residents 3.45% 6.90% 0.00% 17.24% 72.41'1; 29 
Daintree visitors 0.00% 1.61 % 0.00% 24.10% 74.19% 62 
Towosville residents 0.00% 2.48% 2.48% 31.40% 63 1641£ 121 

Totals: ______ .:;,2;..;;.0:;.3%,;,;__....;;S.;...8:;.;;.1~%--.:2;,:.;:.0;:.;3.:.;%:..,___,;3;.;6;.:.;.3;..;4;..;"'~-='3=78:::~:....-....;.34.:..4;.__ 

Table 5.35 • Crocodile signs and safety beha:viour among community xroups (p::0,0001, n= 344). 

While most respondents (53.78%}, including Daintree residents (72, 19%) 

visitors (74.19%) and Townsville residents (63.64%) •strongly agreed• with the 

value of signs in promoting safety behaviour, Weipa residents and visitors 

•moderately agreed• (58.44% and 66.67% respectively); this was consistent with 

their risk assessment: •people do not taking safety seriously and are ignorant about 

crocodiles• were major reasons for perceived increased risk (Table 5.16). 

Aboriginal respondents "moderately• (27 .03%) to •strongly agr~ed11 (59A6%). 

Anecdotal evidence suggested that the posit~on of signs may not a•ways be 

appropriate and may not take into account seasonal fluctuations of crocodile habitats 

(Field notes 1990). In fact, the position of those signs was primarily based on the 

amount of usage of a particular area (boat ramp, major river crossings near 1·oads 

and in that sense would be of no use to respondents using more remote locations as it 

was likely to be the case of Aboriginal respondents and Weipa residents. 
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Safety IHlhllvlour and expruced concern 

Moat respondents established no connection between safe behaviour and their 

expressed concern despite their acknowledgement of the importance of safety 

precautions (Spearman Rho=0.126, p=0.345 n=281). it was shown earlier that 

!'espondents identified crocodiles as an unpredictable hazard against which they felt 

they had littl'! or moderate oontrol depending their familiarity with crocodifes and 

crocodile habitats and their assessment of the risk (see Sections 5.8 & 5.9). 

However, factors other than individual safety behaviour, knowledge and experience 

may be at play in the expression of concern. Those may be termed in toto sociat 

factors. They include communication networks, and trust in institutions and expert 

judgoments (see chapter 4), media attention and the impact of fatal a~cidents, 

attribution of blame and perceived costs and benefits of conservation policies. 

5.13 • Salient events, media attention and expressed concern 

5.13.1 - Crocodile attacks and !evel of concern about safety 

Respondents were asked to evaluate their concern after an attack they could 

remember ano, ii possible, describe it (Questions 19 & 20, see quest10nnaire, 

Appendix 2). The overall response was "none" (40.7%) or •nttleu concern 

following a crocodile attack except for a number of Aboriginal respondents 

(46.88%, • a lor) and to some Daintree residents (20.'>0o/o. 11 a lot8). (Table 

5.36). 

Concern about safety after crocodile attacks 
Not at all A little Moderatelv A lot 

Hopevale/ Napranum 15.62% 12.50% 25.00% ~!i.H~ 
Weipa residents 38,12'1? 29.10% 22.22% 9.72% 
Weip2 visitors Sl 3~% 20.00% 26.67% 0.00% 
Daintree residents 36 67% 20.fl0% 23 33% 2QQ.Q~ 
Daintree visitors il..31!£ 28.95% 18.42% S.26% 
Townsville ~§1~M~ 20.41% 19.65% 16.84% 

Totals 40.JO'i 22.81% 19.65% 16.84% 

Table 5.36 - The effect of crocodile attacks on the level of concern aboUJ .,afety 
among community groups (p= 0.0007, n=285). 

N values 
32/39 
72/80 
15/18 
30/31 
38/63 

98 

2851356 

Absence of concern could be attributed to the fact that only a few respondents would 

have been closely associated with such an event to be affected to a significant degree, 
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to the rarity of tnose ev9nts and to the importance attached to them in the 

community. 

For instance, the know'-<.:~ of past ~•ictims (Table 5.10) did not affect visitors and 

TownsviHe residents' concern while there was a range of responses for residents; 

Weipa residents were •moderately• concerned (35.44%) and Daintree residents 

were either •not at au• concerned (33.33%) or •very• concerned (30%); 

Aboriginal respondents were •very• concerned (63.16%) (Table 5.37). 

Effect of the knowledge of put victims on concern 
Not at 811 A little Moderately Alot N Valltt:S 

Hopevale/ Napranum 18.42% 2.63% 15.79'1> ,63.,165, 38 
Weipa residents 22.78% 13.92% lS,44'! 27.85'1> 79 
Weipa visitors 3S 221l 11.76% 23.S3% 29.41'1, 17 
Dain.rec residents ll l3~ 23.30% 13.33% 30001; 30 
Daintree visitors j8 289i 22.41% 18.97% 10.34% 58 
Townsville residents 52 68% 9.82% 19.64% 17.86% 112 
Totals 31,.32% 13.47% 22.46% 2s 1s2o H4 

Table 5.37 - The Effect of the knowledge of past victims on the level of concern about ,tafety anwng 
community groups (p=O.(J()()J, n=.334 ). 

The knowledge of past victims followed a similar pattern of responses as the 

previous question and indicated that an personalised ana identifiable victim W83 an 

important aspect of public concern (Sandman 1987). The importance of the 

recollection of those specific events and their significance to the communities in 

which they took place may explain why Aboriginal communities were very 

concerned and why the knowledge of the victim was most important to them, while 

the responses of Weipa and Oaintree residents were variable. Both Weipa and 

Daintree communities have had the experience of dramatic and well publicised 

incidents (1975 and 1985 respectively, see Section 5.13.3). However, Weipa 

residents were moderately concerned, the result of the high population tumover and 

the fact that very few respondents among the present residents had any recollection 

of the 1975 attack on P. Reimers; they in fact remembered the attack on Beryl 

Wruck which did not take place in that community. Oaintree residents had a very 

good recollection of the attack on Beryl Wruck in 1985 (see Table 5.40). However, 

there was mixed responses as to what its effect was (Table 5.36 & 5.37}. Residents 

in Daintree may have been quite shaken by that event but may not have been 

prepared to accept it. 

This was quite in contrast with Aborigines' response of high level of concern as a 

result of past attacks. When one considered that these respondents cited events other 

respondents had mentioned, but also events that took place at least 40 years ago 
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(concerning Aboriginal victims), one is quite astonished at the fact that the 

2nfluence of past attacks on concern is still strong compared to other residents. 

Explanations for such finding may be found in the long term residence of Aborigines 

and their wariness ·and fear of crocodiles (Section 5.7) but also on how they 

perceived those events. As pointed before,. in Aboriginal culture, accidents are 

socially explained, they are not the n,sult of chance; as a r&fiUlt, tne social 

implications of a death by a crocodile may be far reaching for thcise communities, 

hence the high concern about those events even if they occurred in the distant past; 

for example, an incident which occur in the 1940s in Hopevale (Table 5.40) was 

still discussed between the relatives of the victim and other clans invo\ved {Field 

notes 1990). It is likely that attacks concerning Aboriginal and non Aboriginal 

victims would caned for a different response and that a double standard may have 

applied for different categories of victims: Aboriginal victims may well call for 

Aboriginal type of response while not for a unrelated non Aboriginal victim (Figure 

5.12). 

a was interesting to compare the Aboriginal response with Daintree residents' 

response to similar dramatic events. Most Aboriginal respondents were very 

concerned whi,e Daintree residents had mixed responses, some very affected, other 

not, and others in between. This may be interprated as a sign of a community 

confusion in the attribution of responsibility. Blaming the victim has been seen as 

reinforcing sociai internal control while shifting the blame outside (the crocodile 

or fate for instance) may be seen as reinforcing loyalty (Douglas 1986). While 

Aboriginal respor~dents did blame ths victim (a non Aboriginal victim), it was not to 

the same extent as Daintree residents (Figure 5.20). The retaliation against 

crocodiles in Oaintree following the attack on Beryl Wruck (1985) involved the 

indiscriminate killing of 25 animals {Field notes 1990). 'The impe';'t of such event 

was profound and polarized an already economically and socially divided community, 

whose responses through the survey came consistently as bimodal. It was of -:ourse 

the result of recent socia! changes, but perhaps that fatal incident act as a catalyst of 

deeper social phenomenon (Field notes 1990). 

In summary, salient events affected people only if resident at the time of an attack 

(since attacks were a rarn occurrence) and in relation to social mechanisms of 

attribution of blame (a function of cultural background) by the concerned 

community. 

 



5.13.2 - Media attention 

. 
The way in which crocodiles attacks have been reportec in the media was another 

component of public concern about risk and safety. Obviously, crocodile attacks do 

not occur often but they have dramatic outcomes and are the centre of intense social 

discourse particuiarly through the media. 

There has been only one fatal incident and two non fata: incidents reported in the 

media since 1989 in north-,m Australia and complacency may have set in. Somehow, 

the coverage of the last incidents has not attracted as much media as did the first 

incidentR in the mid 1980s (Beryl Wruck, Oaintree, 1985, Kate Mcquarie, Staaten 

river, 1986, Ginger Meadows, Prince regent river, 1987). The last two attacks 

(1989, 1990) concerned two Aborigines in the Northern Tef'ritory (Daly river) 

and ware not fatal due to their knowledge of appropriate coping strategy and luck of 

those individuals. The last non Aboriginal victim also never got the same amount of 

coverage (Telecom man in Groote Island, ~990). 

Reco/lectlon of attack• 

Respondents were asked to name an attack they could remember and give details 

about it in an open ended question (Questions 18 &19, see questionnaire Appendix 

2). Most respondents could remember an attack occurring in the last 5 years, few 

actually remembered one account in the last year except for Weipa residttnts 

(42.5%) and visitors (33.33%). Aboriginal respondents were vague about a date 

(Table 5.38). 

Recntlection of cr·ocodile attacks 
<i yr '"'-i=s-yrs >5 yrs Cannot Cannot 

recall recall when 
Hopevale/Napranum 7.69%-33.33% 28.21% 15.38% 15.38% 
Weipa residents 42.50% 37.50% 8.75% 6.25% 5.00% 
Weipa visitors 3~.33% 44.44% 0.00% 16.67% 5.56% 
Daintree residents 12.90% 77.42% 6.45% 3.23% 0.00% 
Daintree visitors 23.81% 26.98% 7.94% 39.69% l.S9% 
Townsville residents 21.60% 52.80% 4-.00% 20.80% o.~0% 
Totals 25.00% 52.80% 4.00% 18.54% 3.65% 

Table 5.38 ~ Recollec:ion of crocodile attacks, expressed cu % of .,;ample, 
among community groups. (p=O.UOOJ, n=356). 

Accuracy of recollect/on 

N values 

39 
80 
18 
31 
63 

125 
356 

How accurate the date of those recollections was showed that residents were quite 

accurate while visitors and Aboriginal respondents w,ere not (Table 5.39). 
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Obviously the relevance of the information to respondents was responsible for 

better racollection and accuracy. 1'he variation with Aboriginal respondents can be 

attributed to a different concept of time not inaccuracy per se. 

Hopevale/Napranum 
Weipa residents 
Weipa visitors 
Daintree residents 
Daintree visitors 
TownsviUe residents 
Tota!s 

Accuracy of date of reco!lection 
A~ ~urate No answer 

S3.33'1t 0.00., 16.67ff> 
68.S2ff> 9.26'l> 3.70% 
44.45ff> 0.00~ 9.09% 
79.31., 10.34% 0.00% 
20.45% 13.64'1> 6.82% 
S4.32'1> 6.17% 1.23% 
53.82~ 7 .63% 4.82% 

Don't know 
30.00% 
18.52% 
45.-45% 
10.34% 
59.09% 
38.27., 
33.73'1, 

30 
~4 
1! 
29 
44 
81 

249 

Table 5.39 - Accuracy of recollection, expressed as % of sample for different groups (ns0.0001, n:249) 

5.13.3 - Crocodile attacks accounts 

Respondents accounts of crocodile attacks were identified using documented attacks 

from a range of published sources (Hermes 1987; Edwards 1988; Webb & Manolis 

1989, Ross & Garnett 1989) regional newspapers (Townsvillfl Daily Bulletin, 

Cairns Post) and personal commun~ation from Jack Field (Queensland Department 

of Primary Industry, Cairns). Most attacks reported by respondents could not be 

~dentified as specific events (34.10%), pa.rticularly in the case of visitors {Weipa 

visitors, 50% of "unidentifiable reports•, Oaintree visitors, 59.46% of 

•unidentifiable reports•), and Townsville residents (46.8% of •unidentifiable 

reports •(Table 5.40). Residents were more precise in their descriptions. Daintree 

residents were very specific in their accounts (7.14% of unidentifiable reports), 

while Weipa residents a11d Hopevale and Napranum residents were much less so 

(38.57% and 22.58% of "unidentifiable reports" respectively). However, attacks 

best remembered were the attack on Beryl Wruck in 1985 in Daintree (30.02%) 

followed by the attack on Ginger Meadows in 1987 in Prince Regent River, WA 

(7.70%), on Kate McQuarie in 1986 in the Staaten river, Gulf of Carpenteria 

(6.79%), and the last one concerned a telecom employee in Grocte island, Cape York 

Peninsula in 1990 (5.72%) (see Table 5.40). It showed that memorable events 

were not necessarily the most recent ones, but the ones which attracted the most 

media attention, such as the fatal attack in Daintree in 1985. 

The first three were widely reported in the media, thA 1.ast one WAS very recent A 

brief review of the media coverage of those few well reported attacks showed how 

victims were well identified, their life described in detail and the horror of th.air 

fate presented with a profusion of graphic and verbal imagery which all emphasised 

the gruesomeness and bestiality of crocodiles. The carelessness of the victims was 
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also the subject of media attention but did not overrule the perceived unjust fate 

that stroke them. The last attack on the Telecom employee did not raise such passion 

except at a local level. One has to ask what were the features of those attacks that 

triggered an high emo!ional response in the public with such lasting effects. These 

had to be found in the culturally based perception of nature as a source of fear and 

fascination and in the vulnerabUity of victims which the media actually reflected 

and also suggested. Unfortunately it was beyond the scope of this project to provide a 

media analysis of such events although it would certainly provide useful insight on 

the cultural aspects of attitudes towards dangerous wiklife and nature generaHy. 

- Attacks Hopevale/ Weipa Weipa Daintree Daintree Townsville Totals 
Napranum residents visitors residents visitor~ residents 

(n=30) (n=70) (n::14) lns::28) (n=37) (n-94) (n=273) 
Daintree R .• QLD 32.26% 18.57% 7.14% 75.00% 21.62* 2S.53CJi> 30.02% 
{1985) .. , 
Staaten R .• QLD 2.85% 14.29% 10.71% 2.70% 9.S7% 6.79% 
(1986) 
Groote Isl.. QW 14.29% 7.14% 3.57% 5.57% 2.70% 1.10% 5.72% 
(19?0) 
Prince Regent R, WA 3.23% 10.00% 14.29% 3.57% 8.11% 6.38% 7.70% 
(1987) 
But Alligator R .• NT 2.86% 2.70% 1.10% 1.10% 
{1987) 
Daly R. NT (1989) 3.23% 5.71% 6.38% 2.53% 
K.akadu Nat Parle, NT 2.70% 1.10% 0.61% 
(1985) 
Hopevale. QLD 6.54% 1.10% 
(19307) 
Aurulrun. OLD (1952) 3.23% 0.40% 

• Bamat.~ OLD (19&6) 6.45% 1.07% 
Go~e. NT (1990) 1.43% 2.70% 0.70% 
Mission R, Weipa. 12.90% 2.86% 2.62% 
gw {t975l 
Unidentified renorts 22.5R% 38.57% 50.00% 7.i4% 59.46% 46.8% 30.10% 

Tabl~ 5.40 - Crocodile attack.I ~counts. /de,uif,cation •Jf lJ>ecijic incident.i. by respondents. 
Note: Identification wo.s done using a range of ciueJ' provukd by the 

respondents themselves. Results are expressed as % of sample. 

The attacks mentioned and their description varied between communities (Table 

5.40). It was interestmg to see that Aboriginal respondents nverall could remem~r 

a wider range of past attacks compared to non Aboriginal respondents and often 

events that took place a long time ago. This was a reflection of their long term 

residence (see demographic profile, Appendix 5). For instance, Napranum residents 

could remr;,nber the attack on P. Reimers (1975) while the Weipa residents did not. 

Hopevale residents also mentioned an attack that took place about 70 years ago 

(Pohlner 1986) and is still the object of heated debate .as to why it happened and 

how. It was interesting that they also were the group with th& highest recollection of 

the most recent attack in Groote Island (1990). As other respondents, their 

recollection of the Beryl Wruck attack (1985) was the highest which msy suggest 
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that their geographic and cultural isolation may not be as significant as usually 

assumed. 

The number of respondents accounts of the attack on Bery! Wruck (1985) was an 

indicatic,, of media attention but also a reflection of the fact that the survey was 

conducted in Queensland. Visitors rather than residents would mention attacks that 

occur elsewhere in northern Australia. The overwhelming mention of that attack 

with the Daintree residents (75%) was a testimony of its importance for that 

community. In may ways. as in Aboriginal communities, the event is still discussed 

and responsibUity still sought despite the retaliation on the crocodiles following the 

attack. 

The characteristics of the attacks mentioned above were described in terms of the 

victim characteristics (gender, cultural background), the circumstances in which 

they took place (in relation to the water), their outcome (fatal or survival), their 

location and date (see code book, Appendix 2). Seventeen attacks were documented. 

Most occurred during the summer months which may reflect the increased activity 

of crocodiles and unfortunately coincide with an increase in water based 

recreational activities (Pooley, Hines & Shield 1989). Seven of those occurred 

while the victim was swimming, 8 while the victim was at the water edge, on the 

beach, fishing or sleeping and two where the victim was canoeing. Eight of the 

victims were female and 9 were malesw 10 at',acks were on non Aborigines and 7 on 

Aborigines. The outcome was fatal in 11 crJSes and in 4 was not; of the survivors, 3 

were Aboriginal and 1 non Aboriginal. 

Those were then matched with respondents ' ciccounts. It provided an insight on 

which aspects of those attacks Wf.tre most remembered (Figure 5. 12). Attacks were 

described in terms of the victims themselves, the circumstances of attacks~ the 

outcome and the responsibmty behind those events. It was found that most 

respondents could rememoe,r attacks where the victim was a female (52.01 %) 

rather than a male (28.57''/c,) which reflected the fact that the most reported 

attacks were on females. Th~s was particularly the case in Townsville (61.7%) and 

for Daintree residP~,is (71.43%). Swimming was the most remembered 

circumstance of attack (52.01%) particularly in Daintree (89.29%). In contrast, 

being at the water edge was not so well remembered (21.61%) which was 

interesting as half of the attacks mentioned occurred while the victims were at the 

water edge. It would suggest that respondents were not necessarily aware of the 

risks of being close to the water so wetl as being in the water. A majority of 
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respondents could remember best attacks with a fatal outcome (56.41 %), mostly 

residents of Hopevale/Napranum (70%)t Daintree visitors (62.16%) and 

Townsvme residents (60.64%), while a aignificsnt proportion of Weipa visitors 

(71.43%), Weipa residents (40%) and Daintree residents (42.86%) did not give 

any answer for outcome. How the responsibility was perceived by respondents 

showed that the victim was usually blamed for the accident (78.75%). This was 

mostly the case of non Aboriginal respondents particularly in Daintree (85. 71 % 

for resident" and 86.49% for visitors) and in Townsville (85.11 %). Aboriginal 

respondents were not es strong about blaming the victim (63.33%) and a 

significant proportion did not give any answer to that question (26.67%). Vary few 

respondents answered they did not know (Figure 5.12). 

5.14 .. Summary and dlacuaalon 

The salience of crocodiles as a safety issue was primarily a function of location and 

cultural background. However, crocodiles (as other wildiife related threats) were 

not the major concern for most respondents respondents. The results showed that 

crocodiles were increasingly selected as an salient concern by both visitors and 

residents) following a geograph~ transect from Townsville to Weipa (Figure 5.2). 

it coincided with an increased awareness of their presence associated with an 

increase in crocodile population density (Q.NPWS 1988-9) and remoteness from 

the wider community. This was a clear indication of th& importance of location 

rather than resident status per se (temporary visitors were also concerned) in the 

selection of a particular risk for social attention and was congruent with the concept 

of vulnerability for a risk to be perceived at all (Hewitt 1983; Douglas 1986). 

There was a greater concern among Aboriginal compared to non Aboriginal residents 

in the vicinity of crocodile habitats which indicated that those responses may also 

have been culturally determined and reflecting distinct social organisations 

(Douglas 1986; Douglas & Wildavsky 1982). 

The distribution of expressed concern among community groups reflected the social 

and geographical relevance of public 3afety and was consistent with the increased 

salience of crocodiles as a threat. It was overall low for non Aboriginal re~nts 

except for residents of the remote community of Weipa and for Aboriginal 

respondents. Aboriginal respondents were very concerned about safety, significantly 

more than other residents near crocodile habitats; expressed concern increased 

following a northerly transect (Townsville to Weipa) irrespective of residence 

status (permanent or temporary); residents near crocodile habitats were more 
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concerned than Townsville residents. Expressed concern about safety did not only 

reflect the concern about personal safety (personal exposure to a particular 

hazard) but also the concern for public safety which involved social values and 

processes ( equity between social costs and social benefits fer instance). 

Background, education and gender affected the distribution of expressed concern. 

Rural residents. respondents with primary education and non Aboriginal males were 

most concerned about safety. Aboriginal and non Aboriginal residents alike were 

mostly of rural background and had the largest percentage of respondents with 

primary education (except for TownsviHe residents). Visitors, in contrast, were 

mostly of urban background, part an economically privUeged social fragment and 

only temporarily confronted with the presance of crocodiles at their holiday 

destination. Demographic categories of expressed concern about safety may in fact 

only have described the pattern of awareness of crocodile as a threat as as function 

of location, residence and cultural background rather than demographic 

characteristics per se. Alternat•ve explanations of risk perception as presented in 

risk studies emphasise social influences on individual responses to risk and nature 

( see Figure 1.4 Chapter 1). The Grid and Group model, based on two orthogonal 

social axis, one of social constraints {Grid index) and one of group membership 

{Group index), defined 4 quadrants representing 4 types of social organisations and 

related cosmologies from wh;ch one could prooict attitudes towards nature and rlsk. 

This model actually was in agreement with studies on the determinants of 

environmental concern (awareness) where a distinction was made between 

environmental concern per se and activism as a function of socialisation processes 

(Mohai 1985). This approach may in fact be more rBlevant to cross cultural studies 

where social expectations and socialisation processes affect environmental concern 

quite significantly (Taylor 1989; Dwyer & Hutchison 1990; Kelt,ert & Berry 

1987). In the presen, study, it was posaible to identify certain groups with those 

ideal categories (Home keepers as •atomised individualsoi, Aboriginal respondents as 

•hierarchic individualsp, farmers, fisherman 3nd to some extent tourist opera~ors 

as •network individuals.•); however, the va,ue of the model was hinderad by a 

number of local factors which limited its use in interpreting the results. Residence 

near· crocodile habitat affected expressed concern significantly; tuttficially grouped 

individuals in a remote location also expressed high concern about safety (Comalco 

employees in Weipa), artificially displaced mdividuait v,are unconcerned 

(visitors), and a culture•ty based gender pattern was also present. 
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It was difficult to established a hierarchy of contributing factors to expressed 

concElrn about safety. Correlations were significant but not very strong although 

individual dependents variables (perceived exposure, perceived familiarity, 

knowledge. perceived hazard, experience) were in moat cases significantly different 

between community groups. The reading of the contribution of different fKtors to 

expressed concern was therefore based on both the findings of the analysis, the 

qualitative analysis of open ended questions describing those factors and the 

ethnographic material gathered prior and during !~9ld work (Chapter 2). 

By far the most significant factor was the perceived exposure of respondents which 

reflected their level of interaction with crococUles and crocodile habitats, 

determined the impact of their personal experience on knowledge (expressed 

familiarity), risk assessment, and affected their safety behaviour. Respondents 

with low interaction were not concerned. 

Respondents• perceived exposure to crocodile as a hazard was overall low, except for 

small number of Aboriginal respondents and Daintree residents whose perceived 

exposure was high and a few Weipa residents who thought it was moderate. Among 

those respondents, the frequency of and time spent in wetlands was quite high 

compared to others residents. This supported the initial stat-.,ment of the remoteness 

of wildlife related thrsats such as crocodiles from most respondents' everyday life 

and the vicarious and essentially social nature of their concern. This was well 

illustrated in the knowledge of crocodiles respondents had, ~s mostly based on 

vicarious sourctts rather than personal experience (see Chapter 4). Wetlands were 

mostly used for recreational purposes (primarily recreational fishing and /or 

hunting), essentially a male dominated activity with non Aboriginal respondents, 

except for Daintree residents and a few Weipa residents whose work activities took 

them regularly into wetlands (tourism, farming and commercial fishing) and 

Hopevale/ Napranurn respondents partly for subsister.ce and partly for cultural 

reasons. 

Some level of personal experiencie of crocodiles was found among most respondents, 

particularly amon\~ residents near crocodile habitats for whom it was an important 

source of informatioP and component of their attitudes towards crocodiles. Personal 

experience accounts ware primarily of encounters with crocoditeis in the wild even 

though most respondents had rarely had such encounte:rs. Those were predominantly 

accompanied by fear unlike those with captive animals where interest/fascination 

:n the animal dominated. Perhaps watching the animed behaviour from a secure and 
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controlled viewpoint, prevented the development of a healthy fear and left a feeling 

of excitement. There was, as a result, some danger of misreading the animal 

behaviour in captive situations and this n,ay have contributed to the existing myths 

about crocodiles particularly with regards to their hunting and feeding behaviour as 

it was expressed in the knowledge of crocodiles (see Chapter 4). The impact of 

personal experience depended on the circumstances of those encounters : experience 

in the wild had a greater impact on feelings towards crocodiles and usually resulted 

in greater awareness of crocodiles and safety, while experiance with captive 

animals did not affect respondents so much. Experience in the wild only was found 

among residents near crocodile habitats, patticularty Aboriginal respondents and to 

a much lesser degree Daintree residents and Weipa residents. The greatest 

proportion of experience with captive animals was found among visitors and 

Townsville residents. The predominance of experience in the wild was associated 

with high expressed concern, as with Aboriginal respondents, and the predominance 

of experience in controlled situations was associated with low expressed concern, as 

in Townsville residents. There was a range of level of expressed concern about 

safety between these two poles depending on locatkm and social factors. Although 

most residents in Daintree and Weipa gave accounts of personal accounts in the ~Id. 

expressed concern was much higher in Weipa than in Daintree and reflected both 

different level of perceived exposure but also different social circumstances 

(remoteness of Weipa). Similarly. experience with captive animals was associated 

with low expressed concern among Weipa visitors but high expressed concern with 

Daintree visitors and reflecting different level of interest and exposure to 

information on crocodiles and safety. There was no significant correlation between 

knowledge and expressed concern. Emotions generally seem to play a significant part 

in decision making in unexpected situations and to produce lasting changes (Oatley 

1989; Ewert 1988). The application of this concept may be of importance for risk 

education. Increased emotional level in individuals may create a state of attention 

and receptivity necessary to process new information efficiently (for a discussion 

of the concept of mindfulness and environmental education see Pearce & Moscardo 

1988). 

Crocodiles were perceived as a major hazard by most respondents particularly by 

those by those near crocodile habitats and by Aboriginal respondents and their 

potential danger was the second most important factor affecting expressed concern. 

Fatal outcome, followed by unpredictability of attacks and helplessness were major 

factors affecting the concern about crocodile attacks. Unpredictability of attacks was 

significantly higher with Aboriginal respondents and Daintree visitors for quite 
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opposite reasons, in the firat instance because of knowledge and experience, and in 

the second instance because of ignorance and little experience combined with high 

exposure to information on crocodites and safety. 

Respon<k,nts' risk assessment was full of inconsistencies and strongly affected by 

cultural differences and resic4ence near crocodile habitats. The majority of 

respondents could not provide an answer on the frequency of attacks (residents gave 

more 8'-~urate estimates than visitors). The study however did no~ discriminated 

betwtlen fatal and non fatal attacks which may have been a source of conffJSion. 

The inconsistencies in the respondents' assessment of the riak was in part the result 

of lack of supporting information but also a reflection of the lay person°s difficulty 

with probabilistic thinking. There is a tendency to confuse the severity of the harm 

with the probability of occurrence of the harmful event which result in the 

overestimation of the risk, particularly at times when harmful events are the 

subject of high media attention (Sandman 1987; Brown 1989). 

The perc&ived change in risk (probability of attacks) in the last 5 years was mostly 

perceived as an increase by most responckmts and reflected residence near crocodHe 

habitats, perceived exposure and cultural differences. Townsville and Weipa 

residents did perceived a moderate change: visitors were unsure; Aboriginal 

respondents and some of the Daintree residents saw no or little change. Reasons for 

change were attributed to an increase in crocodile populations, strongly expressed 

by residents in the vicinity of crocodiles habitats even though most did not know or 

could not give an reasonable estimate of crocodile population size (except in Weipa), 

rather than a change in the behaviour of crocodiles or lack of removal of crocodiles 

by trapping (exc&pt in Weipa and Hopevale/Napranum). The increase in human 

populations near crocodile habitats particularly in the Daintree region and Weipa, 

the overall complacency and agnorance of crocodiles ( except for Aboriginal 

respondents) and increased media attention were also mentioned. 

Most respondents recognised that human demography and human behaviour 

(complacency, ignorance of crocodiles, particularly of their potential hazard, and 

media attention) were more to blame in the increase of risk than crocodile 

population size and behaviour per se. This again reinforced the social nature of the 

concern about safety as being more a peopte•s problem than a crocodile problem. 

However, crocodiles were often made responsible after a crocodile attack (see 

Dain tree attack for examp!e). Anecdotal evidence suggested that complacent 
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behavioor and ignor1.. lCe were usually attributed to others (Field notes 1990) and 

individual respondents may have felt some degree of personal immunity ("I do the 

right thing myselr). This general trend ,hollgh was not expressed with Aboriginal 

reapondenta where neither complacency nor ignorance were seen as having an effect 

on a change in risk if there was such a change, and the potential hazard of crocodiles 

was fully acknowledged at aH time. 

The uncertainty about risk assessment was compounded by the level of availability 

and quality of information on crocodiles. For instance, no comprehensive risk 

assessment was available at the time of the survey. Respondents therefore had to 

rely on a variety of informQtion channels of variable quality. i.e. local knowledge 

with the expected degree of inaccuracy and the media mostly. The uncertainty about 

risk information combined with residence near crocodiles habitats and perceived 

exposure rnay produce an undesirable and volatile situation which could easily tum 

into a crisis in the case of fatal accidents. The importance in on going :'iok 

communication between risk bearers and risk managers and public consultation 

have been advocated in many situations involving technological risks resulting in a 

decrease in public concern (Covello, Mccallum & Pavlova 1987; Goodland 1992). 

In the case of personal risks such as dangervus wildlife, increased personal control 

may be seen as the power to influence management decisions but also as individual 

safety behaviour. In th9 case of crococmqs, the most commonly used strategy was the 

avoidance of perceived risky situation and the use of careful observation. However, 

safety IM,haviour as presented by the respondents was misleading; a few respondents 

actually listed strategies that they could not have been using because of their limited 

experience of crocodiles and crocodile habitats (visitors, Weipa and Townsville 

r9sidents); at the same time, very few respondents actually admitted to risk taking 

behaviour despite mo&t respondents giving a description of circumstances in which 

they would take risks, whether a calculated risk or out of ignorance or incidental to 

work or even recreational activities in wetlands. Although no significant 

relationship between safety behaviour and e~pressed concern was statistically 

established, it was fair to say that the amount of individual control respondents may 

have had, had an impact on their expressed concern in that showing the effect of 

familiarity And experience (Douglas 1936; Sandman 1987). The study showed that 

respondents with experience of crocodiles actually did not feet any less concerned on 

the contrary and this had to do with the fact that the more one knows about a risk the 

more anxiety one may feel (Ross 1989). The knowledge of dangerous circumstances 
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symbojised. The rather strong &ocial control imposed on residents by the mining 

company within the boundarias of town may in fact have eteat&d a situation by which 

unacceptable socia, !:lflhaviour would take pl~ce (IUtside the physical and social 

boundaries <.'f the community. The dichotom~· between inside/outside, social/asocial 

w,ss reflected in the very layout oJ the town, community strut:ture and social rules. 

The 11wharr community situ•ted on t"le fringe of the township looked outwards to the 

river system (outside) and embodies asocial individualistic behaviour; the locai pub 

th.re was considetad a place of disorderly behaviour and 't'!itnessed the murder of 

German Jack, a locally famous crocodile shooter only weeks prior to the survey 

(Field notes 1990). A large number of crocodile stories, and their local heroes, 

emerged from that social group and infiltrated the rest of tha community through 

word of mouth; rumour is after all an important channel ~f communicatk>n in 

isolated communities (Tumer & Paz 1980). Rumour though is not an acc!oirate 

source of information because it is by essence second hand, but it is powerful as it is 

an in lieu of adequate information in that contributing greatly to expresseu concern 

(Douglas 1986). Considering the overe.ii low exposure of many of \hose residents to 

crococmas and the stattld channels oi communication in that community, I would 

suggest that that rumour had nn important part to play in the resicbntsr expressed 

concern elong with the fact that the Weipa/ Port Musgrave, north of the township is 

an area of high crocodile population density which made that community quite 

vulnerable to undesirat:·ie encounters. Recreational hunting and fishing of the 

reaidents may havis oeen intsrpreted as both recreation but also a social statement, 

and as an acknowledgment of the powerful image of the frontier, an e.sential 

cultural m'-lterial lor the social construction of the Australian identity (Ward 

1978; White 1980; Hodge & Mishra 1990). 

The impact of media could not be statistically correlated to exp,·essed concern. 

However, the pattern of use of communication channels pro.idecJ an indication of 

their role (see Chapter 4). The importance of media attention in focusing the public 

on particular issues and shaping public opinion should not be overlooked. !n the case 

of crocodiles. tha media were four.d a major a source of information on risk 

(crocodile attacks), no ml.tter how iittle trust r!le;pondent.s attributed to them; news 

in this study had little credibility while natural history boo~ts and Televi&ion 

documentariett were highly regarded. How justified that evaluation was needed some 

comments. While it was easy to say that the media were by essence after a scoop and 

S'lnsationalism (reflecting opin-ons rather than facts), the same could not be said of 

documentaries {See Chapter 4). The amount of media attention crocodiles were able 

to generate was demonstrated to the &\Jthor during the course of this study. Following 
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a press release issued by James Cook University. the news of the project spread f•t 

and were followed by two d&y~ of harassnient from nationwide media representabvea 

(print media and radio stations). It was interesting to note that rr.ost journalists, 

when aaked why th~y thought crocodiles were newsworthy, indicated exotiam, the 

danger and fascination as good elemftnts for a scoop (Field notes 1990). It was more 

difficult to analyse the way in which animal life is presented in natural history 

documentaries. This would constitute a whole new approach in the study of attitudes 

towards nature and may used deconstruction theory used in literary criticism to 

unravel the process by which animals and nature are socially constructed. A number 

of studi~s have looked ai the use of animals in advertising (Shapard 1978) and in 

children's literature (Sokolow in Kellert 1983) and at animal symbolism in fne 

context of multicultural Australia (Croft 1991). 

In this study, media attention was investigated through the analysis of respondents' 

accounts of crocodile attacks, an indirect measure of the degree of social attention 

crocodiles attracted. Although there was inherent problems with information 

retention, it was interesting to see that some crocodile attacks were more vividly 

imprinted into respondents· memory. Why this selection was the interesting point~ 

It was of course the result of the proximity of respondents to a particular event 

(both in time and space) but also an inherent part of the way in which those events 

were recorded and presanted to the public. The most cited crocodile attack was that 

on Beryi Wruck which took place in Daintree in December 1985. It had in common 

with other •tamous• attacks a set of circumstances which made the victim even more 

vulnerable to the predatory assault, in this case, she was a woman, it happened on a 

Christmas night. The innocence of the victim was the necessary condition of the evil 

intention of the aggressor. However, the doubt was casted on this victim/aggressor 

relationship by the fact that the victim was intoxicated at the tima, whicli provided a 

superimposed message of individual responsibility as well as of an unjust fate. 

Crocodile attacks are by far the most reported news on crocodiles. 'They focus public 

attention on the unacceptability of their presence rather than on issue of public 

safety. Safety do not make the news. The emotional response to crocodile attacks ;,s 

intense and irrational judgments about the risk are made. Media attentk>n epitomize 

the underlying social conflict regarding the status of their habitat in the region and 

the legitimacy of management regime and institutional context. Crocodiles become a 

symbol of the local environmental politics (Tighe 1988),. High public concern 

reflect social inadequacies and failure of current mana?ement procedures. 
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Responsibility 9nd blame, in the absence of adequate channels. f~U on the crocodiles 

themselves as it occur following the attack in Dain tree in 1985. 

This interpretation was based on cultural assumptions about death from natural 

causes as accidental, not a predictable event as it would be if the victim., the 

reporter and the society were Aboriginal. While it may be accepted that the blame 

rest on the victim •s irresponsible behaviour or fate rather than on institutional 

failure (O'Riordan 1976), from an Aboriginal perspective, the importance of 

establishing causality would be crucial in restoring social harmony. 

Most respondents were prompt to identify the victim of at~ attack u the one to 

b!ame, in that reflecting the fact that personal risks (and safety) were not calling 

for social but individual responsibility or fate. There is today however a shift in 

attitudes towards social responsibnity, traditionally seen as boing found on,y in 

subsistence societies, in the way centralized institutions art: increasingly he!d 

responsible for individual predicaments (Douglas & Wildavsky 1982). While social 

responses are now common in disasters and technological risks, it is not so for 

small scale perSC'nal risks such as wildlife related hazards. However, the issue of 

pub he safety is an integral part of crocodile management and as such the 

consequences of management decisions should imply some level of social liability. As 

respondents said, though. they still regard individuals as responsible for putting 

themselves in an exposed situation, at the same time they expressoo the need for 

risk management in areas such as Weipa. In the present circumstances, the locus of 

control in crocodile management do not rest just with individuals' risk management 

but with agencies with international federal and state mandates. Management 

agencies have a social obligation to risk communication and prevention. 

To conclude, although crocodiles were not perceived as a major threat to most 

respondents' everyday life, public safety was an important social issue particularly 

for residents near crocodile habitats. Attitudes to threat and safety mechanism were 

strongly affected by both situational and so,.:ic-cultura! factors. In the next Chapter, 

those factors are investigated in relation to wildlife values and include a discussion 

of crocodile symb,Jlism. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE CUL TUAAL ASPECTS 

OF AfTITUDIS TOWARDS CROCOOILES 

In the previous chapter, the review of crocodiles as hazard showed that risk 

perception was aff<Geted by the cultural and aocial backgrounds of respondents. The 

values attributed to crocodiles and how they were axpresaed ere presented in thm 
chapter. it is placed in the context of the cultural themes from which attitudes 

towards nature and wildlife are derived. Anima, preferences, empathy towards 

crocodiles, ecological, recreational and exploitative values as well as the symbolism 

associated with the fascination and fear of crocodiles are investigated. 

6 .1- Anl mal preference• 

Respondents were asked to rank their interest in a number of animal species, genus 

or order (Question 51 qu9stionnaire, Appendix 2). These included domesticated 

species, invertebrate species (marine and terrestrial), fish, reptiles, and 

amphibians. 

The animals which were of greatest interest to respondents (ranked as ~ 1st") were 

the barramundi (14.89%}, reflecting both its commercial and recr'iational value 

in the region, the dog (16.85%) and the horse (12.36%), the only two 

domesticated species of the question, eagles (11.52%), corals (10.11%) and 

finally crocodiles (9.55%). All these animols could be seen as recreational assets of 

the region. The most favoured species ("1st rank 11
) were either domesticated 

mammals (it would have been useful to discriminate between domestic and wild 

mammals) or useful or attractive wildlife species (barramundi, eagles, corals). 

Animals least favoured (•&th to 12th rank") were snakes (45.22%), native frogs 

(44.94%), butterflies (37 .36%) and crocodiles (36.24%). Those species where 

either dangerous to humans or phylogenicalty dist3nt (see Figure 6.1 and Table 

6.1). 
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Animals preferences 
1st rank 2nd to Stb rank 6th to 12th rank 

Native frogs 5.34% 16.84% :HH'i 
Barramundi 14125 32.02% 29.49'1, 
Corals to 1 J'I? 32.87% 33.15% 
Horses 12 36'1 :H.46% 31.18'% 
Snat~~ 5.9% 25.84% 4S 2212 
Insects 2.54% 15.17'1> 519i% 
Koalas 8.71% 38.76% 25.84% 
Sulphur crested Cockatoo 7.58% 38.76% 2S.S6'l, 
Butterflies 3.93% 27.81% ll..ll'i 
Eagles 1l.S2% 37.08% 27.53% 

Crocodiles ~ 3S 115 36 245 
Dop 16 85% 35.11% 24.72'11 

Table 6.1 -Animal preferences among all respondents c.xpressed as CM 'I, of stllfiPU (11= 356). 

Animal preferences among Aborigines differad significantly in their overall 

response rate, their ranking of crocodiles, eagles. koalas, horses (Figure 6.2). It 

was interesting to note that the koala was not seen as appealing to th0$e respondents 

and the reason given was that they did not occur in the area (Field notes 1990); The 

least mentioned animals were native frogs and insects. The high ranking of the 

Sulphur crested Cockatoo was related to the fact that it was an important totem in 

Hopevale (Field notes 1990). It is likely that the crocodile and the eagle were also 

highly ranked for similar reasons • although only indirect evidence was given to the 

author (crocodiles totems are very common in Cape York Peninsula). Given the 

important role of Aborigines in the pastoral development of North Queensland, it 

was not surprising to see the horse ranked high among those respondents. 

Both Aborigine, and non Aboriginal classifications showed the importance of 

familiarity. utility and symbolism as criteria for classification. Studies have shown 

that the perception of animals was dependent on size, intelligence. aesthetics, 

dangerousness, damage to property, phylogenic relatedness, domesticity, social 

structure, texture, cultural and historical relationships. Kellert (1985b) found 

that the most disliked animals were invertebrates (mostly stinging insects) and 

unattractiva animals (amphibians, reptiles and fish) and the most liksd animais 

were domesticated mammaJs (dog and horse). Paterson (1990) found that the dog, 

the horse, the cat and the dolphin were most popular with children while the rat, 

the crocodile, the wolf and stinging inflects were the least popular. In the present 

study similar trends were found. However, a native fish speciaa, the barramundi 

was ranked high along with the dog and the horse because of its regional commercial, 

subsistence and recreational values. 
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6.2• Crocodlles •• species of lntereat 

The more specific interest in crocodiles (•1st rank•) was found to be affected by 

location and cultural factors. Residents near crocodile habitats showed the highest 

percentage of interest in crocodiles (•1st rank•). representing 20.51% of 

Aboriginal respondents. 17 .5% of Weipa tesidents and 16.31 % of Oaintree 

residents in that mirroring the selection of crocodiles as a threat ( see Figure 5 .3). 

These results indicated that the physical presence of crocodiles stimulated both 

concern and interest (Figure 6.3). However it should be noted that many Aboriginal 

respondents did not rank crocodiles at all (41.03%) compared to other respondents. 

The purpose of the question (interest in animals) and the method (ranking) may not 

have been relevant for Aboriginal respondents, as often their interest was either 

influenced by special associations (for example the Sulphur crested Cockatoo totem 

in Hopevale) with certain species in the list (Field notes 1990). Visitors did not see 

crocodiles as a aniti1al of particular interest and generally ranked them •2th to 5th" 

in Daintree (49.21%) and Weipa (44.44%). Townsville residents were even less 

interested and crocodiles were ranked •sth to 12th• by 73.6% of those respondents 

(Table 6.2). 

Hopevale/ Napranum 
(n=39) 
Weipa residents (o=80) 
Wei~ visitors (n=18) 
Daintree residents 
(n= 31) 
Daintree visitors (n::63) 
Townsville (n=l25) 

Interest in crocodiles 
1st rank 2nd to 5th rank 

17.5% 48175% 
0% 44.44% 

16.13% il,39% 

7.94% 49.21'& 
1.6% 19.20% 

6th to 12th rank 
17.95% 

21.25% 
44.44% 
6.45% 

4.76% 

~ 

Table 6.2 • Tile interest in crocodiles among community groups (n=356). 

6.3- The empathy towards crocodiles 

The typotogy of attitudes towards animals developed by Kellert (see Tab,e 1.1) was 

adapted for the study of attitudes towards crocodiles. Relevant attitudes were 

naturalistic {interest in wildlife and the outdoor) ecologistic (interest in the 

ecosystem interactions between spec~es and habitats), moralistic (concern with the 

right and wrong treatment of animals), utilitarian (concern for the practical value 

of species and their habitats), dominionistic (satisfaction from the mastery of 

animals), negativistic (fear of 1inimals) and symboiic (as expressed in the fear and 

the fascination for crocodiles). The utilitarian (farming value), the ecologistic 

(ecological value) and the naturalistic (recreational value) values were 
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investigated in more detail because of their relevance to the ma~iagement of 

crocodiles in the region. 

Crocodile's right of 
existence in their 
habitat (Q60) 

Public education to 
respect crocodiles and 
to behave safely 
(Q61) 

Crocodiles provide a 
unique experience of 
nature (Q 62) 

It is cruel to keep 
crocodiles in captivity 
(Q64) 

No excitement and 
adventure without 
crocodiles (Q63) 

Crocodiles are a 
nuisance in the tropics 
(065) 

Lower 
empath)' 
Strongly 
disagree 

2.6% 

3.3% 

16.6% 

Empatl'1y towards crocodiles 

Moderately 
disagree 
1.72% 

0.3% 

4.2% 

24.3% 

Undecided Moderately 
agree 

0.6% 25.3,., 

12. 7'1, 

3.3% 34.2% 

10.9% 26.9% 

Strongiy p• valut! 

0.29 

N 
value 
348 

~ ~ 330 

21.3% ~ 338 

Strongly Moderately Undecided Moderately Strongly 
agree agree disagree disagree 
11.~ !5.2 47.8 19.9% ~ 0.08 335 

16.6% 10.9% 21.3% ~ 338 

Table 6.3- Spectrum of anitudes towards crocodiles for all respondent.f, following KeUert's classijica:ion of 
animal values, ethicaVecological, naturalistic, dominionistic> utilitarian. 
(*p<0.05 indicates significanl differences between communiry groups). 

There was no significant difference between groups regarding crocodiles' right to 

existence in their environment, the need to educate people to behave safely, and the 

value of crocodiles as symbol of adventure (Questions 60, 61 & 63, see 

questionnaire Appendix 2). Most respondents •strongly agreed" (69.8%) that 

crocodiles should have the right to exist in their environment (p=0.29, n:=348) 

and that people should be educated to respect crocodiles and follow safety precautions 

at all time (85.6%) (1'>=0.06, n=347), in that reflecting ethical and ecological 

considerations and acknowledging the relevance of appropriate behaviour in 

crocodile habitats. A majority of respondents also •strongly disagreG<t• to the tact 

that there was no adventure and excitement in the tropics without crocodiles (57%) 

(p=0.08, n::335). The low occurrence in the study of the dominionistic attitude, 

usually found in sport hunters (Table 6.3), was in contrast with the American 

situation where sport hunting and fishing are very important and well organised 

a~tivities (Kellert 1978,1983; Starnes 1980; Heberlein 1987; Valentine 1984). 
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There was however, significant differences between community groups regarded 

crocodiles as a unique experience of nature (question 62, p::0.006, n~330), the 

cruelty of keeping wild crocodiles in captivity (question 64, p=0.0001, n=338) 

and crocodiles as a nu:uance (question 65, p~o.0001, n:338). 

6.3.1 - Morall•tlc attitude 

There was no obvious pattern for this question. However, the significance of the 

Chi-square test was primarily due to the strong disagreement by a number of 

Aboriginal respondents (31.58%, "strongly disagree•) arad to a lesser extent by 

Weipa residents (38.46%, •moderately•; 19.34%, •strongly disagree•). A few 

respondent were •undecided• particularly Townsville residents (18.42%) and 

Damtree visitors (15%) although the former group would give a balance response 

of agreement (41.23%) and disagreement (40.35%} while the latter group would 

rather disagree (60.67%). Weipa visitors would also disagree (55.55%) (Table 

6.4). 

It is cruel to keep wild crocodiles in captivity 
strongly Moderately Undec.ided Moderately Strongly N values 
di:;agru disagree agree agree 

Hopcvale/ 31 SB!! 10.53% 2.63% 28.95% 26.32% 38 
Napranum 
Weipa lS.34% 38 46% 2.56% 19.23% 20.51% 78 
residents 
Weipa visitors 16.67% 22.22% J.56% 3l.3ll! 22.22% 18 
Daintree 16.67% 23.33% 10% 23.3~% 2tL~ 30 
residerits 
Daintree 5% 13.33% ~ 30% l6,!i2~ 60 
visitors 
Townsville 15.79% 25.44% 18.42% 29.82% 10.53% 114 
residents 
Totals 16.57% 24.26% 10.95% 26.92% 21.3% 338 

Table 6.4 - Moralistic attitude among community groups (p=O.OOOi, n= .US). 

Those respondents (Aboriginal respondents, Weipa residents and a few of Daintree 

and T ownsville residents) who did not see captivity as cruel towards crocodiles may 

in fact have expressed an interest in a crocodile farming and a utmtarian view of 

animals (as shown in the distribution of farming value of crocodiles among those 

groups, section 6.5 this chapter). The notion of cruelty implied that animals were 

perceived as sentient beings. Animals ranking tow in animal preferences often 

because of their distan~ phylogenetic relationship to humans may not be seen as 

sentient. Crocodiles because of their danger may not have attracted much humane 

feelings (see Chapter 1). Some Aboriginal respondents saw captivity as undesirable 

and perhaps unlawful given their attribution of moral status to animals and their 
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place in Aboriginal worldview, others may have seen captivity in relation to 

farming and income generation, as an extension of the pre contact use of crocodiles 

as a source of human subsistence (Field notes 1990). A number of those 

respondents mentioned the existing crocodile farm (Edward River Crocodile Farm 

Pty Ltd) at Por:npuraw (Edward River, Cape York Peninsula), The treatment of 

wild animals by Aborigines in many ways do not differ to that of domesticated 

animals raised by farmers for human consumption (Morton 1991). 

6.3.2 - Utilitarian attitude 

M\lst respondents would •moderatety• {29.79%) to •strongly• (33.33%) disagree 

with the statement that crocodiles ar~ a nuisance in the tropics (Table 6.5). 

Crocodiles are a nuisance in 1M 1ropics 
Strongly Moderately Undecided Moderately Scrongly N values 

a,ree agree disagyee diugree 
Hopevale/ 10.53% 3~.2122 0% 23.68% 31 51~ 38 
Napranum 
Weipa 15% ~ 2.5% 31 25'4, 21.25% 80 
residents 
Weipa S.56% 27.78% 5.56% 33 '.B% 27.78% 18 
visitors 
Daintree 26 62~ 6.67% 0% 16.67% ~ 30 
residents 
Daintree 1.67% 15% 6.67% 28.33',E., n ~3~ 60 
visitors 
Townsville 7.08% 12.39% 15.04% 34.51% 30.97% 113 
residents 
Totals 10.03% 19.76% 7.08% 29.79% l3 ~l'A 

Table 6.S- Utilitarian a11;1ude among community groups (p=0.0001, n=.339). 

Half of Daintree residents "strongly disagreed" (50%) reflecting the importance of 

crocodiles as a tourist attraction and its economic benefits. Some Oaintree rf>'Sidents 

(26.67%, "strongly agree•, likely to include graziers) and Weipa residents (30%, 

"moderately agree", ilikely to include barramundi fisherman) saw crocodiles as a 

nuisance, an economic cost as well as a personal risk (Field notes 1990). However, 

the pattern of interaction of the majority of the respondents (see Table 5.22) and 

the limited impact of crocodiles on most respondents' livelihood may have explained 

the spread of opinions. Aboriginal respondents either "strongly disagreed" 

(31.58%) or "moderately agreed" (34.21%). The bimodal pattern of responses 

was also found in risk perception (see Tables 5.21 & 5.22). 

Daintree visitors strongly disagreed (48.33%,) while Weipa visitors only 

moderately did (31.25%). Townsvme residents moderately disagreed (34.51%). 
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between questions 62 and 63 (recoded) (Spearman Rho=-3.709, p=0.0002) 

indicating a compatibility between the idea of crocodiles as a unique experience 

crocodiles and as an attraction ~or adventure and excitement. There was no 

significant correlation between question 64 and other statements (see Table 6.3). 

A composite score of empathy towards crocodiles was c-onstructed using the above 

statements (Questions 60, 61, 62. 63, 64, 65). Higher empathy was defined as 

agreement with statements 60 and 61 (ethical /ecological v11lue), 62 (naturalistic I 

recreational value). 64 (moralistic value) and disagreement mth statements 63 

(dominionistic value) and 65 (utiiitarian value), the last two questions were 

recoded accordingly (Table 6.3); the reverse response pattern indicated a lower 

empathy. 

Scores were recod~d into 2 groups using 50th percentile value of 24. This index of 

empathy discriminated between respondents on their leve; of the utilitarian

ecological attitude (Table 6.3). The effect of demographic variables, as well as 

location, resident status and cultural background on the index of empathy were 

investigated. 

The effect of location, residence status and cultural background on 

empathy 

A majority of respondents had ·tower empathy• towards crocodiles. Lower empathy 

was mostly found in residents and visitors in Weipa, residents of Hopevale and 

Napranum, and among a number of residents in Oa,ntree residents and Townsville; 

•higher empathy• towards crocodiles was found in the Oaintree region (the majority 

of residents, and visitors) and Townsville residents (Table 6.7). The concept of 

empathy :}sed in thi$ study was culturally biased tow~rds an ecologically based 

enviro. .... mental attitude (see Chapter 1 ). This was found not to appropriately account 

for Aboriginal views; it was not possible using this definition to differentiate their 

view from the utilitarian view of other respondents (see chapter 1). While the 

utilitarian attitude towards the non animal world is based on the right to exploit in 

western thought, it is based on a system of extended moral riyhts in Aboriginal 

thought which commands human responsibility for the welfare of non humans as 

well as their use for human subsistence (see Chapter 1). 
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Empathy toward, crocodilc1 
Lower Higher N values 

lk>pevalel Napranum 
(<24 median value) (>24 medum val~) 

63 16't 36.84% 38 
Weipa residents 63 2S'!> 36.25'1- 80 
Weipa visitors S:i S6% 44.44% 18 
Daintree residents 43.33% 56.67'J, 30 
Daintree visitors 30.65% 69.352? 62 
Townsville resid:nts '7 85% 42.15'¼ 121 
Totals ll.Ja ~2,15,t, 349 

Table 6,7- The e.mpathy towards crocodiles among resporuknts (p=0.0012, n:-::349). 

Empathy, knowledge and expressed concern 

There was no significant correlation between respondents' empathy and their 

knowledge of crocodiles (Spearman Rho=0.057, p=0.2851, n::349) indicating that 

respondents' empathy must have been the result of factors other than information 

and probably linked to cultural values and expressed concern (Tables 5.3 & 5.4). 

Greater knowledge was found among "esidents near crocodile habitats (Tables 6.2 & 

6.3). Those respondents were the ones with the least empathy towards crocodiles, 

and also the ones most concerned about safety. It was found that empathy was 

negatively correlated to expressed concern (Spearman Rhc=-0.133, p=0.0134, 

n:::346). The negative corralation was high for Aboriginal respondents (Spearman 

Rho= - 0.203, P= 0.02161, n= 38), however, knowledge was positively corre!ated 

to em,athy for those respondents (Rho=0.327, p=0.00046, n=38). indicating a 

close relationship between knowledge and empathy for Aboriginal respondents 

(possibly elders or totemites). Daintree residents had a higher empathy for 

ciocodiles associated with a low level of expressed concern and a high knowledge 

score. which may have reflected the importance of crocodiles as a;, tourist 

attraction. 

The effect of demographic varlabl•• on empathy 

The level of empathy towards crocodiles was not significantly affected by 

ruraVurban background (p=0.8679, n= 348), age (p=0.2128. n=349), gender 

(p=0.3577, n=349) and length of residence (p=0.353, n=154 residents near 

crocodile habitats only-) but by occupation (p:0.0159) n=318), education 

(p=0.000i, n=344) and employment (p=0.011, n=301 ). 
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Occupation 

Emoatby towards crocodiles 
Occupation lower (<24) lii&her (>24) n values 

Labourer '735% 42.65% 63 
Trade/tecb./cle1ic./ S2 J45 47.86% 117 
Paraprofessional 
Professional ~ ~ 15 
Home keepers 2.2.itL 27.5% 40 
Prahary producers 61 11% 38.89'1, !.8 
Totals ~l 46$ 46.54% !18 

Taille 6.8 - I.evel of empa1hy in relalion to occupatiuii (;-; 0.0159, ,=318) 

•Lower empathy• was found among primary producers (61.11%), which was 

consistent with other findings on the utilitarian attitude of primary producers 

generally (Kellert 1~78). Home keepers (most likely to be women) also expre&Sed 

"lower empathy• (72.5%), despite no significant gender difference per se in the 

level of empathy. Home keepers also had lower knowledge scores (Table 4.8). 

Female respondents had overall a low know!edge score (Table 4.4), low interaction 

with wetlands (Table 5.24) and lower expressed concern in ihe case of non 

Aboriginal females rrable 5.8). Professionals had a significantl~ •higher empethy• 

towards crocodiles (60%) and included visitors to Daintree region. Those 

responder,ts were from a middle class urban background (see demographic profile, 

Appendix 5). Socio-demographic status (essociated with education 3nd urban 

background) as determinants of environmental concern (here •higher empathy• 

towards crocodiles) has been criticised (see Chapter 1). In this study. it was 

difficult to discriminate between the effect of residence nei'\r crocodile habitats from 

socio-demographic statJs because tha majority of professionals were found in the 

visitor sample and in only a few residents of Oaintree area. This pattern of response 

must be seen in relation to expressed concern and knowledge of respondents. 

Although professionals had •higher empathy" towards crocodiles. they knew little 

about them. in contrast with primary producers who had significantly higher 

knowledge scores but significantly •1ower empathy .. (Table 4.8). 

Employment 

•Higher empathy" was found with the unemployed (70%) white "lower empathy .. 

was found with unpaid helpers (71.79%), CDEP workers (83.33%), retired 

respondents (61.11%), pensioners (62.50%) and self employed (56.76%) (Table 

6,.9). Wages earners, the majority of re$pondents (n= 199) and students (n=21) 

were evenly divided between "lowe,11 and "higher empathy". 
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:.~---.......... -~-~ 
Leve~_ of empaJ!u: 

Employment lower bi~aer N Valt.k;.'-

Unemployed 30'l> ~~ 20 
Unpaid helpers 21 22'!: 28.21 % 39 
Self/ employer S6 Jti~ 43.24% 37 
VI ages/ Salarle$ 49.7S% .1!l..U..'i. 199 
CDEP- ll1l}~ 16.67'li 6 

~ 52.82% 47.18~ 301 
S:i_,,J~:• ,: 47.62% 52 38% 21 
·~~~~·~ tJf' -·~ 6111% 38.89% 18 
:-·1~.-..,:. .. acrs ~ 37.5% 24 
Totals 57.14% 42.62% 63 

Table 6.9 - Level of empalhy ONl. employment pattern (p=0.0111, n=301 for ~spoNlents in the iabour 
force.and p=0.5558, r.=6J for respondents not iri the labour force). •Note: Com,rawnity Dt!velopmem 

Employntenl Program, Aboriginal respondents only. 

The •1ower empathy• of unpaid helpers was consistent with that of home keepers 

(Table 6.8) and rAlated to gender and possibly social marginality (Kellert & Berry 

1987; Mcstay & Dunlap 1983; Biocker & Eckberg ·1989; Mohai 1985; ~tames & 

Thompson 1989). The "lower empathy" of older respondents has been found in 

previous studies (see Chapter 1). 18higher empathy11 towards crocodiles was found 

with unemployed could not be readily explained. Those respondents were 

interviewed in Towr.svme (see Demographic profiie, Appendix 5) where the level 

of empathy was found overall lower (Table 6.7). CDEP workers were enciusivsly 

Aboriginal respondents and their expressed •tower empathy" has been discussed in 

above (see Tab,e 6.7). 

Education 

Respondents with a primary (63.33%) or secondt1.ry (64.04%) education had 

•1ower empathy". T~rtiary educated respondents (62.67%) and respondents with 

Tafel t&chnical tra1ining (59.02%) had •higl°'er empathy". Most tertiary educated 

respondents were visitors to Daintree and some of Dainiree residents. Secondary 

education was mostly found in Hopevale/ Napranum residents, Weipa ie!ddents and 

visitors, and Townsville residents (see Oamograph~c profile, Appendix 5). Those 

groups disp!ayed •1owe1 empathy• towards crocodiles (Table 6.7) . 

----------------------------------------~evel of empathy ~owuds crocodiles 
Educ~1.1 Lower (<24) ___ H_.i&.,.he...,r .. (_>2...,4..,)_ .. ____ N_'_v_aJ_ua_ 

Primary 63.33% ~6.67% 
Secondary ~ 35.96% 
Terti.iry 37.33% 62 v79li 
Tafel TechnicaJ 40.98~1 i2.J)~ 61 
Totals 54.07% 45.9-3%---------:t-.4-4 __ _ 

Tahle 6.10 - Level .,f empa!hy in rtlarion to education (p•O.()()()J, n~.H4}. 
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The use of demogr1:1phic variables to explain the variation in empathy towa· ·~ 

r.rocodiles seemr to suggest that socio,demographic status may be associated Vi. .Jl 
11higher empathy", as indicated by the consistent pattern of empathy with 

occupation, employment and education. However & as mentioned ealier, it was 

difficult to distinguish this effect from the effect of residence in the region, as most 

of those respondents were visitor&. It was unfonunate that there was no significant 

difference- in relation to background (ruraL' urban) to support this finding. It may 

be du~ io the fact that Townsville residents were coded as "urban• (see code book, 

Appendix 2) which was relevant in the context of the study of crocodile as a risk and 

for knowledge scores, because it had in common the non reskkmce near crocodile 

habitats with visitors; it was not necessarily useful in the context of empathy 

because it did not discriminate between T ownsville residents who expreaaed values 

similar to those of rural respondents from those of visitors to the region of urban 

background. To differentiate between social status and residence, it would have been 

necessary to have a random visitors sample, which was not possible. 

6.4 - wwmlngneaa to payu 

How consistent with possible management options was with the empathy towards 

crocodiles. Respondents were asked to give an opinkm on the relsvance of 

compensation for negatively affected users of wetlands because of crocodiies, and on 

the restriction of use of certain areas of wetlands for the benefit of crocodile 

conservation (Questions 65 & 68! see questionnaire, Append;x 2). There was no 

significant correlation between respondente· '.eve! of empathy and the notion of oo 

compensation for affected users (Spearman Rho=0.55, p=0.3212) and a significant 

correlation with the restriction of use of wetlands (Spearman Rho=0.265. 

P=0.0001 ). 

8.4.1- Compensation for adversely affected uaera of wetlands 

Most respondents •strongly ,. greed" with the idea of not compensating farmers and 

fishermen for their losses to crocodiles (44.92%) and represented 76.47% of 

Weipa visitors, 76.39% of We:pa residents, and 57.14% of Aboriginal respondents. 

fn contrast, 33.33%, of Oaintree residents and 31.67% Daintree visitors "strongly 

disagreed". Thete was no clear pattern in the respons.e of Towmwille residents. A 

number of residents in Weipa (18.06%), Hopevale/Napranum (17.14%} and 

Daintree (13.33%) thought compensation should be considered in that reflecting 

the fact that those communities had the t-.ighast percentage of respondents expoaed to 
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crocodiles (and adversely affected) through their use of the wetlands for work 

(farmers, fisherman) recreation or subsistence \Aboriginal respondents) (see 

Chapter 5, Section 5.10). However, this did not in most people's eye warrant 

compensation. The distinction between financial costs and sociai costs may ciarified 

these ~ esponses. What respondents may have expressed was that the community at 

large should not take on financial costs of private operations. However, financial 

compensation could seen as a a v.·ay to alleviate the social costs of protecting 

crocodiles from unnecessary shooting. It is !ikely that those who denied 

compensation were not the cost bearers. 

Farmer, and fisherman should not be compensated for their loss became it is pvt of their 
worki~6l 

Strongly Mo<brately Undecided Moderately Strongly N values 
disa1ree disasree al!!:e asr~ 

Hopevale/ l1.Hi? 0% 8.57% 14.14% ll.11.~ 35 
Napranwn 
Weipa lS Wi!I 2.78% 0% 2.78% 16.J~ 72 
residents 
Weip.,i 11.76% 5.88% 5.88% 0% 2'2.~21, 17 
visitors 
Daintree 13 J3!! 13.33% 13.33% 26.67% JJ ~J!, 30 
residents 
Daintree 10% 16.67% 15.5 26.67% 31 61.2i· 60 
visitors 
Townsville 9.91% 10.81% 24.32% 28,83'& 26.13% 111 
residerts 
Totals 12.92% 8.92% 13.54% 19.69% 44,92% 325 

Table 6.11 - Respontknts 'view on "Compensation/or fo.nners and fishermen "(p=0.0001, n=325). 

6.4.2 • Restriction on use of wetland acceptablllty 

Respondents were asked to give their opinions on the possibility of restriction of use 

of wetlands for the benefit of crocodile conservation (Question 68, see 

questionnaire, Appendix 2). 

Most respondents "moderatelf (37.35%) to "strongly" (41.05%) accepted the 

possibility of some control of use of wetlands, particularly visitors to the Daintree 

area (64.52%). We,pa residents 11moderatoly 11 accepted (44.74%) while Daintree 

residents were prepared to accept restrictions (44.44%, "a lot"). In Hopevale and 

Napranum, respondents were divided with 42.86%, prepared to accept restrictions 

("a lot") and 37.14% "not at air (Table 6.12). 
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Acceptability of restriction on the. use of some areu of wetlands to allow for ~ proper 
mana5ement of crocudile [?21.?Ulations -•----

Not at ail A little Mooeratel~ A lot N ,.a!ues 
Hopevale/ 37 14'1 8.57% 11.43% Ur86$ 35 
Nap-anum 
Weipa 18.42~ 9.21% 44.74'!, 27.63% 76 
residents 
Weipa 7.14~ 0% 64 2221· 28.57% 14 
visitors 
Daintree 14.81% 11.11% 29.63% 44 44'!, 27 
residents 
Daintree 3.23% 3.23% 29.03% ~ 62% 
visitors 
Townsville 4.55% 14.55% 4~ 64% 37.27% 110 
residents 
Totals 12.04% 9.57% 37.35% 41,0,'I 324 

Table 6.12 - Respondents' opinions on the pombility of :-e.tt,icting use of certain areas. of wetlands for 
conserwuion purpo.r;es (p=0.0001, n=324). 

Residence near crocodile habitats (where the effect of restrictions would apply) and 

general attitudes towards crocodiles may have affected these results. Daintrae 

visitors, who showed the greatest willingness to accept restrictions, and a higher 

empathy towards crocodiles (Table 6.7), would not ba dramatically affected by such 

management actions; it reinforced the importance of location and residence status 

rather than demographic status of those respondents in determining the level of 

support for conservation measures. 

Weipa visitors and residents as well as Townsville residents were only moderately 

willing to accept some restrictions, perhaps because some of them were the 

primary users of wetlands either for work or recreation (Section 5. ·10). A 

majority of these respondents also expressed lower empathy towards crocodiles (see 

Table 6.7), reflecting !n some their expressed concern about safety (see Table 

5.4), but more generally cultural factors such as frontier attit:Jdes in the case of 

non Aboriginai respondents and a different worldview in the case of Aboriginal 

respondents. Lower empathy and unwillingness to change attitudes towards wildlife 

and wildlife man:igement expressed by non Aboriginal respondents were not 

necessarily associated with expressed concern about safety and residence near 

crocodile habitats, but refler# historical attitudes towards nature, authority and 

social control, charactuistic '-'• ,,ontiar attitudes (Frawley 1991a, White 1981). 

The acceptability of human management may be interpreted in the context of the 

perceived human impacts on crocodiles and the role attributed to crocodiles in 

wetlands (Section 4.5). The perceived importance of human impacts was 

significantly correlated to the acceptability of restriction (Spearman Rho=0.307, 
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p:0.0001, n=308) and to a lesser· degree to the perceived importance of t;rocodiles 

in wetlands (Spearman Rho=0.214, p=0.0001, n=300). Both the latter were also 

significantly correlatea (Spearman Aho=0.286, p=0.0001, n=300}. 

The role of crcccd~!es was perceived as very important to essential by most 

respondents (particularly by Daintree residents), while the perceived effect of 

human impacts was perceived as moderate by a majority of respondents. Oaintree 

residents howeve, perceived human impacts as hi3h a.,d Aboriginal respondents saw 

either no great &ffect or significantly less than other respondents (Table 4.8). Loss 

of habitat rather than direct effect on the species itself was the most commonly cited 

effect, gxcept for Aboriginal respondents who saw the crocodiles ·ufes.tyle" to be 

affected { see Figure 4. 2). 

The polarised response gsven by Aboriginal respondents regarding their willingness 

to accept some management control was difficult to interpret. It was obvious that 

having used wetlands for thousands of years with no known detrimental effect to 

crocodilg populations, why should they change "''lW given their perception of a little 

impact of humans on crocodiles (see Table 4.8 & Figure 4.2). However, there was a 

number of Aboriginal respondents wishing to accept restrictions for the benefits of 

crocodiles, consistent with their concern for crocodiles' "lifestyle• and expressing 

Aboriginal worldview and relatio.1ship to the non human world rather than as a 

consequence of human (Aboriginal) impacts sl'rictu sensu. The concern for the 

welfare of crocodiles encompassed the impacts of the wider community and as such 

Aboriginal respondents may have had the same pos ,tion in principle as other 

respondents. 

6.5 - Valuatloh of crocodiles 

8.5.1- The \.•alue of crocodiles 

Respondents were asked to say how valuable they thought crocodiles were. (Question 

53, see questionnaire, Appendix 2). Responses were significantly different between 

~ommunity groups (p=0.0001, n=338). Crocodiles were considered as very 

valuable by a majority of Daintree residents (51%, •s•) compared to Weipa 

residents (32.43% •4•) and Aboriginal respondents (31.58% •s" & 31.58% "3"). 

Daintree visitors and Townsville residents showed a similar response pattern 

(37.1% •s• and 31.62% •s· respectively) (Table 6.12). Visitors to Weipa thought 
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crocodiles had no value at all (38.89% 11 111
) which was interesting and consistent 

with the comparatively lower interest of that group in crocodiles (Table 6.2). 

Perceived value of crocooiles 
Not at all Very valuahle N values 
valuable 1 2 3 4 s 

Hopevale/ 7.89~ 10.53% 1L~I~ 18.42% 31 58% 38 
Nap-anum 
Weipa 17.57% 12.16% 13.Sl% ~ 24.32% 74 
residents 
Weipa 38 89% 11.11% 22.22% 11.1% 16.67% 18 
visitors 
Daintree 13.79% 10.34% 13.79% 10.34% 51 72'!, 29 
resid-,nts 
Daintree 3.32% 4.84% 27.42% 27.42% }·Ltl 62 
visitors 
Townsville 1.71% 7.69% 23,08% ~ 31.62% 117 
reside.its 
Totals 9.17% 8.88% 2Ul9% 28.11% 31 95% 338 

Table 6.12a. Perceived value of crocodiles among community groups (p=0.0001. n=338). 

Three crocodiles values (ecological, farming, recreational) were investigated in 

more detail following previous findings of significant differences between groups in 

the perception of crocodiles as a nuisance (utilitarian), a unique experience of 

nature (recreational) and their place in nature ( ecological) (Tables 6.3, 6 4 & 

6.5). There was significant differences between groups regarding theses values 

(Table 6.13). 

Crocodile values 
Low 1 2 3 4 5 High p values N values 

Farming 19.9% 10.1% 13.6% 22.5% ~ 0.0001 
Recreation 13.6% 15.3% 22.5% 23.1% ~ 0.0001 
Ecological 7.3% 3.2% 12.3% 23.7% .ll..a 0.0029 

Table 6.13 - Crocodile values for all responMn.ts (p<0.05 shows signif,cunt differences 
between community groups). 

1.5.2 - The farming value of crocodll•• 

346 
346 
342 

The farming value of crocodiles was considered high by quite a number of 

respondents (34.39%, "high•). Residence in the region as a whole rather than just 

near crocodile habitats was an important f~ctor for the high score of farming value 

(Table 6.14). The highest farming value was found among Aboriginal respondents 

((98.42%, 11high•) Daintree residents (43.33% •high 11
) and Townsville residents 

(36.13%, •high•). Low farming value was found among a quite a number of 

Daintree residents (33.33%, •tow•). The bimodal response pattern among Oaintree 

residents has been encountered previously and reflected the social fabric of this 

community (see Demographic profile, Appendix 5) and the conflicting interests of 
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primary producers and tourists operators regarding crocodUes. A large number of 

Daintree Visitors (43.55%) attributed a low farming value to crocodiles in sharp 

contrast with Weipa visitors (44.44% •4•) who attributed crocodiles a much high 

farming value. 

The famun1 value of crocodiles 
N val!;;-Low l 2 3 4 S bi&h 

Hopevale/ 10.53% 2.63'J, 2.63% lS.79% 2)1 :12!z 38 
Napranum 
Weipa 12.66% 3.8% 15.19% :u21~ 30.38% 79 
residents 
Weipa 0% 11.11% 11.11% ~~ :t~!l 33.33% 18 
visitors 
Daintree 3J lJ~ 13.33% 3.33% 6.67% 43 3~21! 30 
residents 
Daintree ~~ ~~~ 16.13% 14.52% 14.52% 11.29% 62 
visitors 
Townsville 13.45% 12.61% 18.49% 19.3:% lCJ l J~ 119 
reiidents 
Totals 19.36% 10.12% 13 . .::8% 22.54% 34.39% 346 

Table 6.14 - The farming value<>/ crocodiles among community groups (p=0.001, n=346). 

The high farming value found among Abor!ginal respondents may be seen as 

reflecting the lack of employment opportunities in communities and the existing 

model of the Aborigina~ run crocodile farm at Edward River (Cape York Peninsula). 

Their interest in crocodile farming was consistent with cultural value::» whereby 

animals although having a special place nonetheless still are the basis for 

subsistence (see Chapter 1). 

6.5.3 - The racraatlonal value of crocodll•• 

There was no clear pattern of response for the recreational value (Table 6.15). 

The rec-,-eational value of crocodiles 
Low l 2 3 4 5 Hi&h N values 

Hopevale/ 7.89% D.16% 23.68% 13.16% .il..l.~ 38 
Nap-anum 
Weipa 3.8% 5.06% 22.78% Jl i4!! 32.91% 79 
residents 
Weipa S .. 56% 22.22% 16.67% 27.78% 27.78% 18 
visitors 
Daintree ~ 3.33% 26.67% 6.67% 33 '1J~ 30 
residents 
Daintree 17.74% 14,52% 22.58% 24.19% 20.97% 62 
visiton 
Townsville 16.81% 25.21% 21.85% 21.01 % 15.13% 119 
residents -Totals 3.58% 15.32% 22 . .54% 23.'12% 25.43% 346 

Table 6.15 ~ The recreational value of crocodiles among community groups (p=O.O<XJJ. n::346). 
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Recreational value was "high• with Aboriginal respondents (42.11°/o) as they saw 

crO\..~il~s as an attraction for ~'-'urists, rather than for themselves (Field notes 

1990) and by Daintree residents (33.33%), for similar reason~; however, a 

number of Daintree residents had the opposite view (30%, ·1ow111
) ano may have 

included respondents not connected with the crocodile based tourist industry. Weipa 

residents considered that crocodiles had some recreational value (35.44% •4•) 

which may reflect the importance of outdoor recreation for those residents (~tgures 

5.4 & 5.5). There was a spread of opinions among Daintree visitors and Townsville 

residents clearly indicating that crocodiles did not necessarily interest those 

respondents; it was consistent with their rar~king of crocodiles in animal 

preferences (Table 6.2). A number of Weipa visitors attributed crocoe:iles high 

recreational value (35.44%, 114•; 32.91%, •s·) indicating the place of crocodiles 

in their "adventure to the tip of Cape York Peninsula•, but not matched by a specific 

interest in crocodiles themselves (Table 6.2). 

6.5.4 .. The ecological value of crocodllea 

The ecolod:~~• '!~lue of crocodiles was perceived as •high" by a majority of 

respondents (53.5 l -,~,, including 60% of Daintree residents and 61.29% of 

Daintree visitors, 63.64% of TownsviUe residents and 47 .06% of 

Hopevale/Napranum residents (Table 6.16). 

Hopevale/ 
Napramun 
Weipa 
residents 
Weipa 
visitors 
Dainnc 
residents 
Daintree 
visitors 
Townsville 
residents 
Totals 

The ecological value of crocooiles 
~wl 2 3 

17.65% 5.88% 17.65% 

W.39% 

11.11% 

10% 

1.61% 

4/13% 

7.31% 

3.(% 

5.56% 

0% 

0% 

4. 13% 

3.22% 

10.39% 

11.11% 

13.33% 

17.74% 

9.09% 

12.28% 

4 
11.76% 

1B 89% 

16.67% 

19.01% 

23.68% 

5 High 
47 06% 

36.26% 

33.33% 

N values 
34 

77 

18 

30 

62 

i 21 

342 

Table 6.16 - The ecoloiical valut.' of crocodiles among community &-roups (p=0.0019, n::342). 

Responses were not so clearly defined with Weipa residents (38.96%, •4• and 

36.36%, "high") and Weipa visitors (38.89%, 1411 and 33.33%, "high"). Although 

most respondents attributed high "ecological value" to crocodiles, this was not 

necessarily associated with the knowledge of what ecological function crocodiles may 

have had in wetlands (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4). 
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6.5.5 • Relationship between crocodlle valuaa 

11 Farming 11 value was positively correlated to recreational value (Spearman 

Rho=0.33, P= 0.0001, n=344) but negatively correlated to the ecoiogical value 

(Spearman Rho=-0.145, n=0.0001, n4~9) and to the level of ftempathy* towards 

crocodiles (Spearman Rho~-0.238, p=0.0001, n=344). Empathy and ecological 

values were positively correlated (Spearman Rho= 0.273, p:.:0.0001, n=339). 

Ecological value we~; wei\~;y correlated to recreational value (Spearman 

Rho=0.1151 p=0.0344, 1i::.;_3 .. ~o). !t indicated that farming and recreation were 

perceived as r,mpatib!e activities. Most of the northern Queensland commun,ty 

attributed high ~e2rming value to crocodiles, as opposed to the Daintree visitors, 

expressing in that their interest in the development of a new industry in the region, 

and some recreational value, reflecting local pattern of recreation in wetlands ( see 

Figure 5.4). In contrast, respondents who saw the ecological value of crocodiles did 

not see farming and only a marginally recreation as compatible activities. This was 

interesting because people interestr.d in nature conservation may not want to engage 

in nature based recreational activities (visitors to the Daintree area did spent little 

time in wetlands, see Section 5.10). It may in fact reflect the essentially vicarious 

nature of that interest. What was defined as •higher empathy• towards crocodiles in 

the previous s6ction may in fact be more related to the ecological value of crocodiles 

while 11lower empathy 11 may reflect more utilitarian value. 

6.6 • Effect of demographic varlablea on crocodll• values 

Crocodile values were investigated in relation to gender, age, education, background 

aud occupation (Table 6.17). 

Deniographic variables 
Values Sex Age Education Occupation Background 

Farming value p=0,2772 §lJ?Ul ~O,D!Wl, 11=iMlO.Ql, p:c0,3273 
nz:;46 n=341 n=315 

R"'-'teational 12=0 Dill 0.6041 p=0.042 p=0.2605 p::0.i39 
value n::c346 n::.:346 n=341 
Ecological value 0.8049 pa:0.8837 R:dl QQ6j p=0.1185 il.Jllil 

n•339 n=341 

Table 6.17- The ejfect of 1ender, age, educalion, occNpation and background on. perceived cmcodile:r values 
(p<0.005 indkates .tignificant differences between community groups). 

I 
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1.8.1 • Farming value and damographlc variables 

Farming value was significantly affected by age (p=0.0258, n= 346) occupation 

(p=0.0001, n= 315) and aducation (p=0.0001, n= 341). 

"Farming• value was significantly •high• among older respondents (61 + years, 

60.61%. •high•). However, the majority of respondents were between 15 and 45 

years old and there was not such a difference between •1ow• and •high• farming 

value (Table 6.18). 

- Fanning value 
Age Lowl 2 3 4 5 High N values 

15-30yrs 24 31% 12.5% 17.36% 20.14% 2S.t!2!1 144 
3lft4Syn 2il,69% 9.48% 11.21% 23.28% lS,}:!~ 116 
46-60yrs ll 32% 7.55% 13.21% 28.3% 32 62!l 53 
61yrs+ ~ 6.06% 6.06~ 21.21% 60,6121 H 
Totals 19.36% 10.12% 13.58'1> 22.54% 34.39'1 346 

Table 6.18 - Fanning value of crocodiles and age (p=0.0258, n=346). 

Education 

Primary educated respondents thought crocodiles had a high farming value 

(83.33%, "high•). As the level of education increased, the farming value of 

crocodiles decreased and it was found the lowest with tertiary educated respondents 

(31.08%, •1ow•). Primary educated respondents inc~uded mostly Aboriginal 

respondents while tertiary educated respondents included primarily visitors to the 

Daintree area, some residents in Daintree and Townsville (see Demographic profile, 

Appendix 5). 

Farming value 
Education Lowl 2 3 4 S High N n.lues 

Primary 6,67% 3.33% orl, 6.67% IJ ll!z 30 
Secondary 17.05% 10.23% 13/07~ 23/86"" lliUL 176 

Tertiary ll.JlB.'i 16.22% 13.Sl~ 20.27% 18.92% 74 
Ta.fe/f echn 18.03% 6.56% 21.31% ~2.s15 24.59% 61 

Tc,als 19.35% 10.26% 13.49., 22/58., 34.31% 341 

Table 6. 19 - FarminN value of crocodiles and educalion (p= 0.0001. 11=341). 
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Occupation 

The farming value of crocodiles was highest among primary producers (83.33%), 

labourers (39. 71 %), trade persons, clerical employees and paraprofessionals 

(34.19%) while it was the lowest with professionals (34.25%) (Tab!e 6.20). 

Fannin& val~ 
Occu21tion Low 1 2 3 4 s Hig!l N values --Labourer 17 .6!S'li 7 .35'11 i" 29'l- 25% 12112! 68 

Trade/techn ./Cieri 16.24% 8.55% ,l).8% 22.22% li.122! 117 
cai/Varaprofess. 
Professional ~~ 19.18% 9.59% 16.44% 20.55% 73 
Home duties 10.26% l0.26% 15.38% 33.335 liU1St 39 
Prim!! producers K °' S.S6'11 11.11% )13 33~. 18 

Totals 19.05% 10.48% B.65% 22.22% lU2t 315 

Tlble 6.20 - Fanning value of crocodiles and occupmfon (p=0.0001. n=315). 

The farming value of crocodihis, which represented an utilitarian attitude towards 

animals generally, was highest among older respondents, respondents with primary 

and secondary education, aH primary producers and one third of blue collars and 

some white collars. This identified specific groups in the communities surveyed 

such as farmers from the Daintree area (most of them being over 60 years old), the 

small number of fisherman in Weipa, Aborigines (primary edur ,tion), labourers 

and home keepers, and th& majority of residents in the region (see Demographic 

profile, Appendix 5) whnse "'cilitarian attitudes could be seen in the context of the 

frontier attitudes described earlier (see Chapter 1 ). Weipa visitors, 

demographically distinct from the •,isitors to the Oaintree area but elose to the 

residents in the region (see Demographic profile, Appendix 5) conformed to the 

regional pattern. It was signi1icant that Oaintree i,isitors, a demographically 

homogeneous group (young, educated and professionals) did not see any farming 

value in crocodiles. 

8.8.2 • Recreational value and demographic variables 

The recreational value of crocodiles was significantly affected by gender 

(p=0.0008, n=246) and education (p=0.042, n=341 ). 

Education 

High recreational value was associated with primary education (55.17%, "high"). 

The majori!y of reapondenta witi1 primary education were Aboriginal respondents 

and some of the primary producers (see Demographic pr,ofite. Appendix 5). As 
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mentk:>ned earUt:tr, Aboriginal respondents thought crocodiles were an attraction for 

non Atx>rigines (Table 6.21). 

--,r.,~tion Low t 2 3 4 5 High N nlues 
M.nuy 13.79~ 6.9~ to.34~ n.,9~ ss 11" 29 

bcreational value 

Se,:ondary 12.99% 16.38% 2SA,2~ 23.16'.li 22.03% 177 
Te.rtiary 13.Sl., 21.62'1, 21.62% 25.68% 17.57% 74 
T_at_etri_ec_,hn ___ l_3_.1_1_~ ___ 9_.8_4_c.g, ___ 2_2_.9_S_-W, 24.59' 29.51 % ,; l 

-Tutals 13.2% 15.54'1\ 22/87'1, 23.17~ ----1.t~~---%_. ___ 3_4_1 __ 

Tabl,: 6.21 - Recrea1wnal. value of crocodiles and education (p=G..()42, ~=341 ). 

Although a majority of people saw crocodiles as a unique experience of nature (Table 

6.6) and despite their commercial promotion in thtt Oaintree area and their use as a 

major symbol of norihern Queensland (see further this chapter), crocodiles did not 

attract high recreational value. It may be interpreted in the context of their 

potential danger, the overall •1ower empathy• of most respondents towards them and 

low rankh ;g in animal preferences. 

Gender 

The recreatir~al value of crocodiles was influenced by gender (Table 6.22). While 

there was a significant effect of gander on recreational value for non Aboriginal 

respondents (p=0.0114, n=308), there was none for Aboriginal respondents 

(p=0.5671, n=38), indicating the cultural basis of this difference as previously 

mentioned for the knowledge of crocodiles (see Chapter 4) . 

Recreational value of crocodiles 
Gender Low 1 2 3 4 S High N values 

Female 20.~2~ 19.01% 20.42% 21.83% 18.31% 142 
Male 2JldL 12.6S% 24.l'JJ 2A.llt! 22115 1~6 

Totall 14.29% lS.58% 22.45'1> 24.35':I 23.38., 308 

TaMe 6.22 - Recreational w.ilue and xender among non Aboriginal, respontknt., (p:0.0114. n:::308). 

High recreational value of crocodiles was found primarily in non Aboriginal male 

respondents (26.51%, •4• and 27.71%, •s•). Quite a number of female 

respondents attributed a low recreational value (20.42% 11 111
) and a much smaller 

number a high •recreational• value (18.31o/o, ·s•. and 21.83%. •4"). These 

results mirrored in fact the findings of pattern of use of wetlands (Figures 5.4 & 

5.5) and indicated that male respondents were more likely to use wetlands for 

recreation and work, however not with a difference which could explain the 

difference in the responses of males and females. It may be that female actually were 

passive recreationists (go along with the family), ~ut may not be particularly 
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interested in tha type of outdoor recreation they er,gaged in, and this was reflected in 

those results. It was shown too that females (at ham,J particularly) had •tower 

empathy• towards crocodiles generally (Table 6.8). 

The reci·eational value of crocodiles which represt)nted the naturalistic attitude 

towards animals was highest among respondenti, with primary, secondary and 

technical education and among non Aboriginal mare respondentr;. Occupation, age, 

background had no significant effect on recreational value of crocodiles. The 

recreational value of crocodiles was found highf;r among residents near crocodile 

habitats (Weipa, Daintree residents and Hopevale/Napranum} rather than among 

visitors (even Weipa visitors) and seemed to be associat.&-d with recreational fishing 

particularly in r\.:rnote areas where crocodile viewing may be an bonus. Visitors 

obviously thought there were other recreational opportunities in ~he area (see 

animal preferences). The recreational value of crocodiles may also be aff&cted by 

their ciangerousness. The effect of gender should be seen as an imp~rtant cultural 

trait cf western culture where wild animals generally and fierce ones in particular 

are seen a challenge to mascu!inity. 

6.6.3 - Ecologlcal value and ~•mogrr.ephlc variables 

Educaticn (p=0.0064, n=336), and back,ground (p=0.0163, n=341) were the two 

demogr~phic variables which had any significant effect on ecological value. 

Background 

The majority of respondents gave c·:ocodiles a high ecological value {53.37%, ~s•), 

and st was mostly associated with •urban 11 background (62.59%, •s•) (Table 

8.23). 

Bacgro•1nd Low I 2 
Ecolo,ecal value of crocodiles 

3 4 5 Hiah N values 
Rural 8.11% 2.7% 17 .12% 26.13% ~~ 2~'2 111 
Urban 4.08% 2.72% 10.2,. .l0.41~ 62 SUz 147 
Urban/rural 12.7% l.59% 12.7~ 26.98% !I~ Sll!t 63 
Otbcr 10% 15% 0% 25-1, 1ftll 20 

Totds 7.33% 3 23% 12.32'-' 23.15% 5].375 341 

Table 6. 23 - EcologiroJi valut• of crocodil,-s and background (p•0.163, n•34l). 
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Education 

The ecological value of crocodiles was perceived as •high• by the majority of 

respondents (53.69%) but most specifically by tertiary educated respondents 

(72%) (Table 6 .24). 

Ecological value of crocodiles 
Education Low 1 2 3 4 S Hi&h N valuet 

Primary 17.86,E. ~ 7.14,E. 21.43'1: ~3 ~1~ 2· 
Secondary 7,434' 2.86% 17.71'li 23.43% :18S2~ J.7:: 
Tertiary 2.6711> 4% 2.67'l, 18.67% la 75 
Tafclfetcbn. 8.2~ 4.929' 9.84'1, 3!.15% il.22'. 61 
Totala 7.37% 3.24'» 12.09'1, 23.6'li ,l.fi2!? 339 

Table 6.24 - Eologico.l value of crocodiles and education (p=0.0064. n.=339). 

Urban respondents with tertiary education included the visitors to Daintree a•ld 

some of its residents and some of Townsville residents (see Demographic profile" 

Appendix 5). However, those community groups had an overall low knowledge score 

(Tables 4.3 & 4.6) superficial understanding of the role of crocodiles in the 

ecosystem (Figure 4.2) and hardly any interaction with crocodiles. It may suggest 

that environmental concern did not imply knowledge and experience but was rather 

an expression of political, social and cultural choice. The remoteness of those 

respondents from the locus of management conflicts made their position fairly easy 

to hold. 

6.7- The symboUc and htatorlcal aspect• of attitude• towards 

crocodllea. 

Thia was perhaps the most important 1 • f1d yet the most difficult aspect of attitudes to 

assess. As ootlined by Kellert (198i) and Shepard (1978), animal as symbols are 

an important aspect of human growth and communication systems. 

In the study of animal preferences. it was shown that factcrs such as size, 

domesticity. intelligence, phyk>genic relatedness, aesthetics, dangerousness texture 

social structure and cultural as&ociatk>ns were responsible for the dislike and fear 

of animals. The most disliked animals were unattractive, and aaaociated with human 

injury, o.ten invertebrates and reptiles (Kellert 1985b; Paterson 1990). This 

was also illustrated by the present study (Sections 6.1 & 6.2). The symbolic 

aspects of crocodiles which were responsible for their unpopularity were 

investigated by asi<ing respondents to indicate the reasons they thought made 
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crocodiles both fearsome and yet fascinating (Questions 17 &. 70. see 

questionnaire, Appendix 2). 

Based on the assumption that what is a source of fear may also be a source of 

fascination, the same dinensions were used for both questions on fear and 

fascination. They were based on a number of studies which had looked at the fear of 

animals (Fenton and Hills 1988; Bowd 1983, 1984a & 1984b; Ewert 1988) and 

animal symbolism (Miller 1983; Graham & Beard 1990; Kellert 1985b; Shepard 

1978; Willis 1974). This study identified a number of dimensions of fear and 

fascination: "physical appearance•, •primitiveness•, •anthropomorphic features• 

and other culturally produced features, •predation•, mystery and •uniqueness• as a 

species and "current status• (rare or common) (see code book for details, Appendix 

2). 

6. 7.1 • The fear of crocodlles 

In chaptp· 5, it was shown that most respondents had not experienced any fear of 

crocodiles except Aboriginal respondents and very few of the residents of Weipa and 

Daintree (Tables 5.28 & 5.29) who had personal experience of an encouw1ter with a 

crocodile in the wild (Figure 5.6). Fear was readily expressed by Aboriginal 

respondents and a major "'Spect of their attitude and concern about safety, unlike 

other respondents (Figure 5.7). 

Respondents were asked to explain what made crocodiles fearful. The overwhelming 

response was •predation" for all groups. This was quite expEleted as croc.:odiles are 

one of the very few natural predators capable o1 taking humans &s a preys. The 

second most significant dimension was the "physical appearance• of crocodiles 

Oawa, teeth scales, claws) particularly with Aboriginal respondents and visitors 

(Figure 6.4). •Predation" was a particularly important aspect of fear among 

Daintree residents and was probably related to the crocodile attack on Beryl Wruck 

in Oaintree in 1985. It was somehow lower than other groups for the Weipa 

visitors, de1pite their presence in "crocodile country•. Those respondents in fact 

indicated "primltiveness" as the major aspect of their fear: they were not highly 

concerned about safety either (Tables 5.3 & 5.4) but had high knowledge of 

crocodiles (Table 4.3) and crocodile attacks (Table 5.40). 
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Figure 8.4 - Major components of the fear, of crocodiles, 
expressed es% of sample (n=39, n=80, n=18 n=31, n::&1, n=125) 
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Figure 6.5 • Components of the fascination for crocodiles. 
expressed as % of sample (n:39, n=80, n=18 n=31, n-63, n-125) 
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The association between •physical appearance" and 11predation" in the fear of 

crocodiles was interesting because the visual element on its own may trigger a 

strong emotion of fear at the thought of the act of predation on humans in the absence 

of a real situation. The perceived monstrous appearance of crocodiles and perceived 

absence of emotions (both expressing phylogenic remoteness) m~y be interpreted as 

sign of primitiveness and animality (as opposed to humanity). 

6. 7 .2 • The fascination for crocodll•• 

Respondents were asked to say how fascinating crocodiles were (Question 69, see 

questionnaire, Appendix 2). A majority of respondents (47.67%, •a lot•). 

including residents near crocodile habitats and visitors, thought crocodiles were 

•very" fascinating animals. In contrast, Townsville residents thought they were 

only •mocterately11 (32.2%) to •very• (33.05%) fascinating. Respondents who had 

no fascination for crocodiles were predominantly Aboriginal respondents (29.73%, 

•not at all•) and Weipa residents (21.52%, •not at a1t•). It may be that living close 

to a large crocodile population may reduce the fascination and instead promote a 

healthy fear and respect for crocodiles. It was certainly true of Aborigines who 

admitted to their fear unlike Weipa residents (see Table 5.29, Figure 3.1 & Field 

notes 1990). Both groups were th9 most concerned about safety (see Table 5.4). 

The fascination for crocodiles 
Not at all A little Moderately A lPt N values 

rou s 
Hopevale/ 22 nil 5.41% 8.11% ~~ 1£1!1 37 
Napranum 
Weipa 21.52% 1.27% 25.32% ~ 79 
residents 
Weipa 16.67% 0% 27.78% ~s ~!iit 

: " 
visitors 
Daintree 16.67% 10% 20% ~l J3~ :rn 
reside&tl 

Dniaane 0% 1 !.29% 29.03% ~2 !!Bil 62 
visiton 
Townsville 13 56% 21.19% 32.2% 33 OSI! 118 
residents 
Totals 15.12% 11.05% 26.16'1, ilJi2.lt 344 

Table 6.25 - The fascination for crocodiles among community groups (p;:;.v.0001. n::344) 

It was found that the dominant features of fascination were "primitiveness"i 

"uniqueness" and •predation• for non Aboriginal respondents and •physical 

appearance" and •uniqueness• for Aboriginal respondents (Figure 6.5). The way in 

which people perceived crocodiles reflected different cultural constructions of 

animals which were expressed in animal preferences as well as in the attributes of 
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fear and fascination. Coping symbolically with crocodile a$ a potential predator of 

humans may be expressed in a variety of ways according to cultural circumstances. 

In a western context, •primitiveness• and •predation• may be seen as attributes of 

non human (beasts), a syrnbot of evil, ch1'08 and irrationality and a reminder of the 

moral boundary between humans and non humans. "Predation• (on humans) may be 

used as a symbol of transgressing that boundary and may be responsible for the 

morbid fascination for crocodile attacks {see Section 5.13.3). The fundamental fear 

of being eaten by a crocodile may be seen as a way to confront the taboo of 

cannibalism which prevents humans from eating human flesh in western culture 

(Graham & Svard 1990). 

During the survey, crocodiles have been qualified as •evil•, •treacherous•, •canny", 

"vicious•, •sleazy" (Field notes 1990). These adjectives in fact expressed 

anthropomorhic descriptions of crocodile behaviour as well as a fundamental 

ignorance of crocodilians' biology e.nd ecology (see Chapter 4). They have been 

referred to as killing machines by some male respondents, a combination of power 

and efficiency combined with absence of feelings and a reason for fascination (Field 

notes 1990). Other respondents clearly indicated that crocodiles were evil and some 

even said that Barrat Creek, where Beryl Wruck was attacked (Daintree 1985)t 

was an evil place too (Field notes 1990). 

However, this ethnocentric interpretation could not be used to explain Aboriginal 

responses. Aboriginal stories feature crocodiles as essentially humanised with 

feelings and predictable behaviour (see Appendix 6 and Chapter 1). They often 

portray old crocodiles, perhaps reflec!iiig a gerontocratic society. who steal young 

women for sexual purposes or as wily, sly and great cowards (Gordon 1986; Hall 

per. comm., Heath 1980; McConnell 1957; Napranum. Field notes 1990; Roth 

1984). They also can be benevolent to their totemites (McConnell 1957; Vununpigi 

1986). Stories of old Aboriginal men nding crocodiles are not unheard off in Cape 

York Peninsula (Bennett 1983). What those stories show is the integration between 

the human and the non human world in contrast with the dualistic view of western 

culture. This humanised perception of crocodiles, whether feared or venerated do 

not conform with a pyramid of the life forms, from primitive to advanced~ with 

humans at the apex and sole moral agents as it is presented in western tradition. 

Instead, the extension of moral rights to animals means that their behaviour may be 

predictable, provided appropriate rituals are performed. 
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Why would "physical appearance• and "uniqueness• rather than "primitiveness" 

(unlike other rospondents) be important in both the fear and the fascination (when 

expressed) of crocodiles for Aboriginal respondents may be related to differences in 

cultural patterning of perception and cognitive processes. Those differences have 

been investigated in comparative studies of folk taxonomies and scientifte taxonomy 

(Berlin, Breedlove & Raven 1973; Dwyer 1985). Those studies showed that 

classification of entities ar& patterns imposed upon the world arising from the 

interactions of people with the world, different people use using different criteria 

for grouping and diff&rent modes of explanation to reconnect entities (Dwyer 

1985). Aboriginal animal classificat~'fl have been seen to differ from the scientific 

c~assification: for example, lizards in Kuuk Thaayo"e• the language of the Edwards 

River Community (Cape York Peninsula), are classified on the basis of body shape 

and merge together a number of related species (see lizard classification system 

Taylor 1984, PHO vol 1, p. 50). This may explain why •physical appearan+:eE of 

crocodiles was presented as the major attribute of fear and fascination, perhaps 

because it is an important cognitive tool for establishing discontinuities in the 

physical world in Aboriginal culture. However a number of Aboriginal respondents 

did not expressed any fascination at all, it may be seen in the fact that fascination 

implies some element of unfamiliarity and dissimilarity which obviously would not 

appiy in the case of crocodiles but could apply to others aspects of their 

environment than could not be readily explained. 

8.8 - The crocodile as a symbol of northern Queensland 

Crocodiles are repres1:snted widely in the imagery of northern Queensland. 

Respondents were asked how appropriate crocodiles were as a symbol of the region 

(Question 76, see questionnaire Appendix 2)~ Most respondents identified the 

crocodile as •quite appropriate• (40.88%} representing 50% of Weipa residents 

and visitors, 43.33% of Oaintnie visitors and 40 .17% of T ownsvme residents. 

Aboriginal respondents (48.57%), Daintree residents (SOo/o) and visitors (45%) 

thought it was an •appropriate• to •very appropriate• symbot (Table 6.26). While 

the majority of Oaintree residents thought the crocodile was the symbol of the 

region, 30% of the community did not, again showing the polarity of attitudes in 

that community. 
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Crocodiles as a svmhol of northern Queensland 
(Very)&. Quite Quite (Very)&. Nv,d~ 

inappropriate inappropriate appropriate appropriate 
Hopevale/ 11.43% 8.57% 31.43% 4852% 3S 
Nap-anum 
Weipa 2.5% 17.5% ~ 30% 80 
residents 
Weipa 11.1% 16.67% ~ 22.2:!% 18 
visitors 
Dllintree 3000~ ()'J, 20% ~ 30 
residents 
Daintree 8.34% 3.33% 43 Jl~ ~ 60 
visitors 
Tcwnsville 15.39% 9.4% '1 · 17% 35.0S'l> 117 
residents 
Totals 11.76% 9.71~ 408$% ':\764'& 340 

Table 6.26 - Crocodiles as a symbol of rwrt/u;rn Queensland amnns community group.t (p=0.0001. n::::340). 

6.8.1 - Alternative symbols 

The few respondents who thought it was not an appropriate symbol suggested 

primarily attractive plants or animals as alternative symbols {Question 77. see 

questionnaire, Appendix 2). Weipa visitors proposed fishing which indicated the 

purpose of their trip to Cape York Peninsula and Daintree visitors reef/rainforest 

and the beach (Figure 6.6). 

6.8.2 - Reasons for popularity 

Respondents were ask1ad to suggest reasons for the extensive use of crocodile images 

in northern Queensland (Question 75, see questionnaire, Appendix 2). "Tourism• 

and "pubUcitya were the most cited reasons particJlarly with Daintree residents 

and Weipa visitors. Daintree visitors indicated that it was because they were a 

native species. Aboriginal respondents saw warning and protection of crocodile 

images against complacency (Field notes) (Figure 6.7). 
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■ Uftstyle/cHmatelootdoor 

■ RNf/RaiforestfBeach 

■ Attractive spocies 

ta F!Shing 

Hop/Nap Weipa R Weipe T Oli'nt R Daine T T O'M!f.de R 

Figure 6.6 - Attemative symbols proposed for North Queensland. 
(n=7, n=16, n=5, n=9, n=7, n=29 respectively) 

90 

• Tounsmtpubticity 

• Native species 

• Natural symbOi 

~ Warning,/Protection 

Hop/Nap w. R Weipa T Danrt8 R 0-. T T~ R 
Figure 8. 7 - Reasons for the use of croct>dile images in North Queensland 
(n-39, n•BO. n=18, n~1. na63, n=125 repectivety) 
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6.8.3 - Cr~codile stories 

TyPfls of stories 

Respondents were asked to tell a crocodile story if they could remember any 

(Queation 74, see questionnaire Appendix 2). The main sources of the stories were 

coded as •advertising•, •tilms•, •children's s~ories\ •true stories\ "Aboriginal 

legends", "T-shirts''. •jokes•, "songs ad poems•, and "cartoons• (see code book, 

Appendix 2). The response rate was low overall for that question since respondents 

felt often embarrassed or had no recoHectior. of a story at the time of the interview. 

·rhe most cited sources were •advertising■, •tilms•. and •true stories• (Table 

6.26). Crocodiles in the stories werg either portrayed as "good and com .... al11
, or 

"bad, frightening and untrustworthy" (Table 6.27). 

Communit? 1ro!!I?! 
Sources of Hopevale/ Weipa Weipa Daintiu Dainttte Townsville 

crocodile stor~es Napranum residents Visitors residents visitors resident& 
Advertising ~ 28.ll!z 0% S.SS'ft, 3.7~ 1~1 l~!i 
Films 4% 25% ~6.l~~ 27.78% j6 3D!z ~'.l Q1!z 
Children stories 8% 3.33% 0% 0% ~ l.51% 
True stories l!i!?. ~ 15.38% i~1~~~ 12 2!?!? ;.!1 B!§! 
Aboriginal lie. 0% 0% lLll~ 0% 0% 
legends 
T-shirts ~ 5% 0% 0% lill~ 0% 
Jokes 4% 6.66% 0% 5.55% 5.55% 6.06% 
Songs and poems 4% 1.66% JO 22iz 0% 3.7% l.51% 
Cartoons and 4% 5% 7.7% 5.55% 3.7% 0% 
comic stri -N va,ues 25 50 13 18 S4 61 

Table 6.27 - Sources of crocodile stnries among community groupt. 

"True stories• were mostly told by residents near crocodile habitats 

(Hopevale/Napranum, 360/o; Weipa, 25%; Daintree, 44.44%) and would be from 

local experience or nature documentaries as suggested by the pattern of response on 

communication channels (see Table 4.13), and the salience of crocodiles both as an 

environmental threat and spec...as of interest with those groops (Tables 5.2 & 6.3). 

Stories from films ( Crocodile Dundee par·:icularly) were most common with 

visitors both in Weipa (46.15%) and Daintree (46.30o/o) as well as Townsville 

residents (53.03%) and some Weipa residents (25%). The fact that •advertising• 

was cited by Weipa residents, Hopevale/Napranum respondents and Townsvme 

residents is circumstantial and ass()(;iated with. the showing of a television 

advertising in Queensland for a dental product at the time of the survey 

(July/September 1990). 
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It was interesting to note that while Aboriginal respondents had a wide spectrum of 

sources for stories which included Aboriginal and non Aboriginai sources. the 

reverse was not the case except for a few Daintree residents. If anything, this 

reflected the poor knowledge of Aboriginal culture among non Aboriginal 

respondents. 

Anthropomo.·phlc representation• of crocodll•• 

A majority of respcmd\'mts (59.83%) did not provide description of the type of 

image crocodiles had in their story, including most of Weipa residents (76.25o/o) 

and visitors (77.78%) and Townsville residonts (66.4%). However, for those who 

did, crocodiles were seen as either ·good/comicar (17.42%) or ·bad/frightening 

(16.29%) (Table 6.28). 

Anthroeomorphic representation in crocodile stories 
Comic/good Bad/ Accessory to Realistic N values 

fri&hteni.~ human 
Hopevale/ 20 51% 7.69«, 2.S6'l- 12.82% 17 
Napnnum 
Weipa 16 25% 6.25% 0% 1.25% 19 
residents 
Weipa ll.ll% 11.11% 0% 0% 2 
visitors 
Daintree 22.58% 25.81% 0% 3.23% 16 
residents 
Daintree 25.40% 19 63% 4.76% 1.59% 43 
visitors 
Townsville 12.8% 12% 1.6% 7.2% 42 
residents 
Totals 7.42% 16.29% 1.69% 4.78% 143 

Table 6.28 - Crocodile anthropomorphic representations among community groups fn=.143). 

Crocodiles were considered rather as "good' characters by Aborigines (20.51 %) and 

Weipa residents {16.25%) for different reasons. Aboriginal respondents gave "true 

stories• from personal experience or Aboriginal legends as most important sources. 

Weipa residents gave •tilms" and "advertising• as well as •true stories· (Table 

6.26}, but not neces~arily from personal experience Cfable 5.25 & 5.26). They 

were considered rather "bad and frightening• characters by Daintree visitors 

(:19-,68%) ca,-:ri Daintree residents (25.81 %). 

6.9 • Summary and dlIcuIIlon 

A composite measure of empathy towards crocodiles was constructed using . 
"ecological", •naturalistic" "moralistic•, "dominionistic" and "utilitarian" values. 

The distribution of those values among community groups was significantly 
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different for the "naturalistic" (crocodiles as a unique exparience of nature), 

"utilitarian• (percef.,t:ion of crocodiles as nuisance in the tropics) and •moralistic" 

values (attitudes towards the cruelty of keeping crocodiles in captive conditions) 

and discriminated betw&en rsspondents primarily on the!r level of "utilitarian• and 

"naturalistic• attitudes rather than •moralistic" attitude. Two distinct level of 

empathy of quasi equal strength but of significantly unequal distribution bet\Neen 

community groups were identified. 11Higher empathy" towards crocodiles was found 

among Daintree visitors and about half of the Oaintree residents while 11 lower 

empathy• was found among a majority of Weipa residents, Townsville residents, 

Daintree residents, Weipa visitors and Aboriginal respondents. Unlike the 

distribution of expressed concern about safety, the distribution of empathy was not 

solely affected by residence near crocodile habitats and local economic factors which 

indicated a broader pattern of attitudes towards nature. Employment~ oceupation and 

education significantly affected empathy towards crocodiles. Higher empathy was 

found among tertiary educated and professional respondents while lower empathy 

was associated with primary and seGondary education, primary producers, home 

keepers and CDEP workers (Aboriginal respondents). Since the sample of visitors 

was biased towards higher socio-demographic group and the sample of Daintree 

residents was too small to draw conclusions, it was not possible to discriminate 

between residence~., the region and socio demographic factors per se. The ecological 

(ethical), farming (utilitarian) and recreational (naturalistic) values of 

crocodiles were further investigated in order to focus respondents on specific 

aspects of empathy towards crocodiles. 

Crocodiles were overall considered an asset by the one third of respondents. Most 

respondents attributed high ecological value to crocodiles, fewer respondents 

attributed high farming value and high recreational value. Age, education and 

occupation affected the farming value: it was very high among Aborigines and 

generally higher among residents and Weipa visitors. Gender and education affected 

the recreational value: it was higher among primary educated respondents, 

Aboriginal respondents and non Aboriginal male residents near crocodile habitats 

compared to visitors and Townsville residents. Educstion and background affected 

ecological value: it was high with Daintree residents and visitors and T ownsvme 

residents. 

Farming and recreational values weru positively correlated in that acknow1edging 

recreation as a use (see Odell 1980 for a discunion of utility). Racreational value 

was weakly correiated to ecological value but farming value was negatively 
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correlated to ecological value. which confirmed the initial distinction be'tween tower 

and higher empathy as the polarisation between utilitarian and ecological 

perspectives on a ecological (ethical) - utilitarian (recreational/farmi'lg) 

continuum. Empathy was positively correlated to ecological value and negativ"IY 

correlated to farming value. 

The pattern of lower versus higher empath~, which distinguished broadly between 

most residents of Queensland and Daintree visitors was in fact modified by local 

factors cf residence, economy and cultural background and reflected in the 

distribution of ecological recreational and farming values among community groups. 

The values attributed to crocodiles presented a pattern of incompatibility between 

utilitarian (farming rather than recreation) and ecological (ethical). Aboriginal 

respondents, Who expressed a lower empathy and attributed high farming value to 

crocodiles also assigned high recreational ecological value. 

The domographic characteristics of the two groups (lower and higher empathy) 

were adm;ttedly quite different and to attribute ~nvironmental concern and 

awareness (high ecological value and high empathy towards crocodiles) to socio

demographic variables was tempting. While it was focnd in ail tertiary educated and 

professional respondents displayed a higher empathy towards crocodiles. the 

reverse was not true, since high empathy was found in other respondents with a 

different social background. By the same token there was no effect of background on 

empathy; this may have been an artifact of the sample designf since TownsviUa 

residEtnts were included into the cateQOJY •urban background• and it wa@ likely that 

those respondents were not in fact very socially dissimilar to other respondents i!l 

northern Queensland. Wh•le this was of little consequence for the perception of risk 

- it was strongly associated with residence near crocodile habitats (see chapter 5) 

• it affected the discriminatory value of the background variable hare. These 

findings were consistent with other studies on the inconclusivr ·,ess of demographic 

variables (class hypothesis, background. age, gender), as major determinants of 

environmental concern (Buttel & Flinn 1978; Van Liere & Dunlap 1980; 1981; 

Mohai 1985; Samdahl & Robertson 1989). One reason propoaed for inconsustency 

was the generality of the issues investigated (Van Liere & Dunlap 1980). In the 

present study a specific and relevant aspect of environmental concern waa 

investigated. However, as the selection of threats and animal prefarences showed, 

the interest in crocodiles and the concern about public safety were not very salient 

with most respondents except if living living near crocodile habitats. 
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AUemative explanations of the relationship between social status and environmental 

awareness have been pr:>posed, and may be relevant to this study. It was found that 

respondents whose occupation was "Home duties• showed very low empathy as they 

did show high concern about safety (see chapter 5). Since women formed the 

majority of th,~ g~p, one could have exp&eted to see gender differences affecting 

empathy but none was found. The concept of sociat marginality which result from 

low level of personal control and high level of social control and result in a fatalist 

attitude to life may be used to jnterpret those results. This approach, taken m risk 

studies, emphasises socially construction attitudes to nature and risk as the 

expression of social organisation types (Figure 1.4). Socially marginal individuals 

(high •grid• - high social control and low •group• • loostJ membership to groups) 

have a fatalistic approach and low environmental cci;cem (Rayner 1985; Douglas 

1986, Douglas & Wildasvsky 1982; James &. Thompson 1989; Milt'ln 1991). 

However, in this study, it was inconsistent with the •unemi;~-yed• who did give just 

an opposite answer which could not be explained except in terms of gender 

differences, ie those respondents would happen to be males, with recreational time 

on their hands. Other studies have shown that environmental activism rather than 

enviror.mental concern was related to social status (Mohai 1985; Taylor 1989; 

Dwyer & Hutchison 1990) which would support the concept of social marginality. 

Those results illustrated the importance of the socialisation process and power 

distribution in shaping attitudes, but also the difficulty of identifying single causes 

to a complex issue such as environmental awareness. 

Utilitarian values and lower empathy towards crocodiles were found mostly in 

respondents associated with extractive activities (primary producers: graziers of 

Daintree and professional fishermen in Weipa), which was consistent with other 

studies or/and associated with recreational fishing and hunting activities, the latter 

being male dominated (Kellert 1978; Kellert & Berry 1987). This attitude has its 

cultural origin in the the pioneer ethic of early settlement and expression in 

frontier attitudes (Frawley 1991a & 1991b). Northern Queensland still presents 

itself as the last frontier and the crocod~ie offers a suitable aymbol of a wild\fflless 

to tame and to control. Recreation provided opportunities to re-create the 

expEJrience of early settlement and the gender besed eff~t on recreational value 

among r.on Aboriginal respondents as the cultural expression of the Australian 

identity (Ward 1978; White 1981; Hodge & Mishra 1990; Fitzgerald 1986). The 

"Australian myth" attracted the Weipa visitors to Cape York Peninawa and was also 

found among Weipa residents, irrespectr,a of their actual level of intera~tion with 
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crocodiles and wetlands and knowledge. This image was associated with the 

devt!lopmont of the wetlands as an exprassion of human control. 

Ecological views may be seen as the reflection of the current environmental 

discourse which emphasise the concept of interrelatiommips of ecological events and 

the finite nature of resources and which advocate a change in societal values and 

attitudes towards the environment (Ecologically Sustainable Development}. The 

social and political impact of these emerging values affect resource uses decisions in 

the region including cwocodilas and wetlands. Local conflicts arise because of 

conflicting values and interests as local residents who overall hold more traditional 

utilitarian views are likely to be affected by those decisions. 

The attribution of high ecological value was related to the social and geographic 

distribution of the costs and the benefits of management decisions. TownsviHe 

residents, although they had a lower empathy towards crocodiles and ascribed 

utilitarian value to crocodiles. also attributed hirJh ecological value. However, those 

respondents were unlikely to bear the costs of crocodile management decisions and 

this was reflected in their lack of interest, knowledge, interaction, and awarerk,ss of 

possible risk o, crocodiles, unlike Daintree visitors or Aboriginal respondents. 

The social costs of crocodile management were percaived in terms of personal risk 

anu/or loss of opportunities. In Weipa for instance, the importance of personal risk 

was the major element of the social coat, which was reflected in the tower level of 

empathy and attribution of high utilitarian value. For those residents, there was an 

unacceptability of co-existence with crocodiles which was expressed in their high 

concern about safety (higher than one would e.-tpect given their low level of 

interaction). The powerful local regulatory authority associated with remoteness 

from crocodile management decision making in fact contributed to a volatile 

situation artd a sense of limited personal control and high social controi. Increased 

peraon&i control may have been exp~-.ssed in illegal shooting of crocodiles - there is 

evidence of it occurring (Field notes 1990). As indicated earlier, this community 

was also culturally masculine. The importance of crocodiles stories in this context 

was very strong and passed on from older male residents to younger ones and :JOme 

form of in;tiation was happening as newty arrived young workers had to g.t their 

first gun and vehicle and go out bush hunting pigs in crocodikt country (Fwtkt notes 

1990). An important event in the recreational activity ~akmdar of Weipa was the 

Croc Enduro motorbike race which symbolised the association between strong men 

and crocodiles. This unique 10Cio-cultural context would in fact reinforce the 
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predominantly lower empathy and utilitarian attitude of those respondents and 

discourage any ecological sentiment. 
0

rhis situation was unfortunate given the 

importance of that locatior. for crocodile conservation (Q.NPWS 1989). 

It could be said that high ecological value (not necessarily associated with higher 

empathy) of crocodiles was a statement of intention made by many respondents. 

while the high utilitarian value (most often associated with lower empathy) of 

crocodiles was an expression of cultural values but also of the practical constraints 

perceived by respondents. The divorce between those two trends was accentuated by 

living near crocodiles because the reality and the intention were not perceived as 

compatible and were almost inevitably presented as a conflict between economic 

development ( and/or public safety) and crocodile and wettanda conservation, 

particularly at times of crisis such as a crocodile attack. After the attack of Beryl 

Wruck in Daintree in 1985 for example, the polarisation of attitudes in the 

Daintree village was tremendous and was articulated as a conflict of human interests 

versus crocodile interests beyond the issue of public safety and into the realm of 

environmental politics (Righe 1986) with the emergence of a major rift in the 

community at large arising from latent economic, social, cultural and political 

divisions. One may say that the crocodile have come to symbolise those conflicts and 

nowhere was it more visible as in the Daintree region. Crocodiles as a threat to 

human;i became the threat to regional development and crocodiles became public 

enemy No 1. The attack then provided the justification for eradication but also the 

justification for the use of crocodile habitats for unplanr:ed development. The major 

challenge facing proponents of sound environmental management is to convince all 

parties of the compatibility of development and conservation as it is presented in the 

integrated concept of Ecologically Sustainable Development. One important process 

advocated towards this goal has been public participation in decision making 

processes and regional environmental planning (see Chapter 1: Benzaken in prep.). 

The classification of attitudes towards crocodiles presented in terms of a dichotomy 

between high utilitarian and ecological values and lower/higher empathy did not fit 

Aboriginal responses adequately and did not discriminate on the basis of cultural 

background. This was a problem of method, as it was previously suggested. 

Aboriginal respondents should have been investigated differently, and there was a 

cultural bias intrinsic to the study's underlying cultural assumptions regarding tho 

nature of the relationship between nature and humans. Aboriginal respondents were 

found to have tower empaithy towards crocodiles (sharing in that a utilitarian 

attitude expressed in a high farming value and recreational value (as a tourist 
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attraction). However they equally attributed a high ecological value to crocodiles 

(they have their place) despite their acknowledgement of their danger and re&idence 

near their habitats (unlike Daintree residents). The compatibihty of those 

otherwise polarised aspects of empathy with non Aboriginal respondents was a 

fundamental cultural difference. There is no contradiction in those two asp~ts in 

Aboriginal culture because the world both crocodiles and humans belong to is a 

source of physical and spiritual subsistence (Yengoyan 1987; Rose 1988; Palmer 

1991 ; Morton 1991). As it was shown by R->se ( 1988) Aboriginal ethics have 

their origin in the •dreaming• and are based of principles of reciprocity, autonomy, 

responsibility and symmetry, which confer au living entities with a set of moral 

rights and duties and a code of practice towards each other. However. AtA.-viginal 

ethics should not simply be equated to an ecological fllodel of integrated functional 

relationships (see Chapter 1). 

Crocodile symbolism permeated an asp~ts of their valuation. The crocowle did not 

feature as the favourite of animal preferences unless relevant to respondents. 

Residents had an increased interest in crocodiles in that mirroring their increase in 

expressed concern. The Crocodile featured high with Aboriginal respondents because 

it may have been an important totem species and because it was considered an agent 

of death. The criterion to the ranking of animals was somehow different for 

Aboriginal and non Aboriginal groups. Familiarity may have been at the basis of 

ranking but what was familiar to one group was not necessarily to tL.~ other, and the 

ranking of unfamiliar animals did not occur for Aboriginal respondents unlike non 

Aboriginal respondents who could have a vicarious interest in particular species. 

There was also in non Aboriginal classification the assumption of a hierarchy of 

beings based on the concept of primitiveness and advanced which provided the 

rationale for the dimensions for like and disUke (interest or fear) of animals. This 

do not occur in Aboriginal ranking. 

Reasons for the dislike and fear of crocodi!ea were attributed to their predation and 

physical appearance primarily; howt,ver those same characteristics, associated 

with primitiveness (&xcept for Aborigines) were cited as reasons for the 

fascination crocodiles generated. Cultural association with the demon are common in 

the Judeo Christian tradition, for which the crocodile may have provided a graphic 

representation. Unlike other "noble• predators (Uons for instance) crocodile1 have 

come to symbolise bestiality and antisociaJ behaviour and are associated with the 

human taboo of cannibalism (Graham & Beard 1990)e What may be at the aourca of 

the identification of crocodile with evil may be both their predator behaviour but 
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also their dissimilarity to humans (amphibious, cryptic, cold blooded, ferocious, 

powerful and primitive). The cultural process of establishing boundaries between 

humanity/animality, socially acceptable/ unacceptable behaviour do not necessary 

apply across cultures. The duality inherent of western worldview which establishes 

a hierarchy of life forms with humans as the most advanced and only moral agents, 

separates humans from the non human world. Notion of primitiveness (and 

inferiority) are associated with this view although now being challenged by some 

evolutionary scientists as being a cultural construction not a evolutionary concept 

(Gould 1991 ). The notion of prim;tiveness was not meaningful to Aboriginal 

respondents, however, physical appearance was an important aspect of Aboriginal 

perception of crocodiles that the study cou;d not explained but that were recorded 

for other animals (frogs were particularly disliked, Field notes 1990)s 

The importance of the crocodile as a symbol showed that it was identified with 

northern Queensland primarily because of tourism and advertising, however Ii its 

image was rather ambiguous (except for Aboriginal respondents) and very few 

respondents actually could articulate their perception of the crocodile as a symbol. 

Daintree visitors and residents however were more able to do so than other 

respondents. Although respondents thought the crocodile was a good symbol, they had 

difficulty defining it, reflecting perhaps the problem of culturally integrating their 

unfamiliarity with the tropics. Howevet ~ ,me may see in the identification of the 

crocodile with tourism a new form of totemlsm where the crocodile has come to 

symbolise a new concept of nature and land use (recreation and tourism and 

vicarious enjoyment). Prior to that, crocodiles were only a pest to eradicate and an 

obstruction to European expansion. The crocodile symbol used in tourism is 

certainly very friendly and inviting and far away from its species counterpart. In 

many ways one could say that tourism is capitalising on the crocodile as an 

endangered species in a vanishing habitat, an important totem of the environmental 

discourse (Morton 1991). Crocodile icons were very popular in northern 

Queensland and for most respondents (see Appendix 7), they were a symbol of a new 

prosperity, except for Aboriginal respondents who saw the value of crocodiles 

images in the protection the~; confer to their users (T-shirts for example, Field 

notes 1990). There was an internal contradiction in the status of the crocodile. It 

was perceived as a symbol of dangerous wilderness and a symbol of attractive and 

exotic experience. While the tpecies was feared, often despised but also fascinating 

and commanding respect and e symbol of freedom, the crocodile image was friendly 

and amusing, the object of jokes. The cultural humanisation and trivialisation of 

crocodiles were made possible by the essentially vicarious experience of crocodiles 
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most respondents would have and the moral division between non humans and 

humans. However this paradox is exposed every so often when a crocodile attack 

occurs and it is culturally perceived as a violation of the sacredness of humanity 

that no retaliation on crocodile populations could restore. 

Crocodiles stories were true stories with respondents having had personal 

experience of crocodiles and respondents interested in natural history (residents). 

Most cited sources were films and television advertising, wildlife documentaries and 

of course Paul Hogan's Crocodile Dundee, the most popular Australian film. 

"Crocodile Dundee• has been the object of a number of critical analysis (Clark MS; 

Morton 1991; Morris 1988). Clark (MS) and Morton (1991) argue that Mick 

Dundee the bush hero and symbol of Australianness in fact appropriated Aboriginal 

culture to legitimate his rights to the land and its resources by the dispossession of 

Aborigina: inhabitants. 

To conclude the determinants of empathy towards crocodiles, as for the attitudes 

towards crocodiles as a threat, go beyond simple demographic categorisation and 

must take into account socio-cultural factors which are common to Western 

thinking but also specific to the Australian historical and cultural context. The 

generalisation of those assumptions to Aboriginal respondents fai!ed to produce an 

adequate profile of their views and cultural differences when explicit through the 

results could not always be interpreted. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

In the pr·evious chapters, the major aspects o·f attitudes towards crorAdiles were 

investigated. To conclude, the trends observed and implications for management are 

discussed. The limitations of the study and areas for future research are also 

presented. 

7 .1 - Methodological conalderattona 

Several methodological considerations must be acknowledged in the interpretation of 

the results. These concern the representativeness of the sample, the reliability and 

validity of the data collected, the quality of the survey instrument, choice of 

variables and level of analysis. 

Lo~istic constraints limited the survey to English speaking respondents and excluded 

non English speaking visitors (Japanese visitors particularly), However, the 

location of the survey somehow restricted sampling error quite significantly 

because Japanese visitors in fact were concentrated in a few locations and mostly 

outside the survey sites. As a result, visitor sampling was biased towards domestic 

tourists and European tourists with a good koowledge of English. Time limitations 

also excluded visitors travelling in group tours. The sample size of the visitors to 

Weipa was admittedly small although representative of the level of visitation to 

Weipa at the time of the survey. The study was regionally based and the views of 

visitors, although providing a contrasting view, did not really represent the views 

of the communities they came from. Furthermore, they were not influenced by their 

usual social networks, but rather by unfamiliar circumstances. The temporary 

nature and motivation of their visit may in fact have affected their response 

significantly. However. the study could not evaluate those factors. Overall the 

sample was biased towards residents although visitor numbers were representative 

of each specific site surveyed. It was acceptable however, given that residents 

accounted for most crocodile attack victims and were most affected by management 

decisions. Aboriginal respondents from Napranum and Hopevale were analysed as one 

group despite some local differences. Althouqh random sampling was initially 

intended in both those communities, the sample was biassed towards older 

respondents, because it was difficult (and culturally inappropriate) to secure 
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interviews with younger respondents. When it was possible however, the pattern of 

answers was quite different from that of the older generation and reflected the social 

change taking place in thosq communitie&., Furthermore, the established protocol for 

social interactions did not lend itself to a survey approach, because it was unlikely 

that all relevant information would be communicated to the interviewer in a one off 

situation. Literacy, language barriers and differences in logical thinking may also 

have affected the results. However, those difficulties could be dealt with to some 

extent through good preliminary investigations of community networks, personal 

introduction into the communities and a good deal of interviewing skills. The ability 

to obtain comparative results made it worthwhile. However, no comparative results 

between urban and remote Aborigines could ubtained, so that the differential effect 

of residence near crocodiles could not be dissociation from cultural factors. 

Residence near crocodile habitats, residence status and cL.,ftural background proved 

the most useful independent variables although in the case uf Aboriginal respondents 

no differentiation between residence and cultural background could be made. 

Demographic variables although useful to identify social groups did not alone 

explain ,; ariations in the distribution of kncwledge empathy and risk perception and 

were obscured by residence status and wider cultural and social factors. However, 

gender emerged as an important variable to assess cultural differences between 

Aboriginal and non Aboriginal respondents and to explain the impact of cultural and 

historical factors specific to region on attitudes towards crocodiles. 

Because of the administration of the survey by interviewers, the validity and 

reliability of the results were satisfactory. Interviewers were all familiar with 

interviewing procedures; they were briefed and all being females, attracted the 

same interviewer bias.The validity of Aboriginal information was obtained through 

experienced interviewing, however, gender interviewer bias would have been 

difficult to evaluate. 

The questionnaire used in the survey had limitations in tha, it was too long and some 

questions proved at posteriori unnecessary to the development of an understanding 

of attitudes, and consequently were not used in the analysis. The overall information 

obtained from respondents also showed that valuable data were in fact collected 

quaUtative~, through open ended questions • the value of open ended questions as has 

been emphasised by Geer ( 1988) - participation observation and informal 

interviews. Thoae ware particularly useful to identify social networks and to 

provide support for the interpretation of quantitative information. For instance, it 
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proved very useful to understand the consistent polarity of responses in the 

Daintree are& and to interpret Aboriginal responses. It can be said that social 

context is very important in shaping a set ot attitude~ and alternatives methods 

could be used to analyse attitudes within that context. Qualitative analysis could be 

considered for future research given the availability of computer tools. The study 

was intentionally exploratory and the analysis of the survey results was purposely 

descriptive since the data collected would not allow for inferential statistics without 

violating the assumptions of those statistics. However, the results may be used in 

developing hypotheses which could be used for further predictive studies. 

7.2. - Discussion of raaulta and management lmpllcatlona. 

The results presented in the previous chapters can be conveniently summarised 

graphically by two apposed triangles including knowledge (or experience), 

expressed concern and empathy at the tips and which sides indicate id\o,ntified 

relationships between them (Figure 7.1). 

Residanc• near 
crocodile habitats Knowledge 

Experi11rn:e 

Socio-cultural 
context 

Figure 7.1 - The reletionships between knowledge, experience, expressed concern 
and empathy. 

7.2.1 • The aoclal and spatial basis of publlc safety 

The study identified public safety as a tSalient issue in the management of crocodile 

as primarily a function of close residence near crocodiles habitats and cross 

cultural factors. The perception of risk was found to be negatively correlated to the 

amount of empathy towards crocodiles and accounted for the reticence of most 

residents' willingness to accommodate for crocodiles conservation. However, while 

this was a major consideration, the expressed concern about crocodile as a threat 
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was surprisingly low except in the Weipa/Port Musgrave area (Cape York 

Peninsula) and among Aboriginal respondents, clearly reflecting both the large 

population of crocodiles in those areas. the isolation of those communities and 

cu~tural differences. 

The amount of exposure r~spondents had to crocodiles and crocodile habitats was 

decisive in their expressed concern. While most had a vicarious knowledge and 

experience of crocodiles, the f tJW that in fact had personal experience were most 

concerned about the risk. The perception of public safety was very much affected by 

local factors and the way in which management was perceived to deal with the issue, 

despite the fact that most respondents would agree that carelessness was usually 

responsible for fatal accidents. This indicated a shift from individual responsibiiity 

towards social responsibility for the management of personal risks, leaving to 

management the decision as to what level of control should be left to individuals. At 

the same time, r9sidants did not see that their views were adequately represented in 

management decisions. It was significant that most residents near crocodilti habitats 

favoured crocodile population control. There was however differences between the 

rasidents Cape York Peninsula and t'1e east coast of Far North Queensland regarding 

the need for crocodile population control. It was very strongly expressed by the 

residents in Weipa, compared those of the east coast: it may be explained by the 

isolation of those respondents which may have reinforced their perception of risk 

and left them vulnerable to internally generated fears and rumour. 

However, the different set of circumstances in terms of the size of the crocodile 

population, risk assessment and management presence may not alone explain those 

differences. The changes which have taken place in the Cairns - Cooktown area in tha 

last fifteen years have affected the economic and social profile of the region 

(Reynolds 1992). Those include the influx of new residents from southern cities 

and the major tourist destination the region has become. The change in resident 

communities' structure and expectations was illustrated in the Oaintree Cape 

Tribulation area where two lifestyles co-existed (not always harmoniously), 

essentially reflecting the change io the economic and social orientation. The 

importance those factors in the perception of public safety and empathy towards 

crocodiles should be given consideration because they may reflect wider social 

concerns which ultimately affect crocodile manRgement. Community responses to 

crocodile attacks may be seen as socia, indicators of underlying conflicts of 

interests. On the one hand residents associated with the tourism industry 

capitalizing the natural environment and on crocodiles as an attraction and on the 
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other hand th0&e associated with traditional activities who saw the new industry as a 

threat to their lifestyle and for whom crocodiles fundamentally remained just a 

hazard. 

The study did not investigated respondents ' safety behaviour per se, limiting itseH 

to document respondents' own assessment. While it was impossible to verify the 

accuracy of respondents• responses, it was significant that although risk taking was 

not readily admitted by respondents, the circumstances in which it took place were 

wall described. They were mostly incidental to respondents recreational activities, 

in that reflecting the dominance of recreation in the use of wetlands. Fishing and 

camping were by far the most mentioned activities and were most popular with non 

Aboriginal male residents and the few visitors to Cape York Peninsula - who in fact 

were demographically similar to resktents. Results showed that most respondents 

knew of safety procedures while not necessary following them for a number of 

reasons ranging from ignorance of when they would be of relevance in the case of 

tourists for example, to whether they would be an inconvenience in respondents' 

activities. The desirability of safety behaviour was most important for Aboriginal 

respondents unlike most other respondents, the reflection of the importance of right 

conduct in crocodile habitats as well as use of wetlands. It was matched by an array 

of safety precautions both pract.cal and symbolic not found with other respondents. 

Although most respondents were keen to know more about safety, it may not have 

have gone as far as restricting their recreational activities. For instance, the 

promotion of a free holiday lifestyle may in fact bo in conflict with the constraints 

imposed by safety behaviour. The information regarding dangerous activities and 

circumstances presented in Queensland National Parks and Wildlife Service 

crocodile signs and brochures however, was used primarily by visitors, while 

residents would rather use personal experience and local networks and as such be 

more vulnerable to misleading information and rumour. The low probability of fatal 

encounters certainly was conducive to some complacency. 

Change towards more responsible safety behaviour may raquire more than just 

information about the risks. While most respondents knew about safety precautions, 

actual experience was not there to support their vital importance. Personal 

exparience of crocodilesw when available, was characterised a range of emotional 

responses depending 'ln whether that experience wss with animals in the wild or in 

captivity, fear and/or interest being the domir,ant responses. An aroused state may 

be an important factor in promoting learning and a change of attitude which could be 

followed behaviour change. The expression of fear was an major factor in the 
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expressed concern of Aboriginal respondents and certainly was seen as a positive 

element of safe behaviour. However, for most non Aboriginal respondents, fear was 

seen as an negative emotion to overcome through better understanding of crocodiles 

rather than to cultivate in order to maintain some awareness and avoid complacency 

about the risk. Personal experience of crocodiles was overall limited even with 

residents near crocodile habitats and was often confined to controlled situations such 

as zoos and boat cruises which removed the sense of vulnerabmty from which a 

healthy respect for crocodiles may develop. When personal experience was not 

available to respondents, the crocodile signs were in fact effective on site reminder 

of potential danger. 

7 .2.2 - The ambiguous nature of the empathy towards crocodlles 

It is important to note that while crocodiles are not usually considered very highly 

in animal preferences (Paterson 1990; Kellert 1985b) primarily because of 

negative symbolic associations, the interest they generated grew with being in their 

vicinity even temporarily, as the responses of visitors showed. This interest was 

expressed in the respondents' r9i:1u~rement for more information about safety but 

also about the biology and ecology of the species. There was also an overall 

appreciation of crocodiles as an object of fascination, however not so much W!th 

Aboriginal respondents where different forms of symbolic associations prevailed. 

The fascination many respondents expressed arose from the perceived uniqueness 

and primitiveness of crocodiles; Aboriginal respondents only saw uniqueness as a 

reason for fascination, emphasising the cultural basis of attitudes towards animals. 

Fascination was not necessarily connected to actual knowledge of the species itself. 

The undeat3tanding of the biology and ecology of Saltwater cH>eodiles was for the most 

part vague and anecdotal, mostly vicarious and related to safety, with a number of 

misleading misconceptions about the animal's behaviour, even with respondents 

familiar with crocodiles. It was significant that there was little congruence between 

crocodiles as a species and crocodile as an socially constructed image, since they 

were considered an appropriate symbol of the region. The overall limited personal 

experience of crocodiles in their own environment and the way in which respondents 

acquired knowledge of crocodiles may in fact have reinforced this paradox. Most 

respondent drew their knowledge from the media with differential evaluation of 

their trustworthiness, depending on the community group and the sources 

themselves. The essentially vicarious natur·e of the knowledge and appreciation of 

crocodiles raise questions about the social process of constructing images of 

crocodiles. The image of crocodiles presented by the few respondents who could tell a 
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crocodile story certainly reflected the confusion between the symbol and the day to 

day reality of living with crocodiles. 

7 .2.3 - The promo"on of poalUve attitude• towards crocodllea 

The st.udy investigated a number of hypotheses regarding environmental awareness 

and positive attitudes towards animals. The first one was that demographic variables 

may be used as predictors of positive attitudes. The belief that environmental 

,;oncern was related to socio demographic status, (education, occupation, urban 

residence) has been criticised (Mohai 1985; Dwyer & Hutchison 1990; Van Liere 

& ')unlap 1980; Taylor 1989) and in the present study was found inconclusive: the 

effect demographic factors on empathy towards crocodiles was obscur6d by the effect 

of residence status; for instance, a significant amount ot the higher socio-economic 

group was restricted to respondents not residing in the area, therefore less likely to 

be affected by management decisions, except for some of the Daintree residents, 

however, the sample size there was too small to draw any significant conclusion. 

The second hypothesis was that the knowledge of crocodiles wouk:t promote positive 

attitudes towards their conservation. The results of the survey showed no significant 

correlation between empathy and knowledge except for Aboriginal respondents. 

Implications for management are far reaching because public education is regarded 

by management agencies as an important tool to promote positive attitudes towards 

conservation policies. In fact, greater knowledge (and personal experience) was 

associated with greater risk awareness, a deterrent to empathy towards crocodiles. 

It should ba noted though that this pattern closely fitted the pattern of residence 

near crocodiles. 

The conclusion of the study indicates that empathy towards crocodiles may be the 

result of wider cultural factors in which attitudes are embedded while specific 

values attributed to crocodiles the effect of local factors of residence near crocodile 

habitats. The homogeneous pattern of lower empathy of the region as opposed to 

higher empathy outside the region, affected demographic distinctions of socio 

economic status and may be explained in broader socio-cultural terms. The study 

identitied a distinct culturally based gender pattern of risk awareness and knowledge 

for non Aboriginal respondents. The greater use of wetlands by males resulted in a 

greater awareness of crocodiles as a threat. and crocodiles were generally better 

known and appreciated for· their recreational value by males respondents. This 

interest in crocodiles may be traced to the symbol:sm of crocodiles as representing 
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a image of power and wilderness. This image happened to coincide well with the 

frontier ethics of the area, the basis of the gender based social construction of 

Australianness. RecraaUon in fact allowed to re-create the experience of the 

pioneering days. This image ',Vas important in attracting visitors to Cape York 

Peninsul~- The be.sicaUy utHitarian view of nature in the region was el'pressed tn 

the popularity of crocodile farming and crocodiias as a tourist asset with residents 

near crocodile habitats. It also acknowledged the priority of safety for those 

respondents. how,.,erp it was signrncant to see that a majority of respondents 

identified ecological value as an important attribute of crocodiles despite a largely 

imprecise understanding of what it actually meant. It may reflect the importance of 

the environmental discourse of the day rather than personal circumstances. The 

stut did not e,Hectively distinguish betweon the lower empathy of Aboriginal 

respondents and that found in the wider community, primarily because of the 

definition of empathy used by the study which poony accounted for Aboriginai 

worldview. 

7.2.4 - Cross cultural considerations 

Cross cultura, differences were found throughout the survey despite methodological 

constraints. For example) the evaluation of the knowledge of safe behav,our did not 

account for Aboriginal greater familiarity with wetlands and crocodiles and was 

biased towards the expectation from an ave!'age r1on Aboriginal person unfamiliar 

with that type of risk. The outstand,flg concem about crocodiles as a threat could not 

be explained just in terms of risk exposure, which was not very different from 

other residents near crocodile habitats: but in relation to Aboriginal worldview of 

moral unity and predictability which meant that death could not be accidental but the 

result of some moral misconduct and a source of great concern. It is common to see 

Aborigines swimming in waterways of northern Australia (Webb & Manolis 1989; 

Field notes 1990), and Aboriginal contempt for crocodiles may seem extraordinary 

for the average Australian, It can only be explained by their anti mate knowledge of 

crocodil,i behaviour and the certitude of right ac!ion however, not precluding the 

chance of a fatal accident as the records of attacks showed. It is quite different 

situation for European Australians for which crocodiles are considered unfamiliar 

and an unacceptable hazard perhaps becausca of the perception of superiority of 

hurr.ans over thf> non human world. The identified cultural assumptions underlying 

attitudes towards non humans in western culture did not explain Aboriginal animal 

preferences aatiaf actorily. The stud)' of wildlife values in m1nagemer.t h11~ !!ht>wn 

that assumptions were made on the part of wildlife managers regarding what the 

l 
I 
I 
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public's valuation of animals specificaUy in a cross cultural context (Caughfey 

1985). As as pointed out by Kellert & Berry (1987), wi!dlif'? :rr;a--·,~gi.-ment 

programmes are designed by middle class western white males and as such 

represent a narrow focus of public views. 

7.3 - Management lmpllcatlona and recommendations 

The first significant finding of this study is the importance of regional variations in 

attitudes and as such the necessity of fine grain management strategies in the 

implementation of broader management goals. Throughout the study, it became 

apparent that wh:le crocodile conservation may be perceived as an issue of wider 

signmcance, it was at the local level that management issues aroee. Regional a~

cultural factors are crucial in determining future directions and the successtui 

implementation of policies. 

The second important finding was the need for effective risk communication. As the 

knowledge of crocodiles was not connected with more empathy towards crocodiles but 

rather with higher perception of risk, it is important for management to re

consider the focus of public education in achieving management gpals. Public s&i'et)" 

programmes should be developed and should identify target group~; based on activity, 

and location, as it was shown that certain activities (recreational fishcn~, 

commercial fishing and farming) were more likely to expose those engaged in them; 

the culturally based gender pattern associated with activ:ty pattern should also be 

considered. The importance of trust in sources of information stressed in ris!< 

studies are relevant to crocodiles management. The study identified an overaii i,ust

in the expertise of wildlife personnel and reliance on crocodile signs for on site 

information. However, it was mostly used by visitors rather than local residents. 

More interactive information should be available which allows for a mindful

processing of information and promotion of the desired safety behaviour.

Programmes specifically aimed at local residents involving their active

participation should be promoted. A number of such initiatives have occurred in 

Aboriginal communities where comm,mity rangers collect and disseminate

information from Aboriginal elders and wildlife agenc}es. Those schemes promote on 

going communication and better understandijng between local residents and wildlife 
( 

management agencies. 

The !mportance of on going risk assessment in risk communication should be 

systematic. In that regard, the study showed that respondents did not have the 
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knowledge of dangerous circumstances, largely because of their imprecise 

knowledge of the biology and ecology of the soecies, as they correctly assessed, the 

need to relate information to specific and relevant situations, and the lack of 

personal experience of crocodiles and their h~itats. This was evident in the detail of 

the knowledge scale and in the comparison of crocodile attacks accounts and actual 

anaiysis of those same events. 

The acceptability of risk and the promotion of positive attitudes towards crocodile 

conservation will depend on the perception an equitable distribution of benefits and 

costs of management policies. The results of this study showed the salience of 

crocodiles as a environmental threat - which can be considered as a social cost .. 

increased with proximity to crocodile habitats; it was perceived as a negative 

consequence of conservation policies by most resident populations~ regardless of 

actual individual exposure, as their expressed ne&d for crocodile population control 

showed, clearly pointing to a social rather than an personal concern. The perceived 

benefits of those policies were unevenly appr~iated and more difficult to ascertain 

even though the ecoiogical value of crocodiles was acknowledg9d. In practical terms 

however 9 the economic benefits of conservation polk;ies may be seen in the regional 

development of •sustainable'° industries based on the attraction of protected areas 

and wildlife and commercial exploitation of the species, when possible. This 

approach has been taken by a number of agencies responsible for the management of 

crocodiles and alligators worldwide including in the Northern Territory of 

Australia. Important requirements for the success of those policies are an adequate 

involvement of local populations in the management decisions and locally accrued 

benefits (Goudberg, Cassells & Valentine 1991; Valentine 1989). The study 

identified some dissatisfaction with management decisions particularly among 

resident populations. This could easily turn into open conflict, in the event of a fatal 

encounter and would jeopardize the acceptability of managament decisions. The 

Nature Conservation Act 1992 (Queensland) under which the management of 

crocodiles is administered includes some level of public involvement in the decision 

making proce3s. The value of public participation has been widely debated (Amstein 

1969; Craig 1986; Cassells & Valentine 1988; Wynne 1989; Environment 

Defenders Office 1991; James 1991). Arguments against it include the lack of 

representativeness of the participants, the high costs and the lengthy process 

involved. However, the benefits include additional information, accountability of the 

decision making process and acceptability of implementation, improved 

communication and education of those involved and a wider concern for community 

interests. In the case of dangerous wildlife management, the commitment of those 
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participating and public ownership of management decisions may reduce future 

conmct situations (Benzaken in prep.). 

7.4 - Future research 

A number of avenues for future research are presented below. Th~~y arise from both 

the conclusions and the limitations of the study. 

Given the the regional basis O\ this study, it would be of interest to expand its scope 

to other regions where crocodiles occur and evaluate the factors affecting the 

characteristics and distribution of attitudes. International visitors could not be 

targetted in this study and given the likely increase in visitation to the area in the 

future, an investigation of their attitudes should be considered. Finally, urban 

Aborigines should be surveyed in order to obtain comparative results with 

Aborigines of remote communities. The shortcomings of the study in addressing 

adequately cross cultural issues also warrants an in depth study Aboriginal attitudes 

with a focus on social change and contemporary issues of crocodile management 

Areas of importance are the identification of management issues from an Aboriginal 

perspective, documentation of Aboriginal knowledge, management practices and 

social networks and ;ts relevance to crocodile management in the context o! future 

management of wetlands. 

The study identified the importance of personal experience in acquiring knowledge, 

however, knowledge was not associated with empathy but rather with higher risk 

perception. An evaluation of the range C'•i crocodile experiences should be conducted 

in order to identify the relevant factors affecting the relationship between 

knowledge, attitude and behaviour. This inforruation would provide a basis for the 

design effective public education on safety and conservation. 

An important area of research waiting to be studied is the analysis of the process of 

constructing images of wildlife and nature and their social meaning in the context of 

the current environment~I discourse. Given the importance of the media in this 

process, various types of media could be considered each with their own 

characteristics oi message content, style and impact: nature documentaries and their 

role in promoting a familiar yet removed image. of wildlife; popular cr"codile 

images in literature and advertising; evil images provided by media particularly at 

time of fatal incidents. The social basis of endangered wildlife for instance, a corner 

stone of the environmental concern has already attracted some interest (Shepard 
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197S; Kellert 1985c). Morton ( 1991) suggests a new form of totemism which 

establishes a link between the st.rvival of species and the survival of Homo sapiens. 

To conclude. the present study despite its limitation has demonstrated the 

importance of regional and socio-cultural factors in attitudes towards wildlife and 

wildlife management. The ambiguous meaning of crocodiles as dangerous wildlife and 

spe,cies to protect can be seen as culturally constructed and socially 8xpressed in 

concern for public safety and in the empathy towards crocodiles. Cultural encoding 

however was found to differ quite significantly for Aboriginal and non Aboriginal 

respondents and reflected throughout the study. The essentially mediated experience 

of crocodiles most respondents had, the social and cultural background and perceived 

spatial distribution of social costs and benefits of conservation policies were crucial 

in shaping attitudes recorded in the study. 
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Figure 1- Location map of survey area. (dashed area shows the distribution of 

Crocodylus porosus). 
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APPENDIX 2 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

COMMUNITY ATTITUDES TO CROCODILES IN NORTH QUEENSLAND 

The increasing demands on wetlands in northern Queensland for de\ .Jopment, 
together with the recovary of crocodile populations since protection in the 70s', 
have changed the circumstances of encounter between people and crocodiles. An 
increased awareness of their presence near populated areas has led to concern for 
public safety. As a result, an assessment of this situation is required. 

Ms D. Benzaken, a Master's student in Tropical Ecology with the Department of 
Geography at James Cook University (Townsville), is investigating attitude1s 
towards crocodiles in northern Queensland communities situated in the vicinity of 
crocodile habitats. The project considers an aspect of natural risk which has 
attracted little attention within the extensive study of environmental threats. The 
study of community attitudes provides a valuable tool for resource management and 
can b,e used in the production of relevant educative programmes. 

The survey will be conducted at Weipa, the Cooktown/Oaintree region and 
Townsville, where community structure, pattern of recreational activities, and 
present deveiopment (mining, fishing industry and tourism) are expected to affect 
the perception of crocodiles significantly. 

Please, answer the foHowing questionnaire, your contribution will be highly 
appreciated. 

NOTE: The Information collected In this questionnaire Is confldentlal. 

Respondent number: 
Date: 
Location: 
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KNOWLEDGE SCALE 

For each statement, please tick one box only. 

01-ln Australia, crocodi!es are only found in tropical coastal areas. 

D untrue D unsure D true 

Q2-ln Queensland, crocodiles can be found as south as Rockampton 

D untrue D unsure D true 

Q3-There are two different species of crocodiles found in north Queensland, 
the Saltwater crocodile and the freshwater crocodile_ 

D untrue D unsure D true 

04· Crocodiles are considered an endangered species by international legislation, 
therefore they are totally protected and their trade strictly regulated. 

D untrue D unsure D 11 ~~ 
QS-The Saltwater crocodile is always found in tidal rivers and mangroves, 
never in freshwater swamps and billabongs. 

D true D unsure D untrue 

Q6-The Freshwater crocodile is alwavs found in freshwater. 

D true D unsure D untrue 

Q7-Crocodiles are known to travel long distances. 

D untrue D unsure D true 

08- Salt water crocodiles are never found on beaches. 

D untrue D unsure D true 

Q9- It is safe to swim regularly at the same place where it is known that crocodiles 
have never been seen before. 

D true D unsure D untrue 

010- It is safe to swim in shallow, fast running rivers. 

D true D unsure D untrue 

Q11 • If you cannot see a salt water crocodile in or near a body of water, 
then it is safe to swim. 

D true D unsure D untrue 

Q12- Camping at the edge of the water is usually safe even if there is a warning 
sign near by. 

D untrue D unsure D true 

Q13- Large sait water crocodiles may approach your camp if food scraps are left 
around. 

0 untrue D unsure D true 

01'1- It is safe to fish from the 'Nater edge with your feet in the water, so tong as 
you can see the bottom. 

D true D unsure D untrue 
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Q15• Crocodiles are not usu~ hunting at night. 

D true LJ unsure D untrue 

016· Crocodiles are shy animals and usually avoid ,.e..,.eople 

D untrue D unsure LJ true 

017- Crocodiles always hunt their prey from the water. 

D untrue D unsure [] true 

Q18- Crocodiles only attack when threatened. 

D true D unsure D untrue 

019- Crocodiles are more ag~jssive during the summer months (Nov to March). 

D true unsure D untrue 

020 .. Most Saltwater crocodile attacks on humans are unsuccessful, and indaviduals 
have the opportunity to escape. 

D untrue D unsure D true 

Q21-Saltwater crocodiles are slow on land. 

D true D unsure D untrue 

Q22- Saltwater crocodiles usually stalk their prey. 

D true D unsure D untrue 

023-Salt water crocodiles can stay submerged up to an hour. 

D true D unsure D untrue 

024-Saltwater crocodiles feed mostly on fish, arvJ don 1t usually hunt 
large mammals. 

D untrue D unsure D true 

Q25-Crocodiles are cannibals. 

D untrue D unsure Otrue 

026-Crocodiles store there (re] for future feeds. 

D true unsure D untrue 

027- Salt water crocodiles help to keep a balance among the other animals and 
plants in their habitat. 

D true D unsure D untrue 

Q28-Saltwa.ter crocodiles are territorial. 

D untrue D unsure D true 

029-Female Saltwater crocodiles look after their young. 

D untrue O unsure O true 

Q30- 90% of born Sattwater crocodiles do not reach adulthood. 

D untrue D unsw9 D true 

Q31-Crocodiles' body temperature depends on the surrounding temperature. 

D true D unsure D untrue 
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Section 1 

Q1 -How would you describe your attitude to crocodiles: 
(What you feel about them, what ought to be done about them .. ) 

( In this section, plea•• tick one box only uni••• It Is specified 
otherwise) 

aoow daf :rous to □eople would YD say cl[f>diles are ? 

not at all a little moderately a lot don't know 

03- Do you agree that Freshwater crocodiles and Saltwater crocodiies are equally 

da□rous? D D D D D 
agree moderately undecided moderately disagree don't know 

agree disagree 

04-0o you agree that iarge Saltwater crocodiles only(more than 2m in length) are 

d□l'OllS to□ople? □ □ □ □ 
never rarely sometimes most times an the time don't know 

QS-Because of crocodiles, how concerned are you about the safety of people 
in this area? 

□ □ □ □ □ not at all a little moderately a lot don't know 

Q□Becausof crocod[:t how conc5ed are Ou about your personal safety? 

not at all a little moderately a lot don't know 

Q7-How would you estimate the chance of being harmed by a crocodile in this area? 

□□ □ □ □ □ □ nil very low low moderate high very high Don't know 

QI- Which, of the followbg list are the greatest source of concem to you? 
(Please, score the item of greatest concem as 1, tr.e second as 2, 
the third as 3 etc ... , use only one rank number for each item) 

D crocodiles D car accidents 

D cyclones O snakes 

D heart attacks D jet-yfish 

D floods D wild pigs 

D tropical diseases D sharks 

(mosquito born diseases, D skin cancer 

tropical infections ... ) D Aids 
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Q9-How familiar are you with crocodiles and crocodile habitats? 
(Circle the approp,;ate answer) 
Not familiar , 2 3 4 5 v,~ry familiar 

Q10-What would your estimate of the,..e,opulation of crocodiles be in this area? 

•············-· LJ Don't know 

Q11-How often have you seen crocodiles? 

Onaver 

D once to 4 times 

D 5 to 10 times 

D more than 1 O times 

If you answer 11 never 11 to question 11, please go to question 16 

Q12-lf once or more, in what circumstances? 

Din a captivP. situation (zoo or farm) 

D in the wild situation 

D in both situations 

Q13-lf you have had any experience with crocodiles, (Pither in the wild or 
captive) 
please describe a particularly striking experience ... 

- W h e n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - • - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-Where,--------·- .. ·-·------------- .... ------------------------
·Who with ------------------------------- .. ·----------- .. ----
·What happened ------------------------------------ .. ·---- .. ·-· 

-What you 

-How you 

014-How much has your personal experience influenced your feelings towards 
crocodiles? 

□ □ □ □ □ not at all a little moderately a lot don't know 

Q16-lf it has, in what way? 

Q□ Are y□ersonalloightened□ crocodil□ □ 

never rarely sometimes most times all the time don't know 
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Q17wWhat make crocodiles such frightening creatures to you? 
(Is it their physical appearance, primitiveness, predator behaviour ... ?) 

Q1 8- Can you recall when was the last crocodile attack in the North? 

□ □ □ □ 
less than less than more than cannot 
a year 5 years 5 years recall any 

Q19-Can you recall the circumstances in which happened? 

-What were your feelings at the time ? 

-What was the immediate consequence of the attack f 

-How could it have been avoided? 

-How did you learn about it? 

02O-0verall, how concerned about safety were you at the time of the attack? 

□ □ □ □ very moderately slightly not at all 
concerned concerned concerned concerned 

021-To what extent each of the following factors contributes to your concern 
about the risk of a crocodile attack? 

·□ knowinowhen a[:rhere a cr□ile wil~ear. 

not at all a little moderately a lot don't know 

-or inabl□ to preont crocodileottacks.
0 

not at all a little moderately a lot don't know 

-Knowing of someone who was atta~ked by a crocodile. 

□ □ □ □ □ not at all a little moderately a lot don't knoY' 

• The often fatal outcome as a result of an encounter. 

□ □ □ □ □ not at all a little moderately a lot don't know 

022-How would you estimate the number of crocodile victims in North Queensland 
annualp!.1, 

LJ individuals D don't know 
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Q□•How ortant do you Dk safeoprecautionoare to prevent accidents? 

Very rr,ooerately saghtly not at al~ don't know 
important :mportant important important 

Section 2 

For each question please one answer only unless it is specifisd otherwise. 

never rarely sometimes most times all the time don't know 

Q25-How often do you go to places where crocodiles live (i.e. tropical rivers, 
billabongs 
and swamps)? 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 
never rarely sometimes most times all the time don't know 

If you answer 'never• to queatlon 25, please go •~,; sectlon3. 

Q25b-How long for do you usually go where crocodiles live? 

•······ •· •· ..... -clay( s), 
------------- ---, year( s) 

month(s) per y~ar 
(delete not applicable) 

028-0o you usually go an tr~ical W(JUands and rivers ... ? 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 
alone w~th a with my wi~h a with work other 

friend family group team 

026- Which of the folk>wing outdoor activities would take you into 
crocodile habitats?(Tick as mo as needed) 
D diving swimming 

D camping/c.uavaning D BBQing 

D fishing D hunting 
C1ushwalking D birdwatching 

D holidaying D Flora and fauna collecting 

D sightseeing D natural photography 

D other 

D Not applicable 

027- Which of the followir.g work activities would take you into crocodile 
habitats? 

Otishing 

D research 

D food collecting 

D Not applicable 

Otarming 
D tourist operation~ 

D other_ .. ~----····-
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029-Couid you briefly describe the precautions you would usually take while in an 
area where crocodiles might be found? 

oo-To i:t· exte[to you 'Ow saleoprecautions? 

all the most sometimes rarely never 
time times 

031-How often must you take risks and dis,egard safety precautions? 

□ □ □ □ □ all the most sometimes rarely never 
time times 

032-lf you do take risks, could you explain why? 

Section 3 

Q33-How much do you think the risk of crocodile attack has changed in the last 

crars? □ □ □ □ 
not at all a little moderately a lot don't know 

Q34-lf there is a ch~e in the risk of crocodile attack, would you say it has 

D increased U Decreased D NIA 

Of the following possible explanations, which are closest 
to your v!~ws? (Please tick one box only.> 

Q34b-There is an increase in crocodile numbers. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 
don't know strongly moderate!y undecided moderately strongly 

disagree disagree agree agree 

Q351arr crocos are no Oger wary□ people. □ □ 

don't know strongly moderately undecided moderately strongl~• 
disagree disagree agree agree 

038-□re is notoough tra'o'g of larnrocodiles(J □ 

don't know strongly moderately undecoed moderately strongly 
disagree disagree agree agree 

C37 -There ate more oeople coming into areas where crocodiles live. 

□ o· □ □ ·□ □ 
don't know strongly moderately undecided moderately strongly 

disagree disagree agree agree 
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Q38· People are not taking safety seriol!!!x. 

□ □ □ LJ □ □ 
don't know strongly 

disagree 
moderately undecided moderately strongly 
disagree agree agree 

Q39□ople arednorant □t crocodo

strongly moderately undecided moderately 
agree agree disagree 

□ □ 
strongly don't know 
disagree 

041-□odiles l:te centrer increase:, media aotion. □ 

don't know strongly moderately undecided moderately strongly 
disagree disagree agree agree 

Section 4 

For each statement, please tick one box only unless it is stated otherwise. 

042-My knowledge of crocodiles is 

0 n i I D poor D reasonable O gxxt D very good 

Q43-How easy is it for you to get the facts on crocodiles ? 

□ □ □ ' □ □ 
very moderately moderately very don't 
easy easy difficult difficult know 

Q44-Please indicate from the following list which source(s) have contributed to 
your knowledge of crocodiles.(Tick the appropriate box and use provided scale card 
for ranking 

Credible/ 
rustworthy 

__________________ (Q47) __ 

Yes no 

1-My personal experience 

2-Experiences of 
my friends and relatives 

3 ... Tourism personnel( as in zoos/ 
tourists cruises/travel agents) 

4-National Parks and 
other wildlife personnel 

5-The local news 
either tv or paper 

6-National TV natworks 
Current affairs programs 

7-Documentaries and 
books on natural history 

I-Weekly magazines 



9-Specialist magazines(outdoor 
recreation/farming/fishing etc .. ) 

10-Scientific publications 

11-Tourist brochures 

12-0n site crocodile &igns 

13-Other:------------
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Q47-ln your opinion, what would be the most credible source of 
information of your interest? 
(Using the following scale, assign a number to the items on question 44) 
Not at all/ 1 2 3 4 5 highly credible 
credible 

Q45-How would you describe the information on crocodiles available to you ? 
(please circle the appropriate number) 

Inappropriate 1 2 3 4 5 very appropriate □DK 

Insufficient 1 2 3 4 5 sufficient DoK 

very 1 2 3 4 5 not at ail DoK 
sensational sensational 

046-Which of the crocodile items would you like to read about? (Please tick as 
appropriate) 
which would interest you most? (Please rank) 

Safety 

Farming 

Ecofogy/biology 

Management practices 

Crocodile attacks 

Other:--------

yes no Rank{1 to 6) 

Q48-How important to you is the information you have obtained on crocodiles? 
(Please circle as appropriate) 
Ve~ 1 2 3 4 
important 

5 not at an 
important 
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How much do you agree with the following statements? 
(Please tick as appropriate) 

049-do you agree that learning more about crocodiles make them 1£ss fearsome.to 

youD D D D D D 
don't know strongly moderately undecided moderately strongly 

disagree disagree agree agree 

QSO-Do you agree that crocodile signs near rivers and swamps encourage you 
to behave safely. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 
don't know strongly 

disagree 
moderately undecided moderately strongly 
disagree agree agree 

Section 5 

QS 1- How interesting are the following animals to you? 
(please rank the following items using 1 as the most interesting, 
2 the second most, etc ... , use one rank number only per item) 

D Native frogs D Koalas 

D Barramundi D Sulfur crested cockatoo 

D Corals D Butterflies 

D horses D Eagles 
D Snakes D Crocodiles 

D Insects D Dogs 

052-Can you explain your choice for the species you ranked first and last? 

Q53-ln your opinion,how valuable are crocodiles? 
(circle the appropriate number) 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 
valuable 

very 
valuable 

Q54-to V/hat extent each or the following factors contribute to the value(or no 
value) ot crocodiles? 
(Tick the appropriate number) 

Their use in farming for 
skins and other products 

As an attraction for outdoor 
recreation 

Their role in the 
balance of nature 

high 5 4 3 2 1 low 

Q58-How imPQrtant do you think crocodiles are in tropical rivers and swamps? 

□ □ □ □ □ □ Not moderate~)' Important very $SSential don't know 
important important lmportant 
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QSS-Do you know why?(what is their role in nature?) 
• e • • • e • • • • • e ~ • • • e • W • e • e W • • • a O • • W • • • • W e • • e • e • • • • e • • • 

057-How much do you think humans' activities in tropical wetlands affect 
the life of crocodiles? 

□ □ □ □ □ □ not at all a little moderately quite greatly Don't know 

Q 58-Can you explain your response? 

For each statement, pl•••• tick one box only unl••s It Is stated 
otherwise. 

Q60-Crocodiles as a wild animal have the right to exist in their environment. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 
don't know strongly moderately undecided moderately strongly 

disagree disagree ag<ee agree 

Q61-People should be educated to respect crocodiles and to follow safety precautions 
at all time when in their habitat. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 
don't know strong!y 

disagr·ee 
moderately undecided moderately strongly 
disagree agree agree 

06□Crocodil□rovide t:rique ex[iience o□ture. □ 

agree moderately undecided moderately disagree don't know 
agree disagree 

Q63-There is no excitement and adventure without crocodiles in the tropics. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 
agree moderately undecided moderately disagree don't know 

agree disagree 

Q64-lt is cruel to keep wild crocodiles in captive conditions. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 
don't know strongly moderately undecided moderateiy strongly 

disagree disagree agree agree 

065-□odiles a□ a nuisan[t the tros. □ □ 

don't know strongly 
disagree 

moderately undecided moderately strongly 
disagree agree agree 

066-Fishermen and farmers should not be compensated for their losses to 
crocodiles because it is part of their work. 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 
don't know strongly moderately undecided moderately strongly 

disagree disagree agree agree 
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Q68-How prepared are you to accept restrictions on the us~ of some areas of 
[t'ands to □low pro manageoent oorocodilecrulsiions? 

not at ail a little moderately quite greatly Don't know 

Section 6 

□9-Do yo□ink croodiles are faonati'El creatures? 

not at all slightly moderately greatly Don't know 

Q7O-Can you explain reasons why (or why not)? 

Q74-Can you recall a crocodile story (joke, ad, film etc .. ) you read, heard or saw? 
What was the storyline? Was the crocodile a good or bad character, comical or 
other.? 

075-Crocodile images aie widely used in North Queensland. Can you think of 
reasons why this is? 

□6- As a sobol of the No□ the croc□ile is □ 
□ Very appropriate Quite Quite inappropriate Very 

appropriate appropriate inappropriate inappropriate 

077-lf not appropriate, can you think an alternative symbol? 

Section 7 

For each statement, please tick one box only unless t is specified otherwise 

078-What is your usual residence (Town, State, Country)? 

079-How long have you .been in this area: 
(Circle relevant time unit) 

____ days/weeks/ months/ years 

08O-What is the purpose of your stay in this area? 
Ym oo· 

Work 

----------------------------------------------------------Holiday 

----------------------------------------------------------



Retirement 

Family ties/birth 

Choice of residence 

Study 

Other: ______ _ 
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IF YOU ARE A VISITOR TO THE AREA PLEASE FILL THIS SECTION. 
For each statement, please tick one box only unless it is specified otherwise. 

Q81-As a vis!tor to the area, I travel.. 

D By buses and public transport D By 4WD vehicle 

D Hitchhiking D By motor uike 
Down car D other: _____ _ 

Q82-As a visitor to the area, I travel... 

D In a group 

D With friends or relatives 

Donmyown 

Q82b· As a visitor I usually stay at/in ... 

D Camping ground 

D Caravan/units 

D Motel/resort 

D b~kpackers 

D Friends and relatives 

Dother 

Q83- As a visitor, my reason to come to this area is: 

Q84-As a visitor to this area, are you concerned about local issutls such as 
crocodiles? 

□ □ □ □ □ □ not at all a little moderately a lot quite a lot don't know 

085- As a visitor to the area. do you agree that you should take into account what 
the locals say and do about crocodiles? 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 
don't know strongly 

disagree 
moderately undecided moderately strongly 
disagree agree agree 
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086· As a visitor, do you agree that your opinions on the crocodile issue are as 

impo□t as the c:rions of !□local resonts. □ □ 

don1t know strongly moderately undecided moderately strongly 
disagree disagree agree agree 

IF YOU ARE A RESIDENT TO THIS AREA, PLEASE FILL THIS SECTION. 
for each statement, please tir.k one box only unless it is specified other.vise 

Q87-As a resident to thijs area,do you feel attached to \he place and the people? 

□ □ □ □ □ □ not at all a little moderately quite greatly don't know 

Q88-Do you belong to any particular association(s) in the community? if so please 
indicate which . 

Q89-As a resident, how well do you think your views are represented in decisions 
regarding 
the crocodile issue in the area? 

D very well 
Dwell 
D moderately 

Dpoorly 

D very poorly 

D No participation 

090-As a resident, do you consider the crocodile issue as a local issue. only? 

{jk one o□) D D D D 
not at all a little moderately quite greatly don't know 

Q91-As a resident, do you feel that the public should be more concerned about the Dal implicaons of croil9 manaemenoisiono 

not at a" a little moderately quite greatly don't know 

Section 8 

For each questio.~, please tick one box only unless it is specifiedd otherwise 

092 ... Please can you indicate your age? ______ _ 

093-Sex • .. - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - .0 male 
• _ _ __ • _ • - • - - - - d - - - Oamale 

Q94-Place of birth (yourself). 

D Australia 

D Overseas. which country: 
Q95-Place of birth(mother). 

D Australia 

D Overseas. Which country: ___ ~--
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Q96-Place of birth(father). 

Ckustralia 

D Overseas. Which country: ___ _ 

Q97-Coukl you please indicate your ethnic background: 

Q□Could y□lease in□te your Eital stat□ 

never married separated divorced widowed 
married not divorced 

Q 9 9 -Number of children under 15 years old: -------------------------

Q 100-What is your level of education:---------------------------
(Primary ,secondary, tertiary) 

Q 1 O 1 -What training /quaiifications do you hold:----------·----------

01O2-What is your occupation (Profession /Trade, other)-------~--w•-

Q103-are you ~esently employed as: 
LJ Wage/salary earner 

D Self employed 

Demployer 

D Unpaid helper 

D Unemployed 

Q104-I am not in the labour force. 

□ Pensioner 
D Retired 

Dstudent 

Q 1 0 S- What is your annual income (Before tax): --~-----------

Q108- Are you practising a religion? 
which:----------, none---•• 0

•----

Q107-Where have you spent most of your life ? for how long? 

D in a small town ----~----years 
D in a large city ________ years 

D in a station or farm ________ years 

D in a mission ·--___ years 
D,ther:___________ _ _______ years 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME. 
IF YOU WISH TO MAKE Atff COMMENTS, PLEASE 00 SO IN THE REMAINING SPACE. 

• • • • - - • • • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • - • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • e • • • • U • C • • W • • • • • • • • 

e - • - - - • • - • - - - - • ti • • • • • • • • W • • • • M • • • e - • N • • • • • • • • • • • e ~ • • e d • • e • 

~ e • • • • • • • W & • • • • • • • • • • e • • • - • • • • • a • • • • • a • O O • - e • " W • a • 4 a • • • • • e 

• • • • u • • • • • • • g • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • r w • • • • • • - • • n • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • 
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CODEBOOK 

1 - CODING OF SCALES AND CATEGORICAL DATA 

Locations Weipa 1 

Napranum 2 

Dain tree 3 

Cape Trib 4 

Hopevale 5 

T ownsville 6 

Townsville 7 

Interviewers 

DB 

D.J 

"«:a 

LB 

1C 

Jo· 
AP 

a= 
Cl( 

$ 

KD 

1.1 • scales 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

G 

7 

8 

9 

1 0 

1 1 

Scale 1 (3 Intervals), see knowledge scale (Questions 1-31) 

untrue/unsure = 3 true 

correct answer = 1 

not correct = 2 

Scale 2 (5 Intervals) 

Agree(strongly agree'-=5, moderately agree=4, undecided=3, moderately 

disagree=2, .disagree{ strongly disagree)= 1 

S103, S2034 to 041, GSQ49, 050, S5 060 to 66,S7 085, 086. 



Scale 3 (5 Intervals) 

r.ever= 1 .... All the time=5 

(S104,024,025, S2030, 031) 

Scale 4 (4 Intervals) 
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not at all=1, a little(slightly)=2, Moderately(quite)=3, a lot (greatly, very)=4 

Statements: S102,Q5,Q14, 021a,b,c,d, S3033, S5057, S6069, S7 084, S8087, 

S8090.091. 

Adjectives: Concemed(S1020),important(S1023, S5056), 

Scale 5 (5 Intervals) 

Not at all (adjective) ..... 1,. 2, 3, .4, ....... 5 Very( adjective) 

Adjectives:F amiliar (S 109), appropriate ,sufficient, sensational (S5045a,b,c) .. 

important, (S5048, S5 056), credible (S5047), valuable (S5 053). 

low (Statement) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 high. 

S5054 

Scale 6 (6 Intervals) 

very innapropriate=1, inappropriat&=2, quite {moderately) inappropriate=3, 

Quite(moderately) appropriate=4, appropriate=5, very appropriate=6 

(S6076) 

scale 7 (4 Intervals) 

very difficult=1, moderately difficult=2, moderately easy=3, very easy=4 

(S5043) 

Scale 8 (& Intervals) 

Nil=1, poor=2, reasonable=3, good=4, very good=5 

S5042 

Scale 9 (4 Intervals) 

Nil=1, very low/ low=2, moderate=3 , high/ very high=4 

S107. 
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1.2 • cat1g11rlll 

Ranking questions S10.8, S5Q51 

in each enter rank no, if no rank then enter 88(N/A). 

Cards were used for those t--.vo questions. 

S1-Q11. 

never=1, 

once(less than 5 times)=2, 

more than 5 times up to 10 times=3, 

more than 10 times=4. 

S1-Q10 

Crocodile population estimates: 

1 to <100 1 

100 to <500 2 

500 to 1000 3 

>1000 4 

S1·012 

Experience with crocodiles: 

Captive only 1 

Wild only 2 

Both 3 

S1-016 

If respect 

S1-Q22 

value=77 

number of individuals attacked per ,·ears 

<=1 1 

>1 to 5 2 

3 
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S2 -Q2Sb 

How long in Crocodile habitats:(days per year) 

1 day ooly 1 

1 to 7 2 

>7 to 28 

>28 

S2-Q28 

Alone 

3 

4 

1 

With 1riends and family 2 

With group or team work 3 

Other 4 

B•2c1at1ona1 1cUv;t111 

(S2 026): 

yesa1, no=2 

S2-Q26 f/h 

exploltatlve activities: include fishing and/or hunting. 

S2-q26 nat 

nature based activities :birdwatching, photography, flora and fauna collecting, 

crocodile spotting. 

S2-Q28 Camp 

camping, firewood collecting, food collecting. BBQ. 

S2-026 swlm9 

Incidental letaure activities: swimming, diving, motorbike riding, 

waterskHng, 4wd driving, horse r,ding, sunbaking etc .. 

S2-Q26buah 

Bushwalking can be associated with f/h or nat, as well as sight seeing on its own 

(include any mention of walking).Note: difficulty to categorise Aboriginal activities 

as either work or recreational. 
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Work act1vltle4 

(S2 Q27) 

criteria for work: it must •Je a source of income whether casual or not to be 

distinguish from leisure activities (tourist operations, i.e. tours attractions), not 

just hospitality). 

For aach category, yes=1, no=2. 

Other category: include prof photography, maintenance works, sewerage, 

transport,power lines seed collecting for Coma~co ( abo:-igines), ex Crocodile 

shooter, SES, wharf jobs, army reserve, educational projects, food gathering 

(aborigines), timber cutting, floating logs, patroling(ranger). 

ss- Q44 

Categories of media: 

in each yes= 1 , no=2. 

Personal experience: 

of friends and relatives includes also local knowledge, and anything which is word of 

mouth. In aboriginal terms, importance of elders. 

Other category: 

includes Comalco video on crocodiles, library, schools_ crocodile attack books, 

dreamtime stories, tide books. 

S5•044-11: zoos displays (include national parks ~1~ p&ople's mind?) 

S5-046 (areas of Interest) 

For each category, yes=·1, no=2. 

If yas, then enter rank number, if no, then enter 88(N/A). 

other: Psychology relationship to the environment, history, way crocodiles think. 

S5-Q47 

Credlblllty af sources: ranking of SSQ44: 

if yes, then enter rank number(1 first priority to 6 least). 

if no then enter 88(N/A) 
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S7-Q78 

Categories of residence 

Recoded as: Entered as: 

1· local 1 

2 - a.D 2 STATES WITH CROCODILES 

NT 3 

WA 4 

3- VIC 5 STATES WITHOUT CROCODILES 

S\ 5 

NSW 5 

PCT 5 

!!- - UK 6 OVERSEAS. 

EUROPEAN 
(NOT UK) 7 

USA/Canada 8 

JAPAN 9 

ASIA 

(NOT JAPAN) 10 

other 1 1 

S7-Q79 

Length of residence In the area (realdanta only) 

Reoodedas: 

missing value-

1 -

2 .. 

3-

4-

1 day 

>1 to 1 week 

7 to 28 

>28 to 1yr 

>1yr to Syrs 

>5yrs to 10 yrs 

>10 yrs 

Length of resldance (visitors only) 

1 to 3 categories, 4 to 7 missing value. 

Entered as: 

1 (visitors) 

2 

3 

4 Temporary residents 

5 Semi permanent 

6 Permanent 

7 Long term residents 



s1 .. aao 
For 113ach category, 

yes=1, no=2. 

Other category:moved by force. 

JQURISJS 

S7-Q81 

Travel: 

public transport 1 

(bus, plane, hike, etc .. ) 

private transport 2 

(car includes hire,bike 

boat, WO vehicles 

other 

S7- 082 

Alone 

With friends 

and relatives 

With group 

as in tours 

Other 

S7-Q82b 

Accommodation types 

Camping 1 

Caravan/units 2 

Motels/resorts 3 

Bac!<packers 4 

Friends and r&I 5 

Other(boat..) 6 

BE&IDEtJIS 

S8-Q88 

3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Yes=1, no=2. no answer·=77. 

If yes then 
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S8Q88whlch 

Religious 

Community 

Sport 

Environment 

Cultural 

Profess 

Other 
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1 

2 (include politicai association) 

3 

4 

5 (include clans cultural activities ) 

6 (include tourism association 

7. 

If more than one category, even out occurrence. 

S8-089 

no participation 

Very poorly 

Poorly 

Moderately 

Well 

Very well 

S9-92 

Age groups 

>15 to 30 1 

>30 to 45 2 

>45 to 60 3 

>60 4 

S9-Q93 

Male=1 

Female=2 

S9-Q94 

Place of birth: 

write state if Australia 

or country if overseas. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 



S9-Q97 

Indigenous 1 

(Aboriginal, Islander, mixed ) 

British descent 2 

Non British European 3 

( anyone with some non British 

Asian 

Other (south America) 

4 

5 
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lndegenous is culturally defined as person belonging to . This includes Aboriginal, 

Islander, part Aboriginal (Aboriginal/Islander/European. 

S9-098 

Never married 

Married/de facto 

Separated not divorced 

Divorced 

Widowed 

S9-Q99 

Children under 15 yrs old 

yes=1, no=2 

S9-Q100 

Levels of education: 

Primary 

Secondary 

1 

2 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Tertiary 3 (include nurses) 

TAFE/technical 4 (include all apprentices from Comalco and anyone 

with some technical qualification) 

O~er 5 

S9-Q101 

Qualifications: 

Nooe 1 

Trada/techn/cleric 2 

Professional 3 



S9-Q102 

Occupation: 

Recxxled as: 

1 -None 

2 

3 -

4 -

5 -

-Unskilled lab 

-Skilled lab 

-Trade/techn/ 

-sales/ 

paraprofess/cleric 

Profess/managerial 

Home duties 

Pr~mary produceis 

Fishermen/tanners 

S9 .. Q103 

Present employment: 

Unemployed 

Unpaid helper 

Seif/employer 

Wage/salary 

CCEP 
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Entered as 

0 

1 

2 (bar work) 

3 (hairdresser, park ranger, tour guides ... ), 

5 (secretaries, police women, teacher aids 

4 (include tour operators, Aboriginal 

representat;. i::. . nurses) 

6 

7 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

(Aboriginal employment scheme in remote communities) 

S9-Q104 

Not in the labour force: 

Student 1 

Retired 2 

Pensioner 3 



S9-Q107 

BACKGROUND 
1 - Rural only 

(inc!ude station/farm 

mission, small town) 

2 - Urban only 

(include larger towns and cities) 

3- Both rural/urban 

4 - Other 
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(include overseas, living on a ship, any of the above and the 2 previous. 

Missing values: entered as 

DK ==99 

NIA =-88 

No answer =77 
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2 • OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS 

S1-q1M • Attitudes towards crocodiles 
management oriented: 

S1-Q1M1-leave them alone 
S1-Q1M2-should be controlled (in population areas, i.e. removed, culled, 

farmed, exploited) 
S 1-Q 1 M3•9ublic educ~tlon (plus people should learn to live with them ,be 

more carefulo wary) 

S1-Q1 E 
feeling oriented: 

S 1-Q 1 E 1-posltl .,. ( interested, fascinated, respect, awareness for a 
distinct unique wild anima' with a place in nature; or upset or angry if saw a dead 
croc) 

S1-01 E2-negatlve (fear, hate due to ugliness danger, impredictable 
cruel, nuisance nature of the animal. 

S 1-a 1 E3-neutral (not worried about them, they're okay, irrelevant, 
indifferent) 

S 1-a 1 E4-cautloua, wary ,respectful because of danger 

nota:people have the perception that crocodile populations will grow indefinitely 
unless some human crontrol is applied 

S1-qlA- Salience of crocodll•• •• an anvlronmantal thr•at 
yea=1. no•2 

is croc first? 
S1-Q88 
is croc in top 5? 

S1,•Q14 
experience with crocodiles, effect on feelings: 
seen /not seen any (see S1011) 

S1-q13 

see correlation between: 
1 (WILD) 

1 {neutral) 

2(scared) 

3(cautious) 

4(interested) 

5(aroused) 

( 1 ) 

( 2 ) 

( 3) 

4 

5 

2(CAPTIVE) 

( 6) 

( 7 ) 

{ 8) 

9 

10 
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1•Q13-SET Circumstances of personal experience 
categories of experiences: 

1-experience in the w 11 d 
2- experience in a captive situat:on (zoo/farm) 

S1-013-EM Personal experience 
types of feelings {personal accounts) 

1 •no concern/neutral 
2-scared/frightened/horrif ied 
3-respectful/aware/cautious 
4-i nte rested/curious/excited/impressed. 
5-aroused/surprised/awed 

S1Q15- Effect of p•raonal experience 
1=increase respect, awareness, knowledge, safety. 
2=increase fear, disgust, need culling (aggressiveness) 
3=decrease fear 
4=increase Uking and interest, defensive of crocs, concern for crocs, 

S1017• 
reasons why frightening 

S1Q17A• phyalcal appearance (size, teeth, nails, scales) 

S10178• primitiveness (primeval, prehistoric, survived for so long) 

S1Q17C- anthropomorphic f aaturaa (no emotion, cold-blooded, sly, not to be 
trusted, they are like people, cunning. intelligent) and other culturally 
produced features (stories, their reputation, ir,,age, media, publicity) 

S1Q17O- predator behaviour (man-eating, movement unpredictable, strong, 
speed) 

S1Q17E- part of nature (wild, untamed, awesome) and unknown 
(mysterious, know little ~bout them) 

S1Q17F- abundance (rare, they are here) 

S1Q17G- unusual, unique (as a whole or a particular aspect of physiology, 
biology or behaviour) 

S1Q18 
Accuracy of the date:(little accuracy is expected) 

yes=1/no=2 
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S1Q19- Crocodile attacks 
References used for crocodile attacks identification: Edwards, H . 1988; Crocodile 
attacks, field notes 1990, J. shields, DPI Cairns pers. comm.; Townsville Daily 
bulletin; Cairns Post; Pohlner, J.1986; 
categories of attacks mentioned (1 column) 

1-1985-Beryl Wruck (Daintree river) drunk, Midnight, swim.died. 
2 1986-Kate Mcquarrie (Staaten river), deckhand, Swam to boat, died. 
3-1990 .. telecom man (Groote Eylands).drunk slept on ramp. died. 
4-1987-Ginger Meadows -female American tourist-(Prince Regent River 
WA) swam in cascades died. 
5-1987 Mc Loughlin. (Cahill crossing East Alligator river), fishing from 
crossing, taken while wading across at high tide.died. 
6-1989-Aboriginal man (Daly river), drunk head in the water, survived 
by poking the eyes of the crocodile. 
7-1990.Aboriginal \\'?man (Daly River), camping on the bank, sleeping. 
survived , her son wrestled with the crocodile and poked it 1n the eyes. 
8-1986-Borroloola, 2 men slept on river bank (MacArthur river) drink 
one was taken. died. 
9-1980-(Wyndham)2 men on the beach at night one went for a midnight 
swim died. 
10-1979-Nhulumbuy (Gove, NT). 1male diver taken, died. 
11-1980-Nhulumbuy (gove, NT) .Aboriginal woman taken while fishing in 
billabong. dsed. 
12- Feb 1985-Val Plumwood. (KaKadu nat. Park.) canoeing. grabbed but 
released survived. 
13- Unidentified reports 
14· 60 years .1go - aboriginal woman (Hopevale, OLD) went for a bath in 
river, her little girl saw her taken (Hopevale filed notes, no tlate 
available). 
15- 1952 -Aboriginal woman, baby and old uncle (Aurukun) canoe 
capsised, uncle saved them ail (recorded in Cairns Post, Shield , pers. 
comm.) 
16- 1986- (Bamaga) Islander man asleep on beach (drunk), left on the 
beach after a fight on a boat (J. Shield&, pers. comm). Died. 
17- Oct 1988. Nhumumbuy (Gove, NT), Aboriginal man was fishing at 
water hole (same as in 1980) (J. SiekJs pers. comm) died. 
18- -April 1975- Peter Reimers (Mission River) went for a •cool otr in 
shallow water. Died. 
19 - no answer 

Crocodile attack• accounta 

For each account record when available: 

S1-Q19A 
categories of victims: 

1-male 
2-female 
3-person 
4-other (horse) 

S1-Q19B 
ethnic categories: 

1-aborigines/lslanders 
2-non aborigines 
3 no answer 



~1-Q19C 
circumstances 

1-swimming 
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2-at water edge(fishing, sleeping,drinking, bathing, wading) 
3- kept as pet 
4- boat 
5- no answer 

S1-019D 
outcome 

1-death (taken, caught) 
2-survival 
3 - no answer 

S1•Q19E 
categories of responsibilities: 

1-own fault , could have been avoided(stupidity, not enough precautions 
taken, drunk) 

2-other (bad luck~ croc•s fault, one of those things) 
3•foul play, suspicious circumstances 
4- no answer 
5- Don't know 

Safety precautions 

S2Q29A· 
no precaution 
yes=1no=2 

Precautions categories: 

S2-Q29B-Ask for local Information on where they are, read signs or maps, 
listen to tour guide 

S2-029C-look for crocodile signs and be observant alert (land slides, bubbles 
movements ate water temperature, barramundi around etc .... ) 

S2q29D-avoldance strategies 
no swimming /stay away from water edge, no fish scraps, no hands overboard, stay 
in boat, no pattern of activities , daylight, etc .... ) 

S2Q29E-aggreaalv• methods weapons (guns, spears sticks) 

S2•q29F-safaguard, defensive methods (take dog, go with sroup, light fire. good 
boat, wire mesh, horse, speak loudly at night, have bright light) 

S2•q29g-other (first aid box) 

S2032 Reasons for taking risks 
l=stupidity, ignorance, carelessness, lazy ,drunk 
2=emergency 
3=necessity (fishing/farming) 
4= part of leisure activities 
5= excitment and thrill (showing off, one crowded hour of life ts worth an age 
without a name) 
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S5-q51 A- Salience of crocodiles a a species of interest 
yeaa1, noa2 

is croc 1st? 
S2Q51B 
is croc in top 5? 
SSQ51C 
is croc lase? 
S5-qS 1 0 wllda1, domeatlc•2 
is 1 wild or domestic 
S5QQ51E 
is 12 wild or domestic? 

S5Q52A(no1) reasons 1 at ranking 
1 =•motional (like, love, pets, part of sport, frightening, not threatening, 
independence, presence) 
2=aesthatlc (visual, movement, sound) 
3=famlllarlty (common, in contact with them) 
4=abundance (rare, dying out, elusive, endangered) 
5=knowledge (interest, curiosity, know nothing aoout them) 
6=totem 

S5-Q52B Reason• for last ranking 
1 =•motional (dislike, dangerous, horribie, wild, nuisance, don't trust them) 
2:-.:aeathetlc (ugly) 
3= famlllarlty (not familiar, don't have much to do with them) 
4:;;abundance (common, ordinary, domestic, nothing special) 
5= knowledge (boring, know nothing about them, insignificant) 

S5QSS 
role of crocodile In wetlands 
1= no purpoa•, no particular role 
2= vague purpose to it(all creatures here for a reason, balance of nature,part of 
ecosystem- answers imply that crocs have son10 sort of YU., though they may not 
know what it is) 
3-Ecologlcal purposes (predator and control of prey populations including feral 
populations, scavenger cleans up rivers of dead animals, part of food chain, 
competition) 
4=other(food, skins effect on toudsm) 
S=they are Juat there, llvlng thair life like us, reproducing (answers have no 
implication cf use, living is sufficient purpose) 

S5-Q58 
Impact• 
S5Q58A-loss or pollution of habitat( encroachment'displacement) 
S6Q58B•D;~ect action on crocs: dire~t killing, removal, collecting eggs 
S5058C-affect their food sources and feeding habits(depletion of, competition 
for, shift to scavenging this includes people.) 
SSQ58D-Distress or disturbance of crocs(annoyance, crowding, upset their 
lifestyle) 
S5Q58E-poaltlve effect on crocs (protection, clearing of land-warm water
increase in nos of crocs) 
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S5Q70 
reasons for fascination 
SSQ70A· phya!cal appearance {size, teeth, nails, scales) 
S5Q70B- primitiveness (primeval, prehistoric, survived for so long) 
SSQ70C- anthropomorphic future• (no emotion, cold-blooded, sly, not to be 
trusted, they are like peop!e, cunning, intelligent} and other culturally 
produced feature• (stories, their reputation, image, media, publicity) 
SSQ70D• predator behaviour (man-eating, movement unpredictable, strong, 
speed) 
S5Q70E- .,_,.. of naiura (wild, untamed, awesome) and unknown 
(mysterious, rtr,ow litt:e about them) 
S5070F- abundance (rare, they are hare) 
S5Q70G· unusual, unique (as a whole or a particular aspect of physiology, 
biology or behaviour) 

S5Q74A 
Crocodile storlea 
Sources of stories 
1 =advertising (dentist, fruit loops, for zoos) 
2= films (Cro: Dundee, Return to Eden) 
3= children's stories (Pater Pan, Rudyard Kipling. nursery rhyme) 
4= true stories (documentaries, friends, rumours, books, news) 
S=aboriginal legends 
6= t•shirts 
7= joke 
8=songs and poems (See You Later ...•.. , Never Smile ... , .... ) 
9= cartoons and comic strips (Swamps Wamgator, Gary Larson, The Best of Bunji) 

S5-Q74B 
anthropomorphic character 
1 = comic Good,amusing 
2=Bad, fr~ghtening, untrustworthy 
3= accessory to enhance human character , to make fun of ,or make a hero out of 
human 
4= realistic, just a crocodile, bad and good 

S5Q75 
Crocodile Images 
S5Q75A-tourism,publicity, money 
S50758-native to north Old, they are here 
S&Q75C-emotional value (fascination/cnterest/ fear/symbol of nature, 
wilderness) 
SSQ75D-education, warning,awareness,protection, totem 

S&Q77 
A~ternatlve symbol• 
S5077 A- lifestyle, climate, open free area, outdoor recreation 
S5Q77B-reeflrainforast/beaches/wetlands/waterfall 
S5077C-aesthetics,cute and cuddli&s (p;ants or animals) 
S5Q77D··fishing/sports (barra, marlin) 
SSQ77E- other (economy~ sl!g1?.~ cane. bananas, pineapples, mining, tourism, 
roads, aborigk~als, aboriginal s1mbols) 
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S7Ql3 
reHona for vlaltlng th• .,.. 
1 == to go to 1M top, adventure. travel 
2a nontty, look atdlfferant country, unlqu ..... never been ·here belore 
3a IDurillll work· 
4a holldllflng, aightaeeing, touring, convenience, N<:ommended by friende 
s- vtemn1 tamly and Mllldl 
e- nature, rainforett. MIJICbN,. ,..,, river, birdwatching, croce, ~
7• •port• (ftahing, bicycling) 
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3 • KNOWLEDGE SCALE 

The questions were established using the QNPWS brochure for the safety questions. 

a questionnaire put together by Glen Ross for his own study, information on the 

biology and ec0t"'9Y of crocodiles, some common myths heard during preliminary 

fie!d work and comments by Laurie Taplin (QNPWS). Some questions were related 

to crocodile behaviour most iikely to have influence on human/crocodile 

interaction, safety knowledge, some factual knowledge on ecology that I did not think 

most people would know. In many instances the responses were probabilistic rather 

than true/false; it was impossible to measure 100% either way because of the 

nature of the questions. Correct answers were determined using QNPWS answers 

(pamphlets and experts) and my own knowledge. 

Correct answer= 1 wrong answer=2 unsure=3 

Q1-untrue=1 

Q2-true=1 

Q3-true=1 

Q4-true=1 

Q5-untrue=1 

Q6-unture=1 

Q7-true=1 

Q&-un1rue=1 

(Fresh water crocodiles are found inland) 

SAFETY KNOWLEDGE 

Q9-untrue=1 

010-true=1 

011--untrue= 1 

012-untrue= 1 

013-true=1 

(Conservative answer) Aborigines would answer true 

because they say they check. 

(See QNPWS brochure) 

Included in scraps are fish, turtle and dugong remains; problem because 

Aborigines do not consider that human food scraps attract crocodiles so tht3y 

say untrue, had to include a broader category for scraps or alternatively, 

distinguished between the 2 and outlined the cultural differences. Food 

scraps=white m&n food scraps. When I did the questionnaire, I used the 

QNPWS pamphlet to design the safety questions, It highlighted the fact that 

safety questions ware culture specific. •Food scraps• concept has not the same 
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meaning. Recommendation: have 2 sets of advice or include definition of the 

concept. 

Q14-untrue=1 

Q1 &-untrue= 1 

Q16-true=1 

017-unture= 1 

Q18-untrue= 1 

019-true=1 

(Attack when hungry as well) 

(More active and visible because of the mating season). Sexual activity 

involves male aggressive display towards each other, the same may happen 

towards humans. Most people answered that question, having in mind the 

breeding season. It is hard to say if they thought they felt more at risk because 

of it. Overall though, I have the impression that they were thinking from the 

animal point of view. 

Q20-untrue= 1 

This was a biassed answer because that's what most people say. What I think 

and it needs checking. Most attacks are in fact unsuccessful and not reported 

except 2 recently in the Daly river, successful attacks were on peop!e with 

diminished awareness. Ambiguous question. A reported way to escape include 

poking the eyes of the crocodile (Aborigines). That question may be seen as a 

measure of awareness of crocodile as a risk{ dread) 

Q21-untrue-= 1 

(over short distances they are not t)Ver long distances). Difficult question 

because· one can't assume that they are active all the time so they are slow but 

at the same time they can be so fast when needed. Speed was mentioned as a 

factor which frightened people. So I decided that the knowledge of their 

potential speed was more important, for safety reasons. 

Q22-untrue= 1 

Crocodiles are opportunistic feeders and usually choose a technique of least 

energy expenditure such as working the tjdes or taking easy food items at 

hand, they are not active hunters like mammalian carnivores, they don't need 

to feed as often as mammals either. 

Q23··true= i 

024-untrue= 1 

Q25-true= 1 

Q28-untrue=1 (Will have fresh meat whenever available) 



Q28•true= 1 

Q29-true=1 

Q30--True=1 

Q31-True=1 
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(Breeding adults during breeding times, juveniles and young 

adults are not and often excluded from established 

territories by larger animals). 

(Females are known to guard the nest and help the hatchlings 

to the water). 
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APPENDIX 3 

CROCODtLE ANO ALLIGATOR MANAGEMENT: A REVIEW OF STRATEGIES 

REGARDING INTERACTIONS WITH PEOPLE 

1 - The management of alllgatora In the USA 

1.1 - Louisiana ( Joanen & Mc Nease 1987) 

The American alligator (Alligator mississipiensis) ~ ~nges from northern Carolina 

to Texas. The status of its population is based on population densities and is 

classified as endangered (48.1% of their range), threatened (5.9% of their range) 

or threatened due to similarity of appearance (recovered: 46.0% of their range) 

(U~S Fish and Wildlife Service, endangered species Act 1973}. The existing 

population is estimated at 379 000 (1983 estimates Louisiana only, Joanen & 

McNease 1987). 

There is a long history of trade in southern America. The use of alligators for skins 

dates back to the 1770"s and commercial trade started around the 18001s (Aubudon 

in Joanen & McNease 1987). The current management in Louisiana, based on the 

sustained yield harvest was initiated in 1972 and the alligator is considered a 

commerci&; wildlife species ( Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Act 550, 

19 70). A complex system of applications, licences, tags and report forms was 

necessary to implement the management programme4 Alligator harvests show that 

an average of 15 000 to 16 000 animals are harvested per year (1983 estimates, 

Joanen & McNease 1987). Ninety per cent of the privately owned wetlands are 

opened to hunting, the size of animals taken is around 2.13 m and the catch consists 

of large males, immature males and quiescent females as a result of the timinfJ of the 

open season {September), the time of the day (daytime only), zonation, use of 

approved hunting techniques (line and hook only in canals, shooting only in open 

waters). The impact on the population shows that animals are takfm in the 

proportion of their size class in the hunting area and that total numbers today are 

just below the 1900 estimates based on r&constructjons from alligator harvest 

(Taylor & Neal 1984). Meat and parts are sold along with skins and the proceed of 

the industry. 
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Nuisance 11//lgator control 

A programme was initiated in 1979. The number of tags and hunters licences issued 

is based on the numbor of complaints received. After being investigated randomly 

by personnel from the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife. in 1984, 34 hunters 

killed 225 alligators. The skins, meat and parts are the responsibility of the hunter 

and/ or local government. The regulated harvest programme has virtually 

eliminated illegal poaching. 

1.2 • Florida (Hines & Abercrombie 1917) 

A similar management approach has been used in Florida by the Florida Game and 

Freshwater Fish Commission (GFC). The three components in the management of 

alligators are nuisance alligators programme (NACP), experimental harvesting and 

alligator ranching and farming, and public acceptance of conservation and 

management through commercialisation of the resource, based on the principle of 

value added conservation. An important aspect of the sustained yield management 

programme is that a portion of the commercial value of aUigators must be used for 

conservation of the species. Although the relationship between commercial 

exploitation and conservation is not clear, the result of sustainable harvesting 

programme in Louisiana and recent experimental harvesting in Florida form the 

basis for thd present management philosophy of the GFC: a biologically c,nd 

economicaUy sound harvest programme can be developed without the complete 

knowledge of the relevant demographic processes (Hines & Percival 1987). The 

concept of value added conseavation has allowed for interest groups to be involved in 

the conservation of alligators. For Instance, the Florida Alligator Farmers 

Association directly supports (financially and personnel) research on private land 

and have vested interests in the preservation of wetlands. The development of 

ranching schemes and harvesting programmes provides them with a substantial 

income. The impact of vested interests and of the general public (private 

landowners, farmers for instance) in tho management remains to be investigated. 

The nuisance al/lgator control programme (NACPJ .. 

A mean of 214 7 alligators were harvested between 1978-1986 and the number of 

alligator complaints and nuisance alligator harvested have increased significantly 

over the period. Alligators attacks on humans averaged 5 per year (see section on 

attacks). Permits are issued to take alligators of 1.2 m and above in close proximity 
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to human activity in or near the water, alligators posing a threiat to animals and 

livestock and traffic hazard alligators. A study of the NACP from 1977 to 1986 

showed that since the programme was started in 19n, complaints have increased 

from 4 914 in 1978 to 7 289 in 1984 and were lower 6106 in 1986. Over that 

period, the number of alligators harvested as a result increased dramatically from 

1871 animals(1978), to 3049 (1986) showing the importance of the programme 

in the overall alligator commercial harvesting despite some indication of a decrease 

in the number of complaints received (Woodward, David & Hines 1987, p. 103 ). 

2 • Dangerous endangered wlldllfe management In developing 

countries 

2.1 - The management of crocodiles In Zimbabwe (Child 1987) 

There has always been conflicts between crocodiles and the rural people who depend 

on water bodies for their domestic needs and for those of their livestock. There is no 

eating of crocodiles and crocodiles eggs and the destruction of crocodiles is viewed as 

a service to the community. The Protection of crocodiles ( Crocodylus. niloticus) is 

secured under the Wildlife Conservation Act (1962) and 12. 7 % of Zimbabwe is 

under protective legislation. The ownership of wildlife is with the land holder since 

1975 (Parks and Wildlife Act, 1975). The motivation behind th!s move is that it is 

impractical to attempt to safeguard a species through legislation and law 

enforcement alone, unless local people are at least tolerant towards it. Law 

enforcement can ba largely inert ective if it is against public opinion, this is 

particularly the case of large predators like crocodiles, lions, cheetahs and large 

dominant herbivores which seriously compete with legitimate human livelihoods. 

Unless people derive some benefit from them, the animals are considered more like 

pests and are of less value than the destruction they are responsible for. 

The management of crocodiles therefore is justified in human term$ and at a local 

level. The department of National Parks and Wild Life is concerned with the 

management of the wild population inside and outside the estate. Control of 

harvesting, restocking when appropriate, law enforcement and the capture or 

k:lling of prob Ism crocodiles. The correct use of wi!dlif e has emerged as an 

economically significant form of land use especially in areas of low agricultural 

productivity and is an indirect way of controlling the degradation of marginal lands, 

while providing the local popu!ation with a sustainable rural production. The 

problem of the common is different as wildlife is the common property. Overall 
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though, the application of this philosophy has resulted into very positive public 

responses. The central role of the people whose the resource occurs on in the 

conservation of that resource is now recognized by CITES (preamble). Regarding 

problem crocodiles, the legislaijon recommends destruction when it is not possible 

to capture the animal for relocation or for breeding . The destruction of large 

crocodiles is highly discouraged because of the biological investment they represent. 

A concurrent education programme is aimed at promoting the economic and 

biological values of crocodiles in order to make them more acceptable to the iocal 

populations. The establishment of rearing stations form the basis of an crocodile 

industry. Evaluation of the management over the years i& positive. As crocodile 

populations have recovered, there is a sizable legal Cf'OC;odile industry and a 

concomitant reduction of illegal activities. There still remains important issues as 

the rearing of crocodHes in captivity for foreign currenc~' stiU competes with 

humans needs as the supply of protein foods is scarce. 

2.2 - The management of crocodlle• In lndla (Whitaker 1987) 

Three species occur on the Indian continent, Crocodylus. palustris, C. porosus. and 

Gavia/is gangeticus. The traditional use of those animals was for food, meat and 

medicine, G. gangeticus particularly was hunted as a trophy bt•t also used 

extensively for medicine: the fat, the cloacal musk, glands, the penis and gall 

bladder. Hunting for skins (from 1960 to 1970) and habitat loss have been the 

major factors in the decline of crocodile populations: intensification of river fishing 

using nylon nets greatly affected G. gangeticus.; in the south, the destruction of 

almost all mangroves on the Malabar coast, Andaman and Nicobar islands to 

agricultural lands for landless settlers. ironically the construction of dams have 

offset the extinction of crocodilians and provided them with a habitat substitute. 

Protective legislation started in the 1970's ( Wildlife Protection Act, 1972; and a 

management programme was established with the help of the the (Food and 

Agriculture Organ,zation (FAO) and the United Nations Development Program 

(UNDP). Captive breeding and research are conducted by a private company, the 

Madras Crocodile Bank, aiming at the rehabilitation of the population of the three 

crocodiles species. The success of the crocodile programme is attributed to the 

location of rearing stations and the restocking areas within previously or 

specifically gazetted sanctuaries, national parks and reserves. Law enforcement of 

the legislation prohibiting the killing of wild crocodiles has been moderate as 

crocodiles are subject to great animosity and the source of conflicts between the 

local population's interests and conservation.policies, particular1y ,n the Andaman 
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Islands where settlers are en<:roaching in C porosus habitats. Habitat conservation 

is seriously hampered by the presence of human populations near all crocodilt:ls 

habitats. The cutting of wood for fuel and construction material, the locaf fishing 

industry and large scale development projects such as hydroelectric schemes and 

dams all are constantly limiting the expansion of crocodile habitats and slowing 

down recovery. 

2.3 • The management of crocodllea In Papua New Guinea (Holland 

1987) 

Two species of crocodiles are found in Papua New Guinea, C. norvegiensis and C. 

porosus. The former occurs along the coast at high density, despcte he&vy 

exploitation, in dense!y vegetated swamps of lowland areas. In contrast, C. porosus 

is found in open waters and estuaries and in the is1ands. There is a considerable 

overlap between the two species. The Crocodile Trade Ordinance Act, (1966 ), 

established government control over the skin trade ( use of licences to local 

councils), regulctted hunting with traditional hunting rights of iandowners above a 

certain size but prohibited the commercial sale of such crocodiles in order to 

protect the breeding stock. The kiiling of very young crocodiles is now prohibited 

and a wasteful practice, people are encouraged to sell them to farms. The habitat 

protection is under the Fauna Protection and Control Act (1976) and emphasises 

grass roots conser,ation with the establishment of wildlife management areas with 

rules drawn up by local communities. 

The bulk of the industry in Papua New Guinea is still based on direct hunting of 

crocodiles for their skin in the wild, usually by landowners. Crocodiles meat is also 

consumed. The government control is at the trade level, as only licensed traders can 

buy skins. Hunting is a seasonal activity (dry season) and associated with of a 

subsistence economy. It is more a cash crop as hunting increases with good skin 

prices. Ranching was initially developed at village level but now is mostly carried 

out by large commercial farms. The local population is not attuned to the goals of the 

crocodile management but see crocodiles as a resource to be exploited; the 

management regulations of hunting are not always understood but accepted provided 

there is adequate support by local councils, the repository of rules. Since the 

protective legislation was introduced, crocodile populations were allowed to 

recover, while a crocodile industry developed successfully, a combination of large 

tracks of habitats and low human populations densities. There is no mention in this 

report of crocodile problemt as it would seem that dangerous crocodiles can be 

eliminated by landowners under the present regulations. Village and community 
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attitudes in Papua New Guinea for instance has shown the importance of local 

traditions fo: the successful implementation of crocodile conservation programmes. 

initially a number of farms were started in villages and failed due to the lag in 

monetary gains to the villagers, ignorance and the fact that hunting crocodiles had 

always occurred. Farming was an outside element to the village life and as such 

became the object of village conflicts about their management. Furthermore, the 

villagers are nomadic and leave the village regularly to hunt and collect food and 

leave the farms unattended. At the same time, crocodiles skins had in the past been 

used for exchange for goods. The challenge was to cntroduce a cash system to buy live 

farm reared young crocodiles so that that money could be used for exchange and 

killing for skins would decrease. 

2.4 • The management of other dangerous wlldHfe In the context of 

national parka. 

2.4.1 -

1984) 

The Palamau Reserve and the Dudhwa (lndla) (Saharla 

The example of the Palamau Tiger Reserve in Bihar (India) shows th~1 the 

introduction of stall feeding and rotational grazing of domestic cattle, ,.he 

estabhshment of a waterhole network and a cattie vaccination programme have been 

well accepted by the local villagers; however, major conflicts still remain, as the 

prohibition to kill wild ungulates is resulting in the destruction of crops. The 

employment of villagers and the supply of equipment to scare the animals away is 

supported by the management. The benefits of the programmes perceived by the 

local populations are the improved water regime, the regrowth of forests and there 

is a better· acceptance of the conservation programme as it is linked to the socio 

economic development of the people, within their traditional resource system. 

Dudhwa National Park (Kheri district, Uttar Pradesh, India) is an example of the 

conflict between two land uses, agriculture and reserves and the problem of 

protecting potentially dangerous wildlife. Oudhawa National Park is one of the last 

remnant of marshy flood plains at the foothills of thu Himalayans and is the habitat 

of the Gangetic Gharial, tigers, elephants, wild boars and a variety of ungulates. 

Most of the habitat has been drained and converted to11 agriculture and colonised. The 

Park is surrounded by a large number of villages. Within a declared buffer zone to 

the north of the Park, 41 tribal Tharus villages are found. When the Park was 

established, Tharus were given special permission to graze their cattle, to collect 
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firewood and construction material and to fish villagers in the south of the park 

were given no special consideration. 

The conflict between the ecological and scientific vaJues of the park to the scientists 

and the economic value of the area to local farmers has been sharpty focused by the 

problem of men eating tigers roaming into sugarcane fields to the south of the park 

and killing 93 villagers in 4 years, thus jeopardizing the validity of the 

conservation programme in the area. A survey of the villagers' attitudes showed that 

the farmers were not prepared to accept the costs of the protective policy. The ban 

on killing tigers, in their view was responsible for their lack of fear of humans. 

They felt it was their right to protect their livelihood and they should not be 

prosecuted for it. If the government was to protect the tigers, then, tigers should be 

contained to the limits of the parks, or sufficient protecti!>n should be provided to 

the local reskjents. Experts found that the seasonal influx of tigers from the park to 

the sugarcane fields was mostly due to a continuous habitat of tan grass - sugar cane 

favoured by tigers during the monsoon, as a result of the lack of a proper grazing 

succession by herbivores in the park resulting in their emigration from the park 

into the sugarcane fields. followed by the tigers. 

2.4.2 - The Royal Chltwan t.atlonal Park (Nepal) (Mishra 1984) 

The case of the Royal Chitwan National Park in ~e~al also describes the conflicts 

inherent to the establishment of a national park in an area of important agricultural 

use (Mishra 1984). The cost in human lives due to attacks by tigers and 

rhinoceroses, the destruction of the crops and the costs associated with the loss of 

use of the park area are major sources of conflicts. The park is home to tigers, 

rhinoceroses and a number of large ungulates. Tigers attacks and rhinoceros 

mauling on the neighbouring villagers have produced resentment and polarized 

public opinion with some degree of political manipulation. The loss of cattle to the 

tigers and the leopards is also resented, as cattle represents valuable assets to the 

village,rs. The use of traditional forest produce snd the grazing of cattle is now 

forbidden in the park; people in brea•ch of the regulations h.:ave to pay a fine. The 

travel costs associated with those changes are not well acceptedr since the use of the 

park nowadays seems restricted to affluent foreigners only. Crop destruction by 

Park rhinoceroses is probably the main source of conftict, as entire crops are lost 

to the villagers. 

The government instigated a resettlement programme in a better agricultural area 

frae of marauding ungulates, in accordance with the villagers. Such measures are 
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costly and not without political and economic consequences and therefore limited. In 

an attempt to create benefits to the local populations, the management has instigated 

talks with the local village representatives to see what they perceiv"3d as benefits. 

While tourism may have benefited the country as a whole, it did not per se benefit 

the villagers directly, only providing seasonal employment in menial tasks mostly, 

since educational opportunities are few in the area. On the other hand foreign 

presence in the area has affected market prices significantly. The real benefits to 

the local residents is in the conservation of soil and water. a benefit poorly 

understood, and not appreciated in the light of every day living. 

The difficulty of making the Park accepted is a measure of the wide difference in the 

goals behind the Park management and people's legitimate expectations. The 

management opted for public education and participation and the provision of some 

accese to renewable Park resources. The climate of mistrust between Park staff and 

villagers had to be overcome. The organisation of a pl1blic meeting by the park to 

discuss villagers needs were a obvious and successful step as the villagers felt they 

were part of the park processes that affected them. 

Accsss to tall grass for building materia, is now grantt:td, for a nominal fee to keep a 

record of usage. An average of 50 000 to 6~.)00 pem,its are issued every year; the 

grass season last 15 days in January and attracts pec,ple from far away, since most 

of the grass outside the Park ;n now gone. From the Park point of view, the benefits 

of such an exercise are not only a good image but a management tool to maintain the 

grazing succession that has operated tor thousands c,f years under human pressure, 

thus ensuring that habitat structure is adequate. This. is not happening in the Indian 

side of the Park where the problem of the tall grass and man eating tigers is dealt 

with in a different way; the right type of ungulatE•s was introduced to maintain 

habita't structure. The grass cutting scheme is a form of compensation for the 

villagers and is a short term solution to the w1ider problem far beyond the 

understanding of the local population. They are the redpient of costs generatod else. 

The twu previous situations are examples of what happens when a reserve is set 

aside, which goals are poorly understood by local residents, in an area of well 

established resource use with some indication of resource overnse and 

enviro,.mental degradation. The park in fact accentuates the pressure on the 

remaining areas for necessary commoditiei; creating an artificial scarcity at first 

and then a real one as resources become depleted and the park then becomes the only 

avenue for those resources. 
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APPENDIX 4 

RISK ASSESSEMENT AND 

DOCUMENTED STUDIES ON CROCODILE ATTACKS 

Crocodile attacks are not well documented and have been the subject of few 

systematic studies. Documented attacks exist for the Nile crocodile { Crocodylus 

niloticus) in Africa, the American alligator (Alligator mississipiensis) in Florida 

and the Estuarine crocodile { C. porosus) in Australia. 

Attacks In Afrh:a (Pooley 1989) 

Forty three ca~es were recorded in northern Zuluiand. Of the 43, 39 occurred 

during the summer months (Nov to April}, when crocodiles are active and resume 

feeding after the winter months, migrating to t'1e remaining large bodies ~f water in 

sgarch of food. Twenty were non fatal and the fact of young crocodiles of 2 to 2.5 m 

in length, while 23 ware fatal and the result of large animals. The viciims were 

taken while ,n the water, only in 5 cases where the victims alone. Attacks on boats 

have heen recorded and are believed to be a territorial response, as it has been seen 

that the people were able to swim safely ashore. The ferocity and aggressivity of 

large animals combined with their hunting techniques leave very few chances of 

escape and very tew bodies wer~ retrieved when the attacker was a large animal. For 

the local villagefs, crocodile attacks are considered a fact of life, as crocodiles have 

been integrated in their systems of beliefs. 

Crocodile attack• In Florlda (Hin•• 1989) 

Recorded attacks between 1949 and 1988 are 100 of which 6 were fatal between 

1976 and 1988. in all cases, The victim was in the water or at the water edge, and 

hunger seemed to have been the reason for attack. Alligators are fish eaters and do 

not usually take animals as large as an adult human . They have been reported though 

to take calves, dogs, swines and goats, and it would be expected that small humans fit 

into their size class prey. T~ . e documentation of aggressive behaviour shows that 

female at the nest displays defensive behaviour but rarely aggr-essivity. Ma!e 

aggressive displays are not necessarily foUowed by attacks but are more _ deterrent 

for potential aggrossors. It ia suggested that harassed animals are less likely to be 

aggressive than undisturbed large animals. The contribution of the practice of 
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feeding the alligators has been suggested as a reason for attacks, although no 

documented evidence is available. 

Crocodile attacks In Australasia (Shield 1989) 

Documented attacks are few outside Australia, but occasional st;.ttistics of attacks by 

the Estuarine crocodile ( C. porosus) in the Australasia region shows regular 

predation of villagers living near waterways in Melanesia, Indonesia and the 

Philippines: sixty-two villagers from one villa~e of northern lryian Jaya (1960), 

6 fatal attacks on the Sarawak Lupar River (1975 to 1984). The sites of fatal 

attacks in northern Australia between 1975 and 1987 is presented in Figure 2. 

Twelve documented fatal attacks in northern Australia between 1975 and 1988 have 

shown that most occurred during th3 summer months. It reflects the seasonal 

pattern of activity of crocodilians (feeding and sexual activity} and unfortunately 

coincides with the increase in water based recreational activities of local residents 

during that period. The crocodiles responsible for attacks were only documented for 

37 cases. In 17 cases, the animal was over 4 metres long and probably a male, ali 

females do grow rarely to reach this size. C porosus grows to a large size (up to 7 

metres) and is known to prey on cattle dogs and pigs and occasionally on humans, as 

they fall in the same size class prey. Reasons for attacks have been hunger as 27 

casas of fatal attacks showed that the victims' body were partially or completely 

consumed. T erritoriat responses have been mentioned, although no dncumented 

evidence is available. There has been only one documented instance in which the 

same crocodile was found to attack boats 

To conclude, the lack of documentation on crocodile attacks is interesting for two 

reasons. The areas where crocodilians live are inhabited by populations who have 

::always seen crocodile fatalities as part of an integrated system of beliefs about the 

world, therefor~ the need to explain those fatalities in terms other than those 

beliefs are irrele\·ant and the risk is accepted and retaliation if any is strictly 

regulated by soc,o-cultural factors. This is in oontrast with the record of fatalities 

in the USA and Australia, where crocodiiea are perceived as a cutturaliy 

unacceptable hazard. Scientific explanati'.'.lns may be sought to reduce the risk of 

crocodile attacks in those latt~r places and solutions always involve the control of 

crocodiles populations, rather than the promotion of attitude changes. The fact ·that 

risk assessment is not well established and that procedures to reduce the risk ~re 

not well defined or loosely 1mplemented is the sign of low social investment ir. that 

typ,~ of risk usu&tly the responsibility of the individual victim, not society. 
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Problem of risk ass-essment 

A risk assessment is a combination of a proba,)ihty of interaction between 

crocodiles and humans and perceptual factors. Most important in the determination 

of the probability is the human demography in rel, tion to crocodile population 

estimates (Table 1 ), the pattern of human activities and of crocodiles. The 

probability of fatal encounter is overall minimal. 

Location River systems Crocodile density human 
Crocodile11km. (Kms of Population 

river surveved) -Ho;41;vale Cape Flattery 0.4 (20)* 817*** 
En<!eavour R. H28)• 

Napranwn/Weipa (Embley R. 0.9 (450)** 3824*** 
Pine R 

Mission R.) 
Port Musuave 0.8 (250)** 

Dain tree/Cape Daintree R. 0.9 (30.S)* 7385*** 
Tribulation (Douglas Mossman R. 0.3 (8)* 
shire) Bloomfield R. 0.5 (8)* 

Townsville Alligalor Ck - 112013*** 
Ross R -_..,,. 

Table 1 - Crocodile populalions density and huma,, pop"1...41fon al tlu? localions investigated in the srudy. 
Sources: • Q.NJ>WS 1991 data, QNPWS. •• 1988 data. QNPWS, ••• ABS 1986. 

Comalco 199C, i. ... ,~lor 1988, 1989). 

However, one f£:i:tal attack has an enormous impact on the perception of that 

probability as shown by the pattern of rr1ports of crocodile sightings (Figures 1 a, 

b, c, d). The number of complaints received by the ONPWS during 1984 - 1987 

was 314 reports, referring to 331 crocodiles. Sixteen were freshwater crocodiles 

and 97 non problem Estuarine crocodiles. Problem reports amounted to 201 

crocodiles of which 35 were removed to farms (Q.NPWS 1989). The number of 

reports of crocodile sightings and consequent removal show that most animals were 

sighted in the T ownsville-Cooktown Coast and were at a pick in 1986 and 1987, 

most likely reflecting the impact of the crocodile attack on Beryl Wruck in Daintree 

in December 1985, rather than any change in crocodile populations or human 

activities. This illustrates the importance of perceptual factors in risk assessment 

and the necessity to monitor public perception and have on going risk 

communication. 
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SITES OF FPJAL CROCODILE ATTAcKS 

Coral Sea 

Figure 2 - Sites of Crocodile attacks in Northern Australia batwsen 197S an 1987. 
(Source: Edwards 1988, p. 105). 
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APPENDIX 5 

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS 

The demographic information relative to sex ratio, marital status, number of 

children under 15 years old. education, background and occupation, length of 

residency (residents) and accommodation type, visitor status and iength of stay 

(visitors) is presented for each community group. 

1 - Hopevale and Napranum 

A2.e >1S - 30 
Percentage 

(%) 30.8 

rx Percentage 

Marital status 
Percentage 

(%') 

Children under 15 vrs old 
Percentage 

(%) 

I Education Primarv 
LPc:rcentage 

i%~ 41 

Backlround Rural 
Percentage 

(%) 82. l 

Occupation Labour 

Pen:eotagc 28.2 
('I,) 

---

Employment Unemployed 

Percentage 
(%) 

Length of residence 

Percentage 
% 

3.12 

0 

>30 - 45 

25.6 

Never Manied 

23.1 

Without Children 

56.4 

Secondary 

46.2 

Urban 

0 

Trade/Tech. 
Clerical/ 
Paraorofe~s. 
33.33 

Unpaid helper 

25 

2.56 

>45 - 60 >60 --

25.6 17.9 

Manied/de facto 

61.5 

With Children 

43.6 

Tertiarv Tafe/fechn. 

2.6 7.7 

Rural/Urban Other 

17.9 0 

Professional Home dutie~ Primary 
producers 

S.13 20.51 0 

Self/ Wage/ CDS> 
Emolover Salarv 
0 50 21.88 

0 97.44 

Table 1 - Detta0graphic profile of Hotuval:!I Napranum residents (n=39). 
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Hopevale and Napranum respondents were under 30 yrs old (30.8%), however the 

population under 25 years old in those those communities was 64% (Napranum) 

and 56.7% (Hopevaie) and the mean age for males is 24.8 and for female 28 in 

Napranum and 24.3 years old and 22.03 years old in Hopevale for the total 

population (Taylor 1988), which indicates that the sample was biased towards 

older age groups (see interviewing cultural bias for explanation). Most respondents 

had only primary education ( 41 o/o) compared to other groups, all were from the 

region itself, employed as labourers (Community Development Employment 

Program - CDEP - and community employees 28.2%) or women at home (20.51%) 

and community services (33.33%). All respondents had been in living in those 

communities for more than 10 years. 
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2 • Welpa residents 

A2e >15 - 30 >30 - 45 >45 - 60 [>60 l Percentage 
(%) 41.2 38.7 17.5 2.5 

percentage r•x I female 

41.2 

Marital status Never Married Married/de facto 
Percentage 

(%) 32.5 63.7 

Children under 15 vrs old Without Children With Children 
Percentage 

(%) 56.2 43.7 

Education Primary Secondarv Terti.vv Tafe/f echn. 
Percentage 

(%) s 48.7 13.7 31.2 

Backuound Rurai Urban Rural/Urban Other 
Percentage 

(%) 48.7 11.2 30 0 

Occupation Labour I Tradeirecb. Professional Home duties Primary 
; Clerical/ producers 

Paraorof ess. 
Percentage. 25 38.75 13.75 13.75 8.75 

(%) 

Employment l tnempioyed Unpaid helper Self/ Wage/ CDEP 
Emolover Salarv 

Percent1ge 1.~.!5 13.75 10 15 0 
(%) 

Length of residence Temporary Semi permanent Permanent Long berm 
(<l yr) (l-5 \'J'S ) (6-10 vrs ) (>10 vrs) 

Percentage 
(%) 10 36.25 75 0 

Table 2 - Demographic profile of Weipa residents (n=80). 

Weipa respondents were characterised by a lafge proportion of under 30 yrs old 

(41.2%) (ABS 1986, 29.4%) and few older rosidents ( 2.5% of respondents >60 

yrs old ) (ABS 1986 1.73%), predominantly of rural background (48.7%)9 

largely employed by the mining company as labourers, technicians, trade persons 

or clerical employees with ~,econdary (48.9%) and Tafe education (31.2%); there 

was however a small proportion of residents involved in the local barramundi 

fishing industry and port activities (8.75%.) and a significant number of women at 

home (13.75%), since female employmant was not readily availab!e. Most 

respondents had been In Weipa between 6 to 1 O years (75%) or 1 to 5 years 

(36.25%)" with no residents having been in the area over 1 O years. this is a 

n,fiection of the Comalco company policy of not allovtiniJ people to buy property and 
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retire in Weipa rather than the wish of the community as many respondents wou!d 

have considered that option if it had been avail9.ble (Field notes 1990). 

3 • Welpa visitors 

Age >15 · 30 >30 • 45 >45 - 60 >60 
(vears) 

Percentage 
(%) 27.8 38.9 27.8 5.6 

rex Percentage 
I Female 

38.9 j 
Marital status Never Married Married/de facto 

Percentage 
{%) 2.7.8 61.l 

Children under 15 yrs old Without Children With Children 

Percentage 
{%) 61 38.9 

Education Primary Secondary Tertiary Tafetrecim. 

Percentage 
(%) 0 so 16.7 27.8 

Backr.round Rural Urban Rural/Urban Other 
Percentage 

(%) 22.:? 33.3 22.2 11. l 

f Occupation Labour Tradelf ecb. Professional Home duties Primary 
ClericaV producers 
Paraorofess. 

Percentage 
(%) 11.11 33,33 22.22 0 11.11 

Visitor status domestic Overseas 

Percentage 
(%) 88.89 l l.11 

Accommodation Campini Caravan/unit Motel/resort Backnder Friends/relatives 

Percentage 
('lik'n=78) 93.75 0 0 0 6.2S 

·-Len1th of visit l dav 2-7 davs 8~28 davs 

Percentage 
(%) 18.75 43.75 37.S 

Table 3 ~ Demogmphic profile of Weipa tourists (n::18). 

Weipa visitors were mostly a much older group (66.7% between 30 and 60 yrs 

old) of mixed backgrounds¥ with secondary (50%) and technical education 

(27.8%), trede persons and clerical employees (33.33%) and some professionals 

(22.22%), mostly domestic visitors (see table 4, appendi~ 1). The small sample 
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size (n=18) does not allow for generalisation although those visitors were quite 

typical of visitors to Cape York Peninsula. 

4 - Dalntree/ Cape Trlbulatlon residents 

A2e >l.S - 3Q 
Percentage 

(%) 22.6 

re• Percentage 

Marital status 
Percentage 

(%) 

Children under 15 vrs old 
Percentage 

(%) 

Education 
Percentage 

{%) 

Back2round 
Percentage 

(%) 

Primarv 

16.1 

Rural 

61.3 

>30 - 45 

41.9 

I Female 

38.7 

Never Married 

35.5 

Without Children 

80.6 

Secondar'I' 

38.7 

>45 - 60 >60 

16.1 \9.4 

Married/de facto 

5,~.8 

With Children 

19.3 

Tertiarv , Tafe/f ecbn. 

25.8 I 12.9 

Occupation Labour Tradeff ecb. Professional Home duties Primary 
Clerical/ producers 
Paraorofess. 

Percentage 
(%) 25.81 16.13 29.03 0 25.81 

Employment Unemployed Uttpaid helper Self/ Wage/ COOP 
Emolover Salary 

Percentage 
{%) 0% 0% 38.46% 61.54% 0% 

Length of residence Temporary Semi permanent Permanent Long tenn 
(<l vr) (1~5 VI'S) (6-10 yrs ) (>10 vrs) 

Percentage 
('I>) J.23 32.26 10% 41il.33% 

Table 4 ~ Demographic profile of Daintree residents (n=31). 

] 

J 

I 

Daintree has a broader age range (41.9% of 30 to 45 yrs old)with a significant 

proportion of residents over 60 ~,rs old (19.4%), of rural background (61.3%), 

with ~ significant proportion of tertiary educated people (25.8%); a significant 

proportion of those residents are self employed (38.46o/o) as primary producers 

(25.&1 %) or in the tourist industry (29.03%). All the women interviewed were 

working either on the farm of in the toliri$t ind;..astry (0% of unpaid helper). A 

significant proportion of residents at livud in area for more than 10 years 

(53.33%) while there was a number of temporary residents (32.26°/o) 
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5 - Dalntree/Cape Trlbulatlon visitors 

I >45 _ 60 

6.3 

~

Marital status 
Percentage 

(%) 

[ :e under 15 VIS old 

(%) 

IP 
Occupation Laboo! 

Percentage 7.94 
(%) I Visitor Slllbls (n=60) 

I Never Manied :. _ 

_ 52.4 

:: 

I Without Children 

80.9 

1'radeffecb. Professional 
Clerical/ - -,. 
28.57 46.03 

Accommodation Camping Caravan/unit Motel/resort 

Pezcentage 
(%)(n-62) 25.81 19.35 29.04 

Lenath oi visit 1 dav 2-7 davs -· percentage 
(%) 15.09 52.83 

Table 5 - Demographic profile of Daintree tourists (n=63) 

1
MamWe,-
38.1 

t :ilh Children 

I Tafeffedm. 

23.8 

Home duties Primary 
(WOOUCel'S 

4.76 0 

Dackpder Frier.ds/ 
relatives 

22.58 3.23 

8-28 days 

32.08 

j 

l 
I 
I 

l 
-·-

Daintree visitors we,e mostly under 30 yrs old (54%), with a high proportion of 

ternary educated people (41.3%), of urban background (47.6%), mostly domestic 

tourists rather than overseas tourists (73.3%) (see refusal and cultural biases for 

explanation, Chapter 2). 
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Aize 
Percentage 

(%) 

I Sex ratio 
Percentage 

(%) 

t Marital status 
Percentage 

(%) 

>15 • 30 

44 
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>30 • 45 >45 - 60 >64:J 

31.2 13.6 11.2 

Children under 15 vrs okt Without Children With Children 
Percentage 

(%) 56.8 43.2 

~e 1:: I~ = renwy ~ l20.8 

I Tafe/fecbn. 

7.2 

t~ 1:~ ]:mm I Rural/Urban 

8.8 1: 
Occupation Labour Trooe/fech. Professional Home duties Primary 

Clerical/ p"Oducffi 
Para..11rofess. 

Pa o.;;ntage 19.2 36.8 16 15.2 0.8 
(%) 

Employment Unemployed Unpaid Self/ CDEP 
he 1Em 

7.84 17.65 8.82 65.69 0 

Length of residence Semi permanent 
1-5 rs 

Percentage 
% nm114 8.77 28.95 12.04% 48.15% 

Table 6- Demographic profile o/Townsvi.'le residents (n=l25) 

I 
l 

The demographic profile of Townsville residents, being a larger and random sample 

sxhibited a broader range of values for all variables investigated. Noticeable was the 

large proportion of tertiary educated respondents due to the presence of the 

university, the predominantly urban background and the fairly low number of 

labourers and higher proportion of clerica~ trade and technical employment, which 

is indicative of the administrative orientation of the town and importance of service 

industries. A significant proportion of respondents had lived in Townsville for more 

than 10 years (48.15%). 
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A Chi-square test was applied to the demographic information provided in the 

questionnaire. There were significant differences between the 6 communi:i· groups 

initially identified for age (p=0.0205, n=356), education (p=0.0001 ~ n=349) 

occupation (p=0.0001, n=323) and employment -residents only- (p=0.0001, 

n=240) , Background (p=0.0001, n=355), length of residence - residents only

(p=0.0004. n=256). There was no significant differences for sex (p=0.7015, 

n=356), length of visit (p=0.8141, n=69) visitor status, domestic or overseas , 

{p= 0.1695, n=78) for visitors in Weipa and Oaintree. 

Membership to community asaociations was significantly different between 

communities (p=0.0083, n=267!275). It was high in Weipa (59.49%) and 

Daintree (60%) and low in Townsville {36.fl7%). When looking at what sort of 

association people belonged to, there was a significant difference between 

communities (p=0.001, n=126). Overall, sport represented 40% of all 

associations mentioned, and was predominant in Weipa (56.52%) and Townsville 

(47 .73%) residents, community based activities (29.365% of all sample) were 

important in Aboriginal communities (38.89%) and among Daintree residents 

(50%), culturai activities ( only 11.905% of total sample) were only significant 

in aboriginal communities (33.33%), membership to environmental groups 

(3.175% of total sample) was significant only in the Daintree residents (16.67%). 

Variables which exhibit significant differences between groups may provide useful 

information as independents variables in the way they reflect the importance of as 

independent variables would be the residence status, cultural background, and 

location. 

How representative of the whole population the sample was difficult to establish 

because the statistics available were too old ( ABS 1986) not available (statistics 

on visitors) or incomplete (statistics on aboriginal communities). Therefore, the 

above tables provide a basic social description of those communities. 
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APPENDIX 6 

Aborlglnal crocodllaa stories. 

Examples of crocodile stories ars numerous in northern Australia. Many portray 

crocodiles with human moral attributes, involved in human like concerns. These are 

a few documented stories from Cape York Peninsula. 

The story of the of the fight botween the Freshwater crocodile (Min Kena) and the 

Saltwater crocodile (PikunaJ and how they came to be where they livt:>. Kendall 

Holroyd people (Mcconnel 1957). 

Pinkuna was man eating, da;igerous and greatly feared. He lived in tidal waters, 

feeding of fish as the tides came in and went out. He had a hole under the water. He 

was wily and sly and a great coward. In most stories he is depicted as a wife stealer 

and a rapist of women. His insatiable and illicit appetites are the butt's of man 

ridicule and irony and they delight in getting even with him. But for his own can's 

men, he is a hero and they believe they can't be harmed by him and there are ~tories 

of taming Saltwater cr0"'Adiles. 

The Mi/bi sto,v of the Endeavour River (Gordon & Haviland 1986). 

Ganhaarr the Crocodile stole a woman and her child; the women lived with h?m aa a 

wife in his cave. One day, the crocodile was asleep on a C'ank and she managed to 

escape and was soon rescued by her people who then decided to spear the crocodile if 

it came after her. but Ha did not. It is said that she started laying crocodile eggs 

because of her long stay in the crocodile cavern. This story was also recorded in my 

field notes in Hopevaie (1990). 

How the crocodile got a wife (Mapoon) (Roth 1984) . 

The Crocodile created the Batavia river and left a group of Aborigines stranded in the 

process, they asked him to let thAm go across, the Crocodile agreed to carry them on 

his back. He did so until and when he returned a second time to fetch the only vJOman 

left behind, he dived and took. her under and swam under the Pennifeather river with 

her. 
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The first Crocodile of the Embley and Archer nn::ts (Pennifeather River) (Roth 

1984). 

The first Crocodile was fashioned by an old blackfe!low because he could no longer 

hunt himself. He used a iguana for a model and kept it on a rope and taught him to 

fi~h and catch turties dugongs and then men and women until the crocodile got loose 

and decided ti.::\ hunt for himself. However, he never attacked h~, creator. 

The crocodile and the Blue tongue lizard (Napranum, Cape York Peninsula) (Field 

notes 1990). 

The people of Napranum told the story of the Blue Tongue Lizard and the Crocodile 

where the Saltwater Crocodile tricks the Blue Tongue Lizard into lending him his set 

of powerful teeth for fishing and hunting and never gave them back. 

The story of Liwaya the Sting Ray and Pawa the Crocodile (Wutati, Shelburne Bay, 

Cape York Peninsula) (Thomson 1933 in Chase 1986) 

It is the story of journey of those Dreaming beings from the Pascoe River to the 

Torres Strait Island in a canoe and how they created imponant sacred sites in 

eastern Cape York Peninsula. For example White Point (Shelburne Bay) where 

their canoe capsized: Liwaya fell with its white belly up, and can today be seen as a 

white sand nune ( Wulungun). 
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APPENDIX 7 

INTERPRETIVE MATERIAL, TOURIST AND ADVERTISiNG MATERIAL FEATURING 

CROCODILES AND MEDIA ITEMS 
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Croes find new home 
TWELVE of Port Douilas' most jaded Rainforest Habitat. 

· 11.tld ferocious visiiors arrived in town on Varying in size up to. 1 ½metres the 
Saturday. crocooiles will be a permanent fixtute at 

After a comfortable flight from Dar- the park and hcpefully, in time, settle in 
win in their o.vn mllde-to-measu.re cap- and commence breeding. · 
sules, the travellers took ''P residence in The rope·aole reptiles are ac
waterside acromodation exclusively comodated to National Parks and 
bookr.J for them. Wildlife requirements in a special 

The group was rather snappy on their enclosure wit.Ji double safety fencing. 
arrival and to<.lk ever/ opportunity to A family of ducks which had been 
complain and auack staff but they soon livh1g on lll.e pond. were more than will
revellled ihemselves to be r,o more lhan ing to shifr. hor,106 in order to make way 
a group of shy :ind homesick adoles- for these hungry creatures. 
cents. At $ ·,()() each. lhc crocodiles 

Tho J\.itlllts, of coune; wero nono RpWSmt 11 sizeable lnvutmult., but lh,,y 
olher Ihm Ii group or frohwater arc already proving a favourite with 
crocodilet. the latest aura,ctlon at the visitors to the Habitat. 

Pate 4 Pert Dougih & MoHman Gazette January 11, 1990 .. ·;._ · 

u tlMn is oot cmcmgh information about the jellyfish 
to mab eoncrusive at&temlnts. 

nm FINDINO of bcm jcDytim in the pm of nv3lly, 
urecmdy~ by Ben Cropp, was the timreoord 
of the notoioWI IIWIIU being calm in the wild by the 
fish. 

"Although we know more about the jelly&h than 
befom, there in many details about what controls 

Mr Cropp. a marine expert. Hid a Port Dougiu them that we do not know. 
fisherman had hawed in a net of box jellyfiih and a -We mi only jUlt begiming to draw up a list of 
species of nvally which contained box jcUytbh in pl'OOSIOrll and '!(1 go on and say lhat inaeua and 

. their ptl, ~ in mi.mbetl of predators an; leading to an 
Dr Bob Hartwick from Jamu Cook University, a · ina"Cue in box jellyfish munb« is cx1m>rdinuy 

1-ldwg e:11.p«t on box jellyfish. said that 1111tni-: .. ,g !he diff!cult and requires lots m<l!C S&mpling first. 
box jcllyfi11h have bMfl C)OffllGdy ~ . · · • is • "Just bec8UH romcthing ew ~thing else., 
me and VffM ~atkm that hu not~ roootded ~n•t mean that they mi cont.rolling their numbm. 
Wore. 

· "Crocodiles e&i people. but they, don't oontrol the 
"We don't have & good list of known ~ of number o{ people around." wu his analo!)'. 

bollt jcl!yfim, wo en only jull ~ to draw up such 4 

a&tnow,"hesaid 

Conclusive proof such u gut amalysis is nP.Cessllf}' 
before roinething can be said to be a predator. 

Dr Hartwick said llw 11tatem-:nts about reduction in 
m i~e in numbcn of box jet-

A PROJECT iWMd at mvim11taru:i; (l(>fl'l.l'l\lDlY 
titu<b and their Rle\'WWC 
began in the Caimi, to D~ rqkm on Jmuary @, 

thi1 year. 
Ms ~oon:iqUe 

Jame 
North ~!CN'land 
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l1iiillD,~A~1iiijJI Survey indicates childcare need 
i:,~:~iUerl,ce;f punu\l !!!!s 1:!~a~,::~:;:e0
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iivIH'~NC::E~r cr~;Ji,e p~achlng was found In Welp a show most non-working mothers WII.S six years, with over half or them under I.he age 
this week during the National Parks and would prerera daycarecentre anri would prefer of live. 
Wildlife's annual crocodile population survey, to do some work outside the home. Most people preferred their spouse I" care for 

Wildlife Officer Mr George Krieger said a The survey by the Childcare Working Party Ilic ·children il' necessary,. followed by a Day Care 
headless skeleton of a three metre crocodile was canvassed Weipa and Evans Landing women not Centre and neighbours. 
found on a sahpan near the Mission River. in full-time employment on ~hild care needs, their The re,.sons most women didn't work was Ille 

Mr Krieger estimated the crocodile was killed skjlls and jobsharing. lack of part time work an~ the lack of and cost of 
a month or two ago. Result analyst Ms Bridget Blackwell said 197 child cue. 

National Parks surveyed 450 kilometres of poople responded to the survey, 176ofll1emMlin Most women said they would p7efcr to work 
Wcipariversystemslllisweck,countingcrocodiles the full-time workforce. from 9.00am to 3.00pm. 
in the Mission, Emblcy, Wen lock and Pine Rivers 'The working party has been delighted by I.he Seventy-three percent or respondent.$ said I.hey 

and Tentpole Creek. resr,-inse rate, approximately 88 percent of the wotiid be pn,pared lo job-share. 
MrKricgcrsaidthe WenlockRiverandTenq:.ole, taroct population," she said. Morclhmhalfofnon-workingwommin Weipa 

Creek area had the highest crocodile population ., 
bccuaseof nearby freshwater swamps, the breeding The working committee said they would like to have some posH;eoondary qualifications, such as 
grounds of lhe reptiles. thank respondents for their comments and time T AFE, uitiven:ity. CAE or other tertiary srudies. 

Duo becollle naturalised Australians 

TWU Welpa ruidcrnts became Amtralhm 
dtlzem iast week !11 atparat1 c:eremooles. 

Mr Dertk (Rick) O'Doi:nell took tbt Oatb 
or Alleiglimce, b«comln1 am Australian cUlun 
tut Thurad•:,. 

Orlatun,- frmt1 New Zealand, 
Mr O'Donnell hlilS $pt!fd She Sa11t 11 )'Cl'm1 

No results fron1 
Regen dingo baiting 
NO dlngou were klllcd up till ytsltrday u a 
rcsull of !he baltln~ 1-u·o.:ramme btlnc carrk:d 
out by R~ernirn!i<m. 

Rrtcncration Superintendent Dr Bruce Foi.ter 
uid none of the 10110 b&its had been eaten, but u.id 
it wu probably lhe wijy i.he b.1tiU were sci lip. 

"The meal i! iic<l up . ·i!h d1ickcn wire so no 
vthrr animal can take it away 11.nd hawks won't 
pick. ii up," he uid. 

lie said the baits were only hcmi hiJ 11 ni,ht 10 
protect any rc:,arnin& dogs durinr the: day. 

''The baits we rllm,:wcd each momins 1ml put 
out a1ain at night," Dr Fo51cr u;d, 

R~1cneration is canyina out the hailina 
ptogrammc aJlcr dingoes d~m•god irri111ion a.nd 
otJwr oquipmcnl. 

~ 
~ 

Uvln1 In Au~tralla, •Abovo le~: Mr law flloJahn preeeinta 
Town Ma11a11r Mr L1w Rojalm also MrO*DonnelwtlhhlecltlnnthlpCM11ble 

eo,ulucted the dtlien1hlp ceremony ror ,nd I sma,13 lrH to tlgnlty ht• new 
Mn Ftilddad (LetlUe) B«tby oo lo'rlday. beginning. 

Mrs BHby, orlclnally rrom tbe PblUpiMS, •Abov• rlgt:,: New Au~tHl .. n oltlnn 
took Uui Oath vi AHqh111ct In fn.nt of a MDIIH Mra a..by, with hual:tand YlchMI and 90f\ 
11:mup of f11mll7 aad 'rl•nd1.. ________ C_h_rl_•_tota_he_r_. ___________ .., 

Attitudes to crocodiles surveyed 
SELECTED Wtlpa resident..~ will bt 1nn·nyed 
011 Chclr 1111i1udu to crm:odilu ,ner the nut 
three wedr.s 1u. part of a JamH Cook t.inlnnlty 
sti.ady. 

(, ;OJraphy Mas1cr1 student Ms Dominiq\te 
Bcnukcn will survey ■bout I ~0randomly selecled 
Jk:Oplc on 1heir opinions and awarcncu of 
crocodile!. 

Ms Bcn1akcn ,11id Wcipa w• cho,cn as a 
11.W'Vty ctnllt' because of lh-1 crocodile population 
in lhc vu, whi<:h htd increuCld over lhc 1111 1wo 
decad<'s, 

"II will be in:cruiin1 IO tee lhc ruulu. Wei:-,• 
bein1 in lhe area. where !hart IH a lo1 of croo and 
they're very visible,",~ uid 

She said an import.-il pan of Lh• sul"\'t:y wu 
d11ei1ncd to finJ out how people lOfmcd IJi·ir 

opinionaoncrocodii.and-MRdw-iriftfQtiNllion 
cwn• from. 

Ma B«uakm •W •hi •• ~bo in•••lld in 
compwin1 tlMI acti111dc1 of E1trop1an1 11ftd 
Aboricinalt k> mxodJa. 

"They'd provid• • diff«r«nt cultural 
backcl"OWld." ahe aatd. 

M• Bauba Nid 1M ~C)' WW lhc rwttof l\a 

type, and woulJ provide ifttponan1 inlol'fflllion a 
J,.ibltc c-p,,iioq whicft covld be ~..s i11 fvtwc 
poltcy-matir.1. 

"It '1 imfterlan4 IO Id tome IOU of CO\'CUI~ of 
public orinioft.'. alie uid. 

~h Bcnu.kat, IHis-.ci by Jaymte ffKoef« ""4 
Tor>i Craig .,tll ~t lhc IUf'\'1)', whid1 ... 111 
al11, tnel\ldc To-miville rid Wt« 1.)-.,._ kcsioo 

She utd Town,r,,illc wiQ 1e·t • 1 <:anllll,l. 
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Grisly croc· scenes 
Limbs missing · 

from attack \:...~~-:: 
victim'S body 

C11lling yiews differ_ 
R Qu .. 11St1nd cl>airman Sir Syd, 
y WIiiiama yesterday vrgo<l vi•I· 

lo Far North Qu..,naland lo 
<r<lse COllll!IOOff!Uf prtc .. Uot\l 
"tf't!!¢COUntry,. 

ll••••er Mtmbt!r for B•rr•n 
vtr htarun Ttnni, wt.o bu already 
lied fl'¼f tt11, nm~val ot t:f'IX''Xfil0;1 

IOl':ttpartsofll\eNOfth,pr,,. 
roon attack! vnltM ifftfMdj

e aell@ff wu 11ktn. 
Sir 5ydnoy Mid Illa\ u,. (Ml and 

of NW Q\IHMlanll """ 

\1110 
't~ li.llj)Oq Jt\.lOfl 

lf.>o! 11'\f' ru.uep 
114ldHJ1h(IU!hH 

J;tQJ llf;un9 SJOl 

1Jr\'i1.t,Nn~ HJ.UON 

"la th spitlt ol lht true adven, 
lure, u,,,. It •• •l•m.nt ol risk and 
precaullonsm•llbcllkon."hesaid. 

· Air Qu .. nstand will open In M•y 
• SU million tourist devtlopment on 
Ult Up ol Cape Yori.. i.. llo known IIS 
Cape 'fork WIid••- Loogo, which 
wt!ftpttlah 1u1ln.1-Swtnh\1'1?holii1ayt. 

""Tllt elemi:iu Gf danger ., at• 
lt><tlng fl"OPI< to 1M r«glnn In 
gr.,.ln& nombcrs, \ul !Hy m .. 1 l>e 
aware~ dangers are real." he Hid. 

"T-1'1• aro .. 1. pro•id<d thy 
Mei<kl.'~lkllowk11p." 

h 

SKIPPE:R Boll_Mi:Nel!I poi1118 !O the 1110; in Ille S1aa1en River wltere Ka111 Mcquarrie -s taken t;v a ;;.,.ocodile oo Tueodau. 
The po1r were -ding m cheat•h1gh _,,,. when ii happened ond were JIISI metres from ihe &0/111v q/ Ille !loo!. 

Ennis: don't strip 
the Gulf rivers 

Locals say 'le~ve 
decisions to us' .. · 

JAPANESE· 
ENGINES and 

TRANSMISSIONS 
lOWMll.EAGi 

Tnl9d and Gual&AINd 

ENGINE WHOLESALERS 
~fNf'Ol'l'f1ftltOIA"1tt0..U1 

1Cr-9tml.-
Phone 75 1844 

Everlngham angry 
at Lindy cla!ms 

CI.IIHIIIIA - For,ur 
N1u~h•rn Tttrltory Cht•t 
Mlnit',a, Paul Evarlngham 
r•1111<11y angrily clenlt<I 
lll9'Htion1 1h11 lh••· 
hall ""n a per .. 11ton of 
!••Ilea In Iha PIOHCalion 
of Mrt Lindy 
Chamberlain. 

MT Evaringham ch1he"9ed 
Federal AUorney-General 
Lionel Bowen to re;>eal 
OUlllde Parllam,nt ... 
marks he m1a, tn lhe 
House on Tut>sday, and to 
rtJa10 uwm 01tf'Clly ;o Mr 
tverl"lgham's role as Ttnl
lory l\llomey,Oone,ol du•• 
tn; lt.e Azarla Chamberlatn 
lrlall. 

"""'•"•a•a. 
Council turns 
sprink!ers on 

WA'ilA realrlctlf>nj •111" 
lro Towqtvill• !rom mid• 
n~9hl !H~ night. 

Under 1,ho nrw rHtricUons 
Townsvme people will 
agetn be able to use gtr• 
den sprlnk!ers 

D•i.111,l'ACl.3, 

ASi:AN allies faar 
election outcoille 

HOliG IIONQ - T"'o el lhe 
"hll.-011lnn" alllH In 
P!llllppinu• •lllu In 
""'111-li!HI Mio HJ Iller 
Ifft • ep,eu of -mu, 
Mm In lh• revioo lol!ow• , 
'"• w;:- aoo ~•· Ilona el lrAYlf and ,nllml• 

::::ii-:i :.:.:ta !""''. 
A• .~... PN!lpg!nee Nallonal 

Aaeembly delaf ad lssul, 11 
It,,, ,_11 Of ,,.., cen1eo; 
betwean PrMide:.i ~,,oi.. 
n- MA<eee ond oppo.i. 
llon ?&~cli<lele COJuoo 
~.lMGl!ie™
oi ,,,_,. - The11t;,'111 
111d lnslablllly "' Manlla 
COYlil tll.et lllelroountflH .. 

~l'AOU. , •;,,-•j 
, ALSO '' . 

TOOArnv ....... ::.·» 
-"90IJT YOWN. , , . , . , . ~ 
LIITTll'li ........ .,,,. 11 

r.~:~g:1~•-: :::::::: 
~:~~i~uioE::::::: ;·i.!: 
SPORT,,,,, .... .,, tt•.IO 
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aintree swim to protest croc trapping 
A SWIM across the 
011.intree River by tour 
operator Brian Strike on 
Saturday attracted na
tional media coverage 
and produced some local 
controversy. 

Mr Strike, who is 
known for his strong 
views in favour of en
vironment p,.,,tectioo, 
said he IJ1011ght of lhe 

idea as a protest against 
the continued removal of -
crocodiles from rivers in 
the region and the coo
ti11uing destr.:ction and 
sale of rainforest. 

He said despite 
Labor's promise of 
protection, trappers were 
still allowed to talte any 
crocodile above 1.2 
metres. 

"I'm bei;:inning to 
doubt Labor is fait 
dinkum about protecting 
the c:rocodile1," M.t 
Strike told the Gazette af. 
tcrhisswim. 

Mr Strike who is 
described !IS a "larrikin at 
heart" by friends and col
ieagu..s raced the last 
fmy across the Daintrec 

on Saturday evenin; 
before one of 1.he laryest 
crowds evr.r seen at the 
crossing. 

"I Wlllltt:d lo show 
there were so few crocs 
left in the Dllintree it was 
safe to swim across," Mt 
Strike told !he Gazett11. 

foTT)' and strikie wu 
probably safer swimming 
the river Ihm driving on 
lhe Bloomfield Road. 

Previous . p~"t..'ler of 

Brian Strike and his cur
rent booking agent, Vince 
O'Flaherty. said by Sun
day he began recieving 

Before the race crowds calls from all over 
gathered on both banks Australia. 
of the river and as Strikie "I did nine or ten in- praiRd 
waded out into the waiet terviews that night," Mt operator's actions 
from the northern bank O'Flaherty told the e,ause of lhe widespread 
for the start of the race Gazette. public: ,y it has bought to 
people poured onto the "It m11de the national the Dm!rCC region. 
ferry to watch the action. news on the three com- others have condemned 

Around lhe feny the mercial TV netwom as the stunt as irresponsible. 
river was teeming with well as the the ABC and Dean Clapp, owner oi 
boats carrying sightseers. 'most qf the major radio lhe Crocodile Express, 
television and radio networu"'. said although he had ad-
cmws, press The media was well vised Brian 11.gaimt lhe 
~tographers and repor• alCited to the coming swim he said ."Ille ?ut- River, Dr Lesley 

· event by a spread in come wu mcrndibly uid while she had aym-
• A BIG crowd enjoyed a trip across the uaintree River on the Int Such was the flurry of S1111.1.--day's Courier mail good for the Shire" in 
crossing made by the cape Tribulation Gateway when tour operator activity no selftespecting and tm Saturday evening tmns of Jw widespread sentiments she didn't 
Brian Strike swam the river to regl,te, his complaint against con- c~. would ha~e . come crews iltlnking thi:y had publicity. think it ~as II m-.sible 

_ ·-------------. _ _ _ __ Jlnued _C_!O£Oc_lUe_t_ra __ P_P_ln_a_. ____ ..., within cooee within !he an exclusive story were '1 !hou£ht it was ir- way of drawing attmtioo. . ._ ----· ---7-~u amued as the i~ to . responsible but Briw, , ,"Had he bema 'tu:m. it 
• ~cc.ho~ mu_ch medt~ had f refused to he talked .out• would ! have v ~,..~ up:_ :•,,.._ ·: · •'- of it: • · · .. # oounterpodueti.v," Dr 
, h-. While r, IIOme have , ,! 'I"- ~'Peopl~ , want Clark said. 1 • , i • 

·' .. 
.. 

· as & Mossman 
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CAIRNS QUEENSLAND 
AUSTRALIA 

CROCODILE ATTACK 
SHOW DAILY 3.00 P.M. 

Snake Handling, Cassowary 
Feeding and Talk on Dingoes 

Both Fresh and Saltwater 
Crocodiles 

Souvenirs and Refreshments 
Open daily 9.00 am to 5.00 pm 

40km North of irns on the 
Cook Highway 

PHONE: (070) 55 3578 

Tourist's ·snap· 
· . up .crocodile 





Crocodiles in Queensland 

A living dinosaur 
If scientists discovered a dinosaur 
alive today, worldwide interest 
would follow. Yet crocodiles are 
living dinosaurs - the last remaining 
members of the Class Archosauria, 
the ruling reptiles of the 
Mesozoic era. 

Crocodiles are a very ancient group 
whose ancestors were around 
before the great age of dinosaurs 
200 to 65 million years ago. They 
lived alongside Tyrannosaurus rex, 
the most formidable predator to 
stalk the earth, and the huge plant
eating Brontosaurus or thunder
lizard. Crocodiles lived through the 
Cretaceous era when the dinosaurs 
disappeared. They survived the 
break-up of the ancient world when 
continents split and drifted across 
the globe, forming great mountain 
ranges where they collided. They 
even lived through the Ice Ages of 
the last two million years when ice
sheets periodically covered much of 
the world and primitive people were 
driven to warmer climates near the 
equator. Yet today's crocodiles 
are little different from their 
prehistoric relatives. 

Only in the last 50 years has t~e 
continued existence of crocodiles 
been threatened. Many species 
have disappeared from much of 
their former range after intense 
hunting for hides. Many are 
threatened with extinction, 
especially in south-east Asia. 

Australia is one of the very few 
places where estuarine crocodiles 
(Crocodylus porosus) are 
sufficiently common to have some 
chance of survival and the only 
country where freshwater 
crocodiles (Crocodylus johnstoni) 
are found. Australians then have a 
responsibility to conserve and 
manage the country's crocodile 
populations carefully. 
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200M yrs ago first crocodiles 

65M yrs ago modem crocodiles 

4M yrs ago earliest man 

present day 

General biology 
Estuarine crocodile 
('saltie'), 
Crocodylus porosus 
Habitat: Estuarine crocodiles are 
seen most often in the tidal reaches ~ 
of rivers but are common in 
freshwater lagoons and swamps. 
Small populations can be found 
hundreds of kilometres from the 
sea. Individuals are sighted 
occasionally on Great Barrier Reef 
and Torres Strait islands. 

Size: Males can grow to at least 
6m but most large animals seen are 
less than 4m. Males appear to 
mature at about 3 - 4m at an 
estimated age of 15 years. Females 
rarely exceed 4m and may begin 
nesting at 2 - 3m at an apparent 
age of 1 O years. 

Reproduction: Nesting occurs in 
the wet season (November -
March). A large mound of 
vegetation and soil is built and 
about 50 eggs laid inside. The 
female usually guards the nest, 
hiding in a nearby wallow. 
Incubation takes about 90 days. 
Many nests are lost to flooding, and 
pigs and goannas take eggs. 

Food: Young salties feed on small 
animals including crabs, prawns, 
fish, insects and occasional snakes 
and mammals. Many prey are taken 
from the water's edge as they come 
to feed or drink. 

Distribution: Estuarine crocodiles 
occur from India, through south
east Asia to Australia. In 
Queensland, they occur from 
Rockhampton north to Cape York 
and the Gulf of Carpentaria. 

Appearance: Apart from their large 
size as adults, salties can be 
recognised by their broad snouts. 
Small salties may be difficult to 
distinguish at a distance. 

Large animals can be dangerous 
to humans. 

Freshwater crocodile 
('fresh ie'), 
Crocodylus johnstoni 
Habitat: Freshwater crocodiles are 
very common in upstream 
freshwater rivers and billabongs. 
They can be found also in the tidal 
waters of some rivers. 

Size: Males grow to at least 3m but 
animals over 2.5m are rare. 
Females rarely exceed 2m. Males 
mature at about 2m and females at 
1.5m, both at an estimated age of 
12 years. 

Reproduction: Nesting occurs in 
the late dry season (August/ 
September) when about 12 eggs 
are laid in a hole, usually dug in a 
sandbank near the water. The 
female does not usually guard the 
nest or dig wallows. Incubation 
takes 65 - 90 days, allowing the 
young to hatch before the first 
floods of the wet season. 

Food: Freshwater crocodiles feed 
primarily on insects, spiders, fish, 
frogs, lizards, turtles and birds. 
Mammals are taken occasionally. 
Even large animals tend to take 
very small food items. Much feeding 
takes place along the water's edge. 

estuarine crocodile guarding her nest 
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Distribution: Freshies occur only in 
Australia where they are still 
common in many inland waters. In 
Queensland, they are found mainly 
in the rivers of Cape York Peninsula 
and the Gulf. 

Appearance: Freshwater crocodiles 
have a narrow snout and a row of four 
large scales at the base of the head. 

Freshwater crocodiles are not 
dangerous to humans. 

Nesting 
Estuarine crocodile nests consisting 
of mounded vegetation and earth 
may be found in grass beds or 
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fringing forest along the banks of 
watercourses or deep freshwater 
swamps. The female often guards 
the nest, hiding in a wallow dug near 
the nest when disturbed. Freshwater 
crocodiles lay eggs in simple holes 
in sand or soil near the water's edge. 
The female may stay near the nest 
but appears not to guard it. 

Do not disturb crocodile nests: 
Nesting crocodiles may be 
aggressive. If you locate a nest, 
advise your local wildlife ranger. 

When the young crocodile hatches 
from its egg, its squeaking attracts 
the adults which excavate the nest 
and carry the young in the mouth to 
the water - without harming them. 
Unhatched eggs may even be rolled 
around on the tongue to help the 
young emerge. Adult crocodiles 
may remain near a group of 
hatch lings in the water and offer 
some protection for several months. 
Distressed hatchlings squawk 
loudly, often attracting the attention 
of nearby adults. 

Do not interfere with hatchlings. 
Mum or dad may be nearby and 
come to the rescue! 

How and where to 
see crocodiles 
Observing estuarine crocodiles in 
the wild is difficult because they are 
very shy and usually stay under 
water while people are about. 
However, in some streams such as 
the Daintree River north of Cairns, 
crocodiles may be seen basking or 
swimming during the day. 

Crocodiles bask most frequently in 
the winter months when the water 
is cold. They may haul themselves 
onto sand or mudbanks or climb 
among mangroves. Look for slide 
marks along the river banks as 
evidence of their presence. A quiet 
trip down river in a stable boat may 
allow you to spot crocodiles. Don't 
approach too closely. 

Freshwater crocodiles may be seen 
more easily in the wild as they can 
be found in clear streams and 
billabongs and are more abundant 
than estuarine crocodiles. If you sit 
by a billabong or take a quiet walk 
along the riverbank, numbers of 
freshwater crocodiles may be seen 
basking in the sun or floating near 
the surface. Very often crocodiles 
are not spotted until they splash 
into the water a few metres away. 
Look for them surfacing for air 
immediately after they dive. Only 
their eyes and the tips of the snouts 
will be visible. Once they have 
taken a breath they may stay down 
20 minutes or more. 

Experience has shown that it is safe 
to swim in areas where freshwater 
crocodiles are common. There has 
been no recorded instance of an 
unprovoked attack on a person by a 
freshwater crocodile. They are 
very inoffensive but will bite if 
interfered with and can cause 
severe lacerations. 

'Problem' crocodiles 
More crocodiles have been seen in 
recent years, leading to speculation 
that crocodile numbers have risen 
dramatically since shooting ended in 
1972. While numbers have 
increased, many recent sightings are 
attributable to crocodiles being less 
wary of people. Very often, 'problem' 
crocodiles are in the 1.5-2.5m range 
(the size class known to be very 
mobile) and many would have 
travelled long distances from where 
they were born. Potentially 
dangerous crocodiles in populated 
areas are captured by Q.NPWS 
officers and relocated or given to 
commercial crocodile farms and 
zoos. Removal of all crocodiles from 
natural habitat is an unrealistic 
approach to crocodile management. 
Management of Australia's crocodile 
populations is a difficult but 
worthwhile task. 

Crocodiles are 
protected 
Australia's two species of crocodiles 
are protected nationally and 
internationally. 
Unnecessary interference with them 
or their eggs is illegal. However, if an 
estuarine crocodile is posing any 
threat to humans, it is legal to 
destroy the crocodile. To possess or 
take parts of crocodiles such as 
skulls and skins or whole stuffed 
crocodiles is an offence. Poaching 
or killing for sport should be 
reported urgently to your local 
Q.NPWS office. 

Research into 
crocodiles 
Q.NPWS research programs are 
examining aspects of freshwater and 
estuarine crocodile's biology. The 
broad aims are: 
• to assess numbers and 

distribution of crocodiles 
• to understand their ecological 

role in aquatic ecosystems 
• to understand their reproductive 

biology and population 
dynamics so that farming can be 
managed on sound 
conservation principles 

• to encourage conservation and 
management of healthy wild 
populations of crocodiles while 
minimizing the risk to people. 
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